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PREFACE

Any conclusion or opinion expressed in this
report represent solely those of the author(s)
and not necessarily those of the Department of
Computer Science of ETH Zurich or the Swiss
National Science Foundation.

The Sixth International Working Conference on Scientific and Statistical Database Management
(VI SSDBM) was held from June 9 to 12, 1992 in Ascona, Switzerland. The purpose of the
conference was to provide an environment in which computer scientists, statisticians, and
researchers from a variety of fields could present current work, exchange ideas, and work towards a
better mutual understanding of the subject matter. This event continued a series of conferences that
started in California in 1981, taking it into a second decade. Participation of domain scientists was
encouraged to animate the dialog between practitioners and researchers.

Ref~rence to a company or product name does
not 1mply approval or recommendation of the
product by ETH Zurich or the Swiss National
Science Foundation to the exclusion of others
that may be suitable.

In response to our call for papers 43 contributions were submitted. Each of these submissions was
evaluated by at least three program committee members and subsequently 26 papers were selected
for presentation at the conference. To complement this summary of current work in the field, four
presentations were invited.

Available from:

Effective January 1st 1993, the European Community will become an economic reality. This raises
questions regarding the consequences and possibilities for European citizens, individual member
nations, and the community with respect to the management and distribution of statistical data. A
seminar was scheduled with the conference to address some of these questions. This seminar was
also announced independent of the conference with the aim to increase public awareness of and to
foster interest in SSDBM. An additional reason emerged coincidentally: Three weeks before this
conference began, the Swiss Federal Council decided that Switzerland should join the European
Community and resolved to file a corresponding application.

Institute for Scientific Computing, ETH Zurich
ETH Zentrum
CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland

These proceedings include all refereed and solicited papers presented during the conference. The
material presented at the seminar on "large-scale collaboration in statistics" was handed out under
separate cover. A third colleEtion of papers includes the technical descriptions of software products
which were presented and demonstrated during the conference.
As organizers of the 1992 conference we extend our thanks to all authors who submitted papers for
consideration; to the program committee members who read and evaluated these papers and
returned them rapidly with valuable suggestions for improvement; to M. Das, F. Olken, R
Orlandic, and J. Pfaltz for assisting the American Program Committee; to M. Bara, C. Bedecarrax,
G. van den Berg, P. Grape, R. Outing, K. Hinrichs, P. Pistor, B. Rieche, B. Salzberg, L. Schafers,
H.J. Schek, Ir.L.B. Sparreboom, P. Widmayer, and C. Zeelenberg for their support in evaluating
papers received in Europe.

Sponsored by:

ET~ Zuric~ (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich)
Sw1ss Nat1onal Science Foundation, Grant No. 21-27705.89

On a more local level we wish to thank the ETII Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
and the Swiss National Science Foundation for their generous financial and administrative support
and the Centro Stefano Franscini for hosting the event. Last but not least we sincerely thank all
members of the local arrangements committee, namely C. Schmid, K.A. Meier, M. De Lorenzi,
R Oettinger, and K. Bastianelli. They all spent a substantial amount of time and effort to make this
conference possible.
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Abstract
Database query languages are commonly used as a tool to retrieve data of interest from databases.
Although some query languages provide basic functions useful for statistical data analysis and others
cont~in spatial query capabilities, there is as yet no query language which satisfies even basic
reqmrements of spatial analysis.
By including a set of fund~~ental spatial operators into the query language of an extensible DBMS, a
number of typical spatial operations in GISs can, however, be formulated as queries in the language.
Hence, in the future spatial analysis tasks could be carried out by using such a query language, relieving
users from procedural programming while retaining the advantages of a systematic language structure
embedding fundamental as well as domain-specific concepts.
Thi~ paper shows how to perform spatial queries and analyses with GeoSAL, a spatial query language
designed for an extended relational DBMS, which is being developed at the National Defence Research
Establishment in Stockholm. GeoSAL is based on an extended relational data model which integrates the
object and layer models commonly found in GISs. Spatial data types and operators are part of the
langu~ge. Examples given in this paper demonstrate the use of GeoSAL in modeling typical spatial
operations and performing spatial analysis.

1. Introduction
Database query languages are commonly used as a tool to retrieve information from databases. Most query
languages currently used were designed for this purpose and very few for data analysis [Tans91, Kara85].
In recent years substantial efforts have been made to extend conventional query languages [Egen89, Rous88,
Lori91, Aref91] or to design new ones [Guti88, Main90, Goh89] to suit spatial applications.
Although some query languages provide basic functions for statistical calculations, like average, standard
deviation, minimum, maximum, etc., and others contain capabilities for spatial querying, there is as yet
no query language implementation which satisfies even basic requirements of spatial analysis tasks. Such
tasks usually have to be solved with the aid of application-specific modules of a geographical
information system (GIS).

vi
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GIS as tools for spatial analysis have been widely used in different applications. Some GIS products have
reached an impressive level of functionality. Thus, in many cases the major obstacle to the use of GIS in
spatial analysis applications is not lack of functionality but the large number of concepts and commands
that have to be mastered [Good90a].
An effort has been made by Tomlin [Toml90] to structure spatial analysis functions for a large number of
cartographic modelingtasks into a limited set of primitive operations. Tomlin's work is a pioneering
contribution to the design of self-contained spatial analysis languages. The fact that it is based on a
simple raster data structure rather than on an elaborate type structure as required in large spatial
databases, however, prevents the direct introduction of Tomlin's operator structure into spatial database
languages.

(1) data selection and transformation,
(2) reclassification and generalization,
(3) "measurement",
(4) neighborhood,
(5) overlay,
(6) statistics.

Another obstacle to the use of GIS is the lack of a generic data model for different applications. Some GIS
products are interfaced with conventional DBMSs to support data management, while the analysis of
spatial data is performed in the GIS subsystem. One problem in these systems is the conflict between the
complexity of spatial objects in GISs and the simple type structure (data model) offered by contemporary
DBMSs, which typically support only basic data types and a simple record structure [Haas91].
Research on extensible database management systems (EDBMS) [Haas91] and on object-oriented database
management systems (OODBMS) [Unla90] aims at providing generic models for non-standard
applications. At its present stage, work on such systems is concentrated on data handling and simple ad
hoc spatial queries. Again, the data analysis capability of their query languages is quite limited
[Haas91].
By including a set of fundamental spatial operators into the query language of an extensible DBMS,
typical spatial analysis operations in GISs can, however, be performed as data transformations, dressed
as queries in the language. Hence, in the future spatial analysis tasks could be carried out by using such a
query language, relieving users from procedural programming while retaining the advantages of a
systematic language structure embedding fundamental as well as domain-specific concepts.
In this paper we show how to perform spatial queries and analyses with GeoSAL [Sven91], a spatial
query language based on an extended relational data model which integrates the object and layer models
commonly found in GISs. GeoSAL is designed for a prototype spatial analysis and decision support system
which is being developed as an extension of the relational data analysis system Cantor, designed and
built by the National Defence Research Establishment (FOA) in Stockholm [Kara83,86]. Throughout.this
paper, GeoSAL concepts introduced in [Sven91] will be used without further reference.
This work was performed under contract with a joint project between FOA, NobelTech Systems AB, and
Ericsson Radio Systems AB. This project is part of a national R & D program in Information Technology.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, classes of operations required in spatial analysis are
reviewed. These operations can be performed by contemporary GIS software, but only a few are discussed
in the above-mentioned proposals for spatial query languages. The use of the type system of GeoSAL in
defining spatial data types and relations in Cantor is demonstrated in Section 3. The operations
reclassification, generalization and overlay are expressed in Section 4 as sequences of queries in GeoSAL.
It is also shown in Section 4 how high level operations are generalized from a sequence of query
statements. The partitioning of the solutions into queries is a matter of convenience. Equivalently, each
solution can be written as a single expression. In Section 5, simple examples are given which show how to
use GeoSAL to perform spatial queries and solve spatial analysis problems. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2. Classes of operations required for spatial analysis
A study on what kind of operations are required in spatial analysis was carried out before the
specifications of a spatial database language was outlined. One conclusion of this study was that basic
operations required in spatial data analysis could be arranged in the following six categories:

Operations in each of these categories can be performed by contemporary GIS software, but only the most
basic can be expressed in the spatial query languages previously proposed.
In GeoSAL, five classes of spatial operators are defined. They are:
(a) Unary geometrical operators which extract geometrical data from one object.
(b) Unary object transformation operators that transform one spatial object into another.
(c) Binary geometrical operators which compute geometrical relationships between two or more
objects.
(d) Binary topological operators which test topological relationships of two objects.
(e) Object construction operators which construct new objects from existing objects.
There is no one-to-one correspondence between the six categories defined above and the classes of spatial
operators in GeoSAL. How~ver, a subset of the spatial analyses in these categories can be performed using
either a single GeoSAL oper~tor or a sequence of operators in one or more query expressions.
In the remainder of this paper, we show how to carry out spatial analysis operations in the categories (2)
and (5) using query language expressions which involve operators mainly from the classes (d) and (e).

3. The type system of GeoSAL
Types in GeoSAL form an inheritance structure [Grap92]. Operators are defined on these data types. Some
of them are polymorphic, i.e., change their algorithmic behaviour automatically as required by the
current representation of their operands.
A type which inherits from another is called a specialization of the latter, and contains all operators and
other features of its ancestor. System-defined specializations may possess features in addition to those of
its ancestors.
A facility allowing users to define their own data types is also provided. To allow the use of abstract
system-defined concepts in such data types, the notion of generic type is frequently required. A generic
type is only partially specified and must be supplied with additional information to form a specific type
definition. In GeoSAL, this information is supplied as type parameters.
When modeling spatial information, two fundamentally different data representations, usually called
vector (or geometric) and raster (or image) representation, are frequently used. In certain types of analysis
such as differential analytic computations over a surface, raster representation is required, whereas
vector representation could be more convenient for example for network analysis.
In GeoSAL, a spatial data type, such as Point, Line, or Polygon, defines an abstract data structure as a
specialization of a tuple or relation type, and is used to model spatial objects in vector representation.
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Also, in spatial modeling two views, object and layer, are commonly used [Good90b]. A layer is a set of
spatial objects with the same spatial type and category attributes.

3.1 Vector data types
A spatial object set type in vector representation can be defined as follows:

In GeoSAL these two views are integrated in the sense that spatial objects can be organized into layers
based on their spatial types and non-spatial category attributes. GeoSAL provides the generic type
Tessellation for layers of polygons in vector representation (Section 3.1). For the representation of raster
layers, the generic type Raster is provided. Raster (Section 3.2) is a specialization of RegularTessellation
which is a specialization of Tessellation.

DEFINE OBJECT PolygonalSet: PolygonalObjectSet;
assuming that the following types are defined:
DEFINE TYPE PolygonalObjectSet := SET_OF PolygonalObject;

The syntax for defining spatial database objects follows the pattern:
DEFINE TYPE PolygonalObject :::;:; .(pg::Polygon, attrl:BTYPE, attr2:BTYPE,. .. );
DEFINE OBJECT SObjectSet: SpatialObjectSet;
PolygonalObject has an attribute of the system-provided spatial type Polygon, which is structurally
equivalent to:

where the type SpatialObjectSet is defined as:
DEFINE TYPE SpatialObjectSet := SET_OF SpatialObject;
DEFINE TYPE SpatialObject :::;:; .(id::STYPE, attr1::BTYPE, attr2:BTYPE,. .. );
where:
Spatial Object
SpatialObjectSet
SObjectSet
id
STYPE
BTYPE

DEFINE TYPE Polygon :::;:; .(id::Integer, vertices:SET_OF Point);
The structure of a Point object is equivalent to:
DEFINE TYPE Point :::;:; .(id::Integer, xc:Float, yc:Float);

-a structured tuple type, modeling spatial objects
- a spatial object set type
- a spatial object set
- object identifier
- system-defined spatial types such as Point, Line, and Polygon
-basic data types such as Integer, Float, Literal

Here, id represents identifiers of the points which form the polygon boundary, and xc and yc the
coordinates of these points.
To explain the relationship between a spatial and a non-spatial data type, we compare the set object
PolygonalSet defined above with a similar non-spatial object:
DEFINE OBJECT NonSpatialSet: NSObjectSet;

The double colons of id::STYPE and attr1::BTYPE denote the key attributes of the tuple type
Spatial Object.

assuming that the following types are defined:
(

The semantic properties of the GeoSAL data model can be summarized as follows:
(1) Every database object has a well-defined, named type. Type names may be used in other type
and object definitions.

DEFINE TYPE NSO'bjectSet := SET_OF NSObject;
DEFINE TYPE NSObject := .(nso::NSitems, attr1:BTYPE, attr2:BTYPE, ... );
DEFINE TYPE NSitems := SET_OF .(id::Integer, xc:Float, yc:Float);

(2) Attributes and tuples may be structured. An attribute type is a pair <name> : <value type>,
where <value type> can be any GeoSAL type expression.
(3) The instances of a given tuple type are individual database objects, i.e., they have a name,
unique within their contextual scope, may have a defining view and may possess a value. Tuple
operations can be used to identify, aggregate, and disaggregate tuples.
(4) Set types are sets of scalars of the same type ("scalar sets") or sets of tuples of the same type
("relations"). Set operations may be applied to expressions of any set type, relation operations
only to expressions of relation type.
(5) Although a tuple instance is an individual object, it may contain subtuples whose values are
relations.
(6) The notion of key applies to both tuple and relation types. A key is a subtuple whose value must
be unique for each tuple instance in a relation. The key propagation semantics is well-defined for
each tuple, set, and relation operator. In SpatialObjectSet, the attributes id and attr1 form a
composite (multi-dimensional) key. By restricting SObjectSet to a specific attrl value, a setvalued, spatially non-contiguous "layer object" is obtained.

The same non-spatial operations can be applied to the database objects PolygonalSet and NonSpatialSet,
whereas spatial operators are applicable only to PolygonalSet and its members. Only simply connected
polygons, possibly with simply connected polygonal holes, are allowed as instances of type Polygon.
Similar constraints are defined for most system-provided spatial types. For the remainder of this paper,
the term polygon is used in the sense "instance of type Polygon". When we want to refer to planar regions
in general, the term region will be used.
The types PolygonalObjectSet and NSObjectSet are said to be structurally conformant. To avoid
ambiguities, type conversion must be explicitly specified whenever two objects of structurally conformant
types are used as operands of a polymorphic operator, such as UNION.
By definition, the geometric aspect of a tessellation is a set of edge-adjacent or disjoint polygonal regions.
The complete tessellation is formed by attaching non-spatial categorical data to the regions. To
accomplish this, a type parametrization mechanism is applied. The system-provided parameterized
("generic") data type Tessellation is structurally equivalent to:
DEFINE TYPE Tessellation [T -> Tuple] :::;:; SET_OF .(pg::Polygon, attr:T);
For example,
DEFINE OBJECT Landcover: Tessellation [coverage:Literal];
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defines a layer with the single category attribute coverage. The key attribute of this relation has the
type pg::Polygon. Operations on instances of type Layer may use semantic knowledge which is not
available for general sets of polygons. We discuss this further in Section 4.1.
The set of regions which form a tessellation is not necessarily minimal with respect to the category
attributes, i.e., two adjacent regions may have the same category value.

4. Performing spatial operations with GeoSAL
The spatial operations listed in Section 2 can be freely combined into query expressions, or "views", in
GeoSAL. In this section we show how to perform reclassification, generalization and overlay operations
using a sequence of views in GeoSAL. These three operations are frequently used in spatial analysis. Their
expression in GeoSAL depends critically on the syntax and semantics of the four spatial operators MEETS,
UNION, DIFFERENCE, and INTERSECTION, which is described in Section 4.1.

3.2 Raster data types
4.1 Syntax and semantics of the spatial operators MEETS, UNION, DIFFERENCE and INTERSECTION
A set of raster layers with the same regular tessellation can be represented as a relation, for example:
Images(ix::Integer, iy::Integer, image1:Integer, image2:Float);
It has been shown [Stje86] that many spatial analysis tasks can be expressed under this representation,
using the algebraic query language SAL [Arnb80]. However, the lack of spatial knowledge in this
representation frequently prevents efficient evaluation of queries.

Using spatial concepts of GeoSAL, the above relation Images can be redefined as:

MEETS is a binary logical operator which checks a topological relationship between two polygons.
MEETS is true if and only if the two polygons share a boundary segment or a vertex, and their interiors
have no common point. For members a, b of a tessellation, (a MEETS b) is equivalent to NOT(a DISJOINT
b).
Example:
If LR1 is a tessellation with the category attribute attr1 (Figure 4.4), the query expression

DEFINE OBJECT Pixellmages: ImageLayer;

LR2:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := *(a:LR1, b:LR1)
WHERE [(a.attr1=b.attr1) AND (a.pg MEETS b.pg)]
[pg::a. pg, attr1 :a.attr1];

where ImageLayer is defined by:
DEFINE TYPE ImageLayer := XY_Raster [ImageElement]
WITH [..ll = OSquare, ..m = nx, ..n = ny];

of Section 4.3.1 produces a new layer LR2, consisting of the regions p2,p3,p4 and p7 in Figure 4.4.
This set of homogeneous regions is not minimal.

DEFINE TYPE ImageElement := .(ix::Integer, iy::Integer, image1:Integer, image2:Literal);
Here, the parameter ImageElement specifies the key and category attributes of the relation Pixellmages.
The restriction clause, which follows the keyword WITH, is used to specify values for the geometric
parameters .. ll, ..m, and ..n ( .. is a short form for a semantically redundant prefix sequence of attribute
names). The arguments nx and ny denote the number of image elements along each principal direction of
the image area.
Furthermore, the parameter ..ll, i.e., the "lower left" raster element of the image area must
in this case by being instantiated by an object of the system-defined type XYSquare:

b~

specified,

In this query, *(a:LR1, b:LR1) is the Cartesian product of the two relations a:LR1 and b:LRl. The
expression a:LR1 forms a relation whose attributes are the same as those of LR1 except that their names
are prefixed with "a.". The second expression within brackets is a "generalized projection" in which
names and values of the res-plt attributes pg and attr1 are defined.

1

The polymorphic operators UNION and INTERSECTION can be used.in two syntactic contexts: as binary
operators and as aggregation operators, analogous to SUM and PRODUCT in a non-spatial query language.
Binary UNION maps pairs of polygons, and pairs of polygon sets, to sets of polygons. Let X and Y be point
sets representing polygons and let p be an arbitrary point. The result point set of the binary UNION
operator is then defined by:

DEFINE OBJECT OSquare: XYSquare := <some expression> ;
X UNION Y = { p I (p in X) OR (p in Y) }
The relation Pixellmages represents two layers, each partitioning the space into a minimal set of regions,
homogeneous with respect to its category attribute value. The regions in each layer are not individually
identified.
The notion of spatial object is meaningful irrespective of whether vector or raster representation is used. In
GeoSAL, raster data can therefore also be represented with region (or object) identification, where raster
elements belonging to the same homogeneous region are assigned a common identifier.
Region identification is performed by the operator OBJECTIFY, used as in the example:
PixelRegions := Pixellmages [regid:OBJECTIFY(image1)];
In this expression, an additional key attribute regid is added to the image1layer, forming a new relation
PixelRegions with an attribute regid which identifies the homogeneous regions of the layer.

6

If the two polygons are 1-disjoint, i.e., disjoint with the exception of isolated points, the trivial result is

the set {X, Y}. Otherwise, the result is the singleton polygon set whose member coincides with the result
point set. Note that the union of two hole-free polygons is not hole-free in general.
Like other aggregation operators, aggregation UNION can only be applied to relation attributes.
Furthermore, only set-valued attributes are meaningful operands.
If pg is a polygon attribute in the relation R, the expression RUNION [pg] forms the set of 1-disjoint
polygons whose points coincide with the point set { p I (pin P1) OR ... OR (pin Pn) }, where P1, ... , Pn are

the members of R [pg]. We will say that the result is the minimal polygonal cover of the points in the pg
polygons.
Partitioned aggregation (denoted by the "group by" clause in some query languages) with respect to a
category P can be expressed as R [pg:: UNION(pg), P]. Here, Pis a possibly multidimensional category
attribute in R, partitioning the set of pg polygons into distinct "P-classes", one for each value of P. The
polygons may be spatially overlapping. The value of the expression will be equal to that obtained by
applying UNION to each P-class of polygons separately. The result polygons in each P-class are assigned
unique pg identifiers.

7

When applied to the polygon attribute of a tessellation, the semantics of UNION is simplified:
whenever the relationship MEETS holds between polygons associated with the same category attribute
value, the UNION is formed of all the polygons in the transitive closure of the relationship. Each
distinct polygon in the result is assigned a unique identifier.

y

X

Example:

~~

The expression

-c:::::::-............o:::::::;?

LR2 [pg::UNION(pg), attr1]
X

where LR2 is a tessellation with the category attribute attr1, is evaluated as follows:
For each distinct class value of the category attribute attr1, the union is formed of all polygons in
this class which meet. Isolated polygons are left unchanged. Finally, unique identifiers pg are
assigned to each resulting region in the class.
Figure 4.1 shows the result of applying UNION as a partitioned aggregation operator over a tessellation.

DIFFERENCE

Y

Y

DIFFERENCE

X

~-......,_

X

INTERSECTION 'Y

Figure 4.2. Examples of the binary set operations DIFFERENCE and
INTERSECTION applied to polygons.
forms the minimal polygonal cover of the polygons in SR2.
The expression
SR1 [pg DIFFERENCE (SR2 UNION[pg]), attr1]

result

input

Figure 4.1. Aggregation UNION over a tessellation
The semantics of INTERSECTION is analogous to that of UNION, substituting OR with AND in the
definitions. INTERSECTION over a tessellation, however, produces a "degenerate" result, i.e., the
boundary lines between adjacent polygons.
The operator DIFFERENCE can be used as a binary operator which maps a pair of polygons, or a pair of
sets of disjoint polygons, to a set of polygons. Unlike UNION and INTERSECTION, DIFFERENCE (:an not
be given a meaningful interpretation as an aggregation operator.

produces a set of 1-disjoint polygons for each value of attrl. These polygons are assigned different
identifiers in the result relation. If no two polygons in SR1 and SR2 intersect, the expression
reproduces SRl.
4.2 Reclassification
Figure 4.3 (a) shows a layer consisting of several subregions, defined by distinct "class" values of a
category attribute. Four different class values, A , B, C and D, represent four groups of regions (layer
objects) of the same class. The task is to reclassify the regions of class C to B.

The result point set of the binary DIFFERENCE operator is defined by:

Name:LR

X DIFFERENCE Y == { p I (p in X ) AND (p not in Y) }
The result is the minimal polygonal cover of this point set. If X, Y do not intersect, DIFFERENCE copies X.
When the first operand, X, is the polygon attribute of a tessellation with a category attribute P, and the
second, Y, is a constant set of disjoint polygons, the semantics of R [X DIFFERENCE Y, P] is the following:
For each P-class of the tessellation, the minimal polygonal cover of the set of polygons, resulting
from successive application of xi DIFFERENCE Y to each member xi of the P-class, is formed. Each
distinct polygon in the result is assigned a unique identifier.
Figure 4.2 visualizes the binary set operations DIFFERENCE and INTERSECTION applied to polygons.
Example:

The expression

pl
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

A
B

c
c
A
B
B
D
A

Figure 4.3. (a) The layer LR with subregions p1, p2, ... and class values A, B, ...
(b) The table representation of the layer.

SR2 UNION[pg]

8

attrl

(b)

(a)

Let SR1 and SR2 be tessellations with the attributes pg::Polygon and attr:Literal.

pg
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We represent each region as a polygon and the layer as a tessellation relation as follows:
(2): Find regions which do not meet others with the same attribute value.
DEFINE OBJECT LR: Tessellation [attr1:Literal];
LR3:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := LR1 DIFFERENCE LR2;
Hiding the geometric data from view, the representation of the relation LR can be visualized as the table
of Figure 4.3 (b) in which pg is an object identifier whose value is unique within the relation.

(3): Merge regions which have the same attribute value and meet.
LR4:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := LR2 [pg::UNION(pg), attr1];

The query:
LR1:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := LR [pg, attr1:IF attr1 ='C' THEN 'B' ELSE attr1];
reclassifies the regions of group C to B. The semantics of the query is the following: if the value of
attribute attr1 in LR is C, then assign B to the value of the same attribute in LR1, otherwise, move the
value in LR to LRl. The values of attribute pg are unchanged.

(4): Combine LR3 and LR4:
LR5:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := LR3 UNION LR4;
LR5 is visualized in Figure 4.5 (a) and can also be described by the table of Figure 4.5 (b).

The layer LR1 is visualized in Figure 4.4.
Name:LRS
B

Figure 4.4. The layer of Figure 4.3 after the substitution B <- C.
Alternatively, we can define a function to assign the new category values. For example, the above query
can be written as

p2

pg

attrl

pl
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6

A
B
A
B
D
A

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.5. (1l) The layer generalized from the layer of Figure 4.4.
(b) The table representation of the layer.

Reclassify(class:Literal):Literal := IF class ='C' THEN 'B' ELSE class;

4.3.2 Formulating the generalization operation as a function

LR1:Tessellation[class:Literal] := LR [pg, class:Reclassify(class)];

Since the generalization operation is a somewhat complex procedure which is also frequently used, it is
worthwhile to express the above queries as a function which is able to perform various generalization
tasks. This function can be written as the following sequence of queries:

It is also possible to define the reclassification transformation as a relation table. This method is
preferable for complex transformations.

4.3 Generalization
Generalization is a spatial operation which merges adjacent regions having the same category values
[Tomn81]. For example, the reclassified layer in Figure 4.4 contains adjacent regions with the same
category value B. The common boundaries between these regions must be removed (see Figure 4.5). In
GeoSAL this operation can be carried out by the object construction operator UNION.

4.3.1 Performing the generalization operation by queries
Assume that we want to apply generalization to the result LR1 of Section 4.2. The generalization
operation can be performed by the following sequence of expressions:
(1): Find regions which meet others with the same category attribute value.
LR2:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := *(a:LR1, b:LR1)
WHERE [(a.attr1=b.attr1) AND (a.pg MEETS b.pg)]
[pg::a.pg, attr1:a.attr1];
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GEN1(LR:Tessellation [attr -> Scalar]):Tessellation[attr -> Scalar] :=
*(a:LR, b:LR) WHERE [(a.attr=b.attr) AND (a.pg MEETS b.pg)]
[pg::a.pg, attr:a.attr];
GEN2(LR:Tessellation [attr -> Scalar]):Tessellation[attr -> Scalar] :=
LR DIFFERENCE GEN1(LR);
GEN3(LR:Tessellation [attr -> Scalar]):Tessellation[attr -> Scalar] :=
GENl(LR) [pg::UNION(pg),attr];
GENERALIZE(LR:Tessellation [attr:Scalar]):Tessellation[attr -> Scalar] :=
GEN2(LR) UNION GEN3(LR);
Using GENERALIZE, the above example can be performed as:
LR6:Tessellation[attr1:Literal] := GENERALIZE(LRl);
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4.4 Overlay
The overlay operation, one of the most frequently used spatial operations in a GIS, refers to the process of
generating new layers from existing layers registered to a common space. The input to the overlay
operation is a set of layers, and the output is a new layer in the same space [Toml90]. In GeoSAL this
operation is carried out by using the spatial operators DIFFERENCE, INTERSECTION and UNION, as
described below.

Figure 4.9. The layer LSR3.

Figure 4.10. The layer OSR.

Figure 4.6 shows two layers SR1 and SR2. We want to overlay them to generate a new layer.
(5): Union of LSR1, LSR2 and LSR4 (Figure 4.10):
OSR:Layer := LSRl UNION LSR2 UNION LSR4;
The overlay procedure presented above is more general than that in [Toml90] in the sense that the objects
to be overlaid do not need to cover exactly the same area.

SR2

SR1
Figure 4.6. Two layers (tessellations).

5. Spatial query and analysis examples
5.1 Query examples
Most spatial database query languages were designed for expressing queries about spatial objects existing
in databases [Egen89, Goh89, Rous88]. Few designers [Guti88, Main90] consider the construction of new
spatial objects from existing objects. In the design of GeoSAL, however, object construction operators such as
UNION, DIFFERENCE, and INTERSECTION play an important role. Their use in spatial query
applications is illustrated in the examples below.

The two layers are represented as follows:
DEFINE TYPE Layer := Tessellation [attr1:Literal];
DEFINE OBJECT SR1,SR2: Layer;

Let relations SRI and SR2 represent field and soil layers, with the following definitions:

The result is obtained by the following sequence of expressions:

(

'

I'

(1): Difference between the tessellation SR1 and the union of SR2 (Figure 4.7):
LSR1:Layer := SR1 [pg DIFFERENCE (SR2 UNION[pg]), attr1];
(2): Difference between the tessellation SR2 and the union of SR1 (Figure 4.8):
LSR2:Layer := SR2 [pg DIFFERENCE (SR1 UNION[pg]), attr1];

DEFINE TYPE PLayer := Tessellation [attr1:Literal];
DEFINE TYPE SLayer := Tessellation [attrl:Literal];
DEFINE TYPE FSLayer := Tessellation [attrl:Literal, attr2:Literal];
DEFINE OBJECT SR1:FLayer, SR2:SLayer;
Query 1: Find the fields where vegetables are grown. Assume for simplicity that potatoes and tomatoes
are known to be the only vegetable varieties.
VSR:FLayer := SR1 WHERE[(attr1 = 'potato') OR (attr1 = 'tomato')]
[pg::UNION(pg), attr1:'vegetable');
This query reclassifies fields of potatoes and tomatoes into fields of vegetable and, if fields meet, merges
them into larger ones.

Figure 4.8. The layer LSR2.

Figure 4.7. The layer LSRl.
(3): Intersection of the two tessellations (Figure 4.9):

LSR3:Tessellation[attr1:Literal, attr2:Literal] := *(a:SR1, b:SR2)
[pg::(a.pg INTERSECTION b.pg), attr1:a.attr1, attr2:b.attr1];
(4): Reclassification of LSR3:
LSR4:Layer := LSR3 [pg, attr1:IF (attr1= ...) AND (attr2= ...) THEN ... ELSE ...];
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Query 2: Find fields of non-vegetable crops which do not grow in red soil.
LSR:FLayer := SR1 WHERE [(attrl <> 'potato') AND (attr1 <> 'tomato')]
[pg::(pg DIFFERENCE (SR2 WHERE [attr1 = 'red'] UNION(pg))), attrl];
Query 3: Find fields of maize growing on red soil.
LSRl:FSLayer := *(a:SRl, b:SR2) WHERE[(a.attr1 = 'maize') AND (b.attrl = 'red')]
[pg::(a.pg INTERSECTION b.pg), attr1:a.attrl, attr2:b.attr1];
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Query 4: Overlay Openland1 and StateFlat to produce a set of polygons with acceptable non-spatial
properties.

5.2 A simplified site selection example

Site selection [Dang83, Smit83] is a typical spatial analysis task for which early GISs were designed. In
principle, the analysis procedure can be described as follows. Given a set of input layers over the same
area. Combine these layers location-by-location based on a set of previously defined selection criteria,
and produce a suitability map containing candidate areas suitable for the siting. From the candidate
areas, decision-makers choose the final site.

Suitable1:Landcover := *(o:Openland1, s:StateFlat)
[pg::(o.pg INTERSECTION s.pg), coverage:o.coverage]
Query 5: Select open regions with an area greater than 4 square kilometers, i.e. 4 million square meters.

In the site selection task the operations reclassification, generalization and overlay play important roles
in input layer preparation, combination and suitability map generation. In the following we use a
simplified example to illustrate the use of these operations and to model the analysis procedure using
GeoSAL queries.

MostSuitable:Landcover := Suitable1 WHERE[(coverage='open') AND (Area(pg) > 4E6)]
[pg, coverage];
If there is no area larger than 4 square kilometers, merge the open regions and the forest regions.

Query 6: Reclassify the category "forest" to "open".

5.2.1 The task
A county government intends to build a public golf course which needs more than 4 square kilometers of
land. The selection criteria are:

Suitable2:Landcover := Suitable1 [pg, coverage:'open'];
Query 7: Merge adjacent regions.

(1) only land which is flat and owned by the state can be used,
OpenAndForest:Landcover := GENERALIZE(Suitable2);
(2) the best choice is land covered by grass or bare soil,
Query 8: Select regions greater than 4 square kilometers.
(3) agricultural land can not be used.
Three input layers are available: Landcover, Landowner and Lari.dscape.

Suitable:Tessellation[]:= OpenAndForest WHERE[(Area(pg) > 4E6)]
[pg];

Landcover contains regions classified as forest, crops, grass and bare soil. Landowner is a partitioning of
land based on ownership and Landscape is a classification of the landscape into flat and non-flat regions.

Relations MostSuitable and Suitable can be displayed graphically and an appropriate object chosen as
the golf course.

5.2.2 Analysis procedure with GeoSAL

6. Summary and conch~sions

Let the input layers be defined by:
DEFINE OBJECT Landcover: Tessellation [coverage:Literal],
Landowner: Tessellation [owner:Literall
Landscape: Tessellation [type:Literal];
Query 1: Select from Landcover regions covered by forest, grass, and bare soils and reclassify grass and
bare soils into open land.
Openland:Landcover := Landcover WHERE[coverage<> 'crops']
[pg, coverage:IF coverage= 'grass' OR coverage= 'bare'
THEN 'open' ELSE coverage];
Query 2: Merge adjacent polygons with the coverage value "open".
Openland1:Landcover := GENERALIZE(Openland);
Query 3: Overlay Landowner and Landscape to produce a set of polygons which are flat and owned by the
state.
StateFlat:Tessellation[] := *(o:Landowner, s:Landscape)
WHERE[(o.owner='state') AND (s.type='flat')]
[pg::(o.pg INTERSECTION s.pg)];
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When properly adapted to spatial analysis applications, the query language approach can be expected to
reduce considerably the number of concepts needed in future spatial analysis systems. This should amount
to a significant increase in the expressive power and usefulness of these systems. The improvement will
come as a consequence of the capabilities of abstraction, substitution, and combination of a systematic
language approach.
In this paper, some examples have been given which, in the spirit of Tomlin [Tom190], illustrate how a
spatial database language can be defined to fit the needs of spatial analysis applications.
It remains to be shown how to implement the language efficiently, as well as to test its ability to adapt to

the requirements of realistic spatial analysis applications.
Also, one needs to explore the relative merits of and appropriate division of tasks between the
"traditional" algebraic approach used in GeoSAL and the several visual language proposals that have
been made recently [Goh89, Main90, Ange90].
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language, giving its informal description (by means of icons and syntactical diagrams). In section 4
we show an example of data definition, using the prototype implemented in a window-icon
environment on a computer Macintosh. Finally, in section 5 we conclude and give direction for future
work.

VIDDEL: an object oriented VIsual Data DEfinition Language
for statistical data

2. THE STORM MODEL
In this section we define the Statistical Object data structure and discuss the most important characterizations of the Storm model [RS92].
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Abstract. In this paper the authors propose an object oriented visual data definition language,
VIDDEL, based on the STORM model and able to define complex data structure (called "statistical
object") such as statistical table, time series, vector, etc.
The language uses graphical commands and its user friendly interface guides the designer of the
database during the different phases of the data definition. A brief description of the STORM model is
presented and an informal description ofV/DDEL is given, as well as some solutions which refer to
the representation and the manipulation of "irregular" statistical objects.Finally an example of data
definition session is shown and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Statistical data are generally defined as data on which statistical functions are applied [Won84].
This definition refers mainly to the data analysis (i.e., their statistical elaboration), but neglects their
manipulation [RR90].
Both micro data (for example, disaggregate data obtained by census), and macro data (for example,
aggregate data, which are the result of the application of mathematical f~nctions (e:g: sum or count)
on micro data and which are stored directly as aggregate data) can be considered statistical data. .
For the former a large bibliography, regarding the different aspects of the data representation,
manipulation and management, exists. For the latter from the last several years m~y problem~ were
studied and different proposals were made [1st81], [2nd83], [3rd86], [RKS89], [Mic90], but, m any
case, the bibliography is much less wide. One of the main problem initially dealt was the privacy of
the data and the way to protect them (problem that still now is a rich research area [Gus89], [Mal91]).
Afterwards a number of researchers have been interested in the various other problems, such as
modelling and semantics, physical organization, data analysis and visualization, query languages and
user interfaces, and so on. Good issues are made in [Sho82], [SW85], [Raf90], [Mic91].
In this paper we consider only aggregate-type data. This choice is justified by the widespread use of
aggregate data only, i.e. without the corresponding micro data. The reason is that <;>ften. it is too
difficult to use the microdata directly (both in terms of storage space and computation tim~) and
because of reasons of privacy (specially when the user is not the data owner) [RS90a]. Depending on
the complexity of their nature (in the Statistical Databases the entities stored are complex .data
structures such as vectors, matrixes, time series, etc., which are more complex than the conventional
disaggregate data), and on the different possible ways of representation (e.g. tables,..rel3:ti~ns,
vectors, pies, bar-charts, graphs, and so on), the aggregate data have recently been called · statistical
objects" [RS90a].
In section 2 we present the STatistical Object Representation Model (Storm) [RS90a], [[RS90b],
[RS92]. The Statistical Object data structure is defmed and the different (intentional and extensional)
spaces and {T, Sand B) levels are discussed, as well as the situations in which it is need to label one
or more edges of a statistical object In section 3 we present the object oriented visual data definition
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2.1 Basic definition
The basic data structure is the statistical object The environment in which it is graphically represented
consists of two representation spaces (intentional and extensional), in each of them different levels
are defined.

Definition: A Statistical Object is a data structure defined by a quadruple < N, C, 8,

f

>,

where:
N is the name of the statistical object
C is a finite set of category attributes. Each category attribute has a domain associated with it,
and a "domain cardinality" which corresponds to the number of values of the domain for that
category attribute. Each category attribute has always a "primitive attribute", to which all the
attributes with the same semantic meaning (for example, year or state ) are linked and whose
domain consists of the union of all the domains of the previous category attributes linked to it.
This is much important when, for example, the names of the different category attributes linked to
the primitive attribute have different names (for example, year and years ).
8 is a single summary attribute associated with the statistical object. Also the summary attribute
has a domain and a do~ain cardinality associated with it.
Each statistical object has different properties . Part of them appear always (for example,
"summary type= percentage"), others cannot appear (for example "statistical source= Eurostat"
or "unit of measure =tons").
Moreover, "marginal values" exist for each statistical object, i.e. the sub-totals of one (or more)
category attribute(s).
f is a function which maps from the Cartesian product of the category attributes domains to the
summary attribute domain of the statistical object .
Graphically a statistical object consists (in the intentional space) of a tree, whose root is an S node,
which represents the summary attribute, linked to an A node, which represents the aggregation (by a
Cartesian product) among different category attributes, represented by C nodes linked to the A
node. Only one A node (and one or more T nodes) can be linked to an S node. Two or more C nodes
(and from zero to many other A nodes) can be linked to an A node. The A node under the S node
does not have a name, the other nodes have always a name.
The Storm model, in the intentional space, defines three different representation levels, called
respectively "Topics" level (T level), "Statistical Objects" level (S level) and "Base" level (B level).
At the T level a conceptual representation of grouping of different statistical objects or subconcepts
under the same topic is represented by a directed, acyclic, connected graph. Only T -type nodes
appear in this level. A T node represents a topic, that is a subject according to which one or more
statistical objects (or one or more other T nodes at lower level) are classified or aggregated. All the T
nodes which are leaves of the graph are linked to one or moreS nodes (see Figure 1). The T level
does not have the correspondent extensional part.
At the S level (in the intentional space) the trees representing the statistical objects of the database
a:e shown. In this level of this space the semantics of the edges is introduced, i.e. it is possible to
hnk the S, A and C nodes by edges with different meaning. In particular, three different types of
edges are defined: a) a single continue line, whose meaning is classified by or assignment; b) a single
dashed line, whose meaning is partitioning or union or subset; c) a double continue line, whose
meaning is grouping or hierarchical classification [RS92]. For example, in Figure 1 some examples
of "grouping" (between two C nodes), "partitioning" (among different C nodes), "classification by"
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(between an A node and different C nodes) and "assignment" (between an S node and an A node) are
shown. It is also to combine these structures in the same statistical object (see still Figure 1).
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Some important problems, such as the identification dependency between two C node of the same
hierarchical classification, or the non-summarizability (and the knowledge of marginals) of a category
attribute, is briefly discussed.
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Figure 1
In the extensional part of the S level all the domains of the C nodes, the links between the instances
of the domains grouped or partitioned by other C nodes are shown, as well as the domains of every
single C node and the numeric values of the summary attribute instance.
It can happen that an only one C node is linked to an S node. In this case the statistical object is a
vector, that is, a statistical object with only one category attribute (only one dimension). The S node
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can also be suspended, i.e. it has no edges, and than node linked to it. In this case the statistical
object is call~ a scalar because the summary data consist of an only numeric value (for example,
220.000.000 Is such a numeric value with regard to the scalar statistical object, whose name is
"Population of the United States in the year 1981 ").
The edges (except the edge which connects the S node with the A node) may be labeled, in order to
flag a particular situation. This point will be discussed in the following.
At the B level (in the intentional space), instead, only the primitive (or base) category attributes
appear (i.e. the C nodes which link in this level all the C nodes of the S level which have the same
semantic meaning, ~lso if the names of such category attributes at the S level are different among
them). In the extensional space of the B level the domains of the primitive C nodes appear. In this
level of this space the synonyms both of the category attributes names and of the values of the
domains are managed.
Also other simple structures can be defined in this level. For example, in Figure 1 an equivalence
between a C and an A node (which represents the Cartesian product of other two, in this particular
case, C nodes), represented by a single line with an arrow in both its extremes, and afunctional
~ependency between a C node (and an A _node) and another C node, represented by a single oriented
hne, are shown [RS92]. Note that an equivalence can also exists between two C nodes.
It is important to observe that it is not possible for one edge to link two nodes of two different
statistical objects; this means that every node C has to be repeated into two different statistical objects
even if the domain is the same.
'
The extensional space of the S level is called "Statistical object Instances Level" while extensional
'
space of the B level is called "Base Instances Level".

2.2.1 Identification (ID) dependency
Suppose you have the st~tistical object of Figure 2, in which the classification hierarchy state - city
appears, and suppose that one value of the category attribute city refers to different values of the
c~tegory attribute state. This means that we have two cities having the same name which are in
different states. Therefore, we need to know not only the name of the city, but also the name of the
state. to which this city refers. We call this situation identification dependency (or ID dependency).
ObviOusly, such a dependency can appear in both the S and the B level, but if it exists at B level, it
might not exist at S level, while if it exists at S level, must exist at B level.
This means. that the ID dependency is inherited from S to B level, but the contrary is not true. In
STORM this dependency IS represented by a label ID on the edge which links the two category
'
attributes state and city.

2.2.2

Non summarizability (NS) and describing marginals (M and Mo)
Let us now defme marginal value, or marginal.

Definition: We define margi'!al the CO!fect value of the total of the summary values for existing
msta~ces. of category attributes, w1th regard to each category attribute and to every their
combmat10n.
Of~n it is not possibl~ to summarize one or more category attributes with regard to a given statistical
obJect, both because It makes no sense, and because the sum of the summary values carries out an
erroneous value.
The former happens some time in the case of time series: for example, the population of the United
States, counted every year, is not summable along the category attribute year. In this case a label NS
appears near the edge outcoming from the C node which presents this non-summarizability .
The latter refers, instead, to two different situations:
a) whe~ an overlap exists in the summary attribute depending on the category attribute not
summanzable (for example, suppose that the phenomenon represented is Number of diseases in the
(]_SA, classified by type of disease; state and year). Obviously, a person can have two or more
diseases, so that the marginal referring to the total diseases is lower than the sum of each number of a
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given disease. If we know the marginal, this is a recoverable non-summarizability and, because we
have an overlapping, the edge will be flagged by the label NS ( Mo ) .
b) when the summary attribute does not represent the total of the population observed in the
phenomenon described by the SO, with regard to one category attribute. For example, suppose that
the population ofthe C node city refers only to the cities San Francisco and Los Angeles, which are
the only instances of the relative definition domain of city , while the population, which refers to the
instance G:alifornia of the C node state at the higher level of the classification hierarchy, regards all
the population of this state. The total of the population is, obviously' different at the different levels
ofaggregation. If we have the marginal values of the higher level (i.e., we know the total population
of the California), the edge outcoming from the C node at the lower level will be flagged by a label
NS ( M ) . This means that, in our case, it is possible to summarize with regard to city .

1)

Icon to create structures of nodes at the T level

2)

Icon to create statistical objects at the S level (intentional
space)

3)

Icon to create both primitive category attributes and,
eventually, links between then at the B level (intentional
space)

4)

Icon to close the activated procedure (for example: creation
of structures of nodes, of statistical objects, etc.) and to
store the structure created previously

3. THE OBJECT ORIENTED VISUAL DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE
The object oriented VIsual Data DEfmition Language (VIDDEL) of Storm substitutes the traditional
procedures with a sequence of "clicks" on icons, buttons, check boxes or other kinds of graphic
commands of the user-friendly Storm interface. Each command of VIDDEL is enabled or not
enabled, according to the level of the system in which the user is working. Before showing the
commands of VIDDEL, it is important to define the symbolic language that will be used to represent
these commands.
Each command consists of two different informations: the input device and the action which, by
means of this device, is carried out. The authors distinguish two different input device: the mouse
and the keyboard. The graphical representation of them is shown in Fig. 2.
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Icon to store the string defined by keyboard
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Icon to store the numeric values of the summary data in the
extensional space of the S level

Mouse

Icon to create both primitive category attributes and,
eventually, links between them at the B level (intentional
space)

7)

7

Keyboard

Figure 2

Figure 5

By means of the mouse it is possible to perform two different actions: single click or double click on
an icon. This actions are represented in Fig. 3.

In the following , the different procedures (iconic syntax of the language) which allow to defme the
different structures into the two spaces (and the relative levels) will be described in an informal way.

3.1 The T level
Single click on the mouse

Double click on the mouse

Figure 3

At this level the user can create T nodes and groupe different statistical objects or sub-concepts
(groups ofT nodes) under the same topic. The procedure for definition and structuration ofT nodes
is shown in Fig. 6, using an iconic syntactical diagram. By the icon 1 of fig 5 the DB designer
actives the procedure for the creation of T nodes, or for the modification of an already existing T
node. For the former it is sufficient to digit the name of the T node followed by the carriage return
("enter"). For the latter the DB designer has to click on the T node (which appears on the screen) and
then to return to the previous procedure (< new name >, < return >). The closure of the procedure is
obtained clicking on the icon 4 of fig 5 ("stop").

By means of the keyboard it is also possible to perform two different actions: to send a command, or
to input a string.of elements (for example, the name of a node or the values of a domain) Their
representation is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Command from keyboard

Input from keyboard

...... ~

~

,,

•

7

1

.. (ENTER)

<T Node)~ I
I

G)

Figure 4
The principal icons used by the user are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 6
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3.2 The S level

3.3 The B level

This Level is splitted in two representation spaces, the Intentional and the Extensional Spaces (called
respectively Space of Statistical Object and Space of the Statistical Object Instances.
We describe in the following subsections the different procedures (always by iconic syntactical
diagrams) which allow to define statistical objects and their extensional specifications (domains of the
category attributes, hierarchical relations, etc.) into the two spaces.

In this level the eventual links (hierarchies and/or partitions) and/or relations which can exist between
C nodes are shown. The C nodes and their links are automatically inherited into the B level by the
system. The DB designer can access to the B level, both in the intentional space, and in the extensional space, for the following reasons:
1) in the intentional space, (a) when he wishes to complete a hierarchical classification towards higher
levels of aggregation (suppose he has defmed at the S level the category attribute city; then he can
define at B level the grouping of cities in state ); (b) when he wishes to insert, for example, a functional dependency relation (suppose he has defined at the S level the category attribute mechanical
year and model; then he can define at B level the functional dependency between these two category
attributes and the new category attribute displacement). 2) in the extensional space, (c) when he
wishes to complete the primitive definition domain when in it some holes appear, which are inherited
from the union of the different domains of the category attributes defined at the S level and which are
linked to the same primitive category attribute at the B level (suppose he has defmed at the S level the
category attribute city in different statistical objects and the union of the domains values of these
category attributes are 1980, 1981,1982, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989. Then he can inser the
lacking values 1983 and 1987, or also other values). (d) when, in accordance with the previous point
(b), he has to define the instances of the relation inserted in the intentional space (for example,
"mechanical year , model and displacement ) and, then, define the domain values of the new
category attribute (in our example, displacement ). In Fig. 9 the links definition between C nodes in
the intentional space is shown .

3.2.1 The Space of Statistical Object
In this space of the S level the DB designer can create statistical objects. In particular, he defines an S
node and chooses the type of structure that he wants to define for this statistical object (for example, a
partitioning or a grouping ).
The procedure which the DB designer must perform is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7
By the icon 2 of fig. 5 he actives the procedure for the creation of statistical objects (or for its
eventual modification). This procedure guides automatically such a creation starting by an S node (
for which the DB designer has to give< name> and< enter>), followed by all C nodes (the
"classification by" structure is given by default). During this last phase, by other icon not shown in
fig 5, it is possible to choose other types of substructure for the statistical objects ( for example, a
partitioning or a grouping).
Analogously to the T level, the DB designer can modify in the same way each name previously
defined and close the defmition of this structure.

3.2.2

The Space of the Statistical Object Instances

The Space of the Statistical Object Instances is the space in which the DB designer can define all the
values of the definition domain of each category attribute.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 9
Analogously to the previous procedures, by the icon 3 of fig. 5 the DB designer actives the procedure
for the creation of primitive structures, which will be closed by the icon "stop". By the iconic syntactical diagram of the previous Fig. 8 it is possible to define also the values of the relative definition
domains.

4. THE USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE

The procedure is activated clicking on the C node defmed in the intentional space (at the S level) and
then on the icon 7 of fig 5. The next of the procedure is equal to the previous ones (both to define,
and to modify).

In this section we give some examples obtained from the implemented prototype, in order to explain
in which way the previous Visual DDL has been used for a real use.
In the following figures a working session of the DB designer for the definition of the statistical
object "Data on Employment in USA" is shown. Generally, the DB designer starts from the T level,
defining the topics, that is different T nodes, which describe, at higher level, the concepts which
group one or more statistical objects (in Fig. 10 the configuration of the screen which apeears in a
phase of this defmition is shown) . The DB designer can also start from the S level, defining the
statistical objects which, in the following, will link to one or more T nodes defined successively in
the T level.
The man-machine interaction for the definition of statistical objects is shown in the Fig. 11, where the
S node, the A node and a subset of C nodes are already defined.
Note that the system allows to the DB designer to choose the structure of the table, that is, which type
of line and/or of node he wishes to define in a given moment of this phase. Note also the different
icons which appear at the top of the screen, by which it is also possible to browse along the different
levels, to zoom, to cancel, etc.
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Moreover, the DB designer is guided by the system by means of the windows which appear at the
bottom of the screen.
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Figure 10
The final result is illustred in Fig. 12.

We discussed this model, called Storm, as well as some particular situations easily solved by it.
Then, we presented the object-oriented visual iconic data definition language VIDDEL, giving in an
informal way some example of procedures for the definition of statistical structutes by means of
iconic systactical diagrams. Finally, we shown some examples of application of VIDDEL by some
screens obtained with the prototype of it, implemented on a computer Macintosh and written in C++.
The natural continuation of this research is the defmition of a visual query language, based still on the
Storm model, which useslthe same configuration on screen, and a declarative approach.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION FOR WORK
The work described here was motivated by the need of have at disposal a user friendly data definition
language, of visual type and based on icons for an easy use. This visual DOL was based on a model
recently defmed for describing Statistical Databases and its relative structures.
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Abstract
The NASA Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory had been launched in April 1991
for a multi-year mission. COMPTEL as one of the 4 telescopes on this observatory
is operated by 4 institutes in US and Europe, who share a common data
processing cind analysis system. This system is based on a commercial DBMS,
supports 3 different operating systems, caters for rapidly changing scientific
analysis software, and has provision to trace data and processing history. The
basic design of the system is presented, the strengths and weaknesses of the
system after 3 years of application and 1 year of steady mission data operation are
discussed.

1. Description of the GRO/COMPTEL Mission
GAO and its Instruments
The NASA Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO) (Figure 1) is one of the 'Great Observatories'
which NASA supports in order to provide astronomical measurements of the sky in all spectral ranges
within this decade. The GRO development and planning started in 1978 with NASA's announcement
of opportunity, where the scientific institutes proposed the instrumentation for the observatory. The 4
finally selected telescopes are:
- a spark chamber imaging telescope for the energy range 20 MeV - 30 GeV (EGRET)
-an imaging Compton telescope for the energy range 1 -30 MeV (COMPTEL)
-a collimated scintillation detector arrangement for the energy range 0.1 - 10 MeV (OSSE)
- an array of 8 scintillation detectors for all-sky gamma-ray burst monitoring in the energy range
0.02- 30 MeV (BATSE)
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-two new gamma-ray pulsars have been detected (beyond the known Crab and Vela pulsars):
these constitute a new family ot neutron stars, the gamma-ray emission mechanisms are still
not understood but can be studied on a broader basis with these new data.
- a number of active galaxies (- 13) have been detected. which have remarkably high (previously
unknown) energy output in the high energy gamma-ray regime. some ot which have
considerable variability in their emission: the nature of such enormous energy generation in the
universe remains to be understood. and can be studied now based on the spectral information
in a wide region of 1 MeV to 20 GeV with interesting structures.

SOLAR ARRAY AXIS

The 4 instruments were developed by collaborations of research institutes from the US, Germany, the
Netherlands, and the European Space Agency. Satellite development and operation is managed by
NASA with support from TRW company, while instrument operations are controlled by the
instrumenter teams in cooperation with the NASA telecommanding facilities. Data from the
observatory had been planned to be buffered on onboard tape recorders, with regular downlink
transmissions every 2 orbits. However a few months after launch the GRO tape recorders developed
transmission instabilities, so that GRO data are transmitted to ground since March 1992 via the TORS
System (at an efficiency of about 60%). The GRO instruments operated without major problems
during this first year of the mission.

MAGNETIC
TORQUERS """'

HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA

T
+YPITCH

Figure 1: The NASA Compton Gamma Ray Observatory

The observatory is the heaviest payload launched into orbit so far by the Space Shuttle system (17
tons total weight). The successful launch occurred on 5 April, 1991, GRO operates in a circular orbit of
400 km altitude for an envisaged timescale of 2-10 years (depending on success of the mission).
---1700mm---

The scientific objective of the mission is the study of the gamma-ray sky, with particular attention to
the study of
Figure 2: The Compton Telescope COMPTEL

- individual gamma-ray sources in the Galaxy
- diffuse Galactic emission ·
-gamma-ray lines (e.g from nucleosynthesis)
- emission from other galaxies
- cosmic background radiation
- gamma-ray bursts
- solar flares (gamma-ray as well as neutron emission)
.GRO will perform the first complete sky survey during its first 17 months of the mission, and thereafter
study specific regions in the sky or objects with dedicated and deeper observations. The sky survey
data will be analyzed by the instrumental science groups, at later phases of the mission guest
observers and analysts will be supported.
During its first mission year. GRO achieved already some remarkable results:
-the gamma-ray burst measurements provide evidence that these bursts are distributed
isotropically in the sky, are however confined within a limited volume of the universe; the
interpretation of these facts is unclear, possibly bursts originate on neutron stars which are
distributed in a Galactic halo of a size remarkably bigger than the Galactic halo as observed via
old stars.
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The COMPTEL Project
The imaging Compton telescope (COMPTEL) on GRO is the instrument of the collaboration of the
Max Planck lnstitut fur Extraterrestrische Physik in Garching (Germany), the Space Research Group
of the University in Leiden (Netherlands), the Institute for study of Earth, Ocean, and Space of the
University of New Hampshire (USA), and the Space Science Departement of ESA at ESTEC in
Noordwijk (Netherlands). The instrument (see Figure 2) consists of 2 layers of scintillation detector
modules, which register a gamma-ray photon via a coincidence of a Compton scatter interaction in the
upper detector plane, and a total absorption interaction in the lower detector plane (detailed instrument
description see SchOnfelder et al., 1992). The imaging of celestial sources is achieved via a complex
deconvolution of many of such photon registration events. for individual gamma-ray photons - direct
projection of the measurements of the telescope onto the sky does not produce a sky image due to
the probabilistic nature of the Compton scatter interaction and the lack of measurement of the
direction vector of the scattering process. The instrument operates in an environment which is very
rich in instrumental background signals due to radioactivity and excitation of atomic nuclei via cosmic
radiation and via particles trapped in the radiation belts of the earth magnetosphere (ref. Morris et al.,
1991 ). Therefore the image reconstruction from COMPTEL data requires careful assessment of the
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background signal and its proper inclusion in the deconvolution process. For a description of the data
analysis approach and its pecularities see Diehl et al.. 1991.

2. The COMPTEL Analysis System: Requirements and Functions
The processing and analysis of the instrument data by the collaboration of ~ institutes req.uires a
coherent. coordinated environment with appropriate management of the processrng and analysis tasks
and the resulting data products. As the 4 collaborating partners are relatively small groups within their
own· local· institutions. the establishment of a collaborative hardware and software system for
COMPTELwas not feasible. The COMPTEL collaboration decided in 1985 to develop a processing
and analysis system called 'COMPASS' which utilizes existing hardware platforms and yet supports
collaborative software development and application as well as data management.

Hardware/Software Environment
The collaboration institutes had their data analysis activities installed on local or campus computing
centers mainly, where IBM and PRIME mainframe computers with different operating systems were
used. The scientists were familiar with these mainframes and with a programming environment based
on FORTRAN applications. Locally advanced image processing and grafics display and data
manipulation computers of various kinds were accessible. At this time, astronomical projects of similar
sizes in other spectral regimes of astrophysics had developed system shells for image processing and
analysis applications (IRAF, AlPS, etc.). A study of the options available resulted in the decision to
develop a dedicated COMPTEL analysis system, which was based on FORTRAN code and a
commercial database management system (ORACLE); this software system should be developed in a
layered design (cmp. Figure 3) which guaranteed portability to the various collaboration hardware and
software platforms, which were expected to undergo considerable evolution during the lifetime of the
COMPTEL project. The scope of this system was defined to encompass all instrument specific
processing and analysis tools (excluding major investments for generic analysis or astrophysical
object specific analysis tools).

The system requirements were:

Data Management
- functional equivalence and similar appearance to users and programmers at all 4 collaboration
sites
- scientific application programs with identical code at all sites, interfacing to local data and user
interface software layers
- software management and configuration control over all 4 installation sites, connected with
dataset origin tracability
- dataset management and configuration control over all 4 installation sites, suppl~mented by
import and export utilities for inter-site and external data transfer, and by appropnate database
screening utilities
- user job and task management including a heritage database for user jobs

The scientists of the COMPTEL collaboration coordinate their data processing and analysis activities
in a 'Data Reduction Group'. The coordination involves a.o. review and approval of a subset of data
products, definition of standardized job control and selection parameters, and review and approval of
tests of new application software tools. For this task, the datasets produced in the COMPASS
environment are catalogued in a database which holds the complete creation history of each dataset,
and summary information on its contents (Figure 4). This 'dataset descriptor' database is exchanged
and consistently maintained among the collaborating institutes. With appropriate selection utilities, the
datasets can be grouped for special activities such as
- inter-site tr,ansfers
- assembly to coherent dataset groups for further analysis
- archiving and retrieval actions between foreground online and background mass storage
- deletion of false datasets
·

-support of 21evels of environments: a 'production' or 'public' environment for the standardized
and approved collaborative processing and analysis, and a 'test' or 'private' environment for
experiments with new application software or for study of new analysis approaches outside the
public environemnt, yet with access to all public tools and data
The design concept as evaluated from these requirements by the COMPTEL collaboration assisted by
a software industry subcontractor had been described by Simpson et al., 1986.

Job Setup (USH)

Descriptor Access
Utilities s> .· .

Figure 4: The COMPASS Dataset Descriptors

Figure 3: The COMPASS Design Concept for a Portable System
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Each COMPASS dataset is tagged with a unique descriptor, holding format information. creation
parameters. validity information, and quality flagging information. Additional commentaries can be
associated with each descriptor. The software components for controlled access to the bulk data files
utilize these descriptors to find out dataset availability, perform access plausibility checks. and retrieve
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data record format information to support data abstractions from the point of view of the application
programs. Each COMPASS dataset type is associated with a library of data access subroutines.
which implement a set of agreed logical data interfaces (abstractions) on the FORTRAN subroutine
call level.

Software Management
The application software is composed of source code libraries. which are catalogued in the system in
the same way as COMPASS datasets. i.e. holding information on library history and library relations
(Figure 5). A COMPASS component called 'System Build and Maintenance' utilizes these descriptors
to complile and load an application task within the COMPASS environment in a standardized way.
Each integrated COMPASS tasks is associated with a set of descriptors holding task help information,
and with a complete specification of the task parameters (including task parameter prompts. help
information, default values. and value range specifications)(see below for task heritage management).
COMPASS features a user access database which associates each task to the user profiles of each
user, thus enabling access right adjustments per application and user.

,~----~ t-----S:::...:ystem Build

'------·"'!

Code Import
Task & Job Build

Utilities

Analysis Heritage Management
The task parameter table specification associated with each COMPASS application program defines
the template for a complete database of user jobs (Figure 6). Each time a user executes a task. the
set of parameter values he/she used and identifiers of the datasets that were read and created are
stored in a descriptor in the task heritage database. Upon preparation of new jobs, the user has
access to this database. and may select from the database other sets of parameter values from other
users or other creation times; restricted searches in the task parameter database are supported with
user defined selection criteria.

Scientific Analysis with COMPASS
The COMPTEL data processing and analysis requires a large number of instrument specific
processing tasks and analysis procedures due to the nature of the instrument and its data. A series of
processing and analysis steps translate the raw telemetry information from the instrument into the
desired scientific results (see Figure 7). The raw data from the instrument are composed of the data
categories:
- instrument trigger event messages
-burst system spectra (collected onboard)
- in-orbit calibration information
- housekeeping information (temperatures. voltages. rates)
- observatory orbit and attitude information
- instrument mode and commanding information
The instrument trigger event messages are the scientific kernel of the COMPTEL data and are
composed of:

Figure 5: The Software Descriptors within COMPASS

Job Setup (USH)

- pulseheightl;measurements from the 15 photomultiplier tubes of the scintillation detectors
of the upper and lower detector plane, respectively .
- two parameter values that are utilized for background suppression: the time difference
(ToF) of the triggering of upper and lower detector plane, and the signal shape in the
upper detector plane (PSD)
- flag values for the detector components and the anticoincidence detector components of
the instrument; these constitute a 'trigger event type'
-absolute event time (in universal time, 1/8 msec accuracy); this allows relation to
spacecraft attitude and orbital information, and analysis of timing structures in the data
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Figure 6: The Task Parameter Descriptors within COMPASS

Data Interactive Manipulation

Figure 7: The COMPTEL Data Analysis Sequence
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These event messages are calibrated and normalized for instrumental effects in a series of initial
processing steps, which involve analysis of in-flight calibration information (cmp. den Herder et al.,
1991) and application of Anger camera reference maps with a neural net algorithm (cmp. Connors et
al., 1991) in order to locate the gamma-ray interactions in both detector planes. Similar pre-processing
is done with the 'burst system spectra' accumulated onboard GRO from a subset of COMPTEL's
detector modules. The COMPASS subsystems involved in these pre-processing steps are:
-.Engineering Processing (ENG), decomposing the raw telemetry data per day, and checking the
mstrument modes and stability as well as the data transmission quality
- lnflight Calibration Analysis (IFC), converting the inflight calibration information as combined
with the preflight calibration result datafiles into correction coefficients to be used for
normalization of the event messages and burst system spectra
-Event Processing (EVP), using the IFC results and baseline calibration files and maps to
convert the event message information into physically meaningful units such as event scatter
angle, total energy deposit, and scattered photon's direction angles
-Burst Sytem Processing (BUP), using IFC results and baseline calibration files to convert the
raw spectra into calibrated spectra
This pre-processed database is converted into binned arrays of measured data in the next step. In this
step also the instrument response is calculated in the applicable image and data-space coordinate
systems from the spacecraft and instrument orbital and housekeeping information. The mission data
are also analyzed at this stage to identify instrumental background, which is translated into models for
background in the imaging and spectral dataspaces used. The COMPASS subsystems involved in this
step are:
- Data binning and exposure establishment (SKYDRI, and SPDDSW), where the event message
data are sorted into histograms versus imaging or spectral data parameters, and the applicable
exposure per observation is determined.
- Establishment of the blurring effects of the instrument, for proper deconvolution (RES,
SPDERC), where prelaunch calibration information files are converted to the data binning
coordinate systems and the result analysis coordinate systems
-Background Analysis (BGD), where the event data are analyzed with specific selections to
extract the background signal, which is then converted into background models via appropriate
fitting or modelling algorithms
After the data have been prepared for scientific analysis in this way, the scientific analysis can be
undertaken. According to the wide range of scientific objectives, a wide range of analysis tasks are
available. The analysis methods naturally evolve as experience is gained on this new type of data
from the sky. Therefore most of the prepared and standardized analysis is implemented in COM PASS
applications. But the new frontiers of analysis methods often develop in other areas of science, so that
at this stage the interaction of COMPASS with other data processing environments becomes essential
(see DDM below).

-Deconvolution of burst spectra (SUA), where several deconvolution methods are used to
extract photon energy spectra for gamma-ray bursts (ref. Cabeza-Orcel et al., 1989)
- Timi~g analysis (PUL), where Fourier transformations and specific folding algorithms are
applied to search for gamma-ray pulsars (ref. Busetta et al., 1991)

It is obvious that more analysis tools are required and had been foreseen, for e.g.
- analysis of gamma-rays and neutrons from solar flares (SOL)
- analysis of polarized gamma-ray sources (POL)
But, mo~e importa~tly, data exploration tools are required as a preparation of new analysis method
~xplorat1on. For .th1s purpose,. a ~OM PASS subsystem 'Data Display and Manipulation (DDM)' is
Implemented, with some bas1c d1splay and manipulation utilities installed within the COMPASS
framework. These basic. displays are also required for illustration of the result datasets obtained by all
COMPASS tasks mentioned above; the graphics applications utilize the CERN HBOOKIHPLOT
library of high level graphics and histogram data manipulation, providing GKS or PostScript metafiles
for out~~t on variou~ devices. A crucial logical function of the DDM subsystem is however data export
to sp.ec1trc DDM stations or computers: Display and graphics interaction with complex data vectors is
considered a standardized field with little COMPTEL specific methods. Therefore no duplication of the
complex and rapidly developing graphics workstation functionality within the COMPASS framework
was planned,. ~ather an efficient downloading facility for COMPASS datasets onto specialized
computers. Initially, th~ MID~S Image Data Analysis System developed at ESO Garching, or
Mac~ntosh and Tektronrx graphics tools were used; more recently, the IDL Interactive Data Language
prov1des a powerful and flexible graphics display and analysis environment on UNIX workstations
which are beginning to be routinely used for this purpose by the COMPTEL collaboration.
'
1:

3. Development Constraints
!h~ COMPASS de~elopmen~ and maintenance resources had to be provided by the 4 collaboration
Institutes under the1r constraints of national and institutional funding and fund exchange restrictions.
Therefore a COMPASS coordination group was formed (cmp. Rgure 8), which was supported by a
group of system support people (funded by the collaboration), and which controlled the development
and maintenance of system components (user shell, database and data access shells). The actual
development of ~ppl~cations happened locally on a particular site, with distribution of the responsibility
of partlcu.lar apphcat1on subsystems to particular institutes. The resources for application development
was provided and controlled locally. The local software managers regularly coordinated their activities
with the system group and the scientific users. Due to the fixed personell and funds available at each
site, changes in priorities at one or more of the collaboration institutes between scientific data analysis
and software development resulted in fluctuating resources for COMPASS over the time period of
system development.

The basic analysis subsystems that are implemented in COMPASS are:
-Generation of skymaps (SKY), where a deconvolution via the 'maximum entropy' method is
applied (ref. Strong et al., 1990)
-Analysis of specific astrophysical source parameters (SRC), where a maximum likelihood fit of
specific hypotheses to the data is applied (ref. de Boer et al.. 1990)
- Deconvolution of energy spectra for specific sources (SPD), where maximum likelihood fitting or
maximum entropy deconvolutions are applied to measured energy histograms
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- The User Shell basically consists of a form driven mtertace to the user terminals. and a set of
routines that communicate between the user and the descriptor database for preparation of the
user job and its parameters. Within the (usually in background/batch mode executed) user task
calls to User Shell routines guarantee the proper updating of the descriptor database with the
job execution results, and ensure an access control mechanism to the COMPASS datasets.

Project Manager 1
System Engineer
Database
Administrator

1

System I&T ,
Engineer

- The descriptor database held in the ORACLE database management system controls user
access. job setup, job execution, bulk data access, and software changes in the system (ref.
Johnson et al., 1989). It can be subdivided into the databases:

Local
Development
' - - - - I Team

Figure 8: The COMPASS Project Management Organisation

4. COMPASS System Design
The layered design concept of COMPASS (see figure 3) implies that different functional systems of
COMPASS can be separated (Figure 9), and may utilize different software techniques or languages:

- system access and configuration database (user management and access right control,
definition of databases for public and user specific test environments, definition of user
specific functions)
-software system database (source code libraries. task composition tables, task
parameter definition tables, help text. version control tables)
-bulk dataset descriptor database (descriptor for each COMPASS dataset. its creation
history, its format and storage information, its quality flagging assignments)
- user task parameter value database (values for the task parameters of each job
submitted by a user)
- a bulk datafile access layer of subroutines, that implement on the high level the FORTRAN
agreed data abstraction of a data record of each type, that guarantee the appropriate data
access control via calls to User Shell library functions, that cater for different physical data
formats (via calls to different read/write routines as controlled by dataset descriptor entries), and
that implement on the lowest level open, close, reading and writing functions in the site
dependent operating system resp. file management system
- a system of database management and access utilities, which enable the User Shell to perform
functions at a higher functionality level, and which allow to extract reports about the data
configurations, software and system configurations, and user job executions.

1

User Shell &
Database Access
• setup user job
- monitorjobexcution
• provide data access

Application Programs
- perform processing ··
- perform analysis
- display data

-a system building and maintenance complex, which implements the COMPASS components
under the local computer's operating system, and caters for appropriate execution of local
system commands for loading a program, submitting a job (interactive or batch), monitoring
local system resources, directing 1/0 to the appropriate devices, and connecting COMPASS to
other local computer systems or computer functions.

5. COMPASS : a Review
Bulk Data Access
- decode specific record
formats
- implement local 1/0

Software
Database

System···Build &Maintenance
- maintairvsoftwareinv.entor
- compile;applications
- providejobcontrot{local)
- provide descriptor access
• data..transfers \ ..
- softwarertransfers
-·environemntmanagement

Figure 9: COMPASS System Components
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The COM PASS system had been designed in 1985/1986, development and implementation took
place in 1986- 1990, with installation at all four COMPTEL collaboration sites in early 1990. Tuning of
the system and application to the calibration data analysis of COM PTEL occurred in 1990/1991 ,
mission data processing and analysis started in May 1991 . The lessons learned from this project are
presented here from the view of one of the designers and scientific users - they have to be interpreted
in the context of the specific COMPTEL team and equipment situation.

5.1. System Development
The initially envisaged combination of development by scientists. a fixed programmer staff, and
subcontracts of tasks with commercial software development organisations evolved into a clear
division of areas for the different parties. In general, the involvement of external subcontracts played a
minor role, with the exeption of the User Shell: The difficulties in assessments of baseline
requirements resulted in unacceptable overhead in management of subcontracts for scientific
applications. For the packages developed in this way, the maintenance by project staff was costly and
involved duplications of efforts and unnecessary code revisions due to the different software
development methods and approaches of scientific and commercial programmers.
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The project internal staff was however supplemented with staff hired from software development
companies for periods in excess of 1-2 years, mostly; this approach was beneficial as an adaption of
the language and approaches could be achieved during the first part of such contracts.
Software development within the project had been outlined to follow ESA's software development
standards, with formal documentation, reviews, testing, and quality assurance. The concepts adopted
from this initial goal provided some gain in modularity of the software system. The formal approach
had to be cut back in practice substantially, however:
- quality assurance could not be provided for, the conflicts of interest of the assigned QA
personnel resulted in a trend towards timely completion or enhanced functionality at the cost of
standardized code layout, standardized documentation, design and acceptance testing. The
resulting applications thus require considerable user training and experience, and maintenance
(if not done by the original developer) is costly as done on the source code level mainly
- formal documentation establishment and review prior to the coding phase turned out to be
impractical: The number of generated requirements and design documents exceeded the
review resources available in the project. Therefore, after the initial User Requirements
assessment, the functionality and design reviews were more efficiently concentrated in a few
major system engineering meetings (typically a week duration, typically one per year,
involvement of scientist users and design people), where a set of coherent and interacting
applications or system aspects were reviewed via walk throughs and data and activity flow
analysis.
- formal management of the project by a central management group throughout the 4 institute
collaboration could not be executed - in practice project coordination by a system group and
representatives from each of the 4 sites was successful. The COMPASS project manager did
not have adequate resource control, as the software development resources had to be shared
with hardware development and testing and with scientific data analysis resources. This
resulted in frequent changes of the external conditions (manpower resources, target completion
dates, required functionality) of the project as a whole, and system components.

User Shell
The User Shell environment with the form handler for user communication on one end, and the
library of COMPTEL specific utilities for the various system functions had turned out to be overly
costly in development. The development had been subcontracted to a large software house. Due
to (initially underestimated) lack of experience of such a cooperation between an industrial
contracter and a group of scientists at various international research institutes several difficulties
arose:
-the functional requirements of the User Shell had been studied in an ,Architectural Design'
phase of the contract. At that stage too little prototyping of crucial system functions had been
done, so that misunderstandings of functions were not discovered, and constraints of the
different hardware/software platforms were not recognized
- the User Shell design team developed ambitious design aspects of cooperation between the
USH system and the ORACLE database management system without cooperation with the
designated COMPASS system database administrator. A lack of DBMS expertise in the USH
team resulted in functional requirements for the database access layer, which remained not
understood by the collaboration and the system group people preparing that particular system
component.
- in the implementation phase of the User Shell insufficient interaction between the scientist
collaboration and the contractor resulted in developments of overly sophisticated utilities on the
one hand, and inadequate support of the usual user's working style on the other hand. Possible
compromises in functionality in order to reduce development effort were not discussed between
developers and users in this phase (e.g. the development of a dedicated terminal form handler).
In that phase, the scientists were largely distracted from the USH project by scientific data
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analysis projects and by development of application analysis methods. In addition the
communication language between the USH development team and the scientific ~sers and
programmers ~~d becom~ r~ther disjunct due to the very different software design and coding
styles that trad1t1onally exrst 1n these two groupings. An additional complication of this sort arose
fro~ the _experiment with a new software design technique within the COMPASS system
eng1neenng team.
-the i~itial require~ent to impl~ment the User Shell in FORTRAN turned out to require costly
solut1ons for funct1ons controlling the COMPASS system, in particular on IBM mainframe
~nviron~ents with reduced access to program scheduling and control parameters. The intended
1nteract1on between foreground user applications or interactive User Shell execution with the
g~neral User Shell monitoring system executing in the background could not be implemented
without costly acquisition of major IBM system programming experience.
These difficulties resulted in a substantially late delivery of the User Shell product, at substantial
cost. overrun, and with substantially reduced functionality with respect to the original plan and
req~1rements. Nevertheless, the design of the User Shell system had turned out to support
maintenance and tuning of its functions quite efficiently, so that within about a year of operation at
the 4 collaboration sites most of the disadvantages of the initial system could be overcome or
reduced.

Database Access
The use of ORACLE as database management system at all four collaboration sites simplified the
database access layer development substantially. However the complexity of the data model for
the control of user jobs and data management is largely underestimated by most COMPASS
programmers and users, which resulted in substantial performance problems with the DBMS for
many transactions ~hat o~curred in practise, but that the data model had not been optimized for.
After 3 years of cperat1on, most of the required functions could be optimized via database
rearrangements, DBMS parameter tuning, tuning of SOL sequences, and re-desig"n of functional
modules. Nevertheless, the expertise and manpower that had to be invested in the database
design, had been largely underestimated: optimization of performance on an existing database is a
~eal_ expert task f?~ ORACLE specialists, and these often are not available in astrophysics research
mst~utes. In add1t1on, ORACLE operation in a campus or university computing center (i.e. not on
ded1cated computer) requires compromises in resource allocations for the DBMS which have
im~lications on performance or failure modes which are very difficult to analyze - often substantial
mamframe system programming expertise had to be combined with substantial ORACLE
installation and tuning expertise (which is not easy to achieve in most university environments).
Another drawback_ of the soluti_?n chosen _for COMPASS is that ORACLE is not natively developed
for IBM type mainframes; th1s results 1n DBMS failure modes and malfunctions on the IBM
mainframe versions, which are repaired by the ORACLE company with large delays only, so that
locally work-aro~nd solutions have to be developed at sometimes high cost. Advantages of the
approach _?f bas1ng COMPASS onto ORACLE are the relatively good database security in case of
system failures or breakdown, the portability of the ORACLE applications and database contents,
and the powerf~l and flexible forms access to the database contents. The present descriptor
databa~e conta1ns about 90000 dataset descriptors of various types, at a growth rate of
~pprox1~ately ~000 _per month of operation (a fraction of about 25% of these descriptors hold
1nformat1on on 1nvahd or deleted datasets, the remaining 75% relate to datasets in use). The
databa~e of user task parameter tables (i.e. history database of user jobs) has a growth rate of
approximately 80000 descriptors per site and month, and has a current volume of 875000
descriptors total. Each descriptor is composed of entries in several database tables. No substantial
degradation of access due to the database volume could be observed.

Bulk Data Access
The data access layer software for interfacing the scientific application programs to the site
dependent bulk data files under control of the User Shell and the database had turned out to be a
major project on its own. This had been underestimated in the original design, in particular the
complexity of the constraints imposed by
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-the required modularity, i.e a clear separation of high level portable subroutines. and low
level generic 1/0 subroutines which are site dependent; this incurred unexpected design
complications to properly pass technical variables like format codes (downward; retrieved
by portable User Shell subroutines from the database) and error codes (upward; obtained
by the local low level routines)
- the interface to the descriptor database via User Shell routines, which required an
understanding of the descriptor card design and implementation of the data management
by the programmers of these routines
- the concept of data abstraction, which was unfamiliar to programmers with a history of
experience in decoding of complex physical record structures

The data access layer (DAL) software was organized in software libraries finally, where most of the
generic DAL routines are maintained, and where updates of the DAL are semi-automatically
accounted for in loading any application task for execution.

Science Applications
The development of scientific applications remained a domain of the scientific programmers.
Experiments with subcontracts to software industry remained an exeption, and partially resulted in
considerable subcontract management overhead in order to properly specify the requirements and
test conditions; such specification is often not unambiguously possible for rapidly developing
analysis methods, where the implementation strategy is often adapted to the constraints of the
hardware and software environment as experienced during the development. Initially, scientists
were reluctant to include their applications within COMPASS because of the considerable
overhead in design (DAL and USH interfaces), coding (separate DAL subroutines had to be
provided instead of 'read/write' statements) and documentation (delivery of help texts and detailed
parameter specifications). In the long run, the advantages of the COM PASS with respect to access
of a huge multi-site database (on the order of 50-100 GBytes) and with respect to configuration
management resulted in acceptance of the system for all scientific applications which are applied
on a routine basis to the mission data.

Graphics and Data Manipulation
The separation of graphics components to the DDM subsystem had turned out to be a wise design
decision, as in this area the evolution of techniques (hardware and software) was very rapid during
the timescale of this project. In this way much duplication of effort could be avoided and powerful
systems such as IDL on separate workstations provide a natural extension to the system.
Nevertheless, the experience gained with the CERN HBOOK/HPLOT graphics and data
manipulation system were very positive: this system had been developed in an application
environment (high energy and nuclear physics) which is somewhat similar to the gamma-ray
astrophysical data analysis, as contrasted to the image processing emphasis in other astrophysical
fields at lower photon energies (from X-ray to radio wavelengths).

5.2. System Operation

main~~n~nce rate (software corrections in applications) is about 3 per month as well, with site
~pec1f1c 1mprovem~nts of spec~fic applications. The User Shell is currently operated in revision 18,
Improvements are rnstalled typ1cally bi-monthly.

Problem Handling
Th~ scheme for problem handling and project management was adopted from professional
enVIronments: Software Chan.g~. notices acc~~pany each software revision or delivery, and formal
Software . Problem Reports 1nit1ate the rev1s1on of a portion of source code. These project
management tools had to be applied with care. as for some areas they were essential to keep
tr~ck and control the developments on the different sites, while in other areas (in particular the
sc1~nce ~nalysis applications) the overhead was unnecessary, as the responsibility for code
res1des with one person often in these cases.

Science Processing and Data Management
The .m~nagemen~ of the processing and analysis work within COMPASS had not been planned in
?etad 1n the des1gn phase of the COMPASS. However the flexibility of the design allowed to
Implement useful management support features within COMPASS:
- d~tas~t quality information was added to the dataset descriptors, and enabled the
sc1ent1sts to flag datasets with their scientific value
-new CO~ PASS appli~ation tasks could easily be defined as groups of existing tasks.
thus eas1ng th~ operat1on of ot~erwise complicated sequences of processing steps
- ?ataset group1ng feat~ res for different categories of datasets. based on the validity time
~ntervals and the quality flags, could be added to the system, and simplify the selection of
1nput datasets to a processing task

Summary
The COMPASS Processing and Analysis System for the data from gamma-ray telescope COMPTEL
aboard the NASA Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory provides an environment for the scientific data
management and analysis of this mission at 4 research institutes located in the US and Europe. It had
bee~ d~veloped to cater for the specific processing steps and sequences and the data characteristics
~f t~1s 1n~rument. The: portability requirem~nt originating from the different hardware platforms of the
l~stitutes Incurred additional effort and des1gn complications via additional software layers to absorb
d1ff~ren~es a~ong the sites. Processing and data management was successfully performed on the
rap1dly 1ncreas1~g data~ase from the mission, although more than expected system tuning effort had
to be spent dunng the f1rst 2 years of system operation.
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Software Updates
The database design provides for flexible updating of the applications, as the application build
tables are held in the portable DBMS, and they hold the relations of each application task version
to the various source code libraries. Provisions for copying such 'task profiles' between 'test
domains' and the 'production domain' were developed within the 'System Build and Maintenance'
subsystem, which support development of new software versions in a very flexible manner.
The current software database consists of more than 800 source code libraries. with typical sizes
between 1000 and 50000 lines of code. The current system in the form of online object code in the
production domain of COMPASS measures 90 MByte with 116 application tasks. The typical
growth rate is about 3 applications per month due to evolution of the scientific analysis, the typical
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DATA MANAGEMENT FOR GENOMIC MAPPING APPLICATIONS: A CASE STUDY*
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a new approach to the construction of data management systems for genomic
mapping applications in molecular biology, genetics, and plant breeding. We discuss the architecture
of such systems and propose an incremental approach to the development of such systems. We illustrate the proposed approach and architecture with a case study of a prototype data management system
for genomic maps.

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The information controlling the development of biological organisms (bacteria, yeast, plant, human) is encoded in the
This1~nformation is encoded in polymeric molecules known as DNA, comprising two complementary strands. In each strand, information is encoded as a sequence of nucleotides which constitute a four letter alphabet, denoted as A,C,T,G. The complementarity of the two opposing strands (A paired with T, C paired with G) permits
replication of the DNA molecule during cell division.

genome of the organism.

Regions of the DNA, known as genes specify the information for protein molecules. Some proteins are structural
components of the cell, while others catalyze chemical reactions. Other DNA sequences control the expression of the
genes, code for other cell products, constitute structural components of the DNA, or have no known functions.
In higher organisms (yeast, plants, animals, humans) the DNA is organized into several linear chromosomes.
Humans have 22 pairs of homologous chromosomes (one from each parent), plus an (X, X) pair for women and an {X, Y)
pair for men. Gametes (sperm and eggs) have only half the number of chromosomes (one of each pair). During gamete
formation, recombination of pairs of chromosomes sometimes occurs, so that the gamete may inherit chromosomes which
are spliced from pieces from each pair. Genes which are located close to each other on chromosomes tend to be inherited
together.
It is possible to determine the chromosome number and ordinal position of a gene on the chromosome by cytological studies and by genetic mapping. In genetic mapping, patterns of co-inheritance of genes are analyzed in order to estimate the frequency of recombination events and thus infer the distances between and order of the genes (markers) on the
chromosome. This analysis permits determining the approximate location (to within 1 or 2 million nucleotides) of disease
genes without knowledge of the gene sequence. Genetic maps are also used to facilitate plant breeding (com, wheat, soybeans, pine trees, tomatoes).
There are several projects currently underway that attempt to determine the complete DNA sequence of various
organisms (E. coli, C. elegans, yeast, mice, humans, etc.). In humans, chromosomes range from 50 million to 250 million
*Issued as technical report I..BL-31493. This work was supported by the Office of Health and Environmental Research Program
and the Applied Mathematical Sciences Research Program, of the Office of Energy Research, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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nucleotides. Since existing technology permits sequencing only fragments of a few hundred nucleotides, chromosomal
DNA is cut into smaller pieces, the pieces are propagated as clones, and the order of the pieces on the chromosome is
reconstructed by physical mapping. Other landmarks, such as chromosome banding patterns, known genes, and the sites
at which restriction enzymes cut (such enzymes recognize specific subsequences) can also be placed on the physical map.
In t,his paper we use the term genomic maps to denote genetic, physical, and other types of chromosomal maps.
Examples of genetic and physical maps are shown in figure 1.1. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the development of systems for managing genomic maps and related data.

1.2 Data Management for Genomic Mapping Applications
Information regarding DNA sequences,. markers, and maps must be maintained and made available to molecular biologists
for analysis and various manipulations. The growing amount and complexity of genomic map and sequence data requires
database management systems (DBMSs) for effective storage, access, control, and manipulation of the data. However,
DBMSs do not directly support the data view expected by molecular biologists. Consequently, a data management system
for genomic mapping applications has a two-level architecture consisting of an application level for defining the
application-specific data structure, and supporting application-specific operations, and a database level for storing the
application data and providing various data management facilities (see figure 2.2). The application and database levels are
related by mappings between the application-specific data structure and operations and the database structure and manipulations, respectively.
In this paper we present a modular and incremental approach to the development of data management systems for
genomic mapping applications. We claim that the development of mappings between the application-specific and database levels can be accelerated by adding a third, intermediate, level for decomposing mappings into simpler mappings.
We propose using the Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) model for this intermediate level. This choice allows immediately using existing EER to DBMS mapping tools.
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Genomic maps and related data can be viewed as consisting of objects characterized by (having) attributes (see figure
2.1). Objects sharing common attributes are considered to have the same nature (type), and are classified in object classes
(homogeneous sets of objects). For example, genomic maps are objects that share common attributes, such as Name, Type
(e.g. cytogenetic, physical), etc, and therefore can be classified in a class of objects called Map, as shown in figure 2.1.
Attributes can be
(a) atomic (e.g. Type, Name, Title), or composite, that is, consisting of an aggregation of atomic attributes (e.g.
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Relationships between classes of objects are implied as follows: a class of objects is related to another class of
objects, if one class of objects is associated with a referential attribute referencing objects in the other class of objects.
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In this section we briefly discuss the structure of genomic maps, and examine the main components of a data management
system for genomic mapping applications.

(c) local (e.g. Name, Title), or referential, that is, attributes that can be used as references to other objects (e.g.
attribute Locus of Map can be used as a reference to Locus objects).
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2. Data Management for Genomic Mapping Applications

(b) single-valued (e.g. Title), or set-valued (e.g. { Citation }, { (Locus, Location ) } );

I
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the basic architecture of a data management system for
genomic mapping applications, and discuss the main aspects of specifying the structure of genomic map data. In section 3
we propose extending the basic architecture of a data management system for genomic mapping applications in order to
facilitate its implementation, and discuss using the EER model for describing the structure of genomic mapping applications. The implementation of CIS is described in section 4. We conclude the paper by discussing future extensions of the
CIS prototype.
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We illustrate our approach to the development of data management systems for genomic mapping applications by
describing a prototype Chromosome Information System (CIS) developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [2]. CIS follows the architecture outlined above. The current version of CIS includes data on various types of genomic maps (e.g.
cytogenetic, genetic, physical, radiation), on genomic markers, such as probes and loci, and on related reference information, such as citations. Molecular biologists interact with CIS through a graphical user interface that makes the underlying
database transparent. Queries for retrieving maps, for example, can be formulated by selecting a region on a graphical
representation of a chromosome shown on the screen or by choosing the desired map attributes from a list of available
attributes. The current version of the CIS database is implemented on Sun workstations using the Sybase DBMS [10].
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Regarding the relationship between objects and their attributes, attributes can be optional (i.e. null values/empty sets
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Map
Type
Name
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{Citation }
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Publisher
{Authors}
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Figure 2.1 Examples of Genomic Map Objects and Attributes.
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are allowed) or mandatory (i.e. null values/empty sets are not allowed). Attribute values are defined over domain$, have
certainfonnats, and may be required to satisfy certain restrictions (e.g. must fall within specific ranges).
Object classes and attributes are associated with (i) a collection of binary comparison operators, which includes at
least an operation for testing equality of two object instances; and (ii) a collection of constructive operations (such as
arithmetic operation for numeric attribute values), which can be empty. Examples of more complex comparison operators
and constructive operations for genomic maps are map alignment and map construction, respectively.

2.2 Basic Architecture of a Data Management System for Genomic Mapping Applications
Developing data management systems for genomic mapping applications requires various mechanisms, such as languages
for specifying data structures and manipulations, mechanisms for efficient data access, facilities allowing concurrent data
access by multiple users, and mechanisms for enforcing the validity and integrity of data. Such mechanisms are usually
provided by database management systems (DBMSs). However, commercially available DBMSs do not directly support
the data structure and operations specific to genomic mapping applications.
In order to resolve the discrepancy between the constructs of a DBMS and the application-specific data structure
and operations, a data management system for genomic mapping applications should have the basic two-level architecture
shown in figure 2.2:
1. an application level contains the application-specific data definition (schema), and supports application-specific
operations;
2. a database level contains the application data structured according to a database definition (schema) using

constructs supported by the underlying DBMS, and supports DBMS-specific data manipulations.
The application and database levels are related by a schema translation mapping the application-specific schema into a
database schema, an operation translation mapping application-specific operations into database operations, and a data
conversion mapping data structured according to the database definition into data structured according to the applicationspecific schema.
Users interact with the data management system via a user inteiface that provides a schema specification facility
for defining the application-specific data structure, a data presentation facility for displaying application data in a suitable
(e.g. graphical) format for users, and an operation specification facility for specifying application-specific operations, such
as selection, browsing, and editing of genomic maps.

3. Developing a Data Management System for Genomic Mapping Applications
Databases developed with commercial DBMSs have very large definitions (schemas). For the Sybase DBMS, for example, a database consisting of tens of relations (tables) requires thousands of lines of code for defining tables, indexes, and
procedures for maintaining the integrity of data. Moreover, the customary database design process for a DBMS is very
confusing to non-expert users mainly because DBMS constructs obscure the semantics of an application with low-level
technical details. Similarly, manipulating (i.e. retrieving and updating) data in databases involves the development of
numerous procedures. Developing and maintaining database definitions and procedures is a tedious, error prone, and time
consuming process. These problems lead to the development of tools that facilitate the database definition process by supporting design methodologies based on data models that have more semantic intuition, such as the Entity -Relationship
(ER) and Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) models.

li

User Interface

3.1 Extended Architecture of a Data Management System for Genomic Mapping Applications
We propose to extend the basic architecture of a data management system for genomic mapping applications presented in
section 2, by introducing an intermediate level between the application and database levels, a"> shown in figure 3.1; we
propose using for this intermediate level an Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) model. The EER level allows decomposing the operation and schema translations between the application and database levels into simpler translations between
the application and EER levels, and the EER and database levels, respectively. Decomposing the operation and schema
translations has several advantages. First, EER schemas, which are described in terms of objects and object connections,
are inherently more concise, simpler to specify, and simpler to comprehend than DBMS schemas. Accordingly, expressing
(translating) application-specific data structures and operations using EER constructs and operations is significantly
simpler than using DBMS constructs and manipulations. Molecular biologists can learn to understand and critique a database design expressed in EER terms, whereas few can do so for detailed DBMS specifications. Second, EER schemas can
be readily implemented over commercial DBMSs using tools that can automatically carry out the EER to DBMS schema
translation. Automatic translation from concise EER specifications to more verbose DBMS definitions is faster and less
error-prone than developing DBMS definitions directly, and allows quick schema changes during design. Moreover,
developing an EER schema is independent of a specific DBMS, therefore it is possible to transfer EER schemas developed
for a specific (e.g. relational) DBMS to future (e.g. object-oriented), DBMSs.

Application Level

Database Level
I

3.2 Describing Genomic Map Structures Using the Extended Entity-Relationship Model

I
I
I

~---------------~

I

I

~--------------------------------~

Figure 2.2 Basic Architecture of a Data Management System for Genomic Mapping Applications.
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The EER model is a version of the popular ER model proposed in [1]. Compared to the ER model, the EER model has two
additional constructs, generalization and full aggregation [4). For the sake of brevity, we only sketch the definitions of the
constructs of the EER model; detailed definitions can be found in [4] and in reviews such as [8].
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In the EER model, the structure of an application is described using an EER schema, and can be represented graphically in a diagrammatic fotm such as that shown in figure 3.2. An EER schema consists of specifications of atomic types
of objects called entity-sets (e.g. MAP, PROBE, LOCUS, CITATION, AUTIIOR), and associations of entity-sets called
relationship-sets (e.g. CONSISTS OF, WRITTEN BY). Individual entity-set and relationship-set instances (i.e. individual entities and relationships) are qualified by attributes (e.g. NAME, TYPE, TITLE). Entity-sets, relationship-sets, and attributes
are represented diagrammatically in an EER schema by rectangle, diamond, and ellipse shaped vertices; relationship-sets
are connected by arcs to the object-sets they associate, and entity-sets and relationship-sets are connected by arcs to their
attributes. Generalization is an abstraction mechanism that allows viewing a set of specialization entity-sets (e.g. PROBE,
LOCUS) as a single generic entity-set (e.g. MAP OBJECT). The attributes and relationships which are common to the
entity-sets that are generalized (e.g. NAME) are then associated only with the generic entity-set. A specialization entity-set
(e.g. PROBE) inherits the attributes of all its generic entity-sets (e.g. PROBES inherits NAME from REFERENCED OBJECT).

User Interface

Generalization is represented diagrammatically in an EER schema by arcs labeled /SA, connecting the specialization
entity-sets to their generic entity-sets.
The object and attribute concepts of the EER model are closer to the concepts naturally employed by molecular
biologists to describe the structure of their applications. However, the EER object and attribute concepts are too restricted
for directly describing application-specific (e.g. genomic map) objects and attributes. For example, the EER model does
not directly support set-valued and composite attributes As discussed in [4], such restrictions are essential for an accurate
mapping of EER schemas into DBMS schemas, and they can be overcome by using auxiliary EER objects. Auxiliary
EER objects do not represent application-specific objects, and are used for specifying structures that are not directly supported in the EER model. For example, consider class of objects Map shown in figure 2.1. Map can be represented by an
EER entity-set, MAP, as shown in the EER schema of figure 3.2. However, in order to represent that a Map object involves
sets of Probe objects, as well as Locus objects (each Locus at a certain Location), an auxiliary relationship-set, CONSISTS
OF, and an auxiliary generic entity-set, MAP OBJECT, are needed, where MAP OBJECT generalizes the entity-sets
representing Probes and Locus, respectively. Similarly, in order to represent that Map, Probe, and Locus objects are associated with Citation objects, an auxiliary generic entity-set, REFERENCED OBJECT, and an auxiliary relationship-set,
REFERENCED IN, are needed, where REFERENCED OBJECT generalizes the entity-sets representing Map, Probe and
Locus, respectively.
Using multiple (including auxiliary) EER object-sets for representing a single application-specific object implies
that data regarding an (instance of an) application-specific object is usually scattered among multiple EER object-sets.
Consequently, the EER representation of an application-specific structure must be complemented with operational
definitions specifying the construction of application-specific objects from multiple instances of EER object-sets. A
language that can be used for such definitions is the Concise Object Query Language (COQL) defined in [5] and [7]. For
example, consider class of objef;ts Map shown in figure 2.1, and suppose that Map is represented as shown in figure 3.2.
Then the EER structural representation of Map can be complemented with the following COQL query:

Application Level

OUTPUT

MAP: NAME, TYPE, NAME OF LOCUS, LOCATION OF CONSISTS_OF, TITLE OF CITATION;

CONNECTIONS

MAP CONSISTS_OF LOCUS; MAP REFERENCED_IN CITATION;

This query associates every MAP entity with the value of its (local) attribute TYPE, the value of the inherited attribute
NAME, with sets of pairs of LOCUS NAME and LOCATION values, and with sets of CITATION TITLE values.

EER Level

I

I
I

~----

L----- ------------- --------

I

Datllbase Level

I

IL--------------------------------J
L---------------J I
Figure 3.1 Extended Architecture of a Data Management System for Genomic Mapping Applications.

Figure 3.2 An EER Schema Example.
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4. The Chromosome Information System
,. File [dll

In this section we describe a prototype data management system for a genomic mapping application developed at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, the Chromosome Information System (CIS).
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4.1 The Architecture of the ChromoS017'1e Information System
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The architecture of CIS follows the three-level architecture described in section 3:

1. in CIS the user interface and its underlying application-specific level are embedded in a module called
GenomeGuide ;
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u.s
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2. the CIS database is called GenomeBase, and is currently implemented with the Sybase DBMS [10];
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Figure 4.1 illustrates how GenomeGuide currently accesses and presents diverse types of CIS information on a
monochrome monitor. There are currently five major types of windows (see the top bar labels): View, Citations, People,
Loci, and Probes. The initial View window presented to a user (top) includes a meta-phase cytogenetic map (left) for
reference.
Users retrieve maps of interest by choosing the desired map type(s) (e.g genetic, physical), by scrolling through lists
of map names (within each type), or by specifying criteria such as specific probes, loci, or regions of interest. This example shows three types of maps for Chromosome 21: a regional map, a genetic map, and a physical map.

Regarding the editing capabilities of GenomeGuide, map objects are currently defined by entering their component
attributes into a window form. Once map objects have been created, maps are built up by editing the scrolling list of
objects that comprise the map. A user edits such lists by entering map object selections and then using insert, append and
delete buttons to change the list. Once the map list is satisfactory, the user can require to draw the map by clicking on a
draw map button. All entered or edited information is subsequently stored in the CIS database.
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Users can open additional windows for more detailed information for an item simply by clicking on that item. In
figure 4.1, for example, the user clicked on the locus name APP shown on the maps to open the Loci window (middle
right), for more detailed information about the APP locus. Similarly, clicking on the fourth line of the citations list for the
APP locus opens the Citations window (middle left) for the article entitled "The precursor ... " . The Probes and People
windows (lower right and left) were opened successively by clicking on the probe name All3GJO in the APP Loci window and then the contact name Jeffrey C. Gingrich in the Probe window for A113GJO. In this way users navigate through
the information, moving easily by clicking from one piece of information to another.
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GenomeGuide supports a direct manipulation graphical user interface. Information is displayed via map diagrams, symbols, on-screen textual forms, and pull-down or pop-up menus, in multiple windows on a workstation screen. Color, shading, and typography are used to highlight different types of information. Users can move a mouse or another pointing device to different points on the screen, use the mouse to select items of interest or menu options, and reposition or resize windows.
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CIS involves mappings for translating the EER schema into the GenomeBase schema, for translating EER queries into
Sybase (Transact-SQL) procedures for GenomeBase , and for converting data in GenomeBase into data structured for
GeoomeGuide . Currently, only the EER to Sybase schema translation is fully automated, while the generation of the SQL
procedures is manual, and the data conversion is hard-wired in the GenomeGuide module.

4.2 The User Interface and Application Level: GenomeGuide
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Figure 4.1 Major Types of Windows of the CIS GeoomeGuide User Interface.
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4.3 The EER Level : ERDRAW
The structure of the CIS application has been specified using a graphical EER schema editor called ERDRAW [9]. Different types of genomic map objects, as well as their interrelationships, have been analyzed and described using an EER
schema. This schema contains different types of entities (e.g., maps, loci, probes, persons, and bibliographic citations),
relationships between entities (e.g., citations can pertain to one or more loci), and attributes that describe each type of
entity (such as author and title for citations). The present EER representation of maps accommodates any kind of linear
map (e.g., cytogenetic, genetic, and physical maps). Naming conflicts are avoided by allowing synonyms for objects.
References (e.g, a literature citation or a pointer to another database), and persons (e.g., owners or contact persons), can~
associated with any genomic map object. The EER schema for CIS is described in [11].

We have currently completed the first version of a Query Interpretation and Translation (QIT) tool. QIT is the
query translator counterpart of SDT, and translates EER-based COQL queries into SQL queries [7]. We plan to use QIT
to generate automatically the SQL procedures required for performing the GenomeGuide operations, and thus replace our
current hand-coded procedures. This will increase the productivity and accuracy of procedure development, allow rapid
adaptation of procedures to schema changes, and ensure DBMS independence.

Figure 4.2 shows several windows illustrating a typical ERDRAW session. After loading an existing EER diagram
for editing, the user browses objects shown in the ER Index window. Once a required object-set is found (e.g., CHROMOSOME), the page of the EER diagram where this object appears is brought onto the screen. Next, the user enters a description for the CHROMOSOME object-set in the Entity Set window, and chooses the Attributes button to enter a description for
the number attribute of CHROMOSOME. The Attribute List window displays other attributes of the CHROMOSOME
object-set.
We are presently developing a Query Specification and Resolution (QSR) tool, the query counterpart of ERDRAW.
QSR is based on a Concise Object Query Language (COQL) that allows specifying concise queries in terms of EER
objects and attributes [5]. As explained below, currently the operations supported by GenomeGuide are carried out by
executing SQL procedures. QSR will allow developing these procedures at a higher (EER) level of abstraction. Using
QSR will provide many of the same benefits outlined above for ERDRAW, including simplicity, understandability,

Enter Entity Set Name: J.:co.:..:H.:.:;RO::..:M.::.:O~S:::;O.:;:ME=-------
Oesalotlon
Chromosome - hnkage group. physfcaT macrostructure of DNA.

reduced coding and vendor independence.
4.4 The Database Level : GenomeBase

(Existing-)

The CIS database, Ge11011U!Base , was developed with the the Sybase DBMS using a Schema Definition and Translation
(SDT) tool [6]. SDT automatically translates EER schemas into complete DBMS schema definitions for several relational
DBMSs: Sybase, Informix, Oracle, DB2, and Ingres. Designing GenomeBase at the EER level and using SDT for
automatically generating the Sybase definition for GenomeBase increased the productivity and accuracy of the database
definition process, and allowed implementing quickly schema changes during design. In addition, SDT generates procedures (triggers in Sybase) for maintaining referential integrity constraints. Thus, while the EER specification for
Ge11011U!Base is about 7 pages of EER diagrams (150 lines of text specifications), its complete Sybase schema definition is
about 3500 lines long.
Access to specific maps and even individual data items in GenomeBase can be restricted to the owner of the data
only, to a specified group of users, or extended to the general public, thus facilitating data sharing, while ensuring privacy
for certain kinds of information. Similarly, GenomeBase contains procedures that control which users can add, edit, and
delete individual maps and data items.
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Operations supported by GenomeGuide are carried out by executing SQL procedures on GenomeBase . As an expedient
for the initial version of CIS, a library of hand-coded procedures (implemented using Sybase's Transact-SQL) currently
assembles complex genomic map objects from the corresponding tables, columns and rows representing them in the relational database. Implementing these procedures is time consuming and error-prone, especially as database schema changes
inevitably occur.

Figure 4.2 Major Types of Windows of the ERDRAW EER Schema Editor.
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In the current version of CIS, the mappings between genomic map structures and operations in GenomeGuide , and
the database definition and manipulations of GenomeBase via the intermediate EER schema and queries, are specified
manually. We plan to develop tools that will allow automatic mapping of genomic map structures and operations into
EER schemas and queries. Coupled with SDT and Qrr, these tools will provide a complete mapping path between the
application and database levels.
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We have proposed in this paper a three-level architecture for data management systems for genomic mapping applications,:
We have described a prototype data management system that follows this architecture, the Chromosome InformJJtion
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a graphical user interface builder (X-designer) to specify text windows and dialogs. The new version will also include
enhancements for zooming in on specified regions for more detail, and ability to graphically manipulate map objects so
that users can effectively arrange maps using a graphic representation provided for each map object. GenomeGuide will
thus behave like CAD software, where changes in the graphic representation are immediately reflected in the corresponding numeric data representation and vice versa

CIS already incorporates information that molecular biologists require from various external databases (e.g. GenBank, GDB, etc.). Although many of these databases are accessible via high speed computer networks, they often reside
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on different hardware, with different operating and database management systems, and different user interfaces. As of
now, none are accessible from programs (i.e., they assume a human user interacting with the database interface). They
also reflect very different conceptual views of genomic maps. Consequently, at present, most external information must be
downloaded from external databases, reformatted, and reloaded into appropriate tables in GenomeBase .
At present, GenomeBase (and thus GenomeGuide ) can only access local databases running on a Sybase database
server at LBL. In the future, we plan to automate and streamline direct network access to external database systems by
describing their content, structure, and network access procedures as part of a metadatabase. An EER description of each
external database will allow us to map object definitions from GenomeGuide to the external database and to generate
retrieval and update procedures to interpret the GenomeGuide operations. The metadatabase will also help integrate and
reconcile naming and structural differences and inconsistencies that must be detected and resolved.
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Abstract
In common with other computational science applications, computational chemistry has the need for both
storing and viewing large amounts of specialized quantitative information. Some computational chemists compute the chemical properties of relatively small molecules from first principles using programs that implement
equations. from quantum mechanics. Good initial choices for certain input parameters can greatly improve
the accuracy and performance of these computationally intensive experiments; however, computer-readable
results that could help set up later experiments are typically discarded because of the high data management
overhead.
.
The initial purpose of our Computational Chemistry Database Project (CCDB) was to determine some
of the information requirements for computational chemistry applications and to test our hypothesis that the
object-oriented paradigm meets the needs of these applications. We have developed a conceptual data model of
the computational chemist's information needs, and implemented a subset of the data model and a rudimentary
browser. Work to date has corroborated our hypothesis, but also shows that additional functionality is
required.
We concluded from the initial stages of our project that interfacing existing computational chemistry
programs to the database is necessary to adequately populate the database and to render experimental data
from different programs comparable. A "computational proxy" mechanism is proposed to provide such an
interface, helping chemists set up experiments, obtain data, and record results from existing applications
running in a heterogeneous environment.

1

Introduction

The computational sciences have in common a need for (1) increasing the speed and precision of computation,
(2) sharing scientific data, and (3) providing better support for the individual scie~tist's research activit~es,
e.g., managing high volumes of data, running jobs on heterogeneous platforms, analyzmg results, and employmg
program libraries. Our work in computational chemistry addresses the latter two requirements directly, and the
first indirectly. Our initial objectives were to learn what scientific structures computational chemists use and to
see if an object-oriented database system could represent those structures adequately.
The Computational Chemistry Database Project is a joint effort of computer scientists at the Oregon Graduate
Institute and computational chemists and computer scientists at Pacific Northwest Laboratory. To our knowledge,
the data management requirements of computational chemistry have not yet been described from the ~o~nt of
view of computer science. Computational chemistry applications share many of the critical charactenstlcs of
scientific data management identified by the 1990 NSF Workshop on Scientific Database Management (Figure 1),
and should give insight on whether current database technology addresses the needs of scientific data management
in general.
So far, the project has concentrated on the information modeling and prototype development phases for ab
initio computational chemistry. We have corroborated an initial hypothesis that object-oriented technology can
adequately represent the structures needed by computational chemistry applications. We have seen, however,
that such technology will be effective here only if existing programs can be directly connected to the database.
*Computer Science and Engineering Department, The Oregon Graduate Institute, 19600 NW Von Neumann Dr., Beaverton OR
97006-1999, USA.
tP.O. Box 999, Mail/Stop 1<1-87, Richland WA 99352, USA. Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department
of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute.
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(I] Comparability of Multiple Datasets

[!] Interoperability of Multivendor DBMSs
(I] Quality Assurance of Datasets
Figure 1: Scientific Database Issues identified by the 1990 NSF Workshop:
A high rating indicates strong relevancy to Computational Chemistry.
Sections 2 and 3 present related work, implementation alternatives for scientific databases, and a brief explanation of why we chose an obJect-oriented database for developing an exploratory prototype. Section 4 describes
the computational chemistry: database project, including a functional description of tasks routinely performed
by computational chemists. Section 5 presents the information model, and Section 6 its implementation in
ObjectStore. Sections 7, 8, and 9 outline opportunities for future research.

2

Related Work

The report of the 1990 NSF Workshop on Scientific Database Management reiterates that most scientific programs
still access data through flat files, rather than through database systems. Indeed, almost every scientific domain
has an extensive software investment in programs (usually FORTRAN) that use flat files and have evolved over
many years. While adopting database management systems would ultimately improve the reliability, availability,
concurrency levels, and programmability of scientific applications, scientists now attempting to use such databases
find that current technology does not match their immediate needs. Even if current technology were adequate,
the cost of replacing files with databases is considerable, involving extensive conversion of programs and files and
the retraining of scientific programmers [FJP90a, FJP90b].
Currently available public repositories of chemical data are bibliographically oriented (for example, Chemical
Abstract Service) or substance oriented; a few provide or integrate bibliographic and substance information.
Substance oriented databases may contain property data only (for example, Beilstein [Hel90] or Gmelin [NOD89]),
reaction characteristics (the Reaction Access System, REACCS) [Zas89], or aid with structure analysis and
elucidation (the Cambridge Crystallographic Database [All87, Mac85] and the Mass Spectral Search System
(MSSS) in the NIH/EPA Chemical Information System (Hel85]). Structures and methods developed by these
public data repositories for molecule representation and for substructure searching (e.g., Beilstein's connectivity
tables and Lawson numbers [Hel90]) are directly of interest to laboratory database research such as ours [Zas89].
Numerous molecular editors and visualization tools are available both commercially and in the public domain
for personal computers and workstations: Examples of these include Tektronix' CAChe [CAC90] and Chem3D
[Che89]. Such systems are often used to prepare molecular structure input for computational programs. Computational programs of interest to the ab initio chemist include Gaussian [Gau89], GAMESS [GAM90], HONDO
[Dup90], and MELDF [F+91].
Molecular biologists are now using private and public databases, perhaps because these data are (at least
on the surface) easily represented as ASCII character strings [Bur89, Boa90, FB90, LLS91]. Between 1985 and
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1989 the number of nucleotides in centralized DNA databases increased 7-fold, from 3 to 21 million, and is
currently accumulating at about 7 million nucleotides per year [Wat89]. Automated sequencing methods promise
to increase this database 10-fold every five years; the 1994 goal is to sequence 160 million base pairs per year (up
from 16 million in 1989) [LLS91]. The Human Genome project [LPS90] and the Brookhaven Protein Database
[BKW+77, ABB+87] are are perhaps the most ambitious of these public database projects, but there are a
number of other genome-related databases [Cou91].
Important database projects oriented towards the scientist's work in the laboratory include three protein structure databases: Compo-OWL [BW90], BIPED [Gar89], and P /FDM [GPKF90], each of which attempts to use
different methods to represent similar structures. The MIDAS system [FHJL88b, FHJL88a, FCH+91, HPK+91]
integrates display, storage and manipulation of large macromolecular models. MIDAS database structures take
advantage of the considerable redundancy in these molecules to save disk storage space and to provide for efficient real time access. The main focus of MIDAS is the graphical display of large molecules (proteins and nucleic
acids); the special purpose MIDAS storage manager was developed specifically to make this display fast enough
for real time use. In contrast to MIDAS, our Computational Chemistry Database (CCDB) Project focuses on
using a commercial database system and targets the computational (not graphical) manipulation of significantly
smaller molecules. For a graphical user interface for the CCDB, we propose an interface to existing specialized
graphical display systems.
Within the mainstream of database research, two areas deserve special attention: (1) Both semantic and
object-oriented data modeling are important because of the importance of representing complex scientific objects
independently of any physical schema [BS85, MD90, AG89, BBMA89, Mai89]. (2) Research on personal databases
and laboratory notebooks is relevant because of the interplay between an individual scientist's private databases
and laboratory-wide or public databases [LM84, Wei89, BB87].

3

Database Alternatives for Scientific Applications

Relational database systems offer some distinct advantages over object-oriented database systems: they are
well-understood, well-grounded in theory, well-documented, and robust. Unfortunately, however, current recordoriented database technology does not support scientific applications well. Representing spatial information
and maintaining complicated metadata are difficult to encode directly with a relational system [DM91, FJP90a,
FJP90b, MS90]. We furthermore believe that the current relational model is inadequate for representing certain
important structures and functionalities required for scientific applications, such as ordered sequences and temporal relationships. Some researchers also cite slow access time and large disk space requirements as reasons to
eschew relational systems [FHJL88a] for scientific applications.
Although many scientific database researchers contend that specialized storage systems are too expensive to
build and maintain, and that relational systems as now implemented are inadequate to the task at hand, there
is no viable alternative currently in wide use. The available options are still too immature or too expensive
to use for major implementation efforts [FJP90a, FJP90b, Pec91, SOW84]: special purpose data management
facilities [BW90], extended relational systems [Jag89, RS90, H+90], extensible tool kits [C+90], logic databases
[GPKF90], and object-oriented databases [AMKP90, GH91, ZM90]. Several DNA research centers are attempting
to reap the advantages of the relational model and overcome its deficiencies by using a relational system for a
data repository combined with a more flexible object-oriented system as a interface to application programs. In
addition to the obvious disadvantage of maintaining two database designs and two databases, this approach risks
losing information when moving data from the object-oriented back to the relational database [Pec91].
In spite of the lack of documented success so far, we believe that object-oriented databases show promise for
scientific database applications: semantic data models can be represented more intuitively and data constraints
can be implemented more easily than with traditional record-oriented systems. In particular, object-oriented
systems provide the following functionality: (1) more flexible representational structures, including nested records
and list types, (2) user definable types, for example "molecule", (3) the ability to store methods (e.g., for data
conversion) as part of the definition of the data, (4) built in support for referential integrity, and (5) good fit with
implementation languages used in scientific systems, such as C or C++. We have initiated the CCDB project
to explore the use of object-oriented databases for scientific data, initially in the area of ab initio computational
chemistry . We fully expect as a project outcome the specification for additional object-oriented functionality to
support scientific applications.

4

The Computational Chemistry Database Project

The emergence of quantum theory during this century is still changing chemists' work. As early as 1929, it
was clear that quantum chemistry calculations could predict molecular properties and structure, but for decades
most scientists believed that adequately precise calculations would be impossible. By the 1950's, approximate
methods had been developed, but most scientists felt even these would be impractical for molecules of any size
or complexity. Until recently, ab initio methods have been of interest primarily to theoretical chemists: only
semi-empirical methods, considerably less accurate, could be used for molecules larger than 50-100 atoms. Rapid
increases in computing power, however, will soon make ab initio methods applicable to the larger molecules of
interest to bench chemists 1 and molecular scientists [Cam70, Lev83, PB70].
The computational chemist's laboratory is his or her computer, where numerical experiments compute properties of a molecule under investigation. A b initio molecular orbital methods apply quantum mechanical techniques
to molecular structure and energetics, solving the Schoedinger equation to various levels of approximation. Most
chemists experiment in an iterative manner, constructing an investigation from several libraries of programs. The
chemist typically reruns the programs comprising an investigation several times, tuning program inputs for each
molecule studied. The investigation is over when the chemist has completed a run that adequately models the
molecule in question.
An admitted problem with the current methodology is that little information associating parameters with
molecules is captured from the experimental process in a way directly applicable to later experiments with other
molecules. In addition, the chemist's work on even relatively small molecules is hampered by the amount of
information he or she can store, search, and manage effectively. The ability to run experiments on significantly
larger molecules will exacerbate these data management problems.

4.1

Our first objective was to produce a prototype database and browser for chemists who use ab initio techniques.
Presently, once work on a ~plecule has been completed, machine readable data are for all practical purposes
discarded, primarily because maintaining data for each experiment is too great an overhead for the researcher. A
data repository and browser for experiment data and metadata should alleviate these data management barriers.
A browser will enable chemists to examine inputs and results for archived experiments and thus help them select
parameters for future computational experiments. An added benefit is that the data repository and browser will
help theoretical researchers who develop some of the more complicated input data sets for these programs.
Database support for chemists performing computational chemistry experiments involves setting up a personal
database to hold the chemist's current experiments, side-by-side viewing of inputs and results from the personal
or public repository, comparison and analysis of computational results with those of laboratory experiments, and
archiving successful results in a public repository.

4.2

User Scenario for Database and Browser

PNL's Molecular Science Research Center now generates about 1.2 gigabytes of data per year that would be
included in a laboratory-wide database. While a given successful computational chemistry experiment produces
only about two megabytes of data for long-term storage, it may be preceeded by hundreds of "unsuccessful" runs,
each resulting in the short-term storage of an additional two megabytes. In addition, one run can generate up
to 5 or 10 gigabytes of intermediate data, written temporarily to disk, and used in the solution of the problem
or restarting an interrupted run. Personal databases for individual chemists are proposed to hold such work in
progress.
The database and browser are central architectural components of the computational chemistry workbench.
(See Figure 2.) A scenario for using the workbench follows:
1. Using a molecular structure editor, a chemist graphically defines the subject molecule, and copies it to a
"private" database. The chemist may also perform simple structure optimizations. During the course of
the investigation this initial geometry will likely change, perhaps radically. The chemist will usually save
only the final, optimized structure for the molecule under study, but sometimes a sequence of structures,
such as those associated with a chemical reaction, will be of interest.
1 The
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The Computational Chemistry Database and Browser

term "bench chemist" refers to an experimental (i.e., nontheoretician) involved in synthetic work or spectroscopic analysis.
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2. The chemist may then consult the public database for computational and laboratory experiments on
molecules with similar structure, loading selected experiments into the personal database. Since the chemist
may not be familiar with the computational programs or laboratory instruments on which the selected experiments were run, associated metadata must be available for interpreting inputs and results (even if
common units and data representations are used for all the results). The chemist needs a consistent view
of data irrespective of its physical location or the format or machine on which it was generated or is stored.
While consulting the public database, the chemist may determine that important information from the
literature is missing. The chemist should be able to add such "property data" [SOW84, Dub91) to the
public database, assuming quality assurance measures are met.
3. Using the molecular properties of interest and the previous experiments retrieved above, the browser assists the chemist in choosing an appropriate set of program parameters, a highly specialized and critical
activity. Some existing computational chemistry programs are little more than research devices, so the
bench chemist may find it difficult to properly prepare input due to the mathematical sophistication and
research orientation of these computational programs. The consequences of a mistake may be a failed run,
a much-too-long run or, what is undoubtedly worst, a run that produces seemingly plausible results that
are inherently incorrect.
4. Using input parameters gleaned from similar previous experiments, the browser next assists the chemist in
determining a first cut set of input parameters, as well as a target machine on which to run the experiment.
The chemist should be given an estimate of how long the computational experiment will run and (if relevant)
how much it will cost. As a result of this estimate, the chemist may further optimize the molecular structure
or modify parameters before asking the system to schedule and run the experiment. Once the experiment
is run, results are placed in the chemist's personal database.
5. The process above is repeated until the chemist is satisfied with the results. The computational experiment
may be run with different computational programs, and the results compared with each other and with
those of previous experiments. The database system must provide the capability to capture results from
different programs in comparable form for viewing and analysis.
6. Once the chemist has successfully completed an investigation and published the results, data may be added
to the public database and made available to colleagues within and outside the laboratory.

5

Computational Chemistry Database Information Model

Our current information model reflects a preliminary requirements analysis of the chemist's information needs.
(See Figure 3.) Independent of any particular database management system, this information model forms a basis
for a physical database schema. See Appendix 12 for an instance diagram of a sample computational experiment.
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Figure 3: Computational Chemistry Information Model
The CCDB model has no single global extent; a number of persistent roots or collections are maintained.
Within the context of the laboratory-wide database, for example, a user could access all experiments performed
on ethane. On the other hand, some collections are maintained on a per-user basis. If a given chemist is
experimenting with new basis sets for ethane, those experiments would likely be available only within the context
of that chemist's personal experiments.

5.1

Chemists and Experiments

The model includes identifying information about chemists whose experiments or basis sets 2 are included in the
database. There is also a hierarchy of experiment classes: an experiment, perhaps a collaborative effort of more
than one chemist, is either a laboratory experiment (measurement) or a computational chemistry experiment
(prediction). Experiment attributes include identifying information such as name, date-completed, and metainformation such as a citation for the data used as source of the experiment. An experiment can be accessed
through links with chemist or molecule.
5.1.1

Computational Experiments

A chemist performs a computational chemistry experimen't on a given molecule using a program package, specifying initial estimations of molecular structure, basis set and level of theory. Selection of input parameters is
critical not only to how rapidly the numerical experiment will run, but also to the accuracy of the results. The
specific parameters and their syntax vary from program to program and sometimes between program versions.
Computational chemistry experiments can require as input somewhere between 50 and 200 numbers and
produce as output several thousand other values. Between the input and output lie up to several trillion additional
numbers needed to solve the mathematical equations. Without metadata, neither structure nor semantics can be
derived from these numbers. Probably the most important output value to the chemist is the total energy of the
molecule. This energy can be determined by a variety of different techniques, e.g., Hartree-Fock self-consistent
2

Basis sets are one of the most important and difficult to understand parameters. See Section 5.5 for further information.
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field theory or configuration interaction theory. Some other outputs are simply artifacts of the equations that
were solved, for example, the molecular orbitals, a matrix whose size varies approximately with the square
of the number of atoms in the molecule. Also among the outputs are values that correspond to physically
observable properties of a molecule; these are generated directly from the detailed molecular structure derived
in an experiment. An experiment is "successful" if these computed properties agree with properties measured in
laboratory experiments.
Computational experiments can be aggregated into investigations or suites of experiments. In the course of
computationally determining a molecule's structure, a chemist performs several experiments on that molecule
and groups them into an "investigation". Only a few of the experiments in the investigation will ultimately be
archived, and, until deemed "successful", all experiments in the investigation should be marked private, available
only to the performing chemist(s). In the course of an investigation, the chemist uses results of intermediate
experiments to identify trends, isolate local minima, and then iteratively tune input parameters. Storing inputs
and results of different iterations of an investigation supports the ongoing experimental process.
A "suite of experiments" is an aggregation of computational experiments reflecting a study of molecular
transitions. An example experiment suite models the transition from hydrogen and oxygen to water. (See Figure
4.) Here, two initial experiments model the stable states of hydrogen and oxygen molecules. An intermediate
experiment models the unstable state of these elements at the energy level required for the transition, and a fourth
experiment models the final and stable state of the water molecule. This suite of computational experiments
predicts molecular properties of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms where the energy values computed by the
computational experiment are minimal (at the two stable states), and maximal (at the unstable state).

atoms in the molecule, identifies the molecule to a computational program. Different programs require different structural representations; sometimes even the same program may require different representations of the
structure . Molecular structure is represented in three basic formats:

5.1.2

Laboratory Experiments

A laboratory experiment is conducted on a laboratory instrument. Laboratory experiments relate to computational experiments as follows: (1) In validating a computational chemistry experiment a chemist notes the
agreement of calculated properties with physically observed properties. Whether a laboratory experiment "agrees
with" a computational experiment is typically a matter of judgement, not formal analysis. (2) In exploring a
laboratory result that does not seem to agree with accepted theory, a bench chemist may set up one or more
computational experiments. The results of these computational experiments might then guide future laboratory
experimentation.

1. Cartesians. Three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates of the atoms comprising the molecule.

2. Partial structure with symmetries. Here, the symmetry point group of the molecule is specified and only
the symmetry unique atoms of the structure are included, usually in Cartesian coordinates.
3. Internal coordinates, sometimes called "z-matrix format". The molecular geometry is specified using bond
lengths and angles instei:td of Cartesian coordinates. Algorithms exist for converting Cartesian coordinates
to internals, but there ~s no unique set of internal coordinates corresponding to a given set of Cartesian
coordinates. Unfortunately, a poor choice of internals may mean that a geometry optimization may take
two or three times longer than with a "good" choice. There is no commonly agreed upon convention
for deciding which set of possible internals to select; this is usually a matter of the individual chemist's
judgement.
Programs that convert Cartesians to internals first require the user to specify which internals to use. Once the
distances, angles and dihedral angles have been specified, the conversion programs computes the corresponding
numerical values. Converting internal coordinates to Cartesian coordinates also yields no unique solution, but
there is a commonly agreed upon convention: select the Cartesians such that the first atom listed is assumed to
sit at the origin, the second to lie along the z-axis and the third to lie in the yz-plane. Thus, converting between
Cartesians and partial structures and from internals to Cartesians or partial structures is straightforward, but
arriving at appropriate internal coordinates usually requires some judgement as well as calculation. (See Figure
5.)
Ab initio programs can be used to optimize structures for use in (other) ab initio programs, as long as appropriate syntax conversion capabilities from one program's format to another are available. Using pre-optimized
structures greatly increases the efficiency of the such programs.

5.3

Molecular Template

A molecule is the subject of laboratory and computational chemistry experiments, and can be identified by
name, chemical formula, or through its corresponding experiment(s). Some attributes of the molecule and of the
atomscomprisi!lg that molecule (e.g., name, chemical formula, molecular weight, and charge) are functions of
the molecule itself or of its component atoms or isotopes and are independent of a particular experiment. Other
attributes, in particular molecular structure, are highly dependent on a particular experiment.
While several molecule instances may have the same name or formula, two molecule objects represent the
same molecule only if their structures are identical. Molecular structure, the relative spatial locations of the

Any laboratory-oriented chemistry database system should provide flexible and powerful searches on molecular
structure. The user should be able to specify exact matches or to relax the precision of the search in a controlled
manner. By "Molecular Template" we mean a formula- or structure-like instance that a user can define to specify
such a search. In effect, a molecular template defines a family of molecules analogous to the molecule of current
interest. A given molecule could of course match a number of templates and thus belong to a number of families.
While the CCDB project itself will not likely implement a molecular template query facility, we recognize the
importance of such a mechanism. For example, to browse the database for candidate basis sets, a chemist will
need to examine experiments run on similar molecules. To find a basis set to use with ethane, experiments on
other alkanes such as methane should be consulted. A "template" for alkanes can be specified relatively easily,
e.g., "CnH2n+2". Another way of defining a template might be to specify a substructure, for example "C = C",
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Figure 6: A Theoretical Hit List from a Lawson Number Search
and ask the system to retrieve all molecules containing that substructure. In this case, the system would retrieve
all alkenes in the database.
Graphical definition of templates is also required in order to specify a search for all molecular conformations
of a structure within a certain "neighborhood". By conformation, we mean a variation on the structure that is
legal according to the rules of chemistry. The Beilstein Database uses Lawson Similarity Numbers to accomplish
structure searching on organic molecules [Law90, Law87]. A Lawson Number is like a hash index, computed
from the chemical structure; molecules of similar structure have Lawson Numbers of similar magnitudes. A given
molecule has between one -and four Lawson Numbers. The Beilstein Database includes a search option using
Lawson Numbers [Law90]. Figure 6 shows some possible matching molecules for a "molecular template" like
the one specified on the left in the figure. These five structures constitute a theoretical hit list from a Beilstein
Database search on 2-tert-butoxy-hexane (Lawson Numbers 335 and 318, and molecular formula C1oH220)
[Law90].

5.4

asis Set Instance
AtomBSList

AContraction

Program Package

We call each computational code package, e.g., GAMESS, Gaussian, MELDF, or HONDO, a "Program Package".
Each computational experiment utilizes an instance of Program Package. A program package typically performs
a number of computational functions and a user can specify which of these is desired. Program packages are
versioned: a version refers to a release of the program package, compiled by a specific compiler, for particular
platforms. (See Figure 7.) For example, a given computational experiment might utilize the GAMESS package,
release 2.0, compiled under version 3.21 of the Sun 3 FORTRAN 77 compiler. Important meta-information is
stored at each level of this instance hierarchy, for example, basic formatting and functional capability of the
program package at the highest level, changes in format at the release level, and performance characteristics at
the compiler version and platform level.
The database will hold input skeleton files for each computational program, as well as methods for converting
parameters such as molecule and basis set from common formats to specialized formats for each program.

5.5

Figure 7: Program Package Aggregation and Version Hierarchy

Basis Sets and Levels of Theory

A basis set is a collection of real functions in three-dimensional space. Basis sets are starting points for the
iteration of the computational chemistry codes, and have no physical correlate. A basis set for a molecule is in
effect an input to the Schroedinger equation, and is used in describing the statistical distribution of electrons of a
molecule. The overwhelming majority of quantum chemistry techniques are formulated assuming that a suitable
basis set is available, even though solving the Schroedinger equation does not explicitly require their use.
A large number of basis sets are in popular use, and these can be categorized according to the families of
molecules for which they "work". Determining which basis set to use is an extremely complicated process, even
for theoretical chemists. For a new investigation, it is possible that no known basis set is appropriate and the
chemist will need to develop his or her own.
Figure 8 depicts the detailed structure and sample attribute values for a basis set instance. A basis set
instance consists of general information and contractions for each unique atom in the molecule. Each contraction
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Figure 8: Basis Set Instance Diagram
includes n-values, L-values and a list of primitive functions. The number of contractions and primitives within
the basis set instance can be used to estimate resource requirements for a computational experiment. Basis set
instances are generated from a basis set library, which holds information about basis sets used by PNL chemists.
Basis sets can be classified as diffuse, valence, polarization and minimal; some are further classified, e.g., valence
basis sets may be split, double-zeta, or triple-zeta. A given basis set may be a combination of basis set types, e.g.,
the diffuse triple-zeta basis set 6-311G** can be built by appending some "diffuse" functions to the triple-zeta
basis set 6-311G.
The level of theory corresponds to the degree of accuracy with which the distribution of the electrons around a
molecule will be described. Computational chemistry experiments generally become more accurate with "better"
basis sets and "higher" levels of theory, but with exponentially higher computational demands.
Formats of both basis sets and levels of theory are specific to the program package chosen.

5.6

Molecular Orbitals

The most important output of computational programs is the set of molecular orbitals (MO's), although casual
users rarely directly examine them. Observable properties are calculated from the MO's.
Each of n MO's is a vector of length n, where n is related to the number of basis functions. The number of
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model with the exception of Molecular Orbital, Laboratory Apparatus, Molecular Template and Computational
Proxy. However, the subset model has far fewer attributes and relationships than the full model. Less extensive
implementations of the subset model were completed using three other database systems: GemStone [Ser], Encore
[Zdo] and PostGres [RS90].
The database was populated with twenty experiments, representing computational investigations on three
molecules: ethylene, methane and water. We also implemented a representative sample of queries, for example:
Retrieve experiments on ethane that use the ST0-3G basis set and display them using a terse or verbose display,
as specified. A terse display presents only identifying data such as performing chemist(s), molecule (name and
formula), code (name), basis set (name), level of theory (name). A verbose display of an experiment presents all
data about that experiment, including results.

6.1

ObjectStore

Figure 9: Molecular Orbital Instance Diagram
MO's which are "occupied", i.e., have electrons associated with them, is proportional to the number of electrons.
There are one or two electrons per MO. The orbitals represent one of several large data sets (n 2 numbers in
each) that, to an outsider, consist of nothing but n 2 double precision numbers. (See Figure 9.) Each number
in the vector is a coefficient for a basis function. Molecular orbitals alone, however, are simply artifacts of
numerically solving the Schroedinger equation; to make sense of an arbitrary set of MO's stored in the database,
one needs to know which basis functions were used and in what order. For example, knowing that the "ST0-3G"
basis set was used to generate a set of MO's for water is necessary but not sufficient. One must also relate
each MO coefficient to a basis function. This complicated four-way relationship between different instances of
Computational Experiment, Molecule, Program, and Basis Set illustrates the chemist's need for metadata when
interpreting stored results.
Molecular orbitals produced by one computational experiment can be used as the input to another experiment,
although this is not a straightforward process. For example, if one computes orbitals on water with Gaussian and
wants to use those as input to GAMESS, one must have some detailed knowledge of the format and conventions
that the programs use to represent orbitals. Users should be able to automatically convert orbitals in one
program's format to that of another.

5. 7

Observable Properties

The values for observable properties of a given molecule are a function of specific computational and laboratory
experiments, not just of the molecule itself. They are represented as property-unit-value triples and grouped
according to the experiment that produced them. Additional property types can be added to the database at
any time; data dictionary facilities should support and control this function. Examples of observable properties
include: dipole moment, hydrophobicity, polarizability, hyper-polarizability, anisotropicity, and bond measurements.
The number of property-unit-value triples associated with a given experiment can be a function of the size of
the molecule and its structure, e.g., the number of bonds. Properties can be categorized according to whether
they refer to atom, molecule, bond, or atom pair. A molecule might have one bond angle per pair of bonds, one
bond distance per pair of atoms bonded, and one measure of polarizability per molecule.
Computational programs differ greatly in the units they use to report properties and the assumptions they
make in calculating properties, and comparison of observable properties is an exacting task. While units typically
can be inferred from the particular program package used to run that experiment, assumptions are typically a
function of the basis set and level of theory used. The information necessary to interpret the results of a program
can be quite detailed.
Interpreting the property results of laboratory experiments also requires significant metadata concerning the
associated experiment and the apparatus.

ObjectStore uses a client-server database architecture, providing persistence by storage class either through its
Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML) extensions to C++ or through a C++
library interface. An ObjectStore database can be distributed onto several workstations. ObjectStore supplies an
ObjectStore C++ preprocessor and libraries, as well as some database utilities and development tools, including
a graphical schema designer, a database browser (including a basic interactive query facility), and an interface
to the GNU debugger.
Objects are declared persistent when allocated through use of ObjectStore's parameterization of the C++
"new" command. Navigation in the database to persistent objects is performed by starting at a root variable (so
declared by using the "persistent" modifier).

6.2

Implementation Experience

The initial prototype implementation effort spanned about four weeks, and was accomplished by two persons
working about three-quarterS!; time. At the onset of the project, neither programmer had significant experience
programming in C++; one had a cursory knowledge of ObjectStore, and the other no experience with the product.
The team of two successfully populated the database with all 20 experiments and implemented the list of queries.
We found the ObjectStore product a well-designed and reliable development tool. For example:
1. ObjectStore's Schema Designer was used to generate the original schema. This tool provides a graphical
interface for generating C++ classes, class hierarchies and relationships between classes directly from an
entity-relationship diagram.
2. We used the ObjectStore browser extensively in our development work, and found it helpful in determining
whether data was correctly placed into the database.
3. Implementing the prototype queries using the DML interface in ObjectStore was relatively straightforward,
thanks to such features as set and list iterators, ranking functions and index path control, supplied with
the language.
4. ObjectStore contains several viable options for creating a (personal) collection of experiments. A personal
database could be set up either within a laboratory-wide database or external to it.
5. ObjectStore automatically enforced integrity constraints upon object deletion, as long as named inverse
relationships were declared in the schema.

To test our hypothesis that object-oriented database technology shows promise for supporting these computational experiments, we implemented a subset of the full information model using Object Design's Release 1.1 of
ObjectStore [Obj] on a Sun Sparcstation 2 [CMR91]. The subset model included all entities in the information

Writing the programs to load the database was the most time-consuming implementation task, and took more
programming time than all the queries combined. Our loading program, written using C++ iostream libraries,
required meticulous by-hand modifications to the input data as well as the high front-end programming effort.
Once working, however, the automatic load made it easy to modify the schema, refine the input datasets, and
reload the database. The alternative implementation efforts in GemStone, Encore and PostGres experienced
similar problems with loading the database.
The loading problem convinced us that full (object-based) identity is too stringent a requirement: A chemist
who moves from Pacific Northwest Labs (PNL) to Los Alamos National Labs (LANL) is still the "same" chemist.
We agree with Peter M.D. Gray that loading and dumping objects will certainly require the notion of value-based
identity- something akin to the upfront relational discipline of defining primary keys as tuple identifiers [PG88].
In our first implementation, we attributed a unique numeric identifier to a number of our classes, and used this
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to determine if two objects were "equal". In the second (more complex) loader, we specified primary keys for
each object. Future implementations of the loader will consider the context(s) in which value identity applies.
For example, in some cases an object must be "value unique" with respect to the input only; in other cases, it
must be value unique with respect to the input and existing database instances within a given chemist's personal
collection.
Checking if a value-identical object is already in the database is straightforward in ObjectStore: simply query
and compare the key fields of objects in the database to the key fields of a candidate "new" object. The user can
also specify that ObjectStore maintain indices on these "keys".
On the surface, it might appear that using a relational system would obviate our loading problem. Unfortunately, however, the simpler relational format doesn't simplify the loading process. The information is inherently
complex, and simplification in the actual data insertion statements would be offset by increased complexity in the
enclosing application or in preprocessing of the input files. We feel that prospects for such database tools with
object-oriented database systems are good because the database "understands" the complex object structures
we reqmre.

6.3

7

We have thus far identified four key challenges that must be be addressed before a computational chemistry
database system can be fully implemented.
1. Semantically overloaded terms. The application abounds with highly context-dependent terms. "Molecule"
and "experiment" are prime examples of this overloading.
Sometimes "molecule" means any collection of specific atoms. For example, "Retrieve all experiments on
the water molecule" means retrieve all experiments for which the molecule entity has two hydrogen atoms
and one oxygen atom. "Molecule" can also mean particular spatial groupings of atoms associated with the
input of an experiment. Sometimes a "molecule" includes molecular orbitals and sometimes not.
"Experiment" sometimes means one run of a program package, sometimes a set of runs modeling states of
one molecular structure, sometimes a number of runs modeling transition from one or more molecules to
one or more different molecules. "Experiment" can also be an aggregation of any of these, in the sense that
when solving a molecular structure, the chemist groups a number of runs together. The terms "experiment",
"suite of experiments", and "investigation" have been used here to denote those different senses of the term
"experiment", but there is still considerable subtlety remaining in how practicing chemists use the word.

Preliminary Evaluation of ObjectStore

This section evaluates ObjectStore with respect to the prototype database and browser. All in all, we had a
positive experience using ObjectStore, and were able to complete a database prototype relatively painlessly in a
short period of time. The product provided adequate functionality for representing the information structures of
the subset implementation.
Minimal set up is required, and the basic tools supplied are reliable and easy to learn. The DML interface is
in our opinion a straightforward and sensible extension to C++, and we highly recommend it over the library
interface. Unfortunately, using the DML interface precludes using any compiler or debugger other than those
supplied with ObjectStore. The database data browser and schema designer were easy to learn for someone who
has used either a Macintosh-like windows application or Smalltalk, and the graphical schema designer works very
well for first cut definition of classes and relationships. We would not want to undertake such a project without
these tools.
We are now using ObjectStore for the second phase of this project, and, extrapolating from our prototype development experience, we consider ObjectStore a potential candidate for implementing other scientific database
applications. Of the twelve scientific database issues cited by the 1990 NSF Workshop [FJP90a], our prototype implementation gave us enough experience with representational structures, concurrency support and user
interfaces to judge ObjectStore with respect to the following areas:

2. Representing relationships or groupings within a domain. A single instance of Molecule, Basis Set, and
Computational Experiment can each be grouped into one or more collections. For example, a molecule can
belong to none, one, or several different families of molecules depending on how many molecular templates
it matches and how well. For some queries, the energy levels of a collection of computational experiments
should be aggregated and reported as a single value; see, for example, the energy values of hydrogen and
oxygen molecules depicted in Figure 4 in Section 5.1.1.
3. Implementing necessary structures in the database. The computational chemistry information model con~rmed suspicions that cp,rrently available relational products will not easily meet the needs of this applicatiOn class. For example, data structures such as lists and bags (not yet available with relational systems)
are needed to model experiments, molecules and atoms. Furthermore, without array and vector representations, modeling computational chemistry results and basis sets will be needlessly complex because of
having to encode into set and record structures. Currently available commercial relational products do not
support lists, vectors and multidimensional arrays. ObjectStore adequately supports lists and bags, but
not vectors and arrays. With the next release of C++ ObjectStore will fully support generic types, which
should simplify encoding user-specific re-usable data types.

1. Flexible representational structures. We were able to represent all the information structures in the subset
model, including ordered lists, with little or no encoding. ObjectStore maintains referential integrity where
relationships are declared to be inverse relationships, even for many-many relationships.

4. Populating the database. Once a physical schema has been prepared, there remains the problem of populating the database with enough data to test the schema design. For an initial verification, the database can
be populated by hand. However, populating the database by hand with enough instances to give chemists
a realistic feeling for its use is simply not a practical alternative. Automating the database population,
however, presents significant challenges: Data from experiments run on different programs have not been
converted to common units. Furthermore, few computational experiments are archived with the metadata
information needed to populate the database.

2. Concurrency Support. ObjectStore provides persistence and concurrency support through user-specified
transactions, including rollback on transaction abort. Both long and short transactions are supported,
though we only gained experience with short transactions. We would anticipate using long transactions for
checking out experiments from a public to a private database.
3. User Interfaces. Those involved who were familiar with relational systems felt that this system, probably
like other object-oriented database products, is as yet somewhat immature in this regard. An applications
generator such as "ET++" [WGM89) would be helpful in implementing a database browser for users. Many
of the CCDB objects such as basis sets and molecular structures should be represented graphically to users.
ObjectStore provides neither a tool nor class libraries for crafting a user interface through which the user
would invoke queries with a window-like system.
We found the data browser, a graphical interface to the database, extremely helpful in verifying the data.
Extensions to allow better interactive object entry, modification and deletion would be useful in populating and updating the database. The browser now allows the user to compose queries using boolean
operators; allowing one to specify the execution of user-defined, previously compiled, queries would also
be helpful. Floating point numbers are currently displayed to only two significant digits past the decimal
point (with roundoff); this is inadequate for scientific databases, and we assume that Object Design will
make appropriate changes.
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Future Research: Computational Proxies

During the course of our work on this this project we realized the difficulty inherent in loading accurate data and
metadata on computational experiments. We cannot expect chemists to explicitly load data from a particular
experiment as a separate step after performing an investigation. It is simply unrealistic to expect chemists to
familiarize themselves with the wide variety of data formats in computational programs to the level of detail
needed for explicitly adding experimental data to a public repository. Implementing programs to load data
requires considerable time and effort, and a data-loading program would be required for each computational
program. We feel that the best way to assure that the database accurately captures program inputs and outputs,
and that it correctly associates results with input parameters, is to set up input parameters from the database
and to drive the. application program from the database. With a program to parse output files, the database can
accep.t results duectly from the computational chemistry programs, without an intervening manual step by the
chem1sts.
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as molecular conformation, basis set, convergence criteria, and so on. Objects that represent groups of
experiments can also provide behavior for forming aggregate values for properties and for extracting and
comparing corresponding outputs from the experiments, such as optimized geometry, maximum energy,
molecular orbitals, or dipole moments.

The computational proxy specifies a computational experiment with respect to a given computational program, linking together information about the experiment, molecule, basis set, input parameters, and experimental
results. The proxy performs syntactic conversions from internal database formats to specific program formats,
and vice versa. Abstracting heterogeneity out of the experiment itself, the computational proxy provides a
framework for data conversion between different programs, languages and architectures.
We have begun building a rudimentary computational proxy mechanism for one major computational chemistry program. If this initial attempt is successful, we will generalize the proxy to handle other major application
programs in computational chemistry. Computational proxies address three related problems in computational
chemistry:

3. Input Validation. A proxy can provide checking routines that look for inconsistent or unlikely input
parameters. For example, the proxy could flag the fact that a given basis set library does not contain an
entry for one of the atomic elements used in the molecule under study or that the chosen code does not
support the required level of theory.
4. Scheduling Experiments. Information in the database about resource requirements of computational chemistry experiments, gleaned from previous computational proxies, could be used by the chemist or by some
"experiment manager" software to aid the chemist in selecting a particular platform on which to run a
given experiment. If a chemist wishes to run a series of experiments, dependence information deduced from
the grouping of experiments into suites can help schedule runs on a given platform, or within a distributed
environment.

1. Capturing experimental data accurately and close to the source. Populating a database with validated and
comparable data from a representative sample of computational experiments (necessarily run on a variety
of codes) is a major and nontrivial undertaking.
2. Resolving data incompatibilities arising from running experiments with different programs. The chemist
must somehow render diversely generated data comparable for analysis and for data exchange. Technical
problems arise from data formats and language differences; interpretive (semantic) problems arise from having to compare data generated by functionally similar programs that make different scientific assumptions
and use slightly different algorithms.
3. Resolving data incompatibilities arising from the heterogeneous environment. A central data repository
must necessarily operate in a distributed, heterogeneous environment, but standard data formats and
conversion methods are not yet available.
The role we envision for computational proxies is illustrated in the following scenario: A chemist wishes to
compute some properties for a particular molecule. He or she creates a computational proxy object representing
the desired computation. Interaction with the computational proxy object is totally transparent to the chemist;
manipulation of the proxy is hidden by a user interface. The proxy will contain references to other database
objects representing the chemist, the date, the code, the relevant properties, the desired execution platform, the
molecule, the appropriate basis set, the level of theory, and so forth. Some of this information can be filled in
automatically from the user interface or a preferences list; some the chemist can select from a list of choices;
others might be created with other interface tools, such as a molecule editor.
Once the information specified the desired computation is collected, the system "launches" the proxy, causing
the computation to execute. The proxy and the other database objects it references are responsible for rendering
themselves in the appropriate format for input to the particular code being run. The proxy must then locate the
appropriate machine, move the formatted input there and schedule the right code for execution.
During the execution of the code, the proxy serves as the go-between for the chemist for monitoring the
execution of the experiment. Through the proxy, the chemist can view computing resources, convergence and
other status information on the computation. The proxy can also forward commands to suspend, restart and
abort execution.
When the computational run completes, the proxy makes sure a copy of the output is recorded in the database.
The proxy can then aid the chemist in his or her analysis of the output. The proxy can also assist in selecting
particular properties from the output for viewing. We also expect a proxy will understand a "clean-up" command
to remove temporary files, discard transient data and otherwise prepare itself for transmission or archiving.
As this scenario points out, we see computational proxies as a uniform presentation of a variety of codes that,
while similar in function, vary greatly in input and output formats, availability on computing platforms, and
minor assumptions made in the algorithms themselves. While our initial motivation in proposing computational
proxies was automated data capture, we see many other uses for them:
1. Input Acquisition. The proxy can also serve to organize data and methods to assist the user (and user
interface) in selecting appropriate input parameters for a run. It can provide defaults for some parameters
or use one parameter to limit choices for another. For example, if the chemist has specified GAMESS as
the code, then the proxy could supply a list of just those machines on which GAMESS is available. A proxy
could also provide the interface to an expert system that assists in parameter selection. For example, once
a chemist has chosen a molecule and a list of properties, the expert system (perhaps by examining results
of previous experiments) could suggest a code, basis set and level of theory for the computation.

5. Experimental Replicability. Since computational experiments are specified and launched through proxies,
we are guaranteed to have recorded sufficient information to rerun an experiment.

9

Conclusion

We have described the information modeling and prototype development of the computational chemistry database
project, the first phase of a longer-term research project to explore data management support for this application
area. Work to date confirms the hypothesis that object-oriented database management systems seem better
suited to computational chemistry applications than are current relational systems. Populating the proposed
computational chemistry datr,base has been identified as a major conceptual, development, and maintenance
roadblock.
We are defining and implementing a uniform mechanism for managing the definition, preparation, monitoring
and interpretation of computational experiments. These computational proxies constitute a bridge between the
user interface, the experiment, and the database holding experimental data. Abstracting heterogeneity out of the
experiment itself, the computational proxy provides aframework for data conversion between different programs,
languages and architectures. Computational proxies will address three problems in the realm of computational
chemistry: capturing experimental data accurately and close to the source, resolving data incompatibilities
arising from running experiments with different programs, and resolving data incompatibilities arising from the
heterogeneous environment.
While the immediate benefit of computational proxies will be the ability to interface existing computational
chemistry codes to object-oriented databases, we expect that our mechanism will be applicable to other computational domains and to laboratory instrumentation. Efforts such as ours will contribute to preserving the
considerable investment the scientific community has in existing programs. In addition, computational proxies
may provide longer-term direction on how to construct new computational systems for easier use and on how to
exchange research data between scientific database systems.
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2. Generating Experimental Suites and Investigations. With computational proxies, it should be simple to
specify series of experiments that have most inputs in common but vary one or more parameters, such
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Appendix: A Sample Computational Experiment
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Introduction

Many kinds of information gathering, such as ecological surveys, result in the collection of large volumes of
data. Statistical techniques are used to manipulate this data and perform analyses upon it [Gau82], [Pie84];
meanwhile, the relevance of these collections of numbers to the real world phenomena which they describe may
be somewhat obscured. This article investigates whether object oriented data modelling techniques may provide
means of representing such data in which the data's meaning is preserved in a more intuitive way. It is not
suggested that such an approach would replace established techniques, but rather that it might form a useful
supplement to them.
The closest type of data to that considered here is that used by geographic information systems (GISs) (see
[Abd91] for a review of state-of-the-art in GISs). These systems typically treat spatially-referenced data which
also has aspatial properties. Articles such as [WHM90] use semantic data models to define such basic building
blocks as points, lines and polygons.
The chief difference with ecological data is that it is less geometrical in nature, and the structure of the data
reflects the survey methodology used to collect it. In [RGHH91], it is proposed that GIS data should be considered from 3 complementary aspects called the geometric, overlay and feature views. Using this terminology,
the surveyed pixels discussed in section 5.1 comprise the geometric view, and the overlay and feature views are
simply constrained collections and aggregations of these pixels respectively. The spatial-referencing in this data
is implicit.
Difficulties inherent in handling ecological survey data are explored in [Ken85]. Here, we first review such
data in general in an abstract way, and consider what features must be present in a successful model; we might
view this section as a requirements specification for the model. We then go on to develop a general model,
which is expressed in an object oriented framework. Finally, we apply this approach to modelling some data
from a real survey, and briefly describe a system implementing this application model.

1

Survey Data

A survey collects information about the real world. We might picture the existence of a survey site, in which we
are interested but about which we have no information. During the survey, we go out and collect information;
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the more extensive the survey, the more information we will gather, though we will never know everything there
is to know about the site.
We may wish to combine the results of a survey with other surveys over the same area to increase our
understanding; we may wish to organise other follow-up surveys based on considerations of the initial results.
Since field work is time consuming, we wish to get the best possible use from the data we have gathered.

1.1

Survey Methodology

Many different methods of collecting survey data exist. Usually only some subsection of the site of interest
can be investigated, with the hope that the results gathered will be of general applicability to the entire site.
Observations may be for the presence or absence of a given feature, or may involve quantifying or categorising
some feature. Hence discretisation (an essential part of formal approaches to modelling GIS data such as in
[Wor92]) is automatically performed before the data is modelled.
In general, each survey will comprise of a set of observations. These observations pertain both to an actual
area of ground, and to some feature of interest. We might observe that a sampling area contains 23 spiders, or
that it is fenny. Our method of handling the data must allow us to represent areas of the Earth's surface, and
facts about them which are of interest to us.
In this article we concentrate on the collection, modelling and presentation of survey data in general, paying
little attention to what the features of this data are, since in different surveys these might vary widely.

1.2

Observations

In a survey, observations are conducted to amass information about the survey site. We mean these observations
to be the validation of statements we make about the site. If for example we observe fen in an area A, then
we refer to the fen as a feature of interest in A, to the statement 'fen was observed at A' as the observation
predicate, and the statement 'A is fenny' as the feature predicate.
1.2.1

Limiting Assumptions

It is, of course, possible that an observation might be in error, which might be an issue in conducting real

life surveys. However, let us assume for a simple life that all our observations are accurate, so that given an
observation, we may without error affirm the corresponding observation predicate. Let us further assume that
we may safely affirm the feature predicate corresponding to a given observation predicate over the same area.
This is the truth of observation assumption (1).
It is also assumed that any observations are not invalidated by the passage of time; this is a less tenable
assumption, since we may well be interested in the time evolution of the survey site. Thus two differing
observations on the same sample area would indicate that some change had occurred. Our above assertion
should really have been that at a certain time on a certain date, fen was observed on area A. To save the
repetitive specification of time, however, we shall assume that our information is static. This, together with the
above assumptions, means that the same observation should always yield the same result over the same sample
area.

1.3

Two Desiderata

Given that we are collecting information through observations to enable us to make statements about areas of
the Earth's surface, we desire that the way we represent the information should allow two important capabilities:

A Simple Model

2

Let us construct a simple model to meet the above requirements. Let the set of all areas on the Earth's surface
be called Area, and let P be a set of predicates, such that all the statements we wish to make about a given
area can be expressed in the form P(A), where PEP and A E Area. For the moment, we may view an area
as a connected set of points, using set intersection to represent the overlap of two areas, set union their total
coverage, etc. We will always assume that the areas formed in these 'areas expressions' turn out to be areas in
the sense of being connected.
Use of expressions like P(A) can be viewed as a simple extension of predicate calculus, meaning 'the statement
P is true over the area A'. In this framework our correctness of observation assumption may be expressed as
(1). Here Pis the feature predicate, and obsv(P, A) means that P was observed to be true of A; that is, it is
the observation predicate.
(1)
'VP: P,a: Areaeobsv(P,A) => P(A)
Let us define two classes or predicate, 'P3 and Pv, such that predicates in 'P3 are true by the existence of (at
least one example of) a feature, and those in Pv by the universality of a feature. An example from 'P3 might
be that the sample area contains at least one specimen of a rare species; an example from Pv that the sample
area is (entirely) fenny.
(Features of the class 'P3 are important in conservation work, where the motivation for protecting a certain site may be the presence of a small number of rare specimens, or even a single instance; however, such
marginalities are often poorly handled by statistical data management techniques).
We shall explore how these update and extrapolation desiderata can be provided over these two classes of
predicate. Later more general classes of predicate will be considered, and a more rigorous treatment of the idea
of 'trueness over an area' given.

2.1

A Calculus of .A!Jreas and Predicates

Let us extend our intuitive concept of trueness over an area by considering the following inference rules; for
P E Pv, A E Area, and BE Area,
(2I)
P(A) A B ~A=> P(B)
P(A) A P(B) => P(A U B)

(2II)

P(A) => P(A\B)

(2III)

All of these may stand on appeals to intuition. (I) says that if something is universally true of some area,
it is also true of any subarea; (II) says that a statement true of all of two areas is also true of all of the area
formed by grouping together these two areas, if this is possible (ie, the first two areas are adjacent or overlap,
so they group to form a single connected area). (III) says that a statement true of all of an area is true of the
area with any part removed.
Note that we may consider P(f/J), where 0 is is the empty area, to be a null assertion, since it contains no
reference to a finite area over which the predicate is true. For this reason we may assert (3); this is an extension
of the 'excluded middle' law of classical logic.
P(A) A -.P(A) =>A =

0

(3)

Now let us consider similar inference rules where P E 'P3, A E Area, and BE Area.
• Since we cannot claim that the observations are complete or exhaustive, we should be able to incorporate subsequent observations into the earlier data; here we are thinking not of time evolution, but of
progressively refining our knowledge by follow-up observations. (Update from observation).
• We will (often!) want information about an area other than the one directly sampled - for example,
in searching for correlations between different features, or in assessing the environmental impact of a
proposed development. Hence we must be able to make some kinds of statements about unsampled areas,
based on the information available on sampled ones. (Extrapolation from observation).
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P(A) A A ~ B => P(B)

(4I)

P(A) => P(A U B)

(4II)

(I) states that something to be found in an area A is also to be found in area B if area B contains area
A. (II) states that something to be found in A is also to be found in any area of which A is a part. We may
view (4II) as a corollary of (4I) since it is easily derivable from it.
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2.2

Update from Observation

Area= {A: PAtom I a E A 1\ bE A=> connected( a, b)}

We require that the model allow update of our knowledge of the world in the light of subsequent observation.
Moreover, we wish to derive as much information as possible from subsequent observations- that is, we wish
to make the strongest statements possible which the combined observations will validate.
For example, if P E Pv , and we make two observations, obsv(P, A) and obsv(P, B). By assumption (1) we
may assert P(A) after the first observation, and P(B) after the second. However, using (2II) we now assert
P(A U B). This is the strongest statement we can make, since P says something is true of all of an area, and
A U B is the biggest area for which we can validate this statement.
Now, if P E 'P3, and we make the same two observations, we can again assert P(A U B), by (4II).
However, if A and B overlap, we may assert P(A n B) in the first case but not in the second. (Note that
P(A n B) E P(A U B), and note the different forms of (2I) and (4I)). That is to say, if something is true of all
of two areas, then it is true of their overlap if it exists; but if we can find an example of something in area A,
and also find one in area B, we can not necessarily find one in their overlap if it exists.

2.3

Extrapolation from Observation

We have considered how an observation validates a statement about the sample area in which it was made;
however, we wish to be able to make statements about areas which are not sample areas, and to be able to
assess the degree of confidence with which these statements may be made.
Let us assume that we have made an observation on area A, validating predicate P. How does P apply to
a new area B, which may stand in arbitrary geometrical relation to A?
First let us consider the case where P E 'P3; here we may assert:
P(A)

=> 1rP(B) ;:::1 AnB I I I A I

Here 1rP(B) is the probability that Pis true of B; we have assumed that the specimen to which Prefers is
as likely to be in any part of A as any other. The modulus signs are used to mean the surface area (measure)
of a given area. This expression applies irrespective of the geometrical relationship of A to B. If A and B are
disjoint, we have no information on B. If A is included in B, we know that Pis true of B. Otherwise, we have
a minimum probability that it might be true.
Now let us consider the case where P E Pv; here, we may assert:
P(A)

=> pP(B) ;:::1 AnB I I I B I

(6)

Here pP(B) means the fraction of B to which we know P applies, by virtue of its inclusion in A. Without any
knowledge of the distribution of this feature, we cannot assess the likelihood of its presence in the remainder of
B. Again, the expression applies irrespective of the geometrical relationship of A to B; in both cases we have
.
'
assumed an 'even distribution' of the feature property.

3

where P Atom is the power set of Atom.
Such an approach seems justified since in general the methods of surveys are finitary. Since atoms are of
finite size, we may use the cardinality of an area to refer to the number of atoms which it contains.
We require that a statement is either true or false of an atom; it is never partially true. This allows P(a) to
be interpreted as in classical predicate logic, where a E Atom. Our earlier statements of the form P(A) where
A is an Area, may now be interpreted as follows.
'

Atomisation

P(A):: 'r/a: A • P(a), for P E Pv

(8!)

P(A):: 3a: A • P(a), for P E 'P3

(8II)

In other words, in (I) the distributed conjunction of the predicate is true over all atoms in the area, and in
(II) the distributed disjunction is true. This gives us a more formal statement of our concept of 'trueness over
an area'. Further, we may now deduce the laws of section 2.1 using only classical predicate logic and (81) and
(8II) -see the appendix for an example.

4

Object Oriented Survey Data

In this section, an object oriented model of survey data is developed.

4.1
(5)

(7)

Object Oriented Conceptual Modelling

Conceptual modelling [BMS84] is a tool for the high-level description of data. Object oriented modelling
[BGHS91] is intended to proyide strong semantic capture, using the underlying metaphor of a physical system
[MMP91]. It provides meand'to model composite objects, and further to capture behaviour or calculation within
the model; this latter feature is seen as one of the distinguishing features of an object oriented approach [Kin89].
Work such as [WHM90] has used the structural properties of object oriented models to represent spatial data·
here we will use also the behavioral aspects, to represent the derivation of properties.
'
. For brevity, basic concepts of object oriented modelling are not reviewed here; such a review may be found
m [BK91], together with a presentation of the model used in this article. Here we introduce relevant features
as they occur in examples.

4.2

Equality of Areas

Before approaching the model, let us detour briefly to look at the concept of equality over areas. Two forms of
equality are of interest when discussing areas, which must be distinguished as discussed in [BK91]. Two objects
of class Area may be the same object, or they may be the same area. For example, if there were a development
site in the survey site, this might be represented by an object of class DevelopmentSite. If the developers buy a
little more land abutting the site, but are refused planning permission for one corner of the original site, so that
the shape of the DevelopmentSite alters, then we call this the same object as before, although not the same
Area since it is not the same set of Atoms (shallow equality); this is the default equality method inherited from
class Object.
Now let us imagine that we query the database for the habitat of a certain type of vegetation; the reply
will be the set of atoms where it is located. If these are adjacent, we may regard it as a temporary area object
created ~n .reply to the query. If this area represents the same piece of ground (is the same set of atoms) as
some ex1stmg feature, for example a bog, then the habitat and the bog are the same area but not the same
object (deep equality). For example, an increase in the size of the bog does not necessarily ~ean an increase in
the size of the area where the vegetation is located.
To express this we consider that in addition to the object equality inherited from class Object, Area and its
subclasses have a method areaEqual which will show whether two objects in fact comprise of the same terrain.

We have shown how a calculus of areas might be used to attain the desiderata of section 1.3. We have considered
only two classes of predicate; although this approach has been extended to more general examples (for example,
involving quantification) the results become increasingly complicated. More importantly, we note that the rules
by which we might make updates and perform extrapolations are not independent of the semantics of the feature
predicates which we are considering.
Hence atomisation is introduced as a procedure for meeting our desiderata in the context of more general
classes of predicate; this approach subsumes the calculus of areas and, further, allows conceptual modelling to
be performed in an object oriented framework (see section 4.1). Let us define an atom to be an indivisible
finite area of surface, the smallest area over which we shall make an observation or statement. It should be the
smallest area referred to in the survey, or any survey with which we are likely to wish to combine our results.
Let Atom be the set of all atoms over our survey area, and Area be the set of all areas formable from them.
An area is then a set of any atoms which are connected (7). By connected, we mean that there is a path from
any atom in the area to any other which does not pass outside the area. (Testing this for a given area would
require a graph traversal).

In a survey, the observations made are vital. Any model which prevents the storage of these actual observations
will be undesirable, since they are the basic and incontestable results of the survey. Derived data might always
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4.3

SampleAreas, InterestAreas and their Properties

need to be rederived, since we may change our minds about which features we are. interested in; this is possible
only if the original observations are still available. Therefore any model should preserve the data actually
observed, while simultaneously allowing us to see it in different ways as we might wish.
In our discussion of survey data we have mentioned areas on which observations have been made, areas
over which we wish to make statements, and we have introduced the notion of an atom as a mechanism for
connecting the two. We capture this in the following model (see figure 1). (To reduce clutter, natural language
comments between braces replace some elements in the accompanying schemata). The diagram shows that an
area is composed of one or more atoms, and that Area has two subclasses, SampleArea and InterestArea. A
SampleArea is an area on which observations have been made, whereas an InterestArea is an area about which
we wish to make statements. Of course, any given area of interest may have been sampled; so here we restrict
InterestArea to mean an area about which we wish to be able to make statements. This may or may not be
areaEqual to some SampleArea. The properties of these subclasses of Area represent the features of their
real-world counterparts in which we are interested.
The notation used is as described in [BK91). Fat arrows are used to show the generalisation structure of the
model, and thin arrows to show the aggregation structure [SS77). The arrow atoms shows that an area consists
of a number of atoms. The constraint bar labelled CC (connectivity constraint) means that the constituent
atoms must form a connected aggregation as described in section 3. The fat arrows show that SampleArea and
InterestArea are both subclasses of Area; hence objects of either of these two classes also consist of connected
sets of atoms. Further, these classes inherit both methods for equality testing from their common superclass.
Depending on the survey methodology used, any particular application model may involve various different
kinds (subclasses) of SampleArea. Similarly, depending on how the data is being used, various subclasses of
InterestArea may also exist in any given application.

4.4

Atomisation Revisited -

Decomposition and Recomposition

The properties of a SampleArea represent the features which we observe, those of an InterestArea represent
statements which we may make; we may use atomisation as a bridge between the two.
We may decompose the value of a feature of a SampleArea to a value for each of the constituent atoms,
and then recompose these into a value for any InterestArea including these atoms (see figure 2). The rule for
decomposition and recomposition will depend on the feature predicate concerned.
This approach subsumes the calculus of areas, since the latter may be interpreted in terms of the atomisation
represented by (8!) and (8II), where simple decomposition and recomposition rules apply.
It will still be possible to meet the two desiderata in more general cases, provided that appropriate decomposition and recomposition rules can be found, since updating by observation simply means that cmore atoms must
be operated on by the decomposition rule, and recomposition is itself a process of extrapolating from observation. Since the value of a property of an object may be found by evaluating a method body, the decomposition
and recomposition may be done (at least notionally) at query time. The composition rules are represented by
the specification of the property in the schema for InterestArea, utilising the capture of computation provided
by object oriented models.

4.5

'.
••

••

class SampleArea
ISA Area
properties
{feature properties}

••

••

'.
class InterestArea
ISA Area
{correlated feature properties}

..••

Correlated Features

••

To represent statements we may wish to make about arbitrary areas, we introduce a new feature as a property
of the InterestArea. This is derived from the actual feature of the SampleArea, and is called the correlated
feature. The correlated feature has a value for any arbitrary areas of interest; where the InterestArea is the
same area as some SampleArea, the value of the correlated feature is reducible to that of the (observed) feature
from which it is derived. This is the correlation constraint between the feature and its correlated feature. We
have already tacitly adopted this approach while trying to extrapolate from observation in section 2.3, where
we introduced probabilities and proportions.
Several different correlated features might be based on the same actual feature; also, the same subclass of
InterestArea might have as properties correlated features based on a variety of classes of SampleAreas.

4.6

class Area
properties
atoms: setOf Atom
operation
equalArea: Area other -> Bool is
self.atoms.setEqual(other.atoms)
constraint
CC: {atoms connected{:

Figure 1: Ecological Data Model

Example

Let us consider the following example. Imagine that a survey methodology were to look for fenny patches on a
survey site, and to chart them. We would then have a class FennyPatch, a subclass of SampleArea.
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Figure 3: Example

class FennyPatch
ISA Area
constraint
isFenny: {all atoms fenny} ,,

Figure 2: Atomisation
Now, let us imagine that we wish to make statements about how fenny various arbitrary parts of the site
might be. Therefore, we can give the class InterestArea a property minPercentageFen, showing what proportion
of an area we know to be covered in fen. We represent this as a minimum, since we consider that the survey
site may be incompletely surveyed, so that we might lack knowledge of some of the fen existing within our
InterestArea. minPercentageFen is the correlated feature to the property fenny implicitly possessed by objects
of class FennyPatch. The methods are expressed in an extension of NOODL [Bar92], which is derived from the
notation used in [BK91]. The specification of the property minPercentageFen is

(accumulate(FennyPatch, self.intersect)).cardinality I (self.cardinality)
So this method means: divide the number of atoms in the intersection of the InterestArea with all known fenny
patches by the number of atoms in the InterestArea. This gives the minimum proportion of the InterestAreas
known to be fenny (see figure 3). If we had exhaustively surveyed the site for fenny patches, this would be the
exact proportion which was fenny.
Now, consider the case where the InterestArea is areaEqual to a fenny patch; that is, the InterestArea covers
the same terrain as an object in the class FennyPatch. In this case, the intersection of the InterestArea with
all known fenny patches areaEquals the InterestArea itself, so the method simplifies to self. cardinality
divided by self. cardinality which will be 1 as we expect. Thus we are able to recover the information from
our original observation. The same argument will hold if the area of interest is a subarea of any fenny patch.
This is the correlation constraint for this feature. The schemata for these classes are shown in figure 4; the deand re-composition rules are implicit in the method which defines the correlated feature.
One advantage of this approach is its flexibility. We can choose which properties an InterestArea should have,
based on the available observations on SampleAreas. Instead of the property minPercentageFen, we could give
the InterestAreas a Boolean-valued property fenny. The associated method would then check whether the
SampleArea was areaEqual to some object of class Fenny Patch. Alternatively, we could weaken the definition
slightly and check whether it overlapped 90% or more with an object of class FennyPatch. We could alter the
tolerance, indeed the whole approach, till we found what is most useful in a given case. Of course, InterestArea
could have all of these different correlated features simultaneously, provided the properties by which they are
represented had different names.
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class InterestArea
ISA Area
minPercentageFen: Proportion is
(accumulate(Fenny~~tch, self.intersect)).cardinality I self.cardinality ,,
Figure 4: Example Schema
At the cost of increasing complexity and decreasing certainty, we could base the properties of an InterestArea
on quantified observations of SampleAreas, calculating the probability that each atom of the SampleArea contributes to the desired property of the InterestArea.

4. 7

Atomic SampleAreas

A simplification which might be enabled by the methodology of many surveys is to work only with atomic
SampleAreas; that is, SampleAreas which consist of a single atom only. In this case, the decomposition step
may be omitted, since the predicate true of the SampleArea is also true of its constituent atom. Surv.ey
methodologies are such that this simplification is often possible.
To recast the above example with this simplification, we might imagine that the survey methodology was
to record whether atomic sample areas (perhaps small quadrats) were fenny; each atom might have a Boolean
valued property fenny, or a discrete valued property groundType, with <fenny' being one of its possible values.
The method for the property minPercentageFen would then be replaced by:

(self.atoms where (self.fenny)).cardinality I self.cardinality
or

(self.atoms where (self.groundType

= <fenny')).cardinality I

self.cardinality

since we can attribute the observation-property to the atoms themselves. That is, we divide the number of
fenny atoms in the SampleArea by the total number of atoms in the SampleArea.
The simplification obtained here is fairly limited since the decomposition procedure for the original example
was simple: an atom in a fenny patch is a fenny atom. However, it is easy to find cases where the decomposition
procedure is considerably more complicated, especially where observations involve quantification, and/or SampleAreas overlap. In these cases decomposition may require involved probability calculations and assumptions
about how a feature is distributed in order to allocate a value to each of the atoms in the SampleAreas.
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The consequence of the use of atomic SampleAreas is that we may make only discrete valued observations of
SampleAreas, since the corresponding proposition must be simply either true or false of the atom (see section 3);
this would reflect a methodology where we must decide to allocate the quadrat to one of a number of predefined
categories.

4.8

Review of the Model

We have represented areas of the Earth's surface as objects, and features of interest by properties of these
objects. We have made use of the 'stored query' view of a property in order to give meaning to these properties
for any of the infinite number of different area objects with which we might wish to work.
The model presented captures the essential requirements identified in section 1.3. We capture. the need
to make statements about areas other than those directly observed by the introduction of the two classes
SampleArea and InterestArea. All observations are made on objects of class SampleArea, all statements about
objects of class InterestArea. The correlation constraint guarantees the original observations are recoverable
when the InterestArea is areaEqual to a SampleArea.
The requirement of updatability is also met since the features of InterestAreas are expressed in terms of a
method upon the observed properties of SampleAreas. Hence implicitly, an alteration to the observed data is
reflected in the features of any InterestAreas. (In a stored database, this might mean either that the values of
these properties are evaluated dynamically, or that they are precomputed, but recomputed on update of the
relevant observations).
Further, the object oriented approach has proved useful, not only for capturing the composite structure of
data objects, but also for allowing the necessary derivations to be expressed within the data model.

5

Paisley Data

The approach discussed above is being used to model ecological survey data collected in a survey undertaken
by Paisley College of Technology, in conjunction with the Nature Conservancy Council. Here we give a brief
overview of the structure of a subset of the data; more details may be found in [BCM88).
The survey was carried out in 1986 and 1987, and has a fourfold purpose:
• To establish the distribution and numbers on !slay of birds listed in EC directive 85/411/EEC Annex 1.
• To produce a land type classification of the island.
• To investigate the relationship between land use and birds to assess the potential impact of changes.
• To provide recommendations to incorporate into the development of a conservation strategy to maintain
and enhance the wild-life interest of the island.
In this examination we consider only the data relating to land classification, although it is planned to extend
this later to the bird data.
A sample of 1km x 1km quadrats was selected, and each divided into 2500 50m x 50m squares (called pixels
in the report). These were surveyed for a variety of biotic features, such as woodland and vegetation types
present, and abiotic features such as physiography and boundary features. This information was collected on
coding sheets, using a different coding scheme for each square surveyed. Subsequently, the data was reduced
to a standardised representation scheme and subjected to TWINSPAN (Two Way INdicator SPecies ANalysis)
[Hil79], to determine various categories for the different features of interest. This procedure is described fully
in [BCM88].

5.1

Brief Overview of the Data

Analysis revealed the pixels surveyed fell into eight boundary categories (B), nine physiographic categories
(P), four woodland categories (w), and twenty-six agriculture and vegetation categories (AV). Sets of contiguous
pixels of the same type form patches, which are naturally occurring areas homogeneous in some feature.
Further, the 1 km x 1 km squares were categorised into eight land types according to the frequencies of various
patch types occurring in each. Unsampled squares were also categorised on the basis of map information. The
entire island can thus be divided into zones which are large areas characterised by considerable homogeneity of
land type.

5.2

Description in Terms of Model

The decision to use the 50m x 50m pixels as sampling areas was intended to support a standard survey methodology [BS73] allowing follow-up surveys and comparison with other surveys over the same site. Additionally,
it means that we have the advantage of atomic sample areas as discussed in 4.7. We can treat the pixels,
squares, patches and zones as objects, and their landtype characteristics as properties. The structure of the
model derived is shown in figure 5, together with some of the associated schemata (constraint bars and labels
are omitted for clarity). Pixels and Quadrats are our basic forms of SampleArea, and Patches, Zones and Mixels
(see section 5.4) the appropriate subclasses of InterestArea. Since Pixels are the only kind of atoms, we use the
class Pixel as a synonym for Atom in this application.

5.3

Querying

A graphical user interface has been constructed for use with the ecological database (see figure 9). A likely class
of queries would be representational in nature- for example, display all pixels of whose typeAV is b and whose
typeW is d. The query would involve locating all pixels which matched the selection criterion, after which they
would be passed as a set of objects of class Pixel to the graphical user interface for display in an appropriate
manner. If these pixels were of some interest, we might wish dynamically to create a new subclass of Pixel,
SpecialPixel, as defined in ~ure 6, so that they might persist for use in future querying sessions.
A second class of query might be to indicate some area on the screen by highlighting it with the mouse,
and then examine its features treating it as an InterestArea. Clearly this would involve dynamic evaluation
of its correlated features. Should the area be of interest, it might be added to the class User Defined for later
reference.

5.4

Mixels

An interesting example of using InterestAreas which are not SampleAreas is the creation of mixels. A mixel
( = 'mixed pixel') is a square set of pixels, whose characteristics are derived from those of the constituent pixels.
The creation of mixels allows us to increase the coarseness of granularity with which data is treated. This might
for example be useful when searching for correlation between the locations of a species and certain patch types;
if the species is observed near the limits of its preferred habitat, we might overlook the correlation if working
at too fine a level of granularity. Of course, the rules by which the characteristics of the mixel are derived from
those of the pixels are not necessarily clear, so that some experimentation might be necessary to find meaningful
ways of constructing mixels.
For the sake of an example, we shall use a very simple approach to deriving our mixels. Let us consider a
class Mixel4, the members of which are mixels consisting of four adjacent pixels arranged in a 2 x 2 square.
If all four of the constituent pixels are of the same type, we shall declare the mixel to be of this type also·
otherwise we assign it to a new. type, mixed. Thus for each of the data sets, the number of mixel types is on~
more than the number of pixel types. (More complicated construction rules would, of course, introduce more
types for various possible pixel combinations).
We can now introduce a new class Mixel4, a subclass of InterestArea, whose schemata is as shown in figure
7 .. For browsing a .d~tabase, we might wish to be able temporarily to create objects of class Mixel4, using
th1s a~d other defimt10ns, and perhaps then permanently to store the objects created according to some of the
definitions if they appear to form a useful basis for further work.

Our aim in modelling the data is not to redo the classificatory analysis already performed upon it, but rather
to be able to represent the results of this initial work in an intuitive manner, allowing graphical display of the
data, and ad hoc querying on it. Any conclusions derived from the data must be supported by the rigorous
statistical techniques employed by ecologists; we hope to offer a facility to browse the data in order to perform
explorative 'searching for patterns.'

A system called Isis (Islay Survey Information System) has been built to implement the application model
described here; it is written in the persistent programming language Napier88 [DCBM89], [MBCD89], which
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6

Implementation

class SpecialPixel
ISA Pixel
constraint
sc: self.typeAV = b and self.typeW

=d

''

Figure 6: Special Pixel Schema

domain Index is Number where self >= 1
self <= 50
and
domain
domain
domain
domain

PatchTypeAV
PatchTypeW
PatchTypeB
PatchTypeP

domain LandType

=(
=(
=(
=(

{various
{various
{various
{various

= ( {various

discrete
discrete
discrete
discrete

values}
values}
values}
values}

)
)
)
)

domain
domain
domain
domain
domain

MixedMixelType
MixelTypeAV is
MixelTypeW is
MixelTypeB is
MixelTypeP is

is ( mixed )
fypeAV or MixedMixelType
TypeW or MixedMixelType
TypeB or MixedMixelType
TypeP or MixedMixelType

discrete values} )

class Pixel
ISA Atom { is same as Atom in this application }
quadrat: Quadrat
\ pixels
''
xindex: Index
''
yindex: Index
''
patchTypeAV: PatchTypeAV
''
patchTypeW: PatchTypeW
''
patchTypeB: PatchTypeB
''
patchTypeP: PatchTypeP

''

class Quadrat
ISA Area
xRef: Number
''
yRe:f: Number
''
landType
LandType
''
pixels
setO:f Pixel
\ quadrat
''
constraint
igc: {implicit geometry of pixels}

class Mixel4
ISA InterestArea
properties
tl: Pixel , ,
tr: Pixel , ,
bl: Pixel
br: Pixel , ,
mixelTypeAV: MixelTypeAV is
if tl.typeAV = tr.typeAV and
tr.typeAV = bl.typeAV and
bl.typeAV
br.typeAV then
tl.typeAV
else
mixed
''
{similar for W, P, B}
constraint
mgc: {pixels in correct geometrical arrangement},,

=

Figure 7: Mixel Schema

''

Figure 5: Application Model
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Figure 8: System Architecture

transparently manages the long-term storage of the data. The architecture of the system is shown in figures:
Isis itself consists of persistent data, some utility applications which may access it directly, and an interface
supporting the object oriented application model through which all other applications must access the data.
The graphical user interface shown in figure 9 [BFK92], [Fra91] accesses the database through an intermediate
query engine which translates the pictorial representation of a query into terms of the object oriented model.
The graphical presentation of the data is thus separated totally from its representation in the database.

7

Summary

The requirements for a model for ecological data have been discussed. Atomisation has been introduced as
a technique allowing these requirements to be met. By incorporating this atomisation in property-definition
methods, an object oriented conceptual model for this type of data has been developed. An application model
for a particular survey has been built on this approach, and this application model implemented in a data
management system.

02 Boundaries Categories
03 Physiographic Categories
04 Agric. and Veg. Categories1
OS Agric. and Veg. Categories2
06 Agric. and Veg. Categories3
07
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Further Work

09

The approach to modelling ecological data requires extension to incorporate time variation. It is planned to
model more data, including some bird data, which should add some new interesting structure to the model.
We plan also to investigate the capabilities of various existing object oriented database systems for representing
this data, as well as developing our own persistent database and the graphical user interface further.
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We shall also use the well-known result

(lemma 2)
Then for P E Pv,

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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ix)
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by lemma 2
by V-intro
by DeMorgan
by lemma 2
by n-defn
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...,(aEAJ\aEB)VP(a)
a E A 1\ a E B => P(a)
a E (An B)=> P(a)
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P(AnB)

Since (An B) ~ B, the ~umber of true atoms in B is at least #(An B). Hence pP(B), the proportion of
true atoms in B, is given by:
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pP(B) ?I AnB I I I B I
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can be schematically represented as follows:
Formulation
of
Hypothesis

Thoughts on Real Data and Statistics
Yadolah Dodge
University of Neuchatel, Switzerland

Devil:
Master:

"Master, Master, we are in serious trouble.
On the planet Earth, Man discovered the truth".
"Don't worry, this truth will soon
become dogma"

Data (plural of datum from Latin) means factual information used as a basis for
reasoning, discussion, or calculation. A datum contains information whereas a number
adjective, or other form of description may not.
'
Statistics on the other hand is the science of making sense out of data. For various types of data, various statistical techniques have been developed to extract relevant
information from data - to determine what data "mean".
In a non technical paper, C.R. Rao (1977) addresses a similar issue and provides
examples of the statistical approach in search of new knowledge. He states: "How do we
acquire knowledge about natural phenomena ? What are the thought processes involved
and investigations to be carried out ? How do we judge from observed data whether we
have obtained the right or requisite knowledge? These questions have indeed baffled the
human intellect and remained for long a subject for philosophical discourses. However,
recent advances in logic and statistical science have enabled us to provide satisfactory
answers to these questions.
Knowledge of a natural phenomenon is usually abstracted in terms of laws which
enable prediction of future events within the requisite limits of accuracy. Thus we have
Newton's laws of motion, Boyle's law connecting pressure and volume of gases Bohr's
atomic model, Mendel's laws of inheritance, Mendeleyev's periodic law of eleme~ts, etc.
How do these laws or theories get established ? There is a scientific method. First a
law is formulated as a provisional hypothesis to explain certain observed events. Seco~d,
the. consequences of the hy?othesis are worked out by rules of deductive reasoning and
venfied by further observatiOns collected through carefully designed experiments. If the
data contradict the hypothesis, it is discarded, and a fresh one is formulated.
?t~er~ise, it is provisionally accepted and is given the status of a law - with specified
hmitatiO~s and scope .of applications. This leaves open the possibility of the law being
replaced m course of time by a more universal one supported by a wider set of data. The
scientific method of investigation involving the logical cycle, Hypothesis-Data-Hypothesis,
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Data Collection
and
Inference

Of these two phases, "Data Collection and Inference" comes under the realm of statistics, while "Formulation of Hypothesis" falls in the field of enquiry. Both of these processes
require a high degree of imagination and technical skills to make real scientific progress.
One can emphasise that scientific laws are not advanced by the principle of authority
or justified by faith or medieval philosophy; statistics is the only court of appeal to new
knowledge.
Through appropriate data analysis designed to test given hypotheses and to provide
clues for possible alternatives, statistics enables the scientist to have a full play for his
higher creative potentialities - to discover new phenomena without allowing them to run
ri~t and waste in advancing new concepts which have no relation to existing facts. In the
process, statistics gets enriched through research on new methodology that may be required
in the analysis of special kinds of data.
What role does statistics play in initiating a new discovery ? The question is difficult
to answer, for scientific research itself is still an art or craft and not a science.
A discovery is, no doubt, a flash of imagination. But it happens only to the prepared
mind which is able to sift the evidence form the debris of rejected ideas and look for
unexpected and isolated embers to start a fresh fire. The statistician's job is to extract all
available information from given data to make the figures tell their own story and reveal
what is concealed in th~m. Depending on his experience and knowledge of the area of
enquiry and varying degrees of collaboration with experts in the field, a statistician can
make deeper probes into data to understand the underlying phenomena".
In an attempt that can be described as an evaluation of the strength of modern
statistical techniques with old hypothesis in the cycle above, Stigler (1977) compared
the performances of eleven location estimators using twenty real data sets all taken from
famous experiments from the 18th century to determine the distance from the earth to the
sun and the density of the earth, and from the 19th century to determine the speed of light.
The data considered by Stigler were designed to answer an important question: would the
18th and 19th centuries scientists have fared better if other could have taken advantage
of statistical techniques developed one or two centuries later? Applying selected modern
statistical techniques to the old data, Stigler found that the modern method of light
trimming provides some improvement over the traditional sample mean, but otherwise
the sample mean itself performs better than the other recent proposals.
Some of the discussants criticized Stigler's study on the ground that in simple oneparameter models, disturbances may be easily identified while in multivariable complex
situations disturbances may only be detected after first fitting the data with a procedure
insensitive to gross errors. Thus the performance of robust fitting procedures should be
assessed in the case of more complex models. Moreover, when a data set involves a shift
or bias, it is not at all clear whether that bias should be charged against the performance
of any estimator.
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Some other discussants supported Stigler's findings and raised many interesting questions. George Barnard commented that "The main point that I take from Stigler's excellent paper is that we statisticians have been neglecting the empirical basis of our sciences.
... We could then, working together, hope soon to reach a situation where we could say:
"As these data are of such and such a kind, a reasonable range of distributional forlll$,
and dependencies, is this." We could go on, either with "The sample now to hand 'is
robust, in the sense that the resulting range of inferential statements is very narrow" or
"The sample now to hand is sensitive to the plausible range of distributional forms, so
that further information on this form should, if possible, be collected." G .E.P. Box states
that "To say that a procedure (estimator) is robust means that, not only under ideal
assumptions, but when exposed to real data, it usually does about what is expected of it.
... Testing estimators with extreme distributions like the Cauchy implies an argument of
the minimax type and is no more convincing there than it is in other contexts. Indeed it
calls to mind the following from the mathematician C.L. Dodgson.

a,b) both estimators "break down" or get "offset" by a single erroneous observation. With
the similar criterion "breakdown point = BDP", they break down every other existing
estimators. On the basis of BDP, they propose the equivariant and high-break down
regression method, namely, the LMS, which form the core of their book.

"'
>.

~

0.00

"I was wondering what the mouse-trap was for," said Alice. "It isn't very
likely there would be any mice on the horse's back."
"Not very likely, perhaps," said the Knight; "but, if they do come, I don't
choose to have them running all about."
I hope this paper marks a renewal of interest in how statistical procedures work in
the circumstances of the real world which implies an explicit discussion of what these
circumstances really are. I think this may lead to a realization that emphasis on nonnormality of the marginal distributions has been rather overdone and that considerably more
attention should be paid to the assumption of independence (or distribution symmetry)."
And finally, R.E. Welsch, as the last discussant comments that "I do not feel that our
goal should be to replace the mean (least-squares) with some new estimate. Rather, I
feel that the theory of robust estimation is a way to provide a coherent family of logical
alternatives to least-squares.
These alternatives should be used to diagnose the sensitivity (stability) of our results
to moderate departures from our assumptions (such as the Gaussian error model). It will
still be up to the statistician to decide which alternatives represent good analyses of the
data."
In discussing the use of simulated data Stigler (1977) remarks that "The principle
disadvantage of such simulation is that no matter how clever the investigator is in his
choice of specifications for sampling distributions, there is no guarantee that the pseudosamples he generates are actually representative of real data, ... , real data can exhibit
many characteristics not allowed for in most situation-based robustness studies". For
example, simulations typically do not allow for bias, serial correlation, time trend, outliers
and missing values.
In the same spirit, one can show that no estimator is "safe" when we try to use artificial
numbers for the evaluation of a given statistical method, or to prove the superiority of
one over others.
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) used five pairs of artificial numbers (points) to demonstrate the sensitivity of the LS (pages 4-5) and L1 (page 11). They show that (see Figure
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Sensitivity of L 1 regression and (b) LS regression to an outlier with generated numbers.
Now consider the following 12 pairs of numbers (Antille and El May (1992)):
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Figure (c) Sensitivity of LMS regression to an outlier with generated numbers.
As it can be seen, the LMS with 50% BDP "breaks down" with only one nicely
"artificially" chosen outlying point.
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Fortunately in reality things do not happen in this way. Thomas H. Huxley once said
"A beautiful theory, killed by a nasty, ugly litlle fact".

******
In the preface of their remarkable book "Data", Andrews and Herzberg (1985) said
that "Professor G.E.P. Box and Dr. F. Yates expressed reservations about encouragement
of arithmetic, manipulation of numbers. We share their view that statistical methods
should not be applied to numbers but rather to the situations giving rise to the data.
These sets of data are not a substitute for the collaboration of the statistician with an
ongoing project in which planning and long term goals are developed. Professor M.J .R.
Healy has stated "ultimately the only way I know to learn to handle data is to practice
under the eye of an expert in the craft" ".
While the use of simulated data (phoney, generated, modified or synthetic data as
variously called by different authors) for assessing the performance of a given statistical
method may be instructive in certain cases, they may not lead to substantive conclusion
m every case.
Research workers in statistics developing new statistical techniques, as stated by Andrews and Herzberg,need to try these on sets of data, preferably real rather than simulated,
with all the warts and blemishes to which real data fall err.
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Abstract
The emphasis in object-oriented databases (OODBs) is on the inheritance, or "is a," type of relationship;
yet, most relationships within scientific databases (SDBs) are generally not of this type. While the "is a"
relationship is directly supported by OODB systems, common non-inheritance relationships must be implemented over and over again by SDB developers. To address this problem, this paper proposes a simple
notation for describing a taxonomy of the more common types of relationships that occur in SDBs. This
notation is incorporated into an Object-Relationship Diagram (ORD) and an Object-oriented Database Definition Language (ODDL) to provide conceptual models for object-oriented SDB design. ODDL allows
common non-inheritance relationships and other desirable SDB capabilities to be supported by an extended
OODB system.
The paper results from research efforts to enhance the functionality and use of OODB systems to support SDBs and, more specifically, to support a nuclear physics experiments database for the Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). This database is used in the paper to provide examples of
relationships, ORDs, and ODDL specifications.

1 Introduction
The motivation for this paper is a research effort currently underway to enhance object-oriented database (OODB)
functionality and methodology to support scientific databases (SDBs) [RiEh91]. A project to develop a prototype nuclear
physics experiments database as an OODB is an integral part of this effort, presenting real SDB challenges and an opportunity to apply research results. The prototype database must facilitate the collection, storage, analysis, update, and sharing
of data resulting from nuclear physics experiments to be performed at the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF), currently under construction in Newport News, Virginia. Requirements analysis for the CEBAF experiments
database identified the existence of many relationships of many different types [EhDR92]. An early database design
problem was how to effectively represent these relationships in an OODB.
A number of commercially available OODB systems are being evaluated for prototype development. These systems
combine object-oriented concepts with traditional database management system (DBMS) capabilities such as persistence,
transactions, recovery, integrity, security, data distribution, query languages, and performance features like caches and indexes. Object-oriented concepts are generally defined to include object identity, inheritance, and abstract data types or
classes [KhAb90]. A number of papers provide excellent surveys of OODB systems [BeMa91, JTTW91, Kim90,
ZdMa90].
As part of the concept of inheritance, OODB systems provide for the specification and support of the "is a" type of
relationship. Support means that the semantic integrity of the relationship is maintained by the database system. Often
missing, however, from OODB systems is the specification and support of other types of relationships, for example, the "is
a part of," "is owned by", and "is (or may be) associated with" relationships. These types of non-inheritance relationships
characterize the vast majority of relationships within the CEBAF experiments database and most likely other SDBs. The
lack of direct OODB system support for them places the burden on the SDB developer. The code necessary to maintain the
semantic integrity of common non-inheritance relationship types is complex and must be invented (or at least customized)
over and over again by application programmers. This paper specifically addresses these types of relationships and shows
how they can be better integrated into OODBs.
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2 Relation to Previous Work

3 Relationship Notation and Semantics

Previous research into OODBs has been fueled to a great extent by the requirements of non-traditional database applications such as computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), artificial intelligence (AI), and office information
(OI) [BCGK87, Fish89, KhAb90, Kim90, KSLM88]. These applications require a richer set of data modeling constructs
and operations than those available in relational databases. Scientific databases (SDBs) are another non-traditional application that requires such constructs and operations [Jone91, ShWo85].
Although commercial OODB systems have become available in recent years [KGBW90, Obj90, ObjD91, Onto90,
Serv91, Vers91], OODB research is still needed in many areas. These areas include defining, and perhaps standardizing,
the OODB model, of which there are currently many, incorporating more data semantics into the model, developing OODB
design methodologies and tools, and enhancing OODB functionality to meet the needs of different application domains
[Kim90]. This paper addresses issues within these areas.
The ideas presented in this paper are related to prior research on semantic data models [Chen76, Codd79, Date83,
DiGL90, EmLi90, FGJT89, HuKi87, ScSw75, Thom89]. The most modest objective of this research is to provide
improved models for database design. A more daring objective is to incorporate more knowledge of relationship semantics
into the database so that the semantics can be enforced by the database system rather than by the application. Semantic
models identify different types of relationships, e.g., one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many, or provide constructors
to represent them, e.g., aggregation and grouping. They are distinguished from object-oriented models in that semantic
models emphasize structural abstractions while object-oriented models emphasize behavioral abstractions [HuKi87].
Efforts have been made to extend object-oriented models to include additional semantic modeling concepts. Support
for inverse relationships of the type one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many is included in many OODB systems:
Vbase [AnHa87], miS [Fish89], ONTOS [0nto90], Object Store [0bjD91], and Objectivity/DB [Obj90]. In addition,
Objectivity/DB, by explicit specification of delete and lock propagation along association links as proposed in [Rumb88],
and ORION, by extensions to its OODB model [KGBW90], support composite objects, the "is a part of' relationship.
This paper focuses on this type of relationship as well as many other common relationship types found in SDBs. In
OODBs, they are the "glue" within complex objects and form the aggregation hierarchy [BeMa91] or the composition hierarchy [JTIW91]. Their actual number and variety are quite amazing, with subtle semantic differences distinguishing one
from another. This paper proposes a notation for describing a taxonomy of these relationship types.
This notation has some distinctive features. First, with relatively simple syntax and carefully chosen semantics, it
captures the desired behavior of a large number of common generic relationship types that often appear in SDBs, including
the "is a part of' relationship. The notation is used in an Object-Relationship Diagram (ORD) to identify and document
relationship types and in an Object-oriented Database Definition Language (ODDL) to precisely specify relationship and
inverse relationship semantics to an extended OODB system. Notation semantics provide for the implicit propagation of
operations necessary to maintain and manipulate complex, or composite, objects and for the enforcement of cardinality
constraints, which are more precise than the "one" (meaning zero or one) and the "many" (meaning zero, one, or more) that
are common in existing OODB systems. The notation focuses on an important subset of the constraints and triggers speciftable in a generalized, rule-based, integrity constraint mechanism [e.g., Date81, StRH90] allowing this subset to be more
easily specified and more efficiently implemented.
The notation proposed here for describing relationship semantics can be compared to other proposed schemes for
defining similar semantics in the relational model [Date81, Mark90] and in proposed OODB models where relations have
been added [Rumb87, AIG091]. First, unlike these schemes, the proposed notation assumes a basic OODB model where
most relationships are represented-perhaps only conceptually-as object attributes that may reference other objects. The
notation provides OODBs with· the equivalent of the declarative referential integrity rules that were fli'St proposed in
[Date81] for relational databases and then reduced in [Mark90] for relational databases derived using an extended entityrelationship model. The notation also provides the equivalent of the null constraint mentioned in [Mark90]. Like
Rumbaugh [Rumb87], the authors of [AIG091] argue for the need to include a relation construct in the OODB model to
better represent relationships-an issue likely to generate more debate. Assuming such a construct, they propose declarative referential, swjectivity, dependency, cardinality, and constancy constraints to describe non-inheritance relationships.
Again, the equivalent of these constraints (minus constancy and multiple subclass swjectivity) is provided by the notation
proposed here, though the packaging is radically different The notation makes expedient use of more precise cardinality
constraints in an attempt to minimize constraint inconsistencies, syntax, and the number and complexity of concepts that a
user must confront Unlike [AlG091], it also allows shared class dependency (via multiple prime classes).
The sections that follow defme the relationship notation and its semantics, describe the ORD and show by examples
how the notation is used in an ORD to model common relationship types, discuss ODDL and illustrate how relationship
types map into ODDL and into a target OODB system, and provide concluding remarks. The CEBAF experiments
database is used to provide examples of relationships, ORDs, and ODDL.

The notation given in this section defines a taxonomy of common types of non-inheritance relationships that exist
between objects within some domain of interest, e.g., an SDB. The objects are assumed to be categorized based on common attributes and behavior into object classes. A class thus defmes a set of objects of a particular type.
All relationships between objects are viewed as binary relationships. Relationships involving three or more objects or
relationships having distinct attributes or behavior are considered objects having binary relationships with the objects they
relate. Relationships are described in terms of a subject class and a relative class, and instances of these relationships exist
between subject class objects and relative class objects. When such an instance exists, a subject object is related to a relative object and visa versa. An intra-class relationship occurs when the subject and relative class are the same class.
All relationships are bidirectional. Each relationship has an inverse where the relative class is viewed as the subject
class and subject class as the relative class. For example, the relationship in an SDB between an experiment and its runs
where experiment is the subject class can also be viewed as a relationship between a run and an experiment where run is
the subject class. The amount of internal database support given to a relationship direction, that is, indexes or structures
that provi?e ef~cient access to related objects, varies considerably and is an implementation issue, not a conceptual issue.
Rela~IOnshtp type~ ar~ ?efined at two levels. A cardinality-relationship defmes a relationship type solely by subject
and relat1ve class cardinalities. A relationship extends this defmition by indicating the level of binding between related
objects, i.e., the destructibility of relationship instances and the implicit deletability of objects based on the relationship.
The notation, or syntax, for a cardinality-relationship is given by the syntax diagrams in Figure 1.
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cardinality-relationship:
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cardinality:
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Figure 1. Cardinality-Relationship Syntax Diagrams

The cardinality before the -to- in a cardinality-relationship describes the cardinality for the subject class; the one
after the -to- describes the cardinality for the relative class. The relative class cardinality is the number of objects of the
relative class that can relate to a single object of the subject class. Likewise, the subject class cardinality is the number of
objects of the subject class that can relate to a single object of the relative class. The 1 denotes "or" and theM denotes
"Many", which is taken to mean one or more. The 0 I, 1, and Mnotation is adequate to describe the cardinalities of most
relationships. For example, the relationship between experiments and runs in an SDB could be described as 1-to-OIM.
Each experiment, the subject class, relates to zero, one, or more runs. Each run of the experiment, the relative class, relates
to exactly one experiment.
Though seldom required for conceptual design, the integer. • and integer • • integer notation can be used to describe
cardinalities in greater detail. For example, 2 •• means two or more, and 2 •• 10 means two through ten. Each integer
must be zero or greater, and the second must not be less than the first. o•• is equivalent to oIM, o •• 1 is equivalent to
0 I 1, 1 • • is equivalent to M, and x • • where x is greater than 1 and x •• y where x is 1 or greater are special cases of M.
For the most part, the level of detail afforded by the • • notation is not germane to the discussion of relationships in the
remainder of this paper.
The semantics prescribed for a relationship type, hereafter referred to as relationship semantics, place constraints on
the state of the database and specify that certain database operations perform checks and have desirable side effects in order
to maintain these constraints. Affected operations are the following:

•

•
•
•

•

add a class object,
delete a class object,
create a relationship between two class objects,
destroy a relationship between two class objects, and
change a relationship for a class object so that it relates to a different class object.
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These operations are at a higher level than the object-level operations that are typical in existing OODB systems. They are
made publicly available for a class or are used privately to build even higher-level class behavior. All constraints imposed
by relationship semantics must be satisfied at the time a database transaction commits.
Relationship semantics as defined by a cardinality-relationship are derived from the semantics of the cardinality for
the subject class and the cardinality for relative class. For example, the semantics of a 1-to-0 /M relationship type are the
semantics of a -to-0/M specification plus the semantics of a 1-to- specification. Cardinality semantics are given
below in terms of a relationship R having the given cardinality for the relative class. The semantics in terms of an inverse
relationship having the cardinality for the subject class are obtained by substituting the terms "relative" for "subject" and
"subject" for "relative" wherever they occur below.
-to-1 (inverse 1-to-). The generic name for relationship R in the direction of the relative class is "defined by a."
Each subject class object depends on a relative class object for its definition and existence. A subject class object cannot be
added without having an R relationship with a relative class object. A subject object must be deleted if its relative object is
deleted or its R relationship is destroyed (either directly or by a relationship change for the relative object).
For example, a o/M-to-1 relationship between runs and experiments means that each run must have an experiment
A run must be deleted if its experiment is deleted or its relationship with an experiment is destroyed.
-to-M (inverse M-to-). The generic name for relationship R in the direction of the relative class is "defined by one
or more." Each subject class object depends on one or more relative class objects for its definition and existence. A subject class object cannot be added without having an R relationship with at least one relative class object. A subject object
must be deleted if its only relative object is deleted or its only R relationship is destroyed.
-to-O /1 (inverse 0 /1-to-). The generic name for relationship R in the direction of the relative class is "may be
described by a." A subject class object does not depend on a relative class object for its definition and existence. Instead, a
relative class object serves only to further describe the subject class object. A subject object is never implicitly deleted as a
result of the cardinality of its relative class. If a relative class object is deleted, any R relationships that it has with subject
class objects must be destroyed.
-to-O /M (inverse 0 /M-to-). The generic name for relationship R in the direction of the relative class is "may be

described by one or more." A subject class object does not depend on a relative class object for its definition and existence.
Instead, relative class objects serve only to further describe the subject class object A subject object is never implicitly
deleted as a result of the cardinality of its relative class. If a relative class object is deleted, any R relationships that it has
with subject class objects must be destroyed.
The four possible cardinalityS for the two classes in a cardinality-relationship result in ten distinct and basic relationship types. (Six of the sixteen possible combinations are indistinct since relationships are bidirectional.) Examples of
many of these types are discussed in the next section. Relationship semantics are more finely tuned and more relationship
types result when a cardinality-relationship is extended to a relationship.
The notation for a relationship is given by the syntax diagrams in Figure 2.

A relationship provides a second, more detailed level of relationship type definition by indicating the level of subject
and relative class binding. Binding indicators defme whether object deletions can cause implicit relationship destructions
and whether implicit or explicit relationship destructions can cause implicit object deletions. The binding before the < indicates the binding for the subject class; the one after the > indicates the binding for relative class. Relationship semantics
as defined by a relationship are derived from the semantics of the cardinality-relationship and the semantics of the bindings. For example, the semantics of a • <1-to-0/M> relationship type are the semantics of a 1-to-0/M cardinalityrelationship, which was previously described, plus the semantics of the • binding for the subject class and the empty, or
default, binding for the relative class.
A ' binding can only be given for one class in a relationship to indicate that it is the prime class and the other class is
the subordinate class. When a prime class object in a relationship R is deleted, implicitly or explicitly, each R relationship
it has with a subordinate object is implicitly destroyed, and an implicit delete is done on the subordinate object. Also, when
an R relationship is explicitly destroyed, either directly or by a relationship change for the prime object, an implicit delete
is done on the subordinate object These semantics assume that objects of a subordinate class are dependent or potentially
dependent on objects of the prime class for their existence. Most prime classes have 1-to- relationships with their subordinate classes.
To illustrate, assume the relationship between experiments and runs is • < 1-to- o/M>. Then, experiment is the prime
class and run the subordinate. When an experiment is deleted, an implicit delete is done on all of its runs.
If a class is not a prime class in a relationship R, the bindings -, \, and X indicate the implicit destructibility of an
existing R relationship instance when an attempt is made to delete a class object. The default is that an existing R relationship is not implicitly destructible, which means that a class object cannot be deleted, implicitly or explicitly, when an R
relationship exists. The X binding for a class, which may be prime, also indicates the explicit destructibility of an R relationship when such destruction would violate the cardinality of the class. The default is that such destruction is not
allowed.
For a non-prime class in a relationship R, a - denotes that an existing R relationship can be implicitly destroyed when
an attempt is made to delete a class object as long as the destruction does not violate the cardinality for the class. The cardinality of the class cannot be since deletion of an existing R relationship would always violate the cardinality. If M,
deletion is disallowed when an existing R relationship is the only R relationship involving the related object.
For a non-prime class in a relationship R, a \ denotes that an existing R relationship can be destroyed when an attempt
is made to delete a class object. When such destruction violates the cardinality for the class, the related object is implicitly
deleted. If the cardinality is 1, an existing R relationship always results in the deletion of a related object. IfM, an existing
R relationship results in the deletion of a related object whenever the R relationship is the only R relationship involving the
related object. The \ is only allowed (and meaningful) for these cardinalities.
An X binding denotes that explicit destruction of an R relationship is allowed that violates the cardinality for the class.
Such destruction results in the implicit deletion of a related class object. For a non-prime class, an X also means the same
as a\. The X is only allowed (and meaningful) for cardinalitys 1 and M.
A summary of binding symbols and semantics are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of Binding Symbols and Semantics
Symbol
empty

relationship:
---> binding < cardinality-relationship > binding--->

Default binding for class. Explicit relationship destruction that violates class cardinality and implicit
relationship destruction on attempted deletion of class object is disallowed.
Class is prime, related class is subordinate. Implicit relationship destruction on deletion of class object is
allowed and an implicit or explicit relationship destruction causes an attempted implicit deletion of related
object. (An explicit destruction that violates class cardinality is only allowed if X is also given for class.)

binding:

----.----------------------.-->
>
--,.------->
I

Implicit relationship destruction on deletion of class object is allowed if class cardinality is not violated.

L > X--->

> -

-------------->

> \
>X

------------->
Figure 2. Relationship Syntax Diagrams
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\

Implicit relationship destruction on deletion of class object is allowed. If class cardinality is violated, related
object is implicitly deleted.

X

Explicit relationship destruction is allowed that violates class cardinality: related object is implicitly deleted.
For non-prime class, meaning of \ is also implied.
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To more fully understand relationship semantics, it is helpful to understand object deletion, which is a complex, atomic
(all or nothing), recursive process. The deletion of an object x succeeds only when each relationship that exists between x
and a related object is destroyed and all required implicit deletions of related objects succeed. More specifically, if a relationship exists in which x is a prime object, the relationship is destroyed, and an implicit delete is performed on the subordinate object If this implicit delete fails and is required, i.e., is needed to maintain cardinality constraints, then the deletion
of x fails. If the implicit delete fails but is not required, its failure is ignored. If a relationship exists for x that is indestructible, then the deletion of x fails. If a relationship exists that is destructible, the relationship is destroyed. If its destruction
requires the implicit deletion of a related object, an implicit delete is performed on this object. If this implicit delete fails,
then the deletion of x fails. A sequence of implicit deletes caused by the recursive nature of a deletion must terminate when
a cycle occurs, i.e., when an implicit delete is required on an object that is already being deleted.
Object deletion based on relationship semantics defines the extent of a composite object, which in turn defmes the
meaning of other composite object operations-e.g., print, lock, and copy. For example, a composite print on an object x
would print x as well as all other objects whose deletion would be attempted as a result of the deletion of x. Further discussion of composite operations is beyond the scope of this paper.
The possible bindings in a relationship result in many more distinct relationship types. Examples of some of these are
discussed in the next section. Relationship semantics are complete and totally meaningful only when a relationship
appears in a context where classes are designated as to whether or not their objects are "explicitly deletable." Such a context is supplied by an ORD.

DETECTOR
CONFIGURATION

Figure 4. Track ORD for CEBAF
Experiments Database

4 Object-Relationship Diagram (ORD)
The Object-Relationship Diagram (ORD) is based on the traditional Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) [Chen76].
There are, however, major differences that will become apparent. For example, class attributes are omitted from an ORD
since its purpose is to identify object classes and relationships and including attributes would clutter the diagram. Another
important difference is that an ORD more precisely defmes common non-inheritance relationships. An ORD, like some
extended ERDs [e.g., TsLo82, EmLi90, RBPE91], includes precise relationship cardinalities. Specifically, it permits relationships to be more precisely defmed by providing for each the equivalent of a relationship description.
Figures 3 and 4 show ORDs that model portions of the CEBAF experiments database. Rectangles in an ORD identify
object classes. Two rectangles are linked via a diamond to identify a relationship between the two classes. Arrows point
from subject class to relative class, and the relationship name given in the diamond identifies the relationship from this perspective. The inverse relationship may be obtained by reversing the arrows and supplying a name appropriate to this direction. An inverse relationship name may be given in parenthesis after the relationship name. The cardinality given between
subject class rectangle and the relationship diamond applies to the subject class; the one given after the diamond applies to
the relative class. A name describing the role played by class objects in the relationship may be given after or below the
cardinality for the class.
"Is a" is a special type of relationship in an ORD. It indicates that the subject class is a subclass of the relative class,
the superclass. That is, objects of the subject class are also objects of the relative class. Objects of a subclass inherit the
attributes and behavior associated with its superclass. A subclass can also have its own unique attributes and behavior.
Cardinalities are not given for the "is a" relationship.
An X within a rectangle indicates that objects of the class are "explicitly deletable." Appropriately placed ', -, \,and
X symbols or the lack of them provide the bindings for a relationship definition. A ' for a class is placed after its cardinality. A - for a class is placed across and a \ or x for a class is placed on the link between the class's rectangle and the
relationship diamond.
Before discussing relationship examples, a few additional points should be made about an ORD. First, class objects
are by default not explicitly or implicitly deletable. This default is appropriate for scientific databases since data is rarely
deleted. Second, subclass objects inherit the explicit deletability and bindings of their superclass(es). And fmally, required
object accessibility can optionally be indicated. Direct access to the objects of a class, which defines an entry point into the
database, is indicated in an ORD by a rectangle with bolder or wider sides. Indirect access to objects via a relationship is
indicated by an arrow formed using the comer of the diamond that points in the direction of required accessibility. Figure 3
indicates that the "consists of' relationship must support access from an EXPERIMENT to its RUNs but not visa versa.
When such arrows are absent for a relationship, required accessibility is not indicated. (Ideally, accessibility via a relationship in both directions would be supported by a database query language independent of whether or not such access is efficiently supported by internal database structures.)
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Figure 3. ORD for CEBAF Experiments Database
The following paragraphs d~scuss some of the relationships shown in Figures 3 and 4. The purpose of this discussion
is to further illustrate the seman&cs of the relationship notation and to demonstrate the variety of relationships that can be
represented by this notation.
An experiment at CEBAF is performed as a number of "runs." Figure 3 indicates that an EXPERIMENT may exist
without any RUNs. A RUN, however, cannot exist without an EXPERIMENT. An EXPERIMENT can be explicitly
deleted (in rare instances). If deleted, all RUNs for that experiment are implicitly deleted. The explicit deletion of a RUN
(again rare) will only result in the implicit destruction of its relationship with an EXPERIMENT. These semantics are dictated by the '<1-to-0/M>- relationship type between classes whose objects are explicitly deletable.
A RUN "uses" a type of high-energy, electron or photon BEAM. If a RUN is deleted, an attempt will be made to
delete its BEAM since RUN is the prime class in the relationship. If, however, the BEAM is used by other RUNs, i.e., if it
has relationship instances involving other RUNs, the BEAM is not deleted since these relationships are not implicitly
destructible as a result of a BEAM deletion. The RUN will be deleted since its deletion does not violate its cardinality in
the relationship. Only when a BEAM is no longer used by any RUN will it be implicitly deleted. This occurs when its
only related RUN is deleted or its only relationship with a RUN is destroyed (via a change of BEAM type for the RUN). A
BEAM is never explicitly deleted. Therefore, the deletion of a BEAM cannot result in the catastrophic deletion of all
RUNs that use it. These semantics are dictated by the 'X<M-to-1> relationship.
If the desire was to have BEAM types maintained independently of RUNs, then the relationship between RUN and
BEAM should be -<0/M-to-1> and BEAMs should be explicitly deletable and directly accessible. Deletion of a RUN
would simply result in the implicit destruction of its relationship with a BEAM. Deletion of a BEAM would not be
allowed if it were related to any RUNs.
An experiment run directs the beam at a target-a small, thin slice of material whose nuclei are to be studied. Collisions between beam particles and target nuclei result in scattered particles whose angles and energies are measured by various kinds of electronic components positioned within a large spectrometer, or detector. The electronic components are
contained within detector packages that are contained within detector sectors.
Figure 3 indicates that a Drift Chamber WIRE "is a" particular kind of detector COMPONENT and that every detector
COMPONENT "is part of' one detector PACKAGE. The inverse of the "is part of' relationship indicates that a detector
package "contains" M, one or more, components. Also, indicated in the ORD is that a detector PACKAGE "is part of' a
detector SECTOR, which "is part of' a DETECTOR description. A DETECTOR can be implicitly deleted via its relationship with a RUN. The semantics of the '<1-to-M> relationship type dictate that if a DETECTOR is deleted, all related
SECTORs, PACKAGEs, and COMPONENTS are implicitly deleted. A COMPONENT can be shifted from one PACKAGE to another via a relationship change, but its relationship to at least one PACKAGE cannot be destroyed.
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Some slightly different relationship types could have been specified for PACKAGE and COMPONENT-variations
on the "is part of' theme. For example, if the relationship was 'X<1-to-M>, a COMPONENT could be deleted by
destroying its relationship with a PACKAGE provided it wasn't the only one in the PACKAGE. If the COMPONENT
rectangle contained an x and the relationship was • <1-to-M>-, then a COMPONENT could be explicitly deleted provided it wasn't the only one in a PACKAGE. If instead the relationship was • <1-to-M> \,then the explicit deletion of
the only COMPONENT in a PACKAGE would result in an attempted implicit deletion of the PACKAGE. Whether this
deletion is successful depends on the relationship between PACKAGE and SECTOR. Other relationship types are possible.
In an experiment run, the scattered particles resulting from a collision are detected and recorded as a raw event (These
occur at the rate of about 1000 per second.) Analysis and computations on a raw event result either in its rejection or calibration. Raw and calibrated events are experimental data and, as such, are never explicitly deleted. These semantics are
reflected in the '<1-to-0/l> relationship type between RAW EVENT and CALIBRATED EVENT. If a RUN is
deleted, implicitly or explicitly, all related RAW EVENTs and CALffiRATED EVENTs are deleted
An event is composed of many "hits" made on detector components by the scattered particles. The analysis of these
hits within detector packages results in the determination of SUB TRACKs. Further analysis results in the identification of
TRACKs, some of which decay within the detector. Ultimately each TRACK is identified as a particular type of particle.
Relationships involving SUBTRACKS and TRACKS are shown in the ORO in Figure 4. Deleting a particle TRACK does
not result in the deletion of any SUBTRACKS; however, it may result in the implicit deletion of a tree of TRACKs having
the deleted TRACK as its ROOT. (To correctly model the "decays to" relationship in a C-++-based OODB model, another
class ROOT-OFFSHOOT would be needed that "is a" ROOT TRACK and "is a" OFFSHOOT TRACK.)
Returning to Figure 3, a PERSON, like a BEAM, is dependent on one or more objects for its existence; however,
unlike a BEAM, the objects can be of different classes. The relationship types between a PERSON and two prime classes,
EXPERIMENT and OPERATION ensure that a PERSON is deleted if and only if it no longer relates to any EXPERIMENT or OPERATION.
An experiment run can last more than a day and span many operator shifts. An OPERATION object is actually a relationship instance between a RUN and a PERSON, where the role of the PERSON is as an Operator. The OPERATION
class is being used to model a 0 /M-to-M relationship between RUNs and PERSONs. Modeling the relationship as an
object provides for relationship attributes, e.g., the time periods for which an operator was responsible for the run operation, and relationship behavior, e.g., add a new time period to an operation. The OPERATION class is called a relation·
ship class.

// CEBAF Experiments DataBase

$C++
class date_eime ( ••• J ;

$.
);

$.

$footnotes
[1] List II ordered by time sequence of new operators
$.

class experiment X
(

class person

char *
char *

Id;
// system assigned experiment id
ShortDesc; // short description (less than
II 30 chars) of experiment
Keywords; // list of keywords (separated by
char *
II a blank) describing experiment
StartTime;
date_time
date_time
StopTime;
set(person)
Experimenters '<0/M-to-M>;
set(run id Id) Runs '<1-to-0/M>-; [1]

II person connected with experiment or run

(

char * Name;
char *
char *
char *

II lastname, firstname mi.

Address;
PhoneNumber;
EmailAddress;

);

extension set(person id Name} Persons; [1]
$footnotes
[1] Directocy

);

$.

extension set (experiment id Id) Experiments; [2]

class beam

$footnotes
[1] Dictionacy(ordered) // default key is id of set
(2] Directocy

(

float

$.

Energy;

);

class run X

class operation

(

char

*

char *
date_time
date_time
beam
set(operation)

// an operator's relationship with a run

(

II system assigned run id (based
II in part on experiment id)
ShortDesc; II short description of run

Id;

run
person

List

startTime;
StopTime;
Beam 'X<M-~o-1>;
Operations (Run) '<1-to-M>; (1]
II operators associated with run

*

Run {Operations) <M-to-1>';
Operator '<0/M-to-1>;

OnOffTimes; // sequence of on/off shift times

);

extension set(operation id [Run, Operator]) Operations;

class DC_wire isa component
(

$C++

void Analyze (
analysis_level initial, // current level of analysis
analysis_level final,
// desired level of analysis
char*

char

*

specs,

II analysis specifications

analyDB

// name of analysis database

);
);

);

An M-to-M, 0 /M-to-M, M-to-0 /M, or 0 /M-to-0 /M relationship (or any type of relationship) can be represented
as a relationship class. A relationship among more than two classes, i.e., an n-ary relationship where n > 2, must be represented in an ORO as a relationship class. Each relationship class object is defmed in terms of the class objects it relates,
and the collection of these related objects is unique for each relationship object. If an x-to-y relationship between a
subject class S and relative class R is represented as a relationship class X, then the relationship between X and S is y-to1 and the relationship between X and R is x-to-1.
The reader should review the remaining examples of relationship types given in Figures 3 and 4 and note the variety of
types and the subtle differences in semantics denoted by their cardinalities and bindings.

5 Object-oriented Database Definition Language (ODDL)
ODDL is being developed both as a practical tool to facilitate the OODB design and implementation of the CEBAF
experiments database as well as a research tool to experiment with possible OODB enhancements for SOBs. One of its
main objectives is to defme a conceptual OODB model that provides modeling features desirable for SOBs. To this end,
ODDL incorporates the relationship notation for common non-inheritance relationship types.
The OODB model defined by ODDL will be supported by extensions made to a commercially available OODB system. ODDL will generate the high-level operations, e.g., deletion, required to support the relationships defined in an
ODDL specification. The generated code will use the primitive classes and object-level operations supplied by the targeted
OODB system.
Figure 5 gives part of an ODDL specification that corresponds to the ORO in Figure 3. The specification consists of a
number of class definitions, e.g., experiment, and a number of extension sets, e.g., Experiments, each of which
allows all objects of a particular class to be directly accessible. C++ code is interspersed within ODDL to provide for the
specification of user-defmed attribute types, e.g., date-time, private attributes, and object behavior in the form of class
method signatures, e.g., Analyze for class run.
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Figure 5. ODDL Example

Attributes are defined for each class that serve to defme or describe the objects of the class. An attribute is either
value-based, e.g., Id in experiment, or object-based, e.g., Runs in experiment. Object-based attributes represent
in ODDL most of the non-inheritance relationships between classes that are identified in an ORO. Object-based attributes
are single-valued, e.g. Beam in run, or multi-valued, Operations in run. Single-valued attributes represent -to-0/l
or -to-1 relationships, and multi-valued attributes represent -to-0/M or -to-M relationships. The relationship given
for each object-based attribute defines the relationship type.
An attribute-name given in parenthesis for an object-based attribute, e.g., Run for Operations in the class run,
identifies the inverse attribute, the attribute that represents the inverse relationship. An inverse attribute permits the relationship to be meaningfully viewed from the context of the relative class, thus facilitating the specification of queries from
this context. It also usually, but not necessarily, provides for efficient access of subject class objects from relative class
objects. Inverse attributes are automatically maintained in the face of object deletions and relationship creations, destructions, and changes. (Ideally, the definition of an inverse attribute would not determine whether access is permitted to subject class objects from relative class objects via the relationship. A query language could allow such access-however
inefficient-by providing a default, synonym inverse attribute name, e.g, Inverse (class-name .attribute-name).)
Footnote references can be given for extension sets and attributes, e.g., [ 1] for Runs in experiment. Footnotes
provide implementation aspects related to the conceptual database definition. These aspects are part of the internal schema
for the database and may be dependent on the targeted OODB system. The ODDL example in Figure 5 assumes that this
OODB system is Ontos [0nto90], and thus the footnotes (along with assumed defaults) map the object-based attributes,
into the data and indexing structures available in Ontos.
It is important to emphasize that the representation of relationships as object-based attributes in ODDL is conceptual.
Such attributes permit the user to conveniently view a relationship from the context of a particular object and specify access
to related objects in a query language. When seen as conceptual, they can accommodate a variety of implementations.
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6 Concluding Remarks

[JTTW91]

The focus of this paper has been on conceptually representing many of the most common types of relationships that
appear in SDBs. Although these may be the most common, they are not the only types of SDB relationships. The ORD
and ODDL will likely be expanded in the future to support additional relationships types-e.g., the more complex generalization and specialization relationships [HuKi87, SuKL88] and the multidimensional [ShWo85], or crossproduct
[SuKL88], relationships inherent in statistical summary data. Also, ODDL will likely be expanded to support the data and
indexing structures and methods that are specifically needed to efficiently implement SDB objects and relationships
[ShWo85]. ORD and ODDL expansion will be driven by the requirements of the CEBAF experiments database, the features found in existing OODB systems, and further research into general SDB requirements.
A discussion of future research directions as well as a functional interpretation of cardinality-relationships, a detailed
definition of ODDL, and detailed ORD and ODDL models of the CEBAF experiments database can be found in [Ehlm92].

[KGBW90]
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INTEGRATION OF SCIENTIFIC DATA AND FORMULAE
IN AN OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEM

relational data model and the Query-by-Example interface[Band 84]. Bandyopadhyoy etal[Band 87] later developed
another system called "Symbolic Information Management System(SIS)" for storage and manipulation of structured
data and algebraic formulae. They used a model called the "Symbolic Relational Model" which was a derivative of the

FJ Smith and MV Krishnamurthy

relational model. In SIS formulae were represented as special attributes of a symbolic relation. Attempts have also been

Department of Computer Science

made in the area of artificial intelligence to represent formulae using standard knowledge representation techniques.

The Queens University of Belfast

Bundy et al [Bundy 79] used logic to represent formulae of Mechanics. Tyugu [Tyugu 88, 90] suggested the use of

Belfast BTI INN Northern Ireland

"Computational Graphs" which are special kinds of semantic networks for representing quantities in Mathematics and
Physics and formulae relating these quantities. But these systems do not provide any means to store data. The recent
emergence of object-oriented systems (eg. Postgres [Stone 90], Iris [Wilk 90], Orion [Won 90]) prompted several

ABSTRACT

engineers to use these system to represent the data and knowledge of science and engineering, particularly in the domain

The conventional text books and hand-books of science and engineering consist of data on scientific quantities in the

of engineering design [Mac 91].

form of tables and large number of formulae relating these quantities in the form of algebraic equations. The present
day commercial database systems can store only the data. We describe in this paper how the data and formulae can be

Our project takes a new approach, that is to the storage of data and formulae together in a natural way.

stored together in an object-oriented system and how such an integration of data and formulae helps in avoiding the

Besides data and formulae we also intend to store the knowledge of geometry, units and materials (or substances). We

storage of data of inter-dependent quantities and the storage of data in different systems of units. The capability of such a

believe that the object-oriented methodology offers a uniform paradigm to represent such a heterogeneous data and

system to solve problems in science and engineering is also illustrated. The system has been developed on a Sun Spare

knowledge. Besides supporting complex data modelling, the object-oriented paradigm also offers abstraction,

Station using the C++ language.

encapsulation and the capability to capture semantics through inheritance.

Key words: Scientific Databases, Scientific Knowledge Bases, Object-Oriented Systems, Problem Solving, Science

3. DATA OF SCIENTIFIC QUANTITIES AND FORMULAE

and Engineering

We discuss below the two most basic entities in our system: quantities and formulae.

3.1

QUANTITIES

I;

1. INTRODUCTION

A quantity can be a geometrical quantity like area, volume, etc. or a physical quantity like mass, force, etc. The value

Most of the present day database management systems are primarily designed for efficient storage and retrieval of data

of a geometrical quantity depends on the geometrical shape under consideration and its dimensions. Physical quantities

generated by commercial enterprises. It has been argued quite frequently that these systems are not adequate to store and

can be categorized into constants, variables and properties. Physical constants are the universal constants of nature.

manipulate the wide range of data encountered in science and engineering[Rumble 90, Smith 87]. The conventional

Examples are the velocity of light(c) which has a value of 2.9979X108 m sec-1 or the Gas Constant(R) which has a

hand-books and text books of science and engineering are filled with numerous algebraic formulae describing the

value of 8.314 J mole-1 Kelvin-1. Physical variables (sometime called state variables) are independent variables which

relationship between the scientific quantities, besides the data on these quantities. As the requirements of most

describe the state of a physical system. Examples are Temperature(T) or Pressure(P). Physical properties are those

scientists and engineers are to solve some problems (which involves the application of formulae to data) rather than

which hold different values for different materials (or elements) in different states. Examples are Elastic modulus(E)

mere retrieval of data, we believe that the storage of formulae is equally important as the storage of data. We analyse in

which has a value of 0.70 1011 Pascal for Aluminium and 0.91 1011 Pascal for Brass at room temperature. The

this paper the nature of the relationship between scientific data and formulae and describe how they can be stored

distinction between physical variables and physical properties is sometimes unclear.

together in an object-oriented system. We also demonstrate how the storage of data in different systems of units and the
storage of data on inter-dependent quantities can be avoided using such a system. A system equipped with such kind of

Each quantity can be described (as above) by the attributes such as name, symbol, units and data values. The

data can be called a knowledge base system as it assists with the automatic solution of problems in addition to the

data values are normally expressed in the form of tables. A typical data table from a hand book slightly modified for the

retrieval of data.

purpose of illustration is shown in table-1. The data values are sometimes fuzzy [Smith 89]. Units are selected
magnitudes of quantities in terms of which other magnitudes of the same quantity may be measured. Since there are

2. RELATED WORK

different systems of units like SI (International System), FPS (Foot-Pound-Second), CGS (Centimeter-Gram-Second),

There have been several attempts in recent times to build systems which can store data as well as formulae. Smith and

etc., which different users might wish to use, conversion of a value from one system of units to another is vital. The

Hughes[Smith 85] developed a system called "Belfast Scientific Database System" suitable for storage of a wide range

dimensions of a quantity are normally determined from the units and are expressed as symbolic expressions in terms of

of data on science and technology. The special feature of this system was the storage of formulae as functions and

dimensions of fundamental quantities like mass(M), length{L), time(T), temperature(K), etc. Dimensions play a vital

subroutines. Another parallel system was developed by the same team to process more general queries using the
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role in engineering and physics since they can be used to check the correctness of physical laws or formulae. Examples
of dimensions are Force(F): MLT-2 or Viscosity(N): M-1LT-1.

Physical laws are often only valid under certain conditions. These conditions are normally expressed as
constraints on the law. Two examples illustrate this.

Table- 1 A sample data table of a scientific quantity

In example!, if E is the Elastic modulus (or Young's modulus), K is the Bulk modulus, G is the Tortion

Heats of vaporization(] g-1)

~

0

.20

40

Acetone

584

563

Carbon disulphide

374

366

modulus, and a is the Poisson's ratio, then K and G are related toE and a through the following laws [Kemp 91]:

60

80

100

120

540

519

498

476

456

357

345

331

315

302

K

E I 3 ( 1 - 2 a)

G : E /2 ( 1

+

... (3)

a)

... (4)

However these relations are valid only for isotropic materials. Therefore before using them the system would
need to know that they apply to some solid material and that the material is isotropic.

Carbon Tetrachloride

-

214

208

206

191

185

170
In example 2, the resistivity of a metal over a temperature range that is

Chloform

281

274

265

257

248

238

227

Diethyl ether

392

384

374

361

348

336

329

close to To is expressed as

[Giancoli 91]

p

PO ( 1

+ o: ( T - T 0 ) ]

where PO is the resistivity at temperature To and

Quantities are normally identified by symbols, well known to every practising engineer or scientist. In certain

3.2.1 THE USE OF

... (5)

o: is lhe temperature coefficient of the metal.

FO~MULAE

cases a single symbol is used to represent two or more different quantities. For example the symbol E is used to

Formulae can be applied in several ways. We illustrate below three principal uses of formulae with relevance to our

represent energy, electric field and elastic modulus. Normally an engineer interprets the symbol appropriately based on

system.

the context it is used. Our system resolves these ambiguities using simple dimensional arguments.
In the first application, they are used to extend the knowledge of simple tables. As we mentioned earlier, data

3.2 FORMULAE

on properties of materials depend on the values of other quantities (state variables). Then as in table- 1, data can be

Formulae describe the relationships among quantities and are expressed in the form of mathematical equations. A

provided at selected intervals of the values of variables. To obtain data at any value of the variable not in the table,

formula can be a simple definition of a physical quantity or a physical law describing a phenomenon or fact. For

the data in the table has to be interpolated (if within the range) or extrapolated (if outside the range). Quite often the data

example the quantity Tensile Stress is defined by the formula

are known to follow a simple law as they vary with temperature, pressure, etc. This can then be used for interpolation
or extrapolation (for example, for high temperatures above the values in the table).

a

F /A

...(1)
In the second application, a formula is manipulated to compute a property value in the absence of data on the
property. We illustrate this with an example: let us assume that we need the value of the conductivity(K) of a particular

where F is the load applied and A is the corss-sectional area. An example for physical law is

gas, but there are no data available on conductivity. We would want our system to find the following law for

F

... (2)

rna

which states that the acceleration a of a body with mass m is proportional to the force F applied where the mass m is

conductivity [Pascoe 73]

N

K/Cv

... (5)

treated as a constant under normal velocities.
where Cv is the specific heat of the gas at constant volume and N is the viscosity, and further find out that data are
available for N and Cv through which K can be computed.
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In the third application, they are used to solve a problem by computing some physical quantity such as the
change in length of a steel wire under an applied force. This would be computed from the law [Gioncole 91]:

oL

= F L IAE

... (6)

where (oL) is the change in length, E is the elastic modulus, L is the length, A is the cross-section and F is the
force applied.

4. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL INTEGRATING DATA AND FORMULAE
A conceptual model based on the above discussion, showing the interrelationship between quantities and formulae, is
given in Figure 1. For the sake of completeness we have also included the entities Units, Geometry and Materials. We
believe that the complete information on these entities is essential in a full-fledged scientific database or knowledge base
system with intended capabilities of problem solving. As it is not often possible to store the data values in all systems of
units, the knowledge of units is essential for converting values among different systems of units. The entity Geometry
contains knowledge of different geometrical shapes (only sphere and cylinder are shown in the figure). This information
will be useful in computing the values of certain geometrical quantities during the process of solving a problem. The
entity Material contains the descriptions of materials (or substances or elements). This entity can be further classified or
elaborated based on the application. As we have shown in the diagram the entity Formula consists of three parts:
symbolic form, actual form and the constraint. As there are symbols which correspond to more than one quantity, the
symbolic form has to be translated to an unambiguous form containing the names of actual quantities. The constraint
contains the conditions under which the formulae is applied. We illustrate this with formula (3).

Symbolic form:

K =E/3(1 - 2cr)
Figure 1 A Conceptual Model of the System

Actual form:

Bulk modulus= Youngs modulus/3 (1 - 2 Poissons Ratio)

... (7)

5. IMPLEMENTATION IN AN OBJECT-ORIENTED FRAMEWORK
Constraint:

We have mapped the above conceptual model onto an object-oriented framework which has been built by us. For details

Isotropic materials

on object-oriented concepts, languages, etc. the readers can refer to a wide growing literature (Cox 86], [Mayer 88],
We do not claim that this model is absolutely complete for solving all the problems in science and
engineering. But we believe that it can be easily extended to include data and knowledge required to solve more general

[Gerald 91), [Korson 90). In the object-oriented paradigm, the term object represents a real world entity. Each object
is described by a set of attributes (or data) and a set of procedures called methods which act on the data. Objects with
identical characteristics are represented by a class. For example the class Quantity represents the properties common to

problems.

all scientific quantities. Similarly the class Physical_Quantity represents the properties common to all physical
quantities. Each instance of a class represents a real world object. For example, Mass is an instance of the class
Physical_Quantity and the unit Newton is an instance of the class Units. A class can inherit data and methods from a
more general class through inheritance. For example the classes Geometrical_Quantiy and Physical_Quantity can
inherit data and methods from the class Quantity.
The framework, being implemented in C++ [Strou 87, AT&T 89], contains classes to represent different
entities in the conceptual diagram. We illustrate our implementation with definitions of classes representing Quantity
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and Formula. Similar definitions can be given for classes belonging to Material, Geometry and Units. The classes are
described in C++ syntax. For the sake of simplicity only important attributes and methods are given.

class Physical_Quantity: public Quantity

5.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF QUANTITIES
double

As we discussed earlier Quantity is the most general or abstract entity to describe both geometrical and physical
quantities. The generic class Quantity is defined in Figure 2a. Classes Geometrical_Quantity and Physical_Quantity are

Value;

public:
double Compute_Value(Assoc_List(double) quantity_values);
//Computes the value of a physical quantity for a given
II values of other quantities on which it depends

derived from class Quantity as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The definitions of these classes are self explanatory
(comments are added wherever necessary). Each class contains a set of attributes (eg. names, symbols, units, data, and
formulae in the case of class Quantity) and a set of methods specified under the label public. Each object of a class is
uniquely identified by a system generated identifier which is transparent to the user.
};

class Quantity

Set(String)
Set(String)
Set(Unit)
Set(Formula)

Figure 2c Definition of class Physical_Quantity

class Property: public Physical_Quantity
(
Set(Data) Property_Data;

Names;
Symbols;
Units;
Formulae;

public:
int Add_Data(String material_name, Assoc_List(double) state_variables,
double property_value);
//Adds the property data for an element for a specific set of variable values
int Get_Datj;l(String material_name, Assoc_List(double) state_variables);
I/Retrieves the property data of a material for a specific set of variable values

public:
double Convert_Value(Unit source_unit, Unit target_unit, double value);
//Converts value from one system of unit to another
Set(Formula) Get_Form ulae();
//Retrieves the formulae related to a quantity

};
};

Figure 2d Definition of class Property
Figure 2a Definition of class Quantity
The class Property is derived from class Physical_Quantity and defined as shown in Figure 2d. The property
data table is represented as a set of Data tuples containing property values for different materials in different states. Note

Class Geometrical_Quantity: public Quantity
{

the use of data structures Set and Association~ist in defining attributes and methods of the classes. These structures are
implemented as a part of the framework. Association_List is used particularly for passing quantity values as parameters

double

Value;

of a method. Each element of the list contains quantity name and quantity value. For the sake of simplicity, we assume

public:
double Compute_Value(String geometry_type, Assoc_List(double) dimensions);
//Computes the value of a geometrical quantity for
II a specific geometry and dimensions

};

double length numbers are sufficient to represent quantity values.

5.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF FORMULAE
The class Formula is defined as shown in Figure 3. The formula in symbolic form is accepted as a string. It is then
validated (checked for dimensional homogeneity) and translated to actual form replacing each symbol representing a
quantity with the corresponding quantity name. The Actual form of formula is represented as List to facilitate

Figure 2b Definition of class Geometrical_Quantity

manipulation. The formula is interpreted using the method Interpret. This method converts the formula into a
postfix form and then evaluates it on a Stack. The formula is interpreted only after all the values of the quantities in
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the formula are known. If the formula is bound by a constraint, the system prompts the user for the validity of the

Table 6.1 Sample data of moduli of elasticity of some materials (as given in a hand book)
Young's modulus

constraint If the constraint is valid, the formula is interpreted to obtain the actual value.

Pa 10~ lb in2.106

Material

Class Formula

Symbolic_Form;
String
Actual_Form;
List
Constraint;
String
Quantities_Related
Set(Quantity)
public:
List

Rewrite(String quantiy_name);
//Rewrites the formula for a specific quantity
Interpret(String quantity_name, Assoc_List(double) parameters);
//Interpretes the formula for computation of a specific quantity

double

0.70
0.91
1.1
0.55
1.9
0.16
2.1
2.0
3.6

Aluminium
Brass
·Copper
Glass
Iron
Lead
Nickel
Steel
Tungsten

10
13
16
7.8
26
2.3
30
29
51

Bulk Modulus
K

Shear Modulus
G

y

Pa 1<f~ lb iii~10

Pa 1cfs

3.4
5.1
6.0
3.33
10
0.8
11
12
21

0.70
0.61
1.4
0.37
1.0
0.077
2.6
1.6
2.0

6

0.30
0.36
0.42
0.23
0.70
0.056
0.77
0.84

1.5

-1.

Poisson's Ratio

v
G

lb in 10
10
8.5
20
5.2
14
1.1
34
23
29

0.16
0.26
0.32
0.19
0.27
0.43
0.36
0.19
0.20

Table 6.2 Reduced table (as stored in the system)

Material

···········································································
};

Aluminium
Brass
Copper
Glass
Iron
Lead
Nickel
Steel

Figure 3 Definition of class Formula

6. AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
We illustrate the advantages of storing data and formulae together with an experimental system which we have used for

T~gsten

Young's
Modulus E
Pa 10.1.J

Poisson's
Ration

0.70
0.91
1.1
0.55
1.9
0.16
2.1
2.0
3.6

0.16
0.26
0.32
0.19
0.27
0.43
0.36
0.19
0.20

I•

storing data and formulae related to the properties of materials. When we stored data and formulae together, we have
achieved the following results:

6.2 AUTOMATIC PROBLEM SOLVING
1. Elimination of storage of data in different systems of units

We illustrate how certain problems can be solved automatically when the data and formulae are stored together. Table

2. Elimination of storage of data of certain quantities when they are related to other

6.3 shows a sample subset of formulae stored in our database. Most of the problems are for computing the value of a
quantity applying a formula. This is simple when there is a single formula to apply and the values of all other

quantities whose data are already available
3. Capability to compute the values of certain quantities at random intervals of an
independent variable(s) on which the quantities directly depend

quantities in the formula are known (either specified in the problem are available in the database). The process becomes
complex when there are more than one formula to apply and the values of some of the quantities in the formula are not

4. Capability to solve problems automatically
Table 6.3 Sample formulae relating Elastic properties of materials
S.N

6.1 REDUCTION OF STORAGE

Symbolic form

Actual Form

Table-6.1 shows a portion of a table from a typical handbook showing data on different elastic moduli in SI and FPS

1

cr=F/A

Tensile Stress =Load I Cross_Sectional Area

units (at room temperature). Table-6.2 shows the actual data stored in the system. We could eliminate the storage of

2

e=&!Lo

Tensile Strain= Elongation I Original Length

values in FPS units (which can be computed using the knowledge of units) and storage of values of Bulk modulus and

3

.6.L=Li-Lo

Elongation = Instantaneous Length - Original Length

4

T=F/A

Shear Stress= Load I Cross_Sectional Area

Shear modulus (which can be computed using formulae 3 and 4). The reduction in storage can be appreciated when the

Constraint

5

)'=TanO

Shear Strain= Tan(Shear angle)

data varies with material as well as two or more independent variables like temperature, pressure, etc. The

6

cr=Ee

Tensile Stress= Elastic Modulus* Tensile Strain

perfect deformation

computational overhead arising out of this reduction is minimal as the formulae contain mostly simple arithmetic

7

T=G)'

Shear Stress= Shear Modulus * Shear Strain

perfect deformation

8

B = E/3(1-2v)

Bulk Modulus= Elastic Modulus 1(3*(1-2*Poisson's Ratio ) isotrpoic materials

9

G = E/2(1+v)

Shear Modulus =Elastic Modulus/(2*(1 +Poisson's Ratio))

operators.
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isotropic materials

known (neither specified in the problem nor available in the database). The values of these quantities are to be computed

complex problems. Though we have mapped the conceptual model in section 4 onto our own framework, we believe

prior to applying the formula. We use the Problem Decomposition Strategy (Nilsson 80) to tackle this.

that it can be implemented using any object-oriented database management system supporting similar capabilities.

We divide the problem of computation of a quantity into a number of subproblems each involving
computation of a sub-quantity in the formula. When there are more than one formula to apply, we try them one-by-one,
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Introduction

Historically, data structures in science, like those in business data processing, reflected the characteristics of
the processing algorithms they served. The growth in quantity of scientific data and the increasing need to
share them led to the creation of data archives. Database technology has certainly had its influence, but most
scientific data are still stored in files. However, increasingly they tend to be "flat files", analogous to relational
tables, which lend themselves to processing by relational algebra type operations on them. These may be
"self describing" files (eg [HGGW88] or [R86]), the built-in schema allowing the use of generic software. Some
success is had with standard SQL relational database management systems, but they are often not well suited
to the peculiar needs of scientific data.
This paper explores a particular practical aspect of the relational model approach to the manipulation of scientific data. It concerns imprecise real numbers and intervals as key-values. We approach from the practitioner's
view with existing datasets and see how it relates to the theoretical context.
Joining tables by matching 'alues of a common key field is the core feature of the relational model which
makes it so powerful. In the text books, such join columns typically have simple, well defined values like the
name of a CITY or DEPARTMENT. In practice, entity names are often neither concise nor precise, and so
codes are introduced to provide a unique key. This might be an integer, as, for example, an employee-number.
Our purpose here is to address the problem where the data tables need to be joined on columns which contain
floating point numbers and are necessarily inexact. This situation arises naturally in recording measurements
of quantities in the physical world where the independent (key) variables are a space or time dimension which
take values outside the database administrator's control. That is, they may be inexact or inconvenient.
The issues are illustrated here by two real problems:
• A "fuzzy-join" on coordinates in two space dimensions
• A "near-join" of two time series
The first is a classic relational task in Astronomy, while the second arises in working with data from Space
Physics. Analogous examples arise in other branches of science.
We describe each problem, its variants, and suggest appropriate join algorithms.

2
2.1

Fuzzy-Joins on Spatial Coordinates
Motivation

In astronomy, catalogues are essentially relational tables where each row is an observed object (usually a star)
and the columns are its properties such as magnitude, colour and position. The table's key is the position, ie
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the spatial coordinates of right ascension (celestial longitude) and declination (celestial latitude).
These position values are necessarily not known exactly. Thus a star which appears in the catalogue from
one observatory would have slightly different numerical values for its coordinates when measured elsewhere for
another catalogue.
To cross-identify stars in, say, an infra-red catalogue with those in one from observations in the visible spectrum
is of great potential value to researchers. However a simple natural join of the two tables, which depends on
exact equality of key-values, would be fruitless.

2.2

In practice, astronomical catalogues are stored as computer files sorted on one of the two coordinate fields.
This allows a range search (using, say, binary chop or interpolation search) on the sort column and so reduces
very considerably the number of records which then need to be scanned sequentially to see which satisfy the
remainder of the search predicate.
Sorting on right ascension has the advantage that equal intervals of this coordinate correspond to equal area
slices of the sky. However, storing catalogues with records sorted by declination is more popular as that avoids
the "wrap-round" complication.
For joining two catalogues sorted on the same coordinate field, the merge join is the obvious algorithm. For a
fuzzy-join with a constant tolerance the algorithm is easily adapted, looping over the portion of records in the
second table with key-values within tolerance range of each record in the first.

Strategies

Clearly a generalised join is needed. It would be a kind of theta-join where matching key-values from the two
catalogue tables would have to be equal to within a defined tolerance.

The merge join can also cope with the situation where the position value in the first (outer) catalogue has
a separate error value in each record so that the join condition has a varying tolerance. However, what is
not generally allowable is for the inner table to have a variable position error unless a (small) upper bound is
known for it beforehand.

The interest (and difficulty) lies in defining the join condition precisely and in consideration of how the
operation might be implemented.
The simplest approach is to specify a constant tolerance for each of the two space coordinates. However, in
practice this is too crude, mainly because the area around each star position for the allowable error is variable
because of the spherical geometry.
The measure adopted by astronomers is the great circle angular distance between candidate positions for
joining. (This is the familiar "search-by-cone" whereby, given a specific direction in the sky, an astronomer
asks for all objects lying within a cone of given angle about it.)
There remains the question of what value the tolerance should take. Ultimately this decision is the responsibility of the user. A judgement is needed on the balance between too strict a join condition which misses
genuine matches and too large a tolerance giving false results. In practice, a purely mechanical procedure
would be supplemented by scientific expertise in "cleaning up" the join.
A more general case is when a catalogue has positions quoted with explicit errors. These might be large and
vary from record to record. Introducing an error value for each coordinate value yields an error ellipse. This
modifies the fuzzy join tolerance.
A further variant of the fuzzy join is to ask, for selected stars within a catalogue (say those within a given
magnitude range), which other stars are within a certain angular distance. Such a (fuzzy, non-equi-) self-join
would provide recognisable guide stars to aid a telescope locate each selected star.

2.3

Even if a fuzzy-join query can be submitted, chances are that its evaluation will be pedestrian. The query
optimiser may well not be able to exploit indexes on the join columns. It is unlikely that the software supports
an appropriate multi-dimensional physical storage structure such as R-trees.

Pragmatics

The limitations of standard relational software products encourage astronomers to develop specialist database
systems which not only handle the fundamental fuzzy-join as required, but can also include much application
specific functionality such as coordinate transformations.
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Large tables

While a single sorted table is effective for most astronomical catalogues, it can become impractical if the size
is very great. A good example is the Guide Star Catalogue [JLM87] constructed for operating the Hubble
Space Telescope. This has over 15 million star positions in it and is about a gigabyte, being published on two
CD-ROMs. For this the authors arbitrarily divided the sky into 9537 regions, each containing a few thousand
stars.
The tessellation of the sphere is constructed with 7.5 degree bands of declination, each being divided into a
varying number of intervals of right ascension, the boundaries in each band being chosen to give roughly equal
numbers of stars in each reg/:on. Within a region, the table entries are sorted.
Having a separate table for each region does though complicate evaluation of any query which straddles
a boundary. In practice, astronomical software which accesses the catalogue database has special purpose
routines which map coordinates to the appropriate region table.
A further difficulty arises if the database is updated. Remeasured positions of stars may be a little different. As
each star remains assigned to its original region, the maximum and minimum coordinates of adjacent regions
may overlap slightly. This illustrates another problem with imprecise real values as keys.

3

Query language considerations

The fuzzy-join condition can be expressed in SQL, though clumsily. It may be unreasonable to expect com- ·
mercial database management software to include great circle distance evaluation as a built-in function in
the query language? However it would be nice then to be able to have it as a user-defined function! (One
commercial example is a recent version ofiNGRES.)

2.4

2.5

3.1

Near-Joins of Time Series
Motivation

In Space Physics, most datasets are time series. That is, various physical quantities, such as interplanetary
magnetic field components or solar wind velocity, are measured at regular intervals. The result is a file which
in relational terms has a column for each quantity measured and each record has the time as primary key.
Suppose that, over the same time period, one has data recorded by, say, two separate satellites which one
wishes to compare. This means joining the two time series on time as the common key field. However a
difficulty arises when the times in the two tables do not correspond.
An example is the AMPTE [WB85] space mission with two satellites, the UKS and IRM. The magnetic field
and electron data from them were recorded using 5 second synchronised integration periods, while UKS ion
(proton) data use the spacecraft spin period (5.18 s) as the integration period and so are not synchronous
with the other datasets. The physicist will wish to compare the time dependence of the measurements from
different instruments on the two satellites to look for correlated behaviour.
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3.2

2. Always match the record in the first file with the one with the closest time in the second. Since one file
will have a greater sampling frequency than the other (either locally or globally, as in AMPTE), there
is a choice of action over the "spare" records:

Strategies

Two approaches are possible:

(a) the surplus, unmatched records may be discarded (inner near-join); or,
(b) where necessary, a less frequent record may be duplicated (natural near-join); or

• Derive from the source datasets new tables which are JOin compatible. The possible mathematical
operations to achieve this include averaging, binning, interpolation and rounding.

(c) unmatched records may be joined with a null record (outer near-join)

• Apply a variety of approximate join- "near-join".

The inner near-join is probably statistically safer; although the others use every record.

While the first is more conventional, we concentrate on the second approach. This is more direct, avoids
creating further datasets, and can offer greater precision or clarity.

Which algorithm the user chooses depends on the situation.

For the "near" join of two time series, there are several options open:

Note that in general the two sampling rates need not be constant. The algorithms could encompass records
irregularly spaced in time.

1. An outer-join

3.2.3

2. An (inner or outer) join of nearest records
3. Use a near-join function in the query language
4. Add a calculated join key column or index to one dataset

Use a near-join function in the query language

An attractive alternative to the user having to devise and execute a suitable near-join algorithm would be
for the database software to support a function which does it. (This is analogous to the requirement for a
"search-by-cone" capability in astronomy.) Preferably the local query language should itself have a suitable
function, or be extensible to allow one to be added.

The choice of method, and hence result, will depend on
• the user's judgement about which is most appropriate given the characteristics of the data (eg sampling
frequency) and the purpose to which they. will be applied; and
• technical considerations such as likely cost, performance or response or which options are available for
the particular dataset and for the database management software used.
Let us now elaborate in turn on each of the near-join options listed above.

3.2.1

An outer-join

The usual join between two tables is the natural (or equi-) join where records with matching values of join
fields are concatenated to form the output table.
For unsynchronised time series, exact matching of times between records in the two inputs is unlikely and the
result of the join would then be empty.
However in an outer-join, each record in an input table which is unmatched is extended with null values so
that it can be included in the output.
In effect, the records in the two input datasets will be interleaved. The nulls introduced will of course prevent
direct comparison of data from each of the two tables (say the magnetic and ion measurements) within the
same record. However, the differing time points on the abscissa will not matter if they are plotted as an x-y
line graph. (This assumes that the plot utility will recognise null values and omit them. Otherwise one could
settle for a scatter plot.)

3.2.4

Add a calculated join key column to one dataset

Instead of using a near-join function or simulating one in the query processing, there is an alternative. The
dataset itself could be extenffed with the necessary index field to support a near-join.
Consideration of the need for joining unsynchronised time series in the AMPTE database influenced the design
of the tables in the revised UKS database. Thus the UKS ion datasets are defined with an extra column. This
is an integer Seconds field which is calculated from the actual time in the (real) TrueSeconds field and contains
the value which is the nearest exact multiple of 5 seconds. (See Figure 1.) Thus, in effect, potentially lengthy
user manipulation is done once and for all when the database is created.
By using the rounded time values introduced in the Seconds field, it is then easy for the user to join time
series using a natural join. The scientist can then judge whether the result is satisfactory for the intended
purpose or whether another join algorithm would be more appropriate.
Obviously, such a special extra near-join field (or index) is not always an option, but where it is, it can offer
a possible near-join procedure simply and conveniently. Alternative choices of join predicate are not of course
precluded.

3.3

Implementation

Time series data are normally stored physically in time order. Then for near-joins a variant of the merge join
is suggested.
Whether the tables are sorted or not does not affect the above taxonomy of near-joins, though it is of course
a large factor in the implementation and performance of any of them.

3.2.2

An (inner or outer) join of nearest records

Rather than an exact match on time values, a "near-join" allows a tolerance. There are three obvious strategies:
1. Proceed as for an equi-join, but permit a fixed tolerance in the join predicate (fuzzy-join). Presumably

this tolerance will be at most half the smaller time interval between records.
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4.2

User-defined functions

Solar Wind Data [WB85]
UTY

UTD

UTH

Seconds

ElecDen

84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84

306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306
306

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13

3550
3555
3560
3565
3570
3575
3580
3585
3590
3595
0
5
10
15

8.021E+06
1.038E+07
9.913E+06
9.411E+06
9.578E+06
8.914E+06
9.597E+06
1.012E+07
9.907E+06
9.443E+06
9.736E+06
1.070E+07
1.038E+07
1.008E+07

Users may well want to use a rather complex join predicate. Not only should this be expressible in the Query
Language (for example standard mathematical functions as in Fortran should be available), but it should
preferably be capable of separate definition and storage.

ElecFlux

------- ---------- ---------

1.44E+12
4.73E+12
4.27E+12
4.79E+12
3.81E+12
2.81E+12
3.48E+12
3.79E+12
5.64E+12
2.99E+12
3.76E+12
6.00E+12
5.10E+12
3.23E+12

Various extensible database management systems have been developed. However no suitable product is generally available yet.

4.3

Arbitrary join conditions are difficult for the system to evaluate efficiently. Provision is needed for user
guidance, perhaps by specifying indexes or storage structures, or by expressing the query more procedurally.
Exploiting the user's knowledge of the data content contrasts with the standard paradigm of purely declarative
queries with system determined optimisation.

4.4

Query session aspects

PRvel

UTY

UTD

UTH

TrueSeconds

Seconds

PRden

84
84
84
84
84
84
84

306
306
306
306
306
306
306

12
12
12
12
12
13
13

3551.652
3562.024
3572.396
3582.748
3593.100
3.460
13.824

3550
3560
3570
3585
3595
5
15

10.07
9.88

-402.0

52.3

5.9

10.26
10.36
10.19
9.97

-406.3
-406.8
-406.9
-404.7

53.2
50.7
50.3
49.6

11.9
9.1
8.6
11.9

---

User query optimisation

----------- ------- ------ ---------------------7.8
49.3
-403.6

Figure 1: The upper table records electron density and flux for every 5 seconds of the hour (UTH) from data
extracted for a short period just after noon Universal Time on day 306 {UTD) of the year 1984 (UTY). I~ the
lower table, the corresponding proton density and velocity components are actually measured ~t the t1:nes
given in the TrueSeconds column. The added column of Seconds values was calculated by roundmg the t1me
to the nearest 5 seconds to facilitate a natural join of the two tables.

The realistic situation, particularly in scientific research, is that a query is not a "one-off'' - in practice a user
query session will be a sequence of queries where intermediate datasets or parameters must be passed easily
from one to the next. (Queries may be exploratory, with possible backtracking.) The database system should
offer a comfortable environment to support this practice. The user will choose a query processing strategy or
algorithm which will be spread over separately submitted queries.

5

Related

Wor~;

Spatial and temporal databases have been widely researched, though mostly separately. Mention is just made
of some aspects relevant here.

5.1

Geometric Queries

That SQL is awkward for geometric or spatial databases is recognised. (See, for example, [D91].) Points within
a circle may for example be retrieved by first a (perhaps efficient) selection by a range query on the covering
square followed by refinement of the result. This technique (mentioned in [WK90]) is useful for great circle
predicates in astronomy.

4

Requirements on Database Software

Discussion of the need for approximate joins on scientific data has illustrated some particular functionality
desirable in database management systems.

4.1

If all data measurements can be mapped to a suitably fine tessellation of the space, then conventional relational
operations (using integer indexes) are possible. An interesting example [WK90] uses post codes to compose
demographic areas of interest. This contrasts with the Guide Star Catalogue which relies on physically sorted
tuples within quite large tiles.

5.2

Discipline-specific functions

While general purpose database software cannot and should not anticipate all possible query language functions there is a case for greater support of general geometric functions to cover a broad range of application
areas'. These can include coordinate rotation and precession or general transformations between coordinate
systems. (This begs the question of support for vector data types besides the usual scalar ones.) The advantage
of such built-in functions is the opportunity for support for multidimensional data and index structures and
for the query optimiser to exploit efficient algorithms.
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Temporal data models

Extending the relational model to support generic (time or space) intervals has been tried [LJ88) by UNFOLDing tables over an underlying granularity of the interval dimension. For real numbers, this would be bit level
resolution and seems impractical.
Others [SS88] argue in favour of time points rather than intervals. The temporal normalisation condition is
relaxed and stepwise constant attributes at least are interpolated. Their COMPOSE operator [SS87] is relevant
to our space physics example, but our intervals in the astronomy one are not contiguous and can overlap.
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5.3

7

Interpolation

Acknowledgements

The near-join of time series, which retains visibility of the actual measurements. (at the exp_ense of some time
fuzziness), contrasts with the interpolation approach. An example [N91] of that IS an extensiOn of SQ~ syntax
to allow defined interpolation procedures. Without an extensible database management system, queries must
be preprocessed to standard SQL. Optimisation of query evaluation is complicated. And for the user, the
extended SQL seems clumsy as it tries to hide, as a mixed benefit, the inherent procedurality (of which the
temporary intermediate relations are a symptom).

This paper derives from work carried out under a European Space Agency contract with Computer Resources
International A/S (Copenhagen) for development of ESIS, the European Space Information System.

The case for interpolation depends on having a sufficiently smoothly varying quantity. o:herw~s~ another
procedure such as a near-join is attractive. The ability to plot the data can be a great help m decidmg.
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1. consider the band to be of constant width - whereas measured values may have varying errors, and
2. it implicitly assumes the tuples are randomly ordered - often not true for large datasets in physics,

so its applicability may be limited.

6

Summary

Database applications in Astronomy and Space Physics have illustrated the need for ways of doing approximate
joins of relational tables. The two main approaches are:
• Exploit specific fuzzy-join or near-join functionality (if it exists) in the database Query Language.
• Extend or process the source data themselves to make natural joining easy.
Desirable might be a combination of these:
• Do rough data retrieval using the query language as far as possible, followed by manipulation within a
personal database.

Point Geography using SQL, in Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Statistical
and Scientific Database Management (ed Z Michalewicz), Lecture Notes in Computer Science 420,
Springer-Verlag, 1990, pp 200-218.

This last depends on access to good tools allowing powerful and flexible processing of data objects. Such
procedural processing facilities on a database are wanted anyway by a scientist.
Indeed, the particular issue discussed here for scientific data generalises. T~ere are analogou~ problems of
matching records in statistical databases. And it's an example of the reqUirement for extensible database
management software in which both the query language (which might be an extended SQL) and the physical
storage and indexing techniques may be customised to the application area.
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A Functional Approach to Scientific Database Implementation t
John L. Pfaltz
Instiwte for Parallel Computation
University of Virginia. Charlottesville VA

In this paper we will examine a functional approach to the representation and storage of data that we call
ADAMS. 1 When we speak of a functional approach, we are only talking about the way a database system can be implemented, and not implying the adoption of a complete functional database model such as presented in [Shi81] or
[YWH82]. Either of these models can, in fact, be easily implemented using the functional constructs of ADAMS; but so
too can the relational model [Cod70,Cod79], the CODASYL model [AAA75], semantic models [HuK87,PeM88], an
extended E-R model [Che76, TYF86], and object oriented models [Kim90, MSe86]. In the course of this examination we
will show (1) that the relati9nal model can be rather naturally implemented in this manner; (2) that a functional approach
supports features, particularly those of dynamic class (or schema) modification, arbitrary identifier subscripting, and symbolic data references, that are fundamental in scientific databases; (3) that it is well adapted to the representation of array
and image data; (4) that this approach simplifies the implementation of heterogeneous, distributed databases; and (5) that
the computational cost of the functional approach is quite reasonable, given the availability of high-performance parallel
computers. By thinking of data in functional, rather than strucb.lral, terms one expands considerably the capabilities of
database systems.

tend to be distributed (at those sites where collected), very large (particularly if collected by remote sensing equipment),
and write once, read often in nature; (2) data strucb.lred in the form of multi-dimensional arrays and/or sequences are
more common; (3) data items tend to be much more complex, consisting of integer, real, and complex scalars measured
with different degrees of precision over much wider ranges, together with statistical data and spatial data in the form of
graphs or images; and (4) in addition to the retrieval of specific elements within a data set itself, scientific queries are frequently more concerned with metadata (here loosely taken to mean properties of the entire data set) - a process that is
often called browsing.
Perhaps more important than any of these is the different overall purpose of scientific data processing. Commercial
databases are primarily concerned with the representation of the current state of a configuration, e.g. business enterprise
(its financial state), university (its sb.ldents' progress), inventory collection (items on hand and on order), as modified by a
sequence of transactions, such as receipts and disbursements, course grades, or inventory receipts and orders. These individual transactions may also be represented in the database to provide a historical record, or audit trail, in a transaction
processing model; but since they are write once in nawre, they tend to be of less interest than the representation of the
cu"ent state •3 Observed data in the scientific model corresponds to the transactions of the commercial, transaction processing model in that both are write once. But, instead of updating a well defined, internally consistent, current state
configuration, the scientist keeps changing the very form of the overall configuration in a effort to find one which best
explains the raw data observations. He does not just modify existing attributes in a state configuration; he frequently adds
new attributes, deletes old ones, or regroups his data into new aggregations in an effort to find a hypothetical model that
fits the observed data.
This may be best illustrated by developing a running example. We will consider a database designed to describe
the nature and causes of geographical and biological change in off-shore, barrier islands along the Gulf of Mexico which
have been observed to drift by as much as 5 kilometers in 100 years. In the movement process, important morphological
features, such as sand bars, headlands, marshes, and forests, may expand or contract, split or coalesce, appear or disappear. These kinds of features all have a spatial location which might be expressed in terms of the latib.lde and longib.lde
of their centroid, together wiU,. some classification describing what kind of feawre they are.

In the functional, object-based approach proposed here, these features might be included in the database using the
following notation in Figure 1.

First, let us develop just what we mean by a functional approach to data. If t denotes a tuple in the relational
model, then the expression tA is a familiar war of denoting the value of attribute A on that tuple. In most relational
implementations, t is represented as a single record and the attribute A denotes a particular field within that record. We
call this a structural implementation, in that the aggregation of attribute values associated with a single tuple is
represented by a structure, that is by physical contiguity. By a functional approach to database implementation we mean
simply that all attributes are literally implemented as functions, so that the expression tA would be interpreted as "apply
the attribute function A to the tuple t (its argument) to return its current value."
Since in the expression tA, the term t is the argument of the function A, t must uniquely identify the b.lple. When
a tuple identifier, t, appears in a strucb.lral implementation, such as SQL, it denotes the "current wple". The "current
b.lple" is a unique tuple identification, but not a time-invariant identifier. In a functional approach we assume identifiers
are time-invariant; so consequently, a functionally implemented database is much closer to an object-oriented one. However, because we will not adopt all of the mechanisms embodied in a pure object-oriented approach
[BIZ87,Kim90,MSe86], we prefer to call this implementation approach, object-based [Weg87].

FEATURE isa CLASS
having attributes = { lat, long, island_name, f_category, f_shape }
t

instantiates_a FEATURE

t.lat
t.long
t.island name
t.f class
t.f=shape

<<<<<-

'29.061 N'
'90.467 W'
'Timbalier'
'marsh'
'convex'

insert t into geomorphology

Figure 1.
The object based nawre of this approach is evident in the first two statements which define a generic class of FEATURE
elements4 and then instantiate a particular element t within the class. The next five statements assign values to the lat.

1. Scientific Information
We claim that the functional approach is particularly desirable when representing scientific data. But what is
scientific data? It can be quite different from more traditional commercial data. The nature of such differences has been
extensively documented, as in [FJP90,PaJ91, SOW84]. The differences most commonly cited are that (1) the data sets

3

A primary purpose for using serializability as a synchronization mechanism in concurrent database processing,
even though it seriously limits the degree of possible parallelism, is that it assures that each transaction will see a
consistent current state.
4

t
1

This research was supported in part by DOE Grant# DE-FG05-88ER25063 and JPL Contract #957721.
ADAMS is an acronym for Advanced DAta Management System.

2

The prefix mathematical notation A (t) may be even more familiar. We choose to use this kind of postfix dot
notation because it is used in SQL whenever tuple variables must be specified with attributes to disambiguate complex
queries [KoS86, Mai83], and because it yields a cleaner expression syntax for the implementation.
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Throughout this paper we will speak of database elements. In virb.lally all respects they can be regarded as
objects, in that they belong to a class in a traditional class hierarchy with multiple inheritance and have unique identifiers,
or uid's. Moreover, attribute functions can be defined on these elements. However, we do not allow the definition of
arbitrary methods, or behaviors, on such elements so they are not really objects in a pure object-oriented sense; nor do
classes function as object managers, they are strictly generic patterns without knowledge of any instantiations. We have
adopted the term element to avoid misunderstanding, but if the reader chooses to mentally regard them as objects, no
confusion is likely to arise.
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long, island_name I _category, and/_shape attribute functions respectively. Finally, the element t is inserted into a set
of such elements called geomorphology.
~ut, the preceding example is also easily implemented as a relation called geomorphology with schema { lat,
long, zsland_name,j_category,j_shape }. Moreover, the last six statements can be replaced by the single operation
found in all relational implementations
insert ( '29.061 N', '90.467 W', 'Timbalier', 'marsh', 'convex' ) into geomorphology

gene:ally with less computational cost. This has always been the damning criticism of a functional approach viz-a-viz a
rela~?nal imple~~tation. If we. are to jusf:HY a functional implementation we must be able to demonstrate significant
ad~t10nal. capabilities, and establish mechanisms that reduce the cost of executing the sequence of statements in Figure 1.

Thts, and the following section will examine the additional capabilites of the functional approach. Performance will be
addressed in sections 3 and 4.
~e en~ purpose of scientific enquiry is that of discovery and explanation, the formulation of hypothetical models
and therr testing on the basis of collected information. In the case of barrier island change, there are at least three distinct
models explaining their geographic drift [deB45,Gil85,McG90] that were formulated before the turn of the century
together with newer composite models that include factors of each [Wor90,Zei59]. Each model could be based on th~
same historical data, but employ different interpretations of that data.
This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, in which a sequence of aerial imagery and a sequence of site observation~ are regarded as raw recorded data6•
Recorded
Data

Interpreted
Data

sequence of

feature

feature
interpretation4

interpretatio~

interprets as a prograded spit might be interpreted as an emergent bar by another. A relative distribution of Spartina
alterniflora to Spartina patens at an observation site may be sufficient for one scientist to classify it as a backbarrier
marsh feature, while another might call it a dune overwash area. In Figure 2, we have illustrated multiple int.erpretations7
for the two sets of observed data. Finally, we have schematically included these three models which may reference the
same, or different, interpretations as supporting evidence for that model.
The point of this example is, first to note that observed data as collected by a scientist is normally invariant, that is
write once/read often; but the interpretations can very well change as a researcher tries different paradigms to extract
salient features from the observed data. Moreover, it is not just the values recorded in an interpretation that change, but
frequently its very structure or metadata is changed as different ways of interpreting the data are ttied.
Second, after one, or more, feature interpretations are adopted, further investigation with respect to a model may be
continued solely in terms of subsequent processing on these abstracted features alone. Even so, references (or pointers)
to the observed data on which these interpretations were based must remain if there is to be any chance of independent
verification. One of the hallmarks of rigorous scientific investigation is careful documentation and reference to those
sources on the basis of which assertions are made.
To database professionals brought up with the relational model, pointers are an anathema. There have been good
reasons for this. One is that, in the hierarchical [KaL78] and network [AAA75] models, pointers must be hard wired; all
structural relationships between data sets have to be pre-determined before the database is used the first time. Consequently, queries based on un-anticipated data relationships become very hard to process. When he explicitly excluded
pointers from his relational model, Codd [Cod70] was consciously reacting to the then current database technology. If
pointer based relationships between data sets could be easily reconfigured, much of the problem would disappear.
But pointer relationships between data sets do exist. In the relational model they are implemented as foreign keys
[KrD88], which are a form of symbolic pointer that is followed by means of the join operator. But, joining two relations
can be very slow; and there have been few effective, parallel join implementations [BaF89,ScD90]. As much as we
might wish to eliminate data ~ferences and pointers, they are essential in scientific databases and might as well be imple1:
mented effectively.
A final point to notice in Figure 2 is the role of subscripts in scientific notation. Subscripting is frequently associated with array representation and processing; but, in scientific discourse, subscripts are more commonly used simply to
differentiate similar names, or identifiers. No one would interpret model t. mode/ 2 , and model3 in Figure 2 as an array of
models; they are simply three different models.
When the purpose of a database is different, it is not unreasonable to expect rather different database implementations.

2. Metadata and Class Description

mode~

Models

mode~

In the preceding section, we emphasized the importance of data cross references in the scientific method; however,
in Figure I, illustrating a representative geomorphological feattrre, no such reference to the image on which it is based
had been included. By a map (or mapping) we will mean a function whose value is a unique uid denoting some other
element in the database. Maps provide an effective mechanism for referencing other data; they implement symbolic
pointers. We can create a source_image map function and add it to the class description, as in
FEATURE isa CLASS
having attributes • { lat, long, island_name, f_category, f_shape }
having maps = { source_image }

Schematic of a hypothetical scientific database
Figure2.
Based on this recorded data may be several interpretations.. These typically consist of features extracted from the
record~ data. Because even a single aerial or satellite image consists of approx. 1M pixels, such feattrre extraction is
essential. One can not normally work with such large amounts of raw data. However, a land form that one scientist

Figure3.
In making this change to the class of FEATURE data, we have not really changed the structure of any stored data. Rather
we have only asserted that, from now on the map function source_image will be regarded as defined on elements belonging to the class FEATURE. No elements of this class that have already been implemented need be changed. If we subsequently try to access the source image of a geomorphology element t using the notation
pixels

5

These site observations might include soil cores, vegetation and fauna counts at fixed locations.
6
Some scientific data taxonomies [FJP90] make the distinction between raw data as physically recorded, calibrated
da~ to which sensor ~nstan~ have been applied to convert the measurements to a system of standard units, and
validated data from which obvtous errors have been removed. For simplicity, we will assume the latter and simply call
such data observed data.
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<-

t.source_image

and t was a pre-existing element on which source_image had not yet been defined, pixels will simply be assigned the
7

This is a rather over simplified schematic in that interpretations are frequently multi-level and interdependent.
Some scientific data taxonomies will insert the concept of derived data between observed and interpreted data.
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value·undelined 8• Otherwise, it will denote the actual pixels constituting the source image of the feature and could be
processed as such.
The ability to modify the database structure, or schema, in this dynamic fashion, without the necessity of reformating all existing records, is one of the major advantages of the functional approach. In scientific data modelling, it is very
difficult to design precisely the correct structure on the first attempt (or frequently on the second and third attempts!). As
our understanding· of the situation expands, our data modelling expectations tend to change as well. For instance, the
FEATURE classes of either Figure 1 or Figure 3 may now seem insufficienL The changing shape of geomorphological
feaUires must be at least as important as their changing size. We might decide to represent their actual shape by a boundary encoding structure, similar to those found in [Arc89], and include a reference, or map shape , to this structure in the
class definition. With a pointer to the actual shape of the figure, recording its generic shape as 1 shape seems redundant;
perhaps it should be deleted. On the other hand, the area of the feature was never recorded, yet"Seems to be an important
attribute. The following sequence of commands
delete
insert
insert

f shape
a~ea
shape

from
into
into

FEATURE->attributes
FEATURE->attributes
FEATURE->maps

will dynamically delete I _shape from the set of attributes associated with the FEATURE class, and add area to the seL
The map function shape will be added to the set of maps associated with FEATURE, so that the resulting class definition
.
will become
FEATURE isa CLASS
having attributes = { lat, long, island name, £_category, area }
having maps = { source_image, shape

Figure4.
When an attribute function, such as I _shape, is deleted from the system, the complete function together with all associated values can be simply erased9, again without the need for any data reformatting.
One set of recorded data in Figure 2 is a sequence of site observations. Each site consists of a fixed 500 square
meter plot in which periodic counts of grasses, shrubs, and trees are made. Both the species of occurring ftora are
recorded, together with the approximate percentage that a particular species represents. As the geomorphology of these
coastal islands changes, the distributions of ftora in these observations plots will change. New species may invade the
plot, others may be forced ouL A familiar way of structuring these site observations would be to represent the occurrant
grass, shrub, and tree species as an array of species names, together with a corresponding array of percentages, as in
FLORA isa CLASS
having attributes

=

N_species,
species[ 1 •• 100 ],
pet[ 1. .100 ]
}

FigureS
Since we can not know in advance just how many species will be found, we have been forced to dimension these arrays
somewhat larger than we expect will be necessary.
If, however, we regard aUributes as functions then we need not regard the subscript as a mechanism for allocating
data storage, but rather as simply differentiating between different attribute functions. In this case the class declaration
need not specify how many species attributes will be associated with the class, but only that there will be several different
species and pet attribute functions that will be distinguished by their subscript, as in

8

All functions, both map and aUribute, in this approach must be regarded as only partial functions, with the
possibility that for any given argument element the value is undefined. It is not hard to provide such a default function
value, which can be appropriately handled by the supporting software.
9

Actual erasure of functions can only occur provided they are not referenced in any other class definitions.
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FLORA isa CLASS
having attributes

=

N_species,
species[ ],
pet[ ]
}

Figure6
Mechanisms for implementing subscripted aUribute functions without employing array strucUires were presented at the
last meeting of this conference and can be found in [PtF90]. Either class declaration will support processing code of the
form
for (i=O; i<N_species; i++)
{

process (site.species[i], site.pct[i]);
print£ ("format", site.species[i], site.pct[i]);
}

Years of experience with algebraic languages such as Fortran, Pascal, and C have conditioned us to thinking of arrays,
and subscript notation in general, as mechanisms for laying out contiguous strucUires of values. Regarding aUributes
purely as functions that deliver desired values can seem quite foreign; but it is a different perspective that can be quite
valuable.
While the observation sites described in the study of this paper have been exclusively concerned with vegetation, or
flora, one can imagine a similar declaration of a FAUNA class that recorded observed animal species. One might then
want to combine both kind of observations into a eco_system class that could be declared as
ECO_SYSTEM

isa

FLORA and FAUNA

We will not develop issues o~;multiple class inheritance [CaW8S,Pfa88] in this paper; however, it is clearly desirable in
any reasonable scientific database implementation.

3. Cost of Functional Approach
We have indicated in the preceding section that an important benefit of the functional approach versus the structured data approach of both the relational and object-oriented models, is that the former greatly simplifies dynamic
modification of overall database strucUire or schema. A second benefit is that it also simplifies the task of interfacing
heterogeneous, distributed data sets because only individual function values need be coerced into the format expected by
the local environment, not entire structures of possibly many different types.
But such functionality comes at a cosL It is time to examine the magnitude of the additional overhead that is
thereby incurred
Dynamic functions can not be implemented by computational procedures; they must be implemented by lookup
mechanisms. Mathematically, a function a is a set of ordered pairs and evaluation of the expression x.a, where x
denotes some element of the database, involves finding the ordered pair (x, value) in the set a and reUirning value as its
function value. Since we assume that all database elements are assigned unique identifiers, we will use ui~ to literally
identify the element currently denoted by x (which may be a variable in the application code). A set (enclosed in curly
braces) of such ordered pairs is shown in Figure 7. In addition to the set of ordered pairs themselves, the representation
of an attribute function must also include a lookup mechanism (sequential search is clearly impractical). Extensible hashing [Lom83] or tree lookup using B-tree [BaM72, Com79] or 0-tree [OrP88] indexes are each viable alternatives;
although tree search simplifies comparative data access, such as range searching, and partial match data access. This has
been schematically indicated in Figure 7 by the triangle on the left. Given a uid as input argument, possibly ui~, the
lookup mechanism will access the correct ordered pair and return the corresponding value,. as its functional value.
Not only do we need a lookup mechanism to implement the function a itself. We also require a lookup mechanism
which implements its inverse a-1; that is, given a specified value, a-1 returns all of the uid 's in pairs with that value as
its second component. This is schematically represented by the triangle on the right, which given a value as input, is
shown as retrieving both uidy and uid, . Consequently, effective implementation of a single attribute function requires
explicit representation of all its defining ordered pairs, together with two accessing indexes. ·This represents a considerable amount of storage overhead.
Let us examine the storage needed to represent a simple relation r of N tuples
( al, a2, .•• , ak )
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same k attributes for a functional database element, given its uid, will require (1) initiating requests to the k attribute
servers, (2) a total of 3k diSk accesses, (3) k return value messages, but no unpacking. Even more expensive is the cost
of writing new data, or updating existing data. In the case of a relational system, the entire tuple must be written to permanent storage and k' indexes updated, where k' S k denotes the number of indexed attributes. 14 In the case of the functional approach, assigning k attribute values to a database element involves writing each of the k ordered pairs, ( uid,
value; ), in the appropriate data set and updating 2k separate indexes since both a; and a;-1 must be modified for each i.
The computational delay of maintaining all these attribute function indexes can be prohibitive - unless it can be performed concurrently on multiple processors.

(uidx, value")
(uidy , value,)

value

uid

<----

4. Parallel Processing

(uid, , value11)

As indicated in the preceding section, parallel processing is essential if a functional approach to scientific data
representation is to be successful. Fortunately, the functional approach actually encourages parallel implementation.

Representation of an Attribute Function, a
Figure?.
with k attributes using the functional approach. Every attribute value ai represented in this tuple element will be stored
exactly once in an ordered pair of the ai function in the functional version; but the element identifier uid must be replicated k times. So the first component of additional storage overhead is k ·co. where co denotes the length of a uid in
'o:Ytes, typically about 8 bytes.
10

Next, we need to estimate the size of the associated accessing indexes. If the index is a B-tree, in which all key
values are replicated in the index, then given an expected index block utilization of 0.67 [Yao78] an expected
1.47 · (key_length +c 1) additional bytes per database item will be required, where Ct denotes the size of a system pointer,
typically about 4 bytes.U In 0-tree indexes, actual key values are replaced by a two byte surrogate, so their size is
independent of both key type and length. It can be shown [0rP89] that an expected 1.76 · (2 + c 1) additional bytes per
item are required. To get a sense of the order of magnitude of this overhead, we can let c 1 = 4, and assume a representative key length of 8 bytes. Then, the storage overhead of tree indexing in the functional approach is approximately 10.56
and 17.88 additional bytes per indexed 8 byte item for 0-trees and B-trees, respectively. Because 0-tree indexing is
much more storage efficient, we will assume it is used in the remainder of this analysis.
Because in the functional approach every attribute must be fully indexed, with both an a and an
additional storage overhead to represent the relation r would be

a-1 index, the

= N·k·[3.52·(2+ct)+co]= N·k·(21.12+8)
or approximately 30 bytes per attribute function per database element.12 In terms of storage overhead costs, a functional
approach to database representation is not cheap. But, with the advent of multi-gigabyte storage devices costing less than
$2,000 per gigabyte and multi-megabyte memories, this storage overhead, which would have been intolerable just a few
years ago, is no longer prohibitive.
Of more concern· is the additional computational overhead incurred by a functional approach. To access all k attribute values in a single relational tuple stored as a record

( al, az, ••• , ale )
given its key, or uid, one must (1) send the retrieval request to the data storage site13, (2) access the tuple at a cost of 3
disk accesses, (3) return a tuple transfer message, and (4) unpack its k attributes in memory. In contrast, access of the
10

Technically, all but one.

The distribution of structured data, such as tuple structures in the relational model or object structures in the
object-oriented model, for parallel processing tends to be awkward. There doesn't seem to be a natural granularity on
which to base the distribution. For example, relations are commonly partitioned horizontally [CNP82, SaG86, Seg86]
with individual tuples assigned to different sites.15 But, if attributes are indexed for efficient query retrieval, then either
local inverse attribute indexes must be replicated and maintained at all participating sites and the query broadcast to them,
or a single index copied to the processing site with tuple uid 's prefixed with site path names16•
The issue of granularity in the object-oriented model, where objects may include numerous sub-objects and in turn
comprise larger super-objects, is "must all components of a single object reside at the same processing site?". Further, in
many object-oriented implementations, the objects of a class are managed and manipulated by a class manager. If distinct objects of the class are distributed, then replicas of the class manager must also be distributed and synchronized
It is certainly possible to implement parallel versions of relational and object-oriented databases; many have done
so [Bie83,DGG86,FKT86]. ~till, the preceding examples suggest that the structural units of data aggregation, tuple and
relation, object and class, which are natural and effective in a uni-processor environment, are not easily distributed for
parallel processing.
In contrast, the distribution of processes and servers in both loosely and tightly coupled systems is well studied.
Regarding an attribute, or a map, as a function encourages its implementation as a service process which can reside anywhere in the distribution. Moreover, only the name of the attribute need be bound to its current server site, not individual
tuple or object uid 's. Corresponding access costs are illustrated in Figure 8. Here we have assumed a distributed
configuration in which all data access requests are handled by server processes incurring, as before, initial startup latency
(1) and result transmission cost (3), which is slightly longer for a long tuple than a single value. Also we have assumed
that a portion of the initial latencies can be overlapped [GPF90]. For iterative data access, such a sub-sets of tuples, in
which the servers using either mode can establish an I/0 stream, the initial latency can become vanishingly small.
With a parallel distribution, the computational delay, or response time (Figure 8), to execute a sequence of k attribute function assignments, as in Figure 1, should be comparable to a relational tuple insertion operator in the same distributed system. 17 It can be. A prototype system comparing data representation using structural and functional storage was
implemented on an iPSC/2 hypercube [McE91]. Attribute functions were implemented as servers and distributed to various nodes; their storage requirements were handled by independent storage manager servers which in tum employed
Intel's Concurrent File System (CFS) for lowest-level storage. Figure 9 illustrates the average response times for a large
14

We consider only tree indexing mechanisms in this analysis, because the storage overhead cost of extensible
hashing is a step function that is dependent on, N, the number of elements being indexed. Generally, extensible hashing
is more storage efficient than any tree index. Further, a number of techniques, such as key compression [BaU77] and
more efficient block packing, can be employed with B-trees to reduce their storage overhead.
11

· 12 Not all of these 30 bytes of required storage overhead are in excess of that required by a relational
implementation. To achieve reasonable query efficiency, at least some of the attributes of a relation r will also be
indexed; that is, some of the inverse indexing structures denoted by a-1 to the right of Figure 7 will also be present in the
relational implementation.

It is the cost of index maintenance that discourages the use of fully indexed relations in relational databases, even
more than the additional storage overhead.
15

A random assignment based on the hashed value of a key attribute [00086] assignment chosen to balance and
optimize particular operations [BaF89] or a systematic distribution, such as all bank accounts at a common branch office,
maybe used.
16

Surprisingly, element uid's in the functional approach never need such site/device path names because they don't
identify stored data structures. Since they are only passed to attribute or map functions as arguments, they are purely
symbolic identifiers that only denote logical elements of the database.
17

For the sake of argument, we assume that all items have been distributed to processor sites in a loosely coupled
network, and that all tree indexes have an average depth of 3levels, with the root cached in memory.

In some special cases, such as the retrieval and projection of a single attribute from a relation comprised of very
long tuples or certain kinds of join operations, the functional approach may well be faster.
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(b) Functional attribute access times
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Figure 8
number of of tuple fetches, that is retrieval of all k attributes for each database element t. As seen here, the response
time to fetch all attributes is essentially independent of the number k of attributes accessed, for 1 S k S 6. For k > 6,
response time then shows a linear increase whose slope is a function of the number of storage managers. Operational
analysis of this prototype system shows that threshold value of 6 is characteristic of our test bed disk farm which has only
4 I/0 nodes and disks, rather than of the approach itself. It can be shown that, in general, with d independent storage
devices and the computational demands of 0-tree access used to implement these attribute servers, queuing delays must
occur when k > 1.75 · d, as reflected in these experimental results. Delays from message traffic may also contribute to the
response time; but in this series of experiments they appear to be minimal, since our formal model employing only
storage device queuing accurately explains the observed performance.
With a different system configuration of attribute and storage manager servers, we believe the total response time
of -5.72 msec. can be reduced somewhat However, it is close to a lower bound, since other studies [FPD91] have shown
that the minimum time to deliver a block from the underlying Concurrent File System is on the order of 3-4 msecs.
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Figure9.
a database system developed ~t the University of Virginia [PFG89,PFG91]. ADAMS, which provides a common database interface for both C and Fortran applications programs, is running in a uni-processor environment (VAX 8600) and
in loosely-coupled (network of SUN workstations) and tightly-coupled (Intel iPSC/2 hypeiCube) distributed memory
environments. The run-time system supporting ADAMS has been written in C++ [Str87], the attribute and map functions
have been implemented using 0-trees, and parallel operating system support has been provided by Mentat
[GrL90, Gri90]. All of the figures have been taken, or abstracted, from actual programs written in conjunction with an, as
yet incomplete, project investigating the nature and causes of change in the off-shore barrier islands of the Gulf Islands
National Seashore.
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The natural greenhouse effect keeps the Earth warmer than itc would
be otherwise. Emissions resulting from human activities are
substantially increasing the concentrations of greenhouse gases, such
as C02, CH4, N20, CFC's. These increases will enhance the greenhouse
effect, resulting in an additional warming of the Earth's surface.
Estimates based on the assumption that the present trends of
greenhouse gas increases will continue indicate for the next century
an mcrease rate of global mean temperature of about 0.3 oc per
decade.

Abstract
Organizations often need access to scientific and statistical data stored in independently managed heterogeneous databases. Data in these databases are collected over a period of time, often in an uncoordinated
way without a consideration that one day it may be shared. Consequently, data manipulation operators of
commercially available database management systems are inadequate for statistical and scientific applications.
In this paper, we analyze the problems caused by data heterogeneity in SSDBs. We develop a probabilistic
framework for joins in th,;heterogeneous environment. The framework can be used for the retrieval of the same
or similar data items which are identified differently in the same or different databases. We develop the model
for the special case when all the attributes are independent. Later on, we relax the assumption of independence
and analyze the more general case.

The mean global temperature increase of the past 100 years of 0.3 to
0.6 oc is of the order expected from model calculation, but still in the
range of natural variability.
To separate a warming trend due to the increasing greenhouse effect
from the natural variability, more needs to be known about the
latter. A wealth on information is available from direct
measurements, historical documents and from proxy records as
obtained by studies on polar and mid-latitude glacier ice, tree-rings,
varved lake sediments, ocean sediments, etc. It is an important task
to analyse these records for deterministic events, e.g. due to changes
in solar luminosity or in the albedo induced by volcanic events, for
chaotic-deterministic, quasi-oscillatory phenomena, like the El
Nino/Southern Oscillation events or the so-called North Atlantic
Oscillation, and regarding general Earth system noise.
Examples of relevant Earth system records will be discussed, by
pointing also at challenges regarding data evaluation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last several years, there has been a growing interest in the research community in scientific and
statistical databases (SSDBs). Available commercial database softwares are designed for the needs of corporate
data processing. However, data in SSDBs do not fit well into this Supplier-Supply-Parts paradigm. As a result,
commercial DBMSs are inadequate to support scientific and statistical applications.
Organizations often need access to scientific and statistical data stored in heterogeneous and interdisciplinary
SSDBs. Often, this must be done by making a cross reference linkage using imprecise keys. For example, in a
hospital database system, all information on a patient might be retrieved using the patient's name as an imprecise
key (name is usually an imprecise key as there may be several people in the database with the same name) [DNS83].
Several factors make the access to heterogeneous databases very difficult:
• These databases are designed and implemented in an uncoordinated way by independent organizations such
as government agencies and research laboratories
• There are no common conventions for naming, describing, formatting, representing and structuring data. Data
conveying the same information contained in these databases have different logical and physical representation
and even different values
• Scientific and statistical applications often need to identify records which are similar but not necessarily
identical.
Our objective is to provide a generalized model to resolve these data heterogeneity problems. In particular, we
focus in this paper on the retrieval of the same or similar data items which are identified differently in the same or
different databases.
*Issued as LBL Technical Report 30754.
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We propose a probabilistic framework to model the heterogeneous data retrieval problem. This framework
allows comparison and probabilistic matching of records, when their attribute values are close or similar but not
necessarily identical. It also models the uncertainty associated with data retrieval in a heterogeneous environment.
The following is the organization of the paper. The data heterogeneity problem is discussed in detail in Section
2. Section 3 discusses some of the potential applications of the model. In Section 4, the research that has been
done in this area is reviewed. A probabilistic framework for joins in a heterogeneous environment is developed in
Section 5. In Section 6, the framework is further extended by modeling the dependencies among the attributes.
The paper is concluded in Section 7 with a summary and directions for future research.

2

DATA HETEROGENEITY

In this section, we discuss various sources of data heterogeneity in SSDBs. Some of the material presented in
this section appeared in our earlier paper [CS91a]. We briefly repeat it here for the sake of completeness and to
motivate the reader towards the subsequent treatment of this issue.
In SSDB applications, information may be needed from various parts of a single database or from several
databases. If the databases are independently managed, same or similar data is likely to be represented differently
in these databases. Similarly, distinct records might sometimes share the same identifier, e.g., several records
sharing the same name. We denote these problems associated with the incompatible representation of the data as
the data heterogeneity problems 1 . We distinguish between two types of incompatibility: structural and semantic.

Recording Errors: These could be due to typographical mistakes or variations in measurement. Typing errors
happen frequently with similar sounding names, e.g., 'Smith', 'Schmidt' and 'Smythe'.
Asynchronous Updates: These happen when data items, replicated in different databases, get updated at different points in time and become inconsistent. These are more likely if the data items are inherently time
varying, such as a person's weight or age.
The sources of heterogeneity listed above are not meant to be exhaustive. Often scientific data consists of
sequences where ordering is important. Sometimes the analysis relies on characteristics which are not a part of the
data description. As the relational data model is extended with newer data types, heterogeneity from other sources
will have to be addressed. It is also possible to have combinations of different cases, like synonyms and recording
errors, occurring at the same time which adds to the complexity of the problem.
While the problem of data heterogeneity is likely to be more pronounced in a heterogeneous environment, it
could also occur within a single database. For example, the data pertaining to the same object can be entered
differently by the different users in a single database. The results presented in this paper can be effectively used
in such a situation. The current commercial systems do not provide much safeguard against this situation. They
mostly leave it up to the user and/ or the Database Administrator to ensure that the data representation is consistent
and standard across the database.

3

Structural Incompatibility
Structural incompatibility occurs when the attributes are defined differently in different databases. Some of the
sources of structural incompatibility are:
Type mismatch: The same attribute may have incompatible type definitions in different databases. For example,
social security number could be of type 'character' in one database and 'numeric' in another. Similarly, an
attribute may be multi-dimensional in one database and single-valued in another.
Formats: Different databases often use different formats for the same data element, e.g., date in day /month/year
versus month/ day /year.
Units: Different databases use different units for the same data element. For instance, radiation levels may be
expressed by 'rem' or 'msg' depending on the device used for measurement.
Granularity: Data elements representing measurements differ in granularity levels, e.g., dose per month or annual
dosage.

APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

In this section, we discuss a number of applications which motivated our research in this area. Most of these
application areas deal with medium to large data sets managed by special or general purpose database management
systems. Traditionally, the data heterogeneity disputes used to be clerically resolved. However, as many of
these disputes occur repeatedly, clerical intervention became too costly, unreproducible, error-prone and time
consuming to be a viable optiion. We hope to provide a computerized, general purpose technique to resolve the
data heterogeneity problems.
Generally, there are two broad classes of SSDBs: micro and macro [Won84]. The former refers to SSDBs
containing disaggregate (or micro) data, that is, records of individual entities (such as patients' medical records in
hospitals, or various census data regarding a single citizen). It is used primarily for statistical analysis. The latter
refers to SSDBs containing aggregated (or macro) data, typically the result of some statistical processing on the
microdata. Most of the applications discussed below deal with microdata.
These applications have several factors in common:
• most of them need to access and manipulate records from multiple, independently managed, heterogeneous
databases

Semantic Incompatibility
Semantic incompatibility occurs when similarly structured attributes take on different semantics and values in
different databases. Some of the sources of semantic incompatibility are as follows:
Synonyms: When the same entity is identified using different identifiers in different databases, the identifiers
constitute synonyms. For example, the same patient requiring prolonged treatment may be identified by
different identifiers in different hospital databases at different points in time.
Homonyms: When different entities share the same identifier in different databases, they become homonyms. For
example, a popular name like 'John Smith' may identify many persons.
Codes: Codes are used for various reasons, such as saving storage space. Codes are often local to the databases,
and therefore non-uniform even when referring to the same domain.
Incomplete Information: Missing and incomplete information is represented by null values in relational databases.
While some databases allow nulls, others do not. Moreover, the meaning of nulls (e.g., unknown, not applicable, unavailable) varies among databases.
1

• there are no guidelines as to how a data item should be represented in these databases
• the searches often involve imprecise keys as the information regarding unique identifier may be local to a
database or otherwise unavailable
• in many situations, the user is not looking for an exact match. Rather, the search is for objects that closely
resemble a given object
The applications can be classified into three broad classes depending on the nature of the underlying problem
one is trying to solve:
1. Matching of common objects

2. Finding similar objects
3. Classification by nearest. neighbor

This problem has been also referred to in the literature as the Instance Identification [WM89] or the Key Equivalence problem

[Pu91].

These classes are discussed in detail below.
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3.1

Matching of Common Objects

In this class of application, the objective is to identify records pertaining to the same object from multiple
databases. The assumption is that a record from one file can match with at most one record from a second file.
The heterogeneity problems occur when an object instance is represented, or more specifically, identified differently
in the different databases. Even if the representation is the same in the two files, identification may be difficult
due to a number of reasons: (a) measurement error, i.e., when the value of the attribute is recorded wrong, (b)
data entry error, e.g., misspellings or typographical error, and, (c) temporal variations, i.e., change in an attribute
values over time, e.g., height or weight. Several examples of such applications are discussed below.
3.1.1

Census

Census data are widely used in social science, epidemiological and demographic research. Public policy makers
also rely on census data for important political and economic decisions. There are two aspects of census data
collection:
Creating Frames: Creating lists of households to be surveyed. This is done by comparing previous census records
with administrative lists.
Estimating Coverage: Estimating the rates of double counting and omissions in the census data.
The evidence is overwhelming that no counting process, however, diligent, will in fact enumerate everyone
[Nat85]. Moreover, efforts to count everyone become increasingly costly as special efforts are made to find the hard
to count. So these rates have to be obtained by merging census lists with administrative list compiled by other
organizations like the Division of Motor Vehicles, local schools, utility companies and so on. Since there are no
guidelines, considerable amount of heterogeneity exists among these databases, which makes the merging process
extremely difficult.
3.1.2

Survey

As an application, survey is quite similar to census, but more general in scope. The proposed technique can
be used for creating the frame and estimating the coverage of a survey, as explained in Section 3.1.1. In addition,
the information collected on the same respondent by different sources can be joined to produce a more informative
file (file enrichment). On the other hand, if the information in the two files are similar but relates to significantly
different sections of populations, then merging followed by duplicate elimination produces a larger sample (confl.ated
file).
Survey data often contains missed or faulty information. It is usually too expensive to redo the survey. The
process of determining and providing these new values without a reinterview is called imputation [San82). It can
be done by joining the defective file with a clean one using rules like people living in the same neighborhood share
the same characteristics.
Both confl.ation and file enrichment requires merging of lists created by different individuals at different points
in time. This increases the chances of representational inconsistencies. Imputation might require matching of
similar but distinct records. The E-join that we propose later in the paper is required here as a conventional join
cannot be applied to these cases.
3.1.3

Epidemiology

Long term medical follow up studies are being used in assessing the effect of certain environmental conditions on
health. For instance, comparing health records of workers exposed to asbestos or radiation; for estimating survival
statistics (e.g., cancer patients), and in the development of disease incidence files (e.g., ischemic heart disease)
[CF90].
In general, most of these epidemiological studies require matching medical records of individuals obtained at
different points of time, so that the new information is correctly linked with the earlier medical record of the same
person [BAG87]. The Comprehensive Epidemiological Data Resource (CEDR) project of the U.S. Department
of Energy, currently in progress at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, is an example of one such study. The CEDR
databases contain epidemiological data about workers who have been exposed to radioactive and other hazardous
substances. For various analysis purposes, it is necessary to link the workers' health records obtained from numerous
medical organizations to the characteristics of the environment to which they were exposed, may be years ago.
The records are also matched against death registries provided by various states. A number of these workers have
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been associated with different sites at different points in time. Matching of the files to identify such workers to link
together their exposure records also needs to be accomplished.
In general, this matching process is non trivial because the files under consideration often do not have unique
identifiers. E.g., 6 percent of the recent death certificates do not contain the Social Security Number [PB85].
As these files are maintained by independent organizations, the individual records get identified inconsistently.
Measurement, typographical and update errors occur as well.

3.2

Finding Similar Objects

In this class of application, the objective is to find other distinct objects from same/different databases which
have the similar characteristics as the test object. The problem in this case is that of identification as the names
or the identification numbers of the objects being retrieved are not known in advance. So the identification is
based on the close similarity of the other attributes of the test and the other objects. Examples pertaining to this
category are given below.
3.2.1

Chemical Information Retrieval

During recent years, there has been an explosion in the knowledge bases of chemistry and related biological
sciences, such as biochemistry and pharmacology [JM90]. Comparison and matching needs to performed in these
databases for various reasons. For example, searching for similar chemicals, location of rare functional groups, comparison of bond length/strength, identification of critical fragments, detection of cliques are but a few applications
where the matching techniques can be used.
The methods to be discussed in the paper can be used directly for chemical information retrieval, e.g., character
string searches for all compounds containing indole in their name. A conventional select is inadequate here as
retrieval of chemicals with similar properties is often more useful than searching for an exact match. Further, exact
matches frequently do not exist.

i!
3.2.2

Cluster Analysis

This is a generic term for a wide range of statistical techniques used to group objects into homogeneous classes
on the basis of their similarities. This is done for the purpose of data reduction and identifying the characteristics
of each cluster. For example, in pharmacology, chemical derivatives having similar physiochemical properties are
grouped together using hierarchical clustering in order to reduce the data and isolate the most active and least
toxic derivatives [HU73). Various criteria used in measuring the clustering quality are summarized in [MCM83].
Clustered objects possess similar but not necessarily identical properties. As in the case of chemical retrieval, a
conventional operator will not be able to join and group the derivatives effectively as all the derivatives are distinct
even if they exhibit similar properties.
3.2.3

Matched Pair Sampling for case control studies

In case control studies, pairs of people with similar characteristics are needed to judge the effectiveness of
alternate treatments. Examples of such case studies may be, clinical trial for drug substitutes which requires two
or more patients with similar physiological characteristics; or effectiveness of different teaching methods which
requires two or more kids with similar socio-economic background. The central problem in such studies is that the
pair of subjects may not be comparable prior to the treatment, so differences in outcomes between the pair may
or may not indicate effects actually caused by the alternate treatments [Ros89].
The only practical solution to the problem is to join the lists of people who have been exposed to the various
treatments and to pair and study those who exhibit close similarities. The conventional equi-join cannot be used
here as the characteristics of two independent subjects are unlikely to be identical.

3.3

Classification by nearest neighbor

The construction of taxonomy is a fundamental undertaking in science. This class of application is an extension
to the one discussed above. The objective is not only to find objects (or groups of objects) similar to the test
object but also to assign the test object to an existing group based on these similarities. Examples belonging to
this category can be found in biology [SGJ86] and political science [MW64).
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3.3.1

Biology

5.1

Similarity criteria has been used to obtain wide range of insights into biological organisms. It has been used
for studying morphological, physiological and ecological characteristics of many animals [SGJ86].
The study of the organism characteristics as a function of their sizes is one of the goal of the scaling studies.
For scaling studies to be meaningful, the entities being compared must be structurally and functionally similar to
one another [Pro86]. Whatever the criteria, these organisms first need to be identified which requires matching of
their attributes. The conventional approach cannot be used here as the organisms are often not identical though
they may be considered similar for scaling studies.

3.3.2

Attribution of Authorship of Anonymous Works

These problems occur when the prospective authors are dead or otherwise unavailable to identify, or refuse to
accept authorship of their work for social, political or legal reasons [MW64]. The uncertainty about authorship
is reduced by comparing the properties of the anonymous essays, like average sentence length, frequencies of
nouns, adjectives, one or two letter words, rare or marker words, etc, with information obtained from essays whose
authorship is known. Since variations exist in human writing style, the documents may not have identical properties
even if it is by the same author. The approach developed in this paper will be able to account for these variations
much better than the conventional ones.

Qualitative Introduction

In order to match entity instances in two relations 2 , we compare not only the identifying attributes as per the
conventional methods, but all attributes which describe the entity instances and are common to the two relations.
This increases the probability of correct matching, even when:
1. the two tables have structurally or semantically incompatible keys and,

2. the attribute values being compared are expected to be close but not necessarily equal.
This is so because, even if the keys are different, most of the other common attributes would match (closely or
exactly) if two records describe same or similar real world instances. Thus, by considering all common attributes,
the probability of accurate identification is significantly improved. The conventional data manipulation operators
like the equi-join do not provide such flexibility to the users.
There is a uncertainty factor associated with matching in a heterogeneous environment. Though all attributes
are compared, only some of them need to match to establish similarity between records. Thus, it is always possible
to have exceptional situations where two records, different and dissimilar in reality, will have all the common
attributes identical. Similarly, it is difficult to identify two records as similar when only some of the common
attributes match. This uncertainty is modeled using classical probability theory. Depending on the number of
matches among common attributes, a tuple probability is assigned to each pair of tuple being compared. This value
measures the appropriateness of joining a pair of tuples and can be used in their ranking. The advantages of this
model are as follows:
• Currently, most identification conflicts are clerically resolved. In comparison, the proposed model, reduces
explicit human involvement in query evaluation and consequently reduces the response time

4

• It saves communication and storage costs by not having to store and access large amounts of data on synonyms.
{Frequently, synonym data is not even available.)

LITERATURE REVIEW

Several researchers have established the identifying characteristics of statistical [Sho82] and scientific [SOW84]
databases. The desirable features of SSDBMS are discussed in [0083, DNS83]. The current research issues facing
the scientific community in the area of data management are summarized in [FJP90].
The problem of heterogeneity in SSDBs was mentioned in [SNB83]. The paper also expressed the need for
a general purpose DBMS to facilitate accessing and sharing heterogeneous data. The difficulty associated with
imprecise key searches was mentioned in [DNS83]. A graph theoretic approach to classify semantically heterogeneous data is discussed in [MZ88]. The need for nearest neighbor or proximity search capability in SSDBMS was
expressed in [SW85] which considered an inexact matching scheme appropriate for the purpose.
Several ways to resolve data heterogeneity has been proposed in literature. It has been suggested that one could
store the possible synonyms of a particular object in a table and use it for conflict resolution [Mar91]. The use of
rules to resolve this problem has been suggested by Wang and Madnick in [WM89). This approach is similar to ours
in the sense that the non-unique attributes are used to identify instance. A probabilistic approach to this problem
has been suggested in [Pu91]. For a detailed comparison of these methods, the reader is referred to [CS91b].
Dependence trees are used in this paper to measure dependence among attributes. The use of information
trees in measuring attribute informativeness was pioneered by Quinlan [Qui86]. An entropy based approach can
be found in [Che83). For a more theoretical treatment of Decision trees, the readers are referred to [Coc87, CR85].
The list of references that we provide is far from being complete and many papers that provided the foundation
to research in SSDB and Decision trees are not listed at all. We elected to include only a few references with an
understanding that further references may be found in the listed papers. We refer the interested reader to the
proceedings of the previous SSDBM conference for further discussion of these topics.

• It provides a unified

tr~tment

of a number of semantic incompatibility issues

• It provides an estimate of the accuracy of matching by modeling the uncertainty in a natural way, and
• There are cases where data is matched for statistical purposes, where the user requires the probabilistic
results of our model.

5.2

Basic Concepts

Let r(R) and r{S) be the two relations to be joined, where, RandS denote the schemas for the two relations
respectively. Assume the join attribute to be aJ, where a1 E R, S. Let the tuples of r(R) be r;, i = 1, ... , K.
Similarly, let the tuples ofr{S) be denoted by s;, i= 1, . .. ,L.
Let M be a set containing the accurate result of joining r(R) and r(S) on a1 , that is, the join result given
perfect information. Then M can be expressed as:

M

= r(R) M r{S)
= r(R) x r(S)
such that r;[aJ]

= sj[aJ]

The symbol "=" is being used to indicate equivalence. Due to heterogeneity, the join attributes are often
incompatible although they may be equivalent, i.e., may refer to the same or similar object instances in real life.
The cross product:

r(R) x r(S) = {(r;, Sj): r; E r{R), Sj E r(S), Vi, j}
can now be expressed as the union of two disjoint sets:

5

THE ENTITY JOIN

This section presents the formal development of the probabilistic join model for resolving data heterogeneity in
SSDBs. First, a qualitative description of the underlying concept is presented. Then, the mathematical notations
used in the model are introduced. The comparison vector is the central construct of the E-join model. We define
this vector later in this section and using it, derive of the tuple probability estimation formula.
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M

= {(r;, Sj): r;[aJ) =: Sj[aJ]; r; E r{R), Sj E r(S)}

and
U

{(r;, Sj): r;[aJ] ¢. Sj[aJ]; r; E r{R), Sj E r{S)}

------------------------------

2We asswne that the relations are from two different databases. As mentioned earlier, the proposed model can also be applied to
relations from the same database.
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Our ultimate objective is to estimate M and hence the result of the join. This may be nontrivial due to the
presence of heterogeneity, which could create the following two scenarios:

paper we assume a binary vector which assigns equal weights to all the useful common attributes. Thus we have,

'Yl(ri, Sk) =
'Y2(ri,sk)
By comparing all common attributes, possibility of such errors can be reduced.
It may be noted that when there are no attributes common between the joining relations other than the join
attribute, the Entity Join (in short, E-join) defaults to the conventional join. A conventional join is thus a. trivial
case of theE-join. Unless specifically mentioned, all future reference to the E-join will refer to the non-trivial case.
Example 1. The Census Bureau wants to eliminate duplicates from two lists it has received from the local
university and the division of motor vehicles, so that the duplicate free list can be checked against census data. In
order to eliminate duplicates, the Census Bureau wants to match tables DMV obtained from the division of motor
vehicles, with UNV obtained from the university. Following are the two tables containing a sample record. Note
that the identifiers used in the two tables are different (the identifiers are in bold type).
Suppose that the displayed record belongs to the same individual and we would like to join them. A conventional
join on last name-first name combination will not be able to match these two records as the first name is misspelled
as "Jorn" in UNV. A join on last name alone will not be very useful as record DMV will get joined to all UNV
tuples which have "Smith" as the last name. So, we need to perform an E-join in this case. (The example is
License
Number

Last
name

First
name

Address

Zip

Birth
date

Sex

Height

Weight

Date of
expiration

1234

Smith

John

New York

10006

5/11/62

M

5.9

160

7/12/92

'Yn(ri, Sk)

=
ri[a2] =sk[a2]

if ri[al] sk[a1]
otherwise

=
=
=

1
0
1
0

=
=

1 if ri[an] sk[an]
0 otherwise

if
otherwise

=

In [CS91a], it was suggested that the simple and straightforward way to establish equivalence was by replacing
the ":::" by a "=". In other words, the attribute value was required to be identical in the two tuples for the
corresponding comparison vector component to be one.
Example 1. (Continued) The common attributes between UNV and DMV are:
DMV n UNV = {Last Name, First Name, Address, Zip, Date of birth, Sex}.
If the equivalence is replaced by an equality, then the comparison of the two records results in the following
comparison vector, having six components, one for each field in common. There is a zero in the second position as

Table 3: The Comparison Vector table

Table 1: The DMV table

the first name in the two records do not match.
Registration
Number

Last
name

First
name

Address

Zip

Birth
date

Sex

Nationality

1064

Smith

Jorn

New York

10006

5/11/62

M

us

Major
field

Equality is a strict requirement and may not always be appropriate. Scientific and statistical applications, like
clustering, imputation etc, often require the attribute values to be close but not necessarily identical. So, for a pair
of tuples to match, (some of) their respective attributes to have be equivalent, that is, the attribute values have to
be within a certain distance of each other in the two tuples. In our forthcoming paper, we consider the use of user
defined rules to establish attribute equivalence.

Comp Sc.

5.4

Table 2: The UNV table
0

continued later in the section.)

5.3

The Comparison Vector

In order to E-join r(R) and r(S), two tuples are selected one from each relation and all attributes that are
common between them are compared. The result of this comparison is stored in a comparison vector which we
define below. This process is repeated for all K x L pairs of tuples.
Let the common attributes between RandS be {aj, j = 1, ... , n} f {R n S}. Lett= (ri, Sj): ri E r(R),
Sj E r(S). Then, the comparison vector is defined as 1(t) = {·n(t), 'Y2(t), ... , 'Yn(t)}, where the number of
components of 1(t) is equal to the number of common attributes between RandS. (We denote vectors in bold
type.) The result of comparison of the two tuples ri and Sj is stored in this vector.
The 1(t) function can be defined in various ways. Since each component refer to a specific common attribute,
different weights can be attached to it based on the informativeness of the attribute. Similarly, 'Yi(t) can be made
to take on continuous values over a range depending on how close the values of ai are in the two records. In this
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0

Tuple Probability

Tuple probability measures the appropriateness of joining two tuples using the information available in the
comparison vector; higher the probability, more appropriate is the join. Being a numeric measure, it can also be
used to rank the joined tuples. Each of the K x L concatenated tuples is assigned a tuple probability.
Definition 1 Tuple Probability. Given the comparison vector, the conditional probability that the tuple belongs to
M. Formally,
Ptuple(t) = Pr { t EM l1(t) }.
We say that t E M with certainty, when we have a 'perfect match', i.e., the comparison vector is a unit vector.
Mathematically,
Pr { t E M l1(t)
Similarly, we say that t
is zero. Formally,

= 1 } = 1.

¢; M with certainty, when we have a 'perfect mismatch', i.e., the comparison vector
Pr { t E M l1(t)
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= 0 } = 0.

In order to estimate Ptuple(t), we use the Bayes' Theorem.

Ptuple(t)

=

=

=

Pr{t EM I "Y(t)}
Pr[t E M, "Y(t)]
Pr["Y(t)]
Pr["Y(t) It EM]. Pr[t EM]
Pr["Y(t)]

Thus, to evaluate the tuple probability, we need to estimate the two unconditional probabilities Pr{"Y(t)} and
Pr{t E M} and a conditional one, Pr{"Y(t) It EM}. An algorithm to estimate the above expression is given in
[CS91b].
Entity joins can be computed over a wider range of conditions than those of a conventional join. E-join allows
the join attributes to be structurally and semantically incompatible. Even when conventional join is possible,
E-join is recommended as a safeguard against the possible presence of heterogeneity.

6

MODELING DEPENDENCY AMONG ATTRIBUTES

In this section we consider the problem of estimating the tuple probabilities when the attributes are not
necessarily independent. In the first part, we analyze the problem by assuming independence. Later, we relax the
assumption and treat the more general problem.

6.1

which implies that

Independent Attributes

Pr{"Y(t) I t EM} is a joint probability distribution function where the interaction between the components of
"Y(t) can be arbitrarily complex. In order to estimate the probabilities, certain simplying assumptions regarding
these interactions are often necessary.
The assumption that is convenient and most commonly made is that of independence. This implies that the
components of the comparison vector, 'YJ(t), j = 1, ... , n are all independent of each other. Using the basic property
of independence, "Y(t) can now be expressed as:
Pr{"Y(t)} = Pr{'y1(t)}. Pr{J2(t)} ... Pr{'Yn(t)}
and
Pr{"Y(t) I t EM}= Pr{·n(t) ItEM}. Pr{'y2(t) ItEM} ... Pr{Jn(t) ItEM}
Let us define the variables Pi and q; such that:

Pr{t E M} I "Y(t)}

=

and
qi = Pr{ri(t) = 1 ItEM} and therefore 1- qi = Pr{'y;(t) = 0 ItEM}

In terms of these variables r; (t) and "Y(t) can be expressed as:

Pr{r1(t) ItEM} Pr{J2(t) ItEM}
Pr{J1 (t)}
Pr{'y2(t)}
n

II

i=1

(

Pr{rn(t) I t EM}
Pr{rn(t)}

qi )-y;(t). ( 1 _ q;) 1--y;(t)
p·t
1-p·t

The tuple probabilities can now be estimated for any comparison vector simply with the knowledge of the
fractions Pi and q; for i = 1, ... , n.
Example 1. (Continued) If we assume that the attributes in this example are independent, then the tuple
probability for the comparison vector [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1] can be calculated as:
Pr{(r,s) EM I "Y(r,s) = [1,0,1,1,1,1]} = (;:).

6.2

(~ =;~).

(;:). (;:). (;:). (;:)

Dependent Attributes

The assumption of independence is often made as a mathematical convenience rather than a reflection of reality.
In situations where independence assumption holds, the tuple probabilities can be estimated using the expressions
derived in the previous section. However, more often than not, the non-key attributes are correlated to each other.
Of course, all non-key attributes are functionally dependent on the key which implies that the non-key attributes
are also statistically dependent on the key. Consider the following example.
Example 2. Consider a chemical database containing properties of substances. Among the attributes are crystal structure and hardness. Now, certain crystal structures are more stable than the others which tends to increase
the hardness. A common exarfiple would be diamond and graphite: the two isotopes of carbon. While its structure
makes diamond one of the hardest substances known, graphite is relatively softer. However, the structure does
not uniquely determine hardness, so the table cannot be further normalized. But it is obvious that the structure
is strongly correlated to hardness and a match on the former attribute can make a match on the latter far more
0
likely.
It is important to take the dependency among the attributes into consideration as it affects the accuracy of the
tuple probability calculations. In general, the dependence among attributes could be arbitrarily complex. In order
to estimate it, each component of the comparison vector has to be conditioned on a steadily increasing set of other
components, that is,

Pr{"Y(t)}

Pi= Pr{J;(t) = 1} and therefore 1- Pi= Pr{ri(t) = 0}

=

= Pr{ 'Yl (t)}. Pr{'y2(t)lr1(t)}. Pr{'y3(t)l·n (t), r2(t)} ... Pr{rn (t)lr1 (t), r2(t), ... , rn-1 (t)}.

Though it is theoretically possible to evaluate the above expression, it is computationally inefficient. Also, sufficient
data may not be available to calculate all the higher order terms.
Instead of obtaining the most accurate estimate of Pr{"Y(t)}, we use an approximation scheme [Rij79]. We first
identify from among the conditioning attributes that one which contributes most significantly to the dependence
relation. The result is a product approximation of the form:
n

Pr{"Y(t)}a =II Pr{rm,(t) I rm;(i)(t)}
i=1

and

n

Pr{"Y(t)} = IIPJ'(t)(1- p;) 1--y;(t)
i=l

Similarly, Pr{"Y(t) I t E M} can be expressed as:
n

Pr{"Y(t) ItEM}= II qJ•(t)(1- q;)1--r;(t)
i=1
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for 0 ~ j( i) ~ i. Here, (m1, m2, ... , mn) is a permutation of the integers 1, 2, ... , n and j (.) is a function mapping i
into integers less than i and, Pr{r;(t) I rmo(t)} = Pr{r;(t)}. We use the subscript a to indicate that the expression
is an approximation for Pr{"Y(t)}.
The significance of this approximation function is that each component i is conditioned on only one component
j(i) which statistically influences i the most and occurs earlier in the sequence. It is possible that i is influenced by
attributes other than j(i). But if any of these attributes also influence j(i), directly or indirectly, this dependence
is implicitly accounted for. This is so because j(i) appears earlier in the sequence than i and by doing so takes into
account the attribute on which j(i) is dependent on. This approximation is somewhat similar to the removal of
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transitive dependencies in relational theory. If we have the functional dependencies A-+ B, A-+ C and B-+ C,
then it is adequate to write A-+ B, B-+ C. The fact, A-+ C becomes implicit.
There are a large number of permutations possible and the quality of the approximation depends on the
permutation chosen. Clearly, the difficult problem here is to identify the best permutation. Once this permutation
has been found, the attributes can be relabeled, if necessary so that the natural order, that is, m; = i is regained.
The permutation together with the j(.) function determine a dependence tree. The unconditioned variable is at
the root of the tree. Any arbitrary attribute can be at the root node, as long as the remaining dependencies are
changed consistently. In that case, it can be shown that the probability distribution function remain unchanged.
Of course, once the optimal tree is obtained, the root node can be relabeled as 1 to obtain the natural order. In
the rest of the paper, we shall assume that this has been done.
We shall consider the problem of obtaining the best dependence tree shortly. For the moment, assume that the
best permutation has been obtained. As in the previous case, we define the variables:
t;

and

=Pr{'Yi(t) = 1 I /j(i)(t) = 1} and therefore 1 - t; = Pr{'Y;(t) = 0 I 'Yj(i) (t) = 1}

= Pr{'Y;(t) = 1 I /j(i)(t) = 0} and therefore 1- r; = Pr{'Y;(t) = 0 I /j(i)(t) = 0}}
s; = Pr{'Y;(t) = 1 I /j(i)(t) = 1 AtE M} and therefore 1- s; = Pr{'Y;(t) = 0 I /j(i)(t) = 1 AtE M}
r;

and
v;

= Pr{'Y;(t) = 1 I /j(i)(t) = 0 AtE M} and therefore 1- v; = Pr{'Y;(t) = 0 I 'Yj(i)(t) = 0 AtE M}

Better the approximation, smaller is the value of I{F(x), Fa(x)}. Let us now substitute Pr{t EM} I 'Y(t)} for
F(x) and Pr{t EM} I 'Y(t)}a for Fa(x). Then, our objective is to obtain that dependence tree that gives the best

approximation and minimizes the value of I{Pr{t EM} I 'Y(t)},Pr{t EM} I ')'(t)}a}·
We use the above expression to estimate how much a given pair of attributes i and j deviate from independence.
We know when the attributes are independent, we can write Pr{'Y;(t), /j(t)} = Pr{'Y;(t)}. Pr{'Yj(t)}. If we want to
measure the goodness of approximating the joint distribution by the product of the components' distributions, we
can write:
"
[ Pr{'Yi(t), /j (t)} ]
I {'Y;(t), /j (t)} = LJ Pr{'Y;(t), /j (t)}.log Pr{'Y;(t)}. Pr{'Yj (t)}
..,.;(t)m(t)
The Expected Mutual Information Measure or I {'Y;(t), /j (t)} is often interpreted as the amount of statistical information contained in 'Yi(t) about /j(t) and vice versa [Rij79].
If the attribute i and j are dependent, I{'Y;(t),/j(t)} will be large. Since our objective is to capture as
much dependence as possible in the dependence tree, we want to choose a j(i) for each i such that the total L:?= 1 I{'Y;(t),/j(t)} is maximum. This is equivalent to obtaining a maximum spanning tree with n nodes
(corresponding to 11 (t), 12(t), ... , 'Yn(t)) and I {'Y;(t), /j(i)(t)} as the weights on the edges connecting 'Yi(t) and
/j(i)(t). This tree incorporates the most significant of the dependencies between the attributes so that I{Pr{t E
M} I 'Y(t)},Pr{t EM} I 'Y(t)}a} is minimized. The detailed proof of optimality can be found in [CL68].
This is a brief outline of how one can obtain the best dependence tree to calculate the tuple probabilities, when
the attributes are correlated. We are currently investigating the properties of the dependence trees and algorithms
to obtain it efficiently.

In terms of these variables /j(t) and 'Y(t) can be expressed as:
Pr{'Yj(t)}a = [tJ;(t)(1- t;)l-')';(t)fi(i)(t)[rJ;(t)(1- ri)l-')';(t)]l-"Y;(i)(t)
and
Pr{"Y(t)}a

=IT

[tJ;(t)(1- t;)l-')';(t)fi(i)(t)[rJ;(t)(1- r;)l-..,.;(t)t-"Yi(i)(t)

i=l

Similarly, Pr{"Y(t) I t EM} can be expressed as:
Pr{"Y(t) I t E M}a

=IT

[sT(t)(1- s;)l-"Y;(t)fi(i)(t)[vJ;(t)(1- v;)l-'"f;(t)]l-'"f;(i)(t)

i=l

which implies that
Pr{"Y(t) I t E M}a
Pr{"Y(t)}a

Pr{t EM} I 'Y(t)}a

=

[(s;)"Y;(t)·(1- s;)l-')';(t)l"Yi(i)(t). [(Vi)'"f;(t)·(1- v;)l-"Y;(t)ll-"Y;(i)(t)
t·•
1-t·•
r·•
1-r·•
i=l
n

II

Thus, the evaluation of the tuple probability in the general case requires the estimation of twice as many
parameters as the independent case.

6.3

Obtaining Dependence Trees

While deriving the expression for tuple probabilities, we assumed that the dependence tree for the best approximation is available. In this section, we consider the technique of obtaining the best dependence tree.
The dependence tree yields an approximation of the tuple probability distribution. In order to obtain the best
approximation, we need a way to measure the goodness of any arbitrary approximation. In other words, we want
to estimate how well an arbitrary dependence tree approximate the required distribution. To do that, we use a
function due to [KK69].
Let F(x) and Fa(x) be two discrete probability distributions. Then, the measure of the extent to which Fa(x)
approximates F(x) is given by:

I{F(x),Fa(x)} = LF(x).log

[~~;)]

7

CoNCLUSIONS

Organizations often need access to scientific and statistical data stored in independently managed heterogeneous
databases. Data in these dat~bases are collected over a period of time, often in an uncoordinated way without a
consideration that one day it may be shared. Accessing and manipulating data in a heterogeneous environment is
consequently rendered very difficult.
In this paper, we analyzed the problem caused by data heterogeneity in SSDBs. This problem occurs when
the data conveying the same or similar information is represented differently in different databases. Scientific
and statistical applications require comparison and matching of entities which are similar but not identical. The
problem is further complicated by the presence of formats, units, codes, etc, which are often defined differently in
different databases.
In order to model the uncertainty associated with the instance identification process, we used a probabilistic
framework. We proposed a broader definition for join which allowed us to match similar data across mismatched,
incompatible domains. The concept of tuple probability was introduced which allowed us to estimate the degree
to which a particular tuple satisfies the query conditions.
We considered the problem of estimating tuple probabilities assuming independence among attributes. Subsequently, we relaxed the assumption and proposed an approximate solution to the general case, when the attributes
no longer exhibit independence. We also outlined a scheme to obtain this approximate solution.
The area of SSDBM offers interesting and challenging opportunities in database management research. In
particular, we are looking at the following areas for further research:
• Extending the model to cover other sources of data heterogeneity. The extended model will take into account
the characteristics of the attributes, viz., their specificity, frequency of updates and the number of duplicate
copies.
• Extending the results of this paper to optimize more complicated queries, like combinations of selection and
join.
• Device query computation algorithms using graph theoretic results like bipartite graph matching and its
variants.
• Incorporate the probabilistic query processing capabilities in a commercially available DBMS like lngres.

:r;
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a

(sequence of)

perturbated answer(s).

1

In this setting,

a

snooper

will

have to face two problems in order to obtain some individual data: (i) get
the exact answers from the perturbated ones; (ii) try to deduce individual
data from the correct answers. We shall only be concerned here with (i);
part (ii) was intensively studied (see [Adam89]).
We introduce four statistical models of protection. Our first model uses

STATISTICAL PROTECTION FOR STATISTICAL DATABASES

a single random variable (r. v. ); it will be clear that a snooper could get
very good approximations of the exact answers.

HENRI LUCHIAN and DANIEL STAMATE

A second model

is then

Computer Science Department

proposed: each time, a r.v. is chosen from a finite set of r.v.'s; the model

"Al.I.Cuza" University - Iasi, Romania

is shown to reduce to the first one. The third model introduces a delay in
choosing a new element from the set of r. v. 's. The fourth model is rather a

Abstract. In [Adam89], protection methods for statistical databases (SDBs)

are classified
data

into four general

perturbation

though

different,

conceptual,

query restriction,

one,

based

on

the

idea

of

parameterizing

the

repartition

function. We then show how certain users can always get the exact answers to

an

entirely

their queries,

which might be called "answer perturbation".

Related,

use of the arithmetic mean as a "method" by which a user would improve

and

statistical approach,

approaches:

theoretical

ideas

output

were

perturbation.

considered,

We

e.g.

introduce

in

[Denning80],

[Traub84],

if the database administrator (DBA) wishes so;

finally,

the

usability is studied and a few complexity concerns are discussed.

[Beck80]. We devise four successive statistical models for protecting SDBs.
These methods do not need either a copy of the original database or an

Motivation.

extra-processing of the query set; perturbation is applied after the query

adequate in several respects:

~

processing (not during it or upon data entry - as in the other statistical

A statistical

protection

for

statistical

compatibility with the way in which a

a)

databases

statistical

should

database

is

be

used.

(the prediction of )

Perturbated anfi;wers to queries may not always be inconvenient. Some users

the accuracy of the statistically-altered answers; we develop our protection

are not interested in an absolute precision of the statistics they require,

methods in this user-oriented setting.

but rather in an informal value (if one needs to get a general idea on some

methods).

We study the usability of our methods,

i.e.

characteristics
All over the paper, we imply the use of the relational model.

Introduction.

attributes

in

of
a

a

database

population).
for

which

There
only

may

also

approximate

exist
values

numerical
are

given.

A query to a database specifies a set of records (the query set) on which an

Moreover, non-archive databases are dynamic: not only answers to queries are

information

given,

is

asked for.

COUNT , SUM / AVG ;

Typical

queries

simple,

numerical

we

attribute).

a

statistical

database

are:

we shall consider that SUM / AVG are meaningful (as

arithmetic operations) for the attribute
things

to

consider

that

queries

A malevolent

user

involved
ask
of

the

confidential data from the answers to queries will

answers

updates
at

are

different

performed;
times;

if

so,
time

the
is

same
not

query

may

important,

yield

slightly

perturbated answers might be equally useful for the user. On the other hand,

a

single

it is clear that some users always need exact answers to their queries; we

to

infer

shall show how this requirement can be met using priorities. Finally, we

be referred to

as a

note that statistic methods are developed even for estimating exact answers

statistics

SDB

different

also

keep

in computations

for

but

who

on

tries

(to

in non-statistical databases (see [Hou91]).

snooper.
We give statistical protection models : the

(exact) answers to queries

b)

ease of implementation. The statistical methods of protection that we

are altered (using statistical tools) before they are provided to the users;
a database is compromised if any exact answer to a query can be deduced from

This

is

the

definition

of

exact

disclosure

in

statistical disclosure, see the notion of improved usability below.
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[Adam89];

as

for

the

If we modify the value r

introduce eliminate both the numerous restricted queries (which gave rise to
useless

evaluation

of

some

(extra-files).In our models,
no restriction
queries,

queries)

and

the

implementation

the user always gets

an answer

difficulties

to still have a consistent answer; furthermore, this kind of alteration can

(statistic),so

be applied for every numerical attribute (domain of values) and for every

is to be implemented (except·· for··the·-eounHng···of--·aH

irrespective

of the user

who

asks

each

query;

this

is

the······--~

easy

to

implement).
c)

by multiplying it by ye(0,2), it is possible

·kincl--of~-quepy~+

CBtJNT, SUM,

-ete~h--To

provide a good usability; we--should

give to y values close to 1. Put it another way, it would be good to have

y-

the arithmetic mean of all the y values - denoted by

Perturbating the answers does not lead -in our approach- to semantically

a small dispersion of the y values. A good protection would be obtained for
a mean that greatly differs from I and/or a large dispersion.

incorrect answers. Moreover, the precision of the answers is predictable ..

The
General view of the method.

very close to 1 and

We first informally introduce two fundamental

usability

U

will

g:[O,+oo)X[O,+oo)~[O,I],

given

strictly

means

decreasing

could represent the dispersion of the y values. In fact, the first argument

shows

the

degree

of

security (in the worst case) of the database.

g

could

with

P,

Pe[0,1],

of

arguments

provided

y

argument

the

function

absolute value of the difference between

protection

first

of

continuous

answer to a query and the answer

The

The

each

a

how near are to one another the exact
user.

usability).

in

of

g(0,0)=1

the

highest

by

notions. The usability U of a statistically protected SOB, Ue[0,1], measures

to

(the

be

be

the

and I while the second argument

of g will be the absolute value of the difference· between the expected value

U=O shows that the answers provided to the users are unpredictably far

of the r. v. Y (denoted by E(Y)) and 1; the second argument of g will be the

from the exact answers , while U=1 indicates that exact answers and provided

variance of Y (denoted by Var(Y)). Hence, the usability is 1 iff the r. v. Y

answers coincide. On the other hand, P=1 would indicate the highest level of

used to

protection, while P=O shows that a user could deduce (almost for sure) exact

variance

answers.

g(x ,x )=1/0+x +x ), x , x

A· good

level

of

protection

makes

it

difficult

to

successfully

1

obtain the y values has the expected value equal to 1 and the
equal

2

to

1

0.

2

1

The
2

:=::

reader

might

think,

in

the

sequel,

of

0.

So far, the usability shows the level of precision the database designer

handle problem (ii) stated above (indeed, a snooper that either ignores the
fact that the answers are changed before being provided or cannot deduce the

guarantees

exact answers, will have to solve an algebraic system of equations in which

getting closer (than U indicates) to the exact answer r. For evaluating the

the right-hand sides are altered; a study of the condition number of the

protection

altered

snooper:

linear

systems of equations would show how far

solution is from the exact one
The

usability

2

the

perturbated

any

level,

user.

we

the SDB

A user

shall

might

consider

is static

improve

only

the

and the snooper

this

granted

usability,

favorable

conditions

is aware

of the

for

a

protection

mechanism. While no restrictions exist, the snooper might repeat the same

).

illustrates the

forfi

security-control problem from

the

user's

query

in

order

to

process

the perturbated

answers for

getting

a

more

accurate one. The way we define the usability and the protection is, on one

viewpoint, while the protection reflects the DBA standpoint.
Let q be a query and r the value of the exact answer to it. The user will

hand, in connection with the level of the accuracy of the provided answers

I (for usability and

and, on the other hand, compatible with the strong law of large numbers. If

semantic reasons that will become clear later). If y remains unchanged and a

the SDB is static , the snooper can combine n answers to the same query,

snooper would also know (from other sources) the value r, (s)he would obtain

r*y ,r*y , ... r*y

y and then will be able to compute all the exact answers; this is why y will

their arithmetic mean (r*y

be randomly modified at each query (so y will be independent of q). We shall

given

use a random variable Y to obtain the y values. Consequently, if the same

convergence (almost for sure) of the result to r*E(Y), where E(Y) is close

query will be repeated, the provided answer will not be the same.

to 1. Moreover, the influence of the variance would thus be diminished to

receive the answer r*y, where y is a number around

1

2

by

the

n

(each

r. v.

Y,

one

with
1

the

usability

described

by

g)

by

computing

+r*y +... +r*y )/n. As the values y ,y , ... y
n

2

strong

law

1

of

large

numbers

2

will

n

give

are
the

0/n)*Var(Y), This is one possible way for the snooper to obtain a better
"usability" than that described by g; we shall call it "improved usability".
2

We
In

our

models,

this

is

the

only

reason

for

which

the

DBA

might

choose

shall

evaluate

the

protection

provided

the

snooper

knows

even

confidential data on the design of the database (such as the value of m and

to still forbid queries with very small query sets.
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the precise moment when the r. v. 's are changed,

in the "delayed" model

below). As a conclusion, the definition of the protect ion
account

an

improved

usability

(if

possible,

the

best

usability will grow, the protection will be very low.

must take into

improved

usability).

ae(O,H;~-we

Hence, we shall define the protection to be:

Let X be a r.v. whose values are in [-1,1] and let

A single r. v. model.

shall use the r.v. Y=a*X+l. Any exact answer to a query, r, will

produce, as response for the user, the value r*y, where y is a value of Y;

P=l-Ub'
where Ub is the largest improved usability (or, if necessary, a supremum of

of course, y will be changed every time. The usability in this case is:
2

U =g(a*jE(X)j, a *Var(X)).

improved usabilities - depending on the model). So, the protection indicates
the

lowest

level

of security which

is guaranteed for

the

database.

1

The DBA will tune a and will properly choose X for his purposes (this is

This

true for all the models we give).

concludes the intuitive introduction to our protection model.

Suppose a user asks the same query q,
Notions and notations from the theory of probability.

Let (Q,:K,:P) be a

probability field, where Q is the set of elementary events, K s;; 2Q is the
set of events and
function

:P::K~[O,l]

is a probability.

Let w ,w ,w ,...

Y:Q---?IR.

1

2

be a

3

A r.v.

is a

:K-measurable

sequence of elementary events;

we

obtain then the sequence y ,y ,y , ... , where for any i, y_=Y(w.); the values
1

2

3·

I

r*y ,r*y , ... ,r*y
1

n

2

be considered as y =Y (w),
1

Y , ... ,Y
1

n

different

Y's

now

formally

define

3

the

1

,

y

2

... , y

,

i

1

n

be n

independent values of a

can

y =Y (w), ... , y =Y (w), weQ, where the n r.v.'s

1

2

2

n

n

1

n

mean

U =g(j E(Y
n

=(Y +... +Y )ln.
1

n

mean

)-1)

I, Var(Ymean ))=g(a* IE(X) I ,a2*Var(X)/n).

When n>1, we have U >U, so this is an effective way of improving the
n

r.v.

Y (i.e.,there

. I;
w h ere U = I 1m
oo

1

n

and with the same repartition function as Y,

thus:

3weQ s. t.

Y.=Y.(w), i=1, ... ,n.
1

Suppose that Y(Q)s;;(0,2).

We can think of Y as being obtained from

n~oo

nEIN

u .
n

00

n

The actual protection will always be:

1

1

1

, •• _.,yn
1

P=1-sup U =1-U =1-g(a*IE(X) I ,0),

as being obtained using n r. v .' s Y , ... , Y , globally stochastic independent
i.)

y

answer to the query q, modified by means of the r.v. Y

exist w such that y_= Y(w.), for i=1 ,n). These n values can be considered

s.

Y).

The arithmetic mean of the answers, (y +... +y )*r/n can be considered as an

U=g( I E(Y)-11, Var(Y) ).

(g.

of

usability. We can consider the protection to be:

usability U

Let y

values

So, the usability after repeating n times the same query becomes:

subscripts). We

by

independent

are g.s.i., all of them having the same repartition function as Y.

We shall denote the repartition function of a r. v. Y by F (eventually
to

are

n

1

I

yi will be used to modify the exact answers.

related

(y , ... ,y

n times, getting the answers

P=1-sup U =1-UL =1-g(a* I E(X) I,a *Va:r(X)/L),
n:SL n
for some L imposed by the concrete possibilities of the user (for example,
2

the total time available for querying).

another r. v., X whose values are in [-1,1], by:
An r.v.'s set model.

Y=a*X+1,
where a is a fixed number in (0,1). Then Y(Q) s;; [1-a,1+a] s;; (0,2). It will
be up to the DBA to choose a very small value for a

(which will imply

accurate answers) or, on the contrary, a large value for a, thus influencing
the usability /protection:

{1,2, ... ,p}
g.s.i. If

with
i

probability

Let v be a r.v.
lip.

We

shall

which takes each value from
consider

that

Y , ... , Y ,
1

p

v

are

is a value of the r. v. v and Y. a value of the r. v. Y_, then y
I

I

can be seen as a value of the r. v. Y=Y - so this second model reduces to the
v
first one. Nevertheless, we shall study it in some detail, because the
formulas we obtain in this simpler case will be equally true in the next

2

U=g<IE(Yl-1I,Var(Y)) = g(a*IE(Xll,a *Var(X)).
With a very small value of a, the variance will decrease and,

since the

model. We have, for the usability U and the protection P, the expressions:
(1)

and
3

P=l-g(jE(Yv)-Ij, Var(Y)/L), LeiN
We

shall

consider

only

r.v.'s

for

which

the

expected

value

and

the

(or P=l-g(jE(Y)-11 ,0) - see the first model).
variance

exist.
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(2)

We can further evaluate the expected value and the variance of the r. v.
Y=Y.

might try to process values perturbated by different r. v's).

4

The snooper

might then obtain, from (6), the sequence

v

Let F , ... ,F ,F be the repartition functions

of the

p

1

r.v.'s

Y , ... ,Y ,Y.
p

1

We obtain:

r*(y +... +y )/m, r*(y

....:.;"'----------····--·-~··-·1:_.__··· m

As

p

L:

F(x)=(l/p)*

F. (x), for every xeiR, and:
p

L:

JIRxdFi(x)=(I/p)*

i=1

E(Yi)

(3).

'

k

Y

we

can

+... +y
2m+1

think

of

m

2
i

)/m, r*(y
2m

y

(7).

)/m, ...
3m

(k-1)m+l

, ... ,y

as

km

being

, ... ,Y. , g.s.i. and all of them having the same
I

k

k

repartition function as Y. . Hence,
I

i=1

the

sequence in (7)

can be

seen as

k

consisting of answers (to the same query), obtained after perturbating the

Similarly:
p

2

i=1

p

can

write,

for

I

p

L: E(Y~)-((1/p)* L:

Var(Y)=(l/p)*

i=l
the usability

exact answer r by values of a r.v. of the form

E(Y~), and thus:

L:

E(Y )=(l/p)*

We

ik,

each
i

p

L:

E(Y)=JIRxdF(x)=(l/p)*

for

1
values of the r.v. Y

I

i =1

before,

+... +y
m+1

E(Yi))

2

v

p

p

p

L E(Y_)-11 ,(1/p)* L E(Y~)-((1/p)* L
I

E(Y_))

I

k

k

k=l 'p).
and

(3)

the

(4),

Let us evaluate E(Y ) and Var(Y ). The repartition function of Y is
s
s
s

complicated formula:
U=g( I (1/p)*

2

Fs(x) =(1/p)

(5).

)

P

L:

1

m

I

I

P((Y.+ ... +Y. )/m < x).

i=1

I

i=1
i=1
i=1
An analogous formula can be written for protection, using (3) and (4)

Then we have:
p

in (2).

E(Ys)=JIRxdFs(x)=(l/p)*

As we have noticed, since Y
the same

v

m

2

for any weQ, Yj(w) =Yj(w), where k=v(w). The r.v.'s Yj are g.s.i. U=I:";_,
(4)

.

i=l
using

(1),

1

Y =(Y +Y +... +Y )/m; here,
s
v
v
v

L:

E(Yi).

i =1

plays here the role of Y in the first model,

mechanism for improving usability can be applied. The two

become identical for p=l.
2

A "delayed" model.

p

=0/p)*

Y , ... ,Y ,v
1

be

p

as

before.

We

consider

that

each

Y.,

i=l, p

1

1

2

have,

in

this

I

2

Var(Y )=(1/p )*
We

obtained from a r.v. X. by : Y.=a*X.+l (as in the first model).

I

(E (Y.)+(l/m)*Var(Y.)),
I

i=1
S

I

L:

2

(m*E((Y.) )+m*(m-l)*E (Y_))=

i=1

Here, we also use the p+l r. v. 's from the second model,

but we try to make it impossible to consider a single r. v., Y , instead of
v
the initial p+l r. v. 's ..
Let

2

L:p

=0/p*m )*

L:

hence:

I

2

(E(Y_)-E(Y)) +1/(m*p)*

i<j:Sp
I
model, a local

J

usability

p

L:

Var(Y_).
i=l
I
(for the answers

positions (k-l)*m+l and k*m - for a fixed k - where a single r.v. Y.

1

I

A r.v. Y., once chosen (v(w)=i), will be used for modifying the
I

to m consecutive queries, where meiN is a parameter (chosen by the DBA),
which

we

shall

elaborate

on

later.

So,

once

a

r. v.

was

where
y

m+1

r

, ... ,y

is
2m

are

the

2

m

exact

values

of

answer,
the

m+l

, ... , r*y

y , ... ,y

r.v.

1

m

etc.

2m

are

, r*y

2m+l

values
i ,i , ••.

1 2

a

global

usability

(for

answers

perturbated

by

U. =g<IE(Y. )-II,Var(Y. ))=g(a*IE(X. )l,a *Var(X. )).
I
I
I
I
I
k
k
k
k
k
The global usability is given by (5) from the second model,

, ... , r*y
of
are

3m

the

(6)

, ...
r.v.

two

since we

values

of

interested in finding a best value for m, with regard to protection against
(a specific way of) improving the usability. Let L be a natural number which

A snooper has to know both m and the moment when another r. v.
in order to improve the accuracy of the answers (otherwise,

166

least

We now show a way of calculating the value of m ; the DBA would be

r. v. v. Note that our second model is obtained for m=l.

selected,

at

still have a set of r.v.'s as we had there.

many times, the answer will be successively provided as:
r*y , ... , r*y , r*y

and

2

multiplying them by m values of that r.v .. If the same query q will be asked

1'

use)

is in
k

r.v.'s). The local usability is:

selected,

consecutive answers to queries (no matter who asks them) will be modified

r*y

between

Note that m is to be known by the DBA

and, as a rule, not by users.

167

indicates how many queries can possibly be answered to.

(for the sake of simplicity, we consider L to be multiple of m). In order to

Let m be a natural number, m :::: L. The tentative of improving the usability

compare (10) with the answer-processing performed by the snooper in the

might be as follows: the snooper considers that the exact answer to a query

"delayed" model, we can write:

is modified by a value of the r.v. Y and that the query--is--repeated_[L/mL
s
times (in fact, the query is repeated L times, . but the snooper takes the
arithmetic means of groups of m consecutive answers; moreover, we suppose

.. ---A=Cr.!-(-y+.-.-.-+y Vm+l'*(y
1

m

-+.-.• +y

m+1

(y

im+1

+... +y

0+1)m

need to improve the accuracy for the answer to a single query - which is
repeated many (L) times. The improved usability in this case, h

1

p

where

Y', Y' ... , Y'
1

m

2

are

g. s. i.

and

all

of them have

v

P=1-g(jE(Y )-1j,Var(Y )/L) = 1-g(jE(Y
v

v

2,J

J

We shall consider h (m)= max h
2

ns

)=(1/p)*

- - 2,j

1

2

1

p

(and from that

p

L E(Xill,(a

1

L Var(X_)+(m/p)* L
i < j :$p

I

2

f(x)=x

/(p*L))*

(E(X )-E(X ))
i
j

2

))

2

p

i=1

2

is a convex function). We get:

1-gqE(Y )-lj,Var(Y )/(L/m)) > 1-g(jE(Y )-lj,Var(Y )/{L/m))
(12).
s
s
ns
ns
The left-hand side is equal to 1-h (m), while the right-hand side is the

2

2

i = 1 'p

1

protection in the "r. v. 's set" model.

The level of protection P(m) is then:
(8).

P(m)=1-max(h (m),h (m))
1

Let us look to a desirable condition

2

h (l)>h (1)

The DBA will choose m thus:

1

0

(13)

(9)

if h (t):::h (t) then m =t else m =t-1 where P(t)= max P(m)
0

0

,L
We now prove that the protection in the "delayed" model is higher than
m= 1

the one in the "r. v.'s set" model,

provided that the improved usability is

the

snooper

will

attempt

to

compute

+... +r*y
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2m

+... +r*yL

expresses the natural fact that by means of processing more provided

a single provided answer (a snooper has to repeat many times a query in
order to improve usability; this is why it is good to choose the r. v. 's so
(13)

is

true).

Since

h

1

is

a

decreasing

0

-m+1

+... +r*yL)/L

(10)

function

and

h

2

is

an

increasing function, from (8), {9) and (13) we have:
P(m )=1-h (m )

arithmetic mean A of the L provided answers:
m+1

the

(13)

2

answers - namely, L answer.s - one will obtain a better usability than using

that

obtained by taking the arithmetic mean of the answers.

m

2

p

E(Y )=E(Y ) and Var(Y )>Var(Y ).
s
ns
s
ns
Now, from the decreasing nature of g it follows that:

h (m)= m_::_g(a* I E(Xi) I, (a /m)*Var(Xi)).

A=(r*y +r*y + ... +r*y +r*y

i=1

i=1

i=1

model,

i=1

But 1-llm>O and the rest of the expression is also positive (because

p

i =1

p

L E(Y~)-((1/p)* L E(Yi)l).

.

p

h (m)=g((a/p)*l

L E(Y.)1

Var(IY )-Var(Y ) =0-llm)*((l/p)* " E (Y )-((1/p)* " E(Y )) ).
s
ns
L
i
L
i

the set X , ... ,X and the value of a he had chosen):

2

)/(L/m))

We obtain:

point on, the DBA will handle the appropriate calculations with respect to

1

ns

i=1

Var(Yns)=(l/m)*{(l/p)*

We can express h (m) and h (m) using the r.v.'s X , ... ,X

set"

)-1j,Var(Y

p

J

(m).

j = 1 'p

"r. v. 's

ns

p

E(Y
h .(m)=g( IE(Y)-11 ,(1/m)*Var(Y)).

the

.

We have:

J

In

ns

2

r.v. Y., is:

2

repartition

we could consider (from (11) ) that the snooper asked L/m times the

2,j

1 .

same

The protection in the "r. v. 's set" model would be:

2

L E(Y.l-11 ,(1/(p*L))* L Var(Y1)+(m/(p *L))* L (E(Y 1)-E(Yj)) )
I
i =1
i < j :$p
i =1
The local usability h
for the m consecutive answers modified by the

*(

the

function as Y . Even if the snooper processes the L provided answers as in

=gq (1/p)*

1

(11)

L

same query whose exact answer was successively perturbated by values of Y

h (m)=g( I E(Y )-11, (m/L)*Var(Y ) ) =
1
s
s
p

+... +y )/m)/(L/m)

Y =(Y'+Y'+ ... +Y' )/m,
ns
1
2
m

(10),

will be:

L-m+1

)/m is a value of a r.v. Y
given by:
ns

is changed). Note that ideal conditions are considered for the

snooper - knowing m, etc. - including the supposition that (s)he would only

)/m+ ... +r*(y

This formula leads us to the idea of considering that each mean of the form

that the snooper knows when a multiple-of -m number of queries is reached and
so the r. v.

2m

1

0

(14)

From (12) and (14) we conclude that the protection in the "delayed" model is
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easily seen that,

higher than the protection in the "r. v. 's set" model.

replacing a

by a*cK'

the previous calculations are still

valid, but apply to single users.
parameterized

A

interval

[-1,1],

given

be

This

model.

X<t> , tel,
by

I a

real

Ft(x)=t*x +O.S*x+(O.S-t),

a

theoretical

interval,

te(-0.25,

0)

generalization

is ·used.

5

The

functions

repartition

their

2

is

).

Similar

to

of

the

r.a

r.v. ' s
tel

Similarly,

obtained by

given by : Y =a*X

instead of r.

(t)

(t)

+1.

with m=1; it is very simple to see how things are adapted for m>l).
1 2

to

consecutive

queries

will

be

modified

y ,y , ... , where, for each i, Y• is a value of the r.v. Y
1

2

1

m should come into action,

:Y

using
(t)

the

the

values

~>

)-1I,Var(Y

<D

6

usability

gives

rise

to

a

P =1-U ·

protection"

t

t'

protection (as defined in the General view of the method section)

the
will

depend on the parameterized family of r. v. 's.

by

user K.
query,

A priority number cKe[O,l] can be assigned to each

If the r. v. for modifying the exact value r
is

Y=a*X+1

(as

r*(a*cK *x+l), where x

before),

then

user

is a value of the r. v.

K

of the answer to a

will

receive

the

answer

will receive answers of the form r*y,

finite

practice
family

we

shall
of

have

2

only

a

finite

as in the previous models.

set

of

1

n

2

question

that

possible

In this section,

then
we

(15)

It is

values

for

t,

and

thus

the

and having the same repartition function

"method"

f

to

be

"good"

if

f(r*y , ... ,r*y )

7

for

both
(for

E(Y);

but

the

r*f(y , ... ,y )
1

n

n

n

1

every

Y

and

1

and
n 8

1

n

Var(f(Y , ... ,Y ))
Roughly,

y , ... ,Y ) .

be

as

this

will

small
be

as
our

for E(Y) which has a "least" variance.
In our models,

we have evaluated the protection for

the "improving

method"
E(Y).

a

f (y , ... ,y )=(y +... +y )/n, which is an unbiased estimator for
n 1
n
1
n
It can be shown that f
is the best of all the linear "methods".
n

Considering
1

d

=

We

values

E(f ( Y , ... ,Y ))=E(Y)

the
n

Tchebyshev

P (I f(Y , ... ,Y )-E(Y) I

An alternative formula might be: U =1/(d-c)*JcUtdt, if l=[c,d]).

n

1

as Y.

definition of a "good impr:-oving method" f: f must be an unbiased estimator

r.v.'s.
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and

n

2::€}

inequality
1

n
1
f(Y , ... ,Y )

for
n

2

:s Var(f(Y , ... ,Y ))/£ ,

which implies the condition for minimizing the variance.
6

same

1

7

In

asking the

y , ... ,yn can be obtained from the
1
r.v. , s y1 , ... , yn , respectively, so the condition for f to be a "good method"
estimation

X. The users with assigned

priority number 0 will always receive the exact answers, and those with cK=l

5

repeatedly

were a good estimation for r*E(Y) or, equivalently, f(y , ... ,y ) were a good

is
Priorities for users.

Y),

described by a Borel-measurable function f :IRn~ for which

consider
"local

is

We shall consider a "method" (for improving usability) to be formally

1
yn
r.v. , T: g.s.1..
Y , ... ,

usability

Y

for every r,y , ... ,yneiR. In other words, f is a statistics satisfying (15).
1
Let Y be the r. v. used for modifying the exact answers to queries and

)),

U=inf U
tel t
local

the

All over the paper, we consider that the user

f(r*y ,r*y , ... ,r*y )=r*f(y ,y ... ,y )
t

be

elaborate on this point.

i

U=g(jECY

thus

will

into account all

taking the arithmetic mean of the received answers.

(this is where

if we choose the framework of the "delayed"

the

1

The

and

on

=a*X +1;a user will now receive r*y (y is a value of

model). The local usability is:

and the global one is

c *a
K
To take again

depend

one user to another.

Why the arithmetic mean?
improves

Let t , t , . . . be a sequence of consecutive values generated by v;
answers

2

v uniformly distributed

in I. We present this model in the framework of the second one (or the third

exact

protection will

g(a* IE(X) I ,a *Var(X)).

2::

users, we should consider cK*x to be values of a r. v. X , from which

the exact answers to queries will be perturbated using the r. v. 's Y (t) , tel,
The values of t will be obtained using a r.v.

the

different from

situations,

previous

The local usability for user K, UK , is
I oc
~~K~
......
. . . 2 . 2
u 1 oc=g(a*cK IE(X) *cK*Var(X))

8

1
Note that f is not related to Y, Y , ... , yn.
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we

get:

A

Indeed,
b , ... ,b
1

n

for

some

are

fixed

linear
real

"method"

f (y , ... ,y )=b *y +... +b *y
(where
n1
n
11
nn
the condition of being an unbiased

numbers),

Then the repartition functions F will be computed. They are first used for
the calculation of the expected values and variances of the chosen r. v .' s.
Since Y=a*cK*X+1, we shall have y=a*cK*x+1 for each value x of the r. v. X

estimator implies:
b +... +b =1

. .(16.)--···

n

1

....(where.cK.is.the priority of user K).
The other r. v., v, the one which is used for selecting

Moreover:

set {X ,X , ... ,X }, may be considered as : v=l+[Z*p] (where pE!N * and Z is as

( );
Var(f"' (Y 1, ... ,Yn ))=(b 2 +... +b 2)* VarY
2
minimizing b +... +b
1

2
n

n

1

n

1

p

2

before).

under the restriction (16), one gets:
1

2

=

=b =1/n.

v

Obviously,

probability 1/p,
b =b

r. v.'s from the

and,

takes
if z

each

value

from

the

is a value of the r. v.

Z

set

{1,2, ... ,p}

then 1+[z*p] may be

considered as a value of v.

n

It follows that:

Implementation of the "delayed" model proceeds as follows:
"'

1

1

n

n

estimators,

and,

of

DBA

p

1

n

sequence

the

first chooses values for a, p, L, and the inverse functions F , ... ,F (which

Var(f (Y , ... ,Y )) :::: {1/n)*Var(Y) = Var((Y +... +Y )/n).
The

with

estimators

(f ) >
is a sequence of unbiased
n n-1
from the strong law of large numbers, it is a strongly

correspond to the p r. v.'s
answers);

(s)he

also

computes

r. v. 's and then the value m

consistent sequence of estimators for E(Y).

whose values will be used for modifying the

0

the

expected values

and

variances

of

the

(see the description of the model).

If a specific value for L is chosen, the algorithm should be
Implementation.

The overall implementation idea is to add the protection

begin

mechanism to an existing DBMS; the specific protection processing would be

while (database is stiLL in use) do

invoked immediately after an exact answer to a query has been - normally -

begin

obtained.

New r.v.'s are chosen (s.t. (13) is satisfied) and the corresponding

We now restrict ourselves to specific implementation concerns for the

parameters are computed;

"delayed" model. Let Z be a r. v. uniformly distributed in (0,1). The problem

1:=1;

of generating the values of this r.v. can be solved by generating a random

while (l ::s L) do

sequence

z ,z
1

2

,...

uniformly

distributed

in

(0,1).

The

r.v.'s

used

Y

for

j:=O~i

begin

perturbating the answers are obtained from r. v. 's X.

if user K asks a query q compute the exact answer r;

Given a r. v. X with the repartition function F, we show how to generate

generate a new value

values of this r.v . . We use a well known result:

(0,1) then the r.v. F(Z) has the repartition function F where

with

F

if j=m

repartition

functions

0

then begin generate a new value i of r.v. v; j:=O

is defined

end;

x I F(x)>z }.

return the perturbated answer

The r.v.'s X in our models take values in [-1,1].
r. v.'s

z of the r.v. Z;

x:=Fi(z); y:=a*cK*x+l; 1:=1+1; j:=j+l;

I f F is a repartition function and Z a r.v. uniformly distributed in

on (0,1) and F(z)=inf{

generate a value i of r.v. v

which

satisfy

the

Moreover,

conditions

we use

r*y

end

1

F- ((0,1))=

end.

(b,c) (where b and c are related to F), and the restriction F' of F to (b,c)
is injective. In this case, F is the inverse function of F':(b,c)~(O,l).
From the result above it follows that if z ,z ,z ,.. . is a sequence of
1

values of the r.v.

Z then x ,x ,x , ...
1

2

3

2

3

(where x.=F(z.),
I

i=1,2,3, ... ) may be

I

considered to be a sequence of values of the r.v. X.

the inverse functions

F,

since the values of the r. v.

exact answers be perturbated by means of a r. v. Y=a*X+l, where X has the
repartition function F:IR~[O,l];
where

When constructing the set of r. v.'s X, they should be given by means of

F:(O,l)~

F(x)=inf{z/

F(z)>x}

and

U

is

a

r.v.

F(U),

uniformly

Whenever u , u ,.. . is a sequence of values of the r. v. U (which could
also
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with

X can be considered to be the r. v.

distributed in (0,1).

will be computed by

1

the formula:

A value for v is generated in time 0(1). Let the

Complexity concerns.

be

generated

2

as

a

pseudorandom,

173

uniformly

distributed

sequence

in

(0,1)),

the sequence F(u ),F(u ),...
1

is a sequence of values of the r.v.

2

Each value in the sequence u

1

,u

,...

2

attributes), the perturbation is performed only on the final

X.

answer.

is generated by an 0(1) algorithm.

(5) Suitability to dynamic SDBs - is an important feature of our methods.

Next, each value F(u )*a+l can be computed by an O(l) algorithm (see the
i

algori·thm~~which···OUtput~s.a

Implementation section). It follows that the whole

·

.~For~.online~-dynamic

SDBs,

any

changes to the SDB are

reflected

perturbated answer has complexity 0(1) (we are not concerned here with the

statistics provided to the users (subject to perturbation),

complexity of the other algorithm that is

changes have taken place.

needed,

the one which produces

(6)

the -exact- answers to queries).

Richness

of

information.

There

are

no

restricted

in

the

as soon as the

queries.

Moreover,

users for which data should not be confidential always get exact statistics,
Evaluation of the methods.

The answer-perturbation techniques can be used

for both online and offline, static and dynamic databases.
For

some

queries/attributes,

rounding

problems

can

appear.

In

this

respect, it seems important to undertake a study of the relation between the

Protection. The

studied,

level

of

security

section).

In

priorities
other

words,

in our models, by means of protection.

partial

disclosure)

are

used

only

(as

in

confidential

the

Priorities

information

is

for

users

protected

and

protection mechanism - which we would call selectivity.
can be tuned by controlling

a)

the differences

between the means of each r. v. and 1 ; b) the variances.
(ii)

(against

cK

only against unauthorized users. This is a highly desirable property of a

[Adam89] to our protection

methods; we also compare some terminology.
(1)

that

(i) Bias -

domains of : a) attribute; b) statistics; c) answers.
We now apply the evaluation criteria from

provided

Precision.

Our

study

of

improved

usability

includes

the

variance of the estimators. The DBA can do the fine tuning

is

of

Our notion of improved

the

precision

by

choosing

r. v. 's

with

appropriate

usability is analogous to that of "statistical disclosure" of Beck [Beck80].

variances and also by means of priorities cK" Further study

The results in our paper, particularly those where protection P is involved,

should be done on the influence of eventually making public

show the level of statistical-disclosure control [Dalenius77].

the

(2) Robustness. We point out that there is supplementary knowledge that a

confidence

(iii): Consistency.

As

intervals.
in the other statistical

methods,contradic-

snooper cannot normally have (e.g., in the third model, m and the moment

tion (different responses to the same query) may appear,

when another random variable replaces the current one).

for static SDBs.

robust

(as opposed to Beck's method),

Our methods are

since perturbations

are

Suitability

to

paradoxes

(e.g.,

(7) Cost. Our approach has low costs:

numerical/categorical

data.

Our

approach

is

primarily

(i)

Implementation cost - includes, on one hand, the work for

intended for numerical attributes. COUNT queries can be equally well treated

determining the set of r.v.'s and the parameters (a, m

for

cK, L) according to the intended levels of usability I

categorical

a

negative number in response to a COUNT query) are avoided.

completely

independent of records.
(3)

On the other hand,

attributes

(but

users

should

be

informed

that

extra

protection -and, on the other hand,

decimal-digits may appear).

0

,

the effort done for

writing the code for generating the successive values of

(4) Suitability for more than one attribute. We have studied the method for
only one attribute. Straightforward adaptation for several attributes can be

the

done along the following lines:

maintaining a supplementary version of the database (as,

Note

that

the

time/space

for

creating

I

when a query is issued, a new yK value is generated (using the

for example, in the method of Traub), as well as the time

r. v.

for recalculating the mean Y of an attribute for all the

which

currently

controls

the

perturbation

process),

irrespective of the attribute involved;

tuples in a dynamic database (as in the method of Beck),

- the exact answer to the query is processed as before;
-

r. v. 's.

are not needed in our approach.

for a query which asks for a statistic on more than one
attribute

(e.g.,

SUM

of

Salary

and

Other-income

for

the

tuples in the query set - where Salary and Other-income are

174

(ii)

processing

overhead

per

query.

The

protection

mechanism

requires no CPU-time or storage during query processing.
Note that there are: - no useless evaluations of the query

175

sets (since no query is forbidden); - no supplementary
processing of the query set (as in the output-perturbation
methods). The only extra-processing consists of: generating
calculating,~J;he~PC<LYi@c.:l_,§Jl.?~Wer.?

each value Y. for r.. v. Y.. ;
I

r*y_.

I

This make our methods particularly well suited for

I

online-dynamic SDBs.
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An Object-Oriented Statistical Database:
A Proposal for the National Statistical Office
M. Wongsaroje and E. Vandijck
Informatics, Fac. TW. VUB., Pleinlaan 2
1050 Brussels, Belgium
email: mwongsar@info.vub.ac.be

The nature of statistical data contained in the database and usage purposes make the characteristics of
statistical databases different from the mainstream of traditional databases originally designed for business
transaction data processing. The statistical database needs a specific database management system that can
support those distinguishing characteristics. There exists a broad spectrum of basic methods developed for
various- purposes~jn-statisticaLdatabase -management technology today. However, it is still. far. from the
situation where the users can work within a homogeneous environment that includes data management
and basic mathematical and statistical structure and procedure [Sve+88].

2.2 Basic characteristics
Abstract
The National Statistical Office of Thailand is an organisation which is responsible for managing a
large statistical database of the country. A statistical database management system is required to set up
a data centre which can provide statistical information for users in the most efficient and effective
manner. This paper proposes an alternative to achieve the requirements. The characteristics of
statistical data in the National Statistical Office and the role of geography which is closely related to
the statistical system are described. The feasibility of applying an object-oriented approach to develop
the statistical database for the National Statistical Office is delineated.

1. Introduction
The National Statistical Office (NSO) is an organization which is responsible for managing a large statistical
database. Various statistics of the country are collected by the NSO. A proper statistical database
management system is necessarily required to manipulate the voluminous statistical data. The project
described in this paper is proposed as one alternative to fulfil the requirement of the NSO.
Currently there are two major approaches of database technology: relational database and object-oriented
database approaches. This project has adopted an object-oriented approach to accomplish the goal. The
effectiveness of this new technology for the statistical database applications will be examined. The paper
describes the feasibility of developing a large statistical database management system for the NSO. Some
important points of the application are addressed and the reasons for adopting the object-oriented
approach are stated.
Section 2 reviews the characteristics of the generic statistical databases. Section 3 describes the particular
characteristics of the National Statistical Office statistical database. While in section 4, the role of geography
to statistical systems is described. Finally, section 5 explains the proposal of applying the object-oriented
approach to develop the statistical database management system for the National Statistical Office
application.

2. Characteristics of Statistical Databases
2.1 Definition of statistical database
A statistical database is specifically described as a special purpose database which is clearly
distinguishable from the conventional databases originally designed for commercial applications [Shos82],
[ShWo85], [Rafa88]. Statistical databases can be defined as databases which contain statistical data or
statistical information. They are typically used for statistical purposes.
The growing interest in the statistical database area is due to the inadequacy of commercial database
management systems to support statistical and scientific applications. This situation exists also in other
application areas such as CAD /CAM, VLSI design. Other reasons for the interest are the particular
purpose of statistical database applications and the different features of the application domains which
force the statistical database application users to find the system that best suits their application domains.
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Some important characteristics of statistical databases are mentioned in this section in order to understand
the nature of statistical database application

(a) Nature of statistical data:
In general statistical data can be classified into two broad classes: microdata and macrodata [Rafa88] or
elementary data and summary data. The former microdata or elementary data refer to data that represent
the facts of reality, represented as records of individual entities, such as expenditure or income record of a
single family or various census data regarding to a single person. Normally, these elementary data are
prohibited for dissemination. They are used primarily for statistical analysis, and in fact they are raw data
which have no interpretation meaning from the statistical point of view. The second class of data is
macrodata or summary data which refer to aggregate data, typically the result of the application of
functions on the elementary data. These functions can be simple operations such as counts, summations or
more complex operations or procedure to obtain statistical information from raw data, for instance, the
average expenditure of family by region and year. The summary data have meaning in themselves and
typically they are statistical information for dissemination.
Statistical data contained in the database are naturally aggregate data which are the results of some
operations on elementary drta. Statistical data form a multi-dimensional data structure [ShWo85], [Rafa88],
such as time series, vector~ and metrics. Whereas the conventional business data are simply described in
the form of one-way tables, the main structure of statistical data is defined formally as summary attributes
and category attributes [Shos82]. Summary attributes represent the quantitative aspect of statistical objects.
Whereas the category attributes describe the properties of statistical objects. The category attributes
practically form a key that can be used to identify the summary attributes. The data are rather static
[Shos82], [Rafa88] because they represent an event at a certain time. Updating is very rare except for
original data corrections early performed before processing the data. The statistical database is usually
enlarged from time to time.

(b) Data modelling:
Due to the different structure of data compared to conventional databases, (such as levels of aggregation),
statistical data require a data model that can support the multidimensional data structure, [Shos82],
[ShWo85], [Rafa88]. Several statistical data models for statistical databases have been proposed during the
past decade, for example Statistical Object Representation Model (STORM) [RaSh90], Conceptual Statistical
Model (CSM) [DiBa88], Statistical Relational Model [Ghos86], [Ghos91], Data Model for Sharing a large
statistical database [Sat+86], [Sato88], Model of Summary Data [Che+88] and some other models. Those
models are designed to support the characteristics of statistical databases in different approaches suitable
for their applications.

(c) Query facilities:
The different usage characteristics of statistical databases require more operations than conventional
databases to support the different requirements. The paper by [Oz0z85] surveys the data definition as well
as the data manipulation languages for statistical databases and contains an extensive list of references to
existing and proposed query languages for statistical databases.
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(d) Metadata:

3.3 The need for statistical database management systems

As in a general database system, metadata play an important role and it is essential in the statistical
database management system [McCa82]. There is no clear distinction between the metadata and the data
content in statistical databases. It seems that the best solution for statistieal-aatabases-is-te-handle--beth
types with the same data management facilities. As a result, the metadata can be searched, modified, and
associated with the rest of the data in a single system [ShWo85].

Statistical database handled by the NSO is a large database both in volume and complexity of the data
content. It consists of various subject-matter fields that are classified practically by censuses and sample
surveys-ofsubjects:-Statistical--data are collected bythe NSO from the primary sources, in addition to some
significant statistics from variety secondary sources. All those data from the different sources are finally
integrated. The NSO, which is an ideal source of statistical information, is experiencing an increased
demand for statistical information.

3. The NSO Statistical System
3.1 An overview of the NSO
The National Statistical Office, called the NSO, is a government organization whose function and authority
are in charge of statistical development activities, including government statistical projects with regard to
statistical methodology and standards. Presently the statistical system of Thailand can be considered as a
partially decentralized system. There have been more than one statistical organization which handle data
collection work, either through the survey method or as a by product of administration processes.
However, the NSO plays the leading role in producing basic statistics at national and regional level.
Statistical data handled by the NSO cover almost all aspects of statistics about population, housing, socioeconomy, industry, business and trade, agriculture and etc. These statistical data mainly serve the
government and relevant organizations for administrative and planning purposes. The services also serve
the private and academic sectors.

3.2 Characteristics of the NSO statistical data
The NSO is the most important source of statistical data of the government. There are various subjectmatter fields of data mainly relating to demography and socio-economic data. Those statistical data are
practically classified by the censuses or sample surveys of subject-matter which are handled by subjectmatter experts. Every year the NSO conducts several large scale sample surveys to collect statistical data.
The content of st~tistical data can be divided into two broad groups according to the subject -matter fields
as follows:
(a) Demography data covering all information about population, housing, labour force, education,
attitudes, and other related statistics. These demography data are obtained from several censuses and
sample surveys, such as decennial Population and Housing Census, tri-annual Household Labour Force
Survey, annual Survey of Population Migration.
(b) Socio-economic data cover data about socio-economics, household expenditure, agriculture,
wholesale and retail trade, industry and related statistics. Most of the data are obtained from censuses and
sample surveys, for example Agricultural Census, Industrial Census, Household Income-Expenditure
Survey, Survey of Large Scale Business Trade and Services Establishment Survey.
Apart from those in-house produced data, the NSO also collects some statistical data from secondary
sources, such as, statistics about health, industry etc. The NSO provides the convenient of finding related
statistics for the users. Most of these data are summary data or macrodata.
Thus the NSO statistical database consists of two data categories: microdata and macrodata. The former
refers to the raw, real data collected from primary sources, such as conducting censuses and surveys. The
latter refers to aggregate data derived from microdata by applying statistical operations and including
statistical data gathered from the secondary sources.
There exist common components in those statistical data that could be ~sed as a link among them.
Geographical area is the first common component which forms a uniform dimension of the statistical
databases. The role of geographical areas is further detailed in the next section. The second common
component is time which is also a uniform dimension of statistical databases, since statistical data naturally
represent an event at a certain time. Time has a significant role in time series data.
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Every year the database grows larger and larger because new data are regularly added but rarely deleted.
The NSO is faced with the problem of maintaining and manipulating the cheer volume of statistical data.
The statistical packages currently applied do not provide enough facilities to manage the statistical
database. Therefore the statistical databases management system is in high demand for efficiently
organizing and integrating the statistical data and establishing the statistical data center for providing
statistical information.
Several subject-matter fields of statistical data from the censuses and sample surveys are needed to be
prior organized, including Population and Housing Census, Household Labour Force Survey, Household
Socio-Economic Survey, Housing Survey, Children and Youth Survey, Survey of Population Migration,
Survey of Highly Qualified Manpower, Annual Survey of Industry, Annual Survey of Business Trade,
Annual Survey of Villages, Report on Education, Energy Consumption Survey, Survey of Population
Change, Agricultural Census and etc.

3.4 Current situation and some considerations of the NSO application.
The development of the NSO statistical database so far is in an early phase, because of the limitation of
computer facilities and database technology. The use of computer facilities in the NSO is mainly in
automatic data processing work such as the input and checking the raw data, summarizing or tabulating
the data. Available softwar~r are mainly statistical software packages which are heavily used for statistical
analysis. The difficulty of fuanipulating statistical database is increasing and the NSO has realized this
problem. The need for a proper statistical database management system has been recognized. Until now
some statistical data have been implemented, such as population statistic, village survey statistic. However,
there are much more statistical data handled in the NSO that need to be managed and integrated in a better
manner in order to provide statistical information for the users in the most efficient way.
The basic difficulties of statistical database management are lack of proper management of data storage and
retrieval for various fields of existing data. That means a database system for data dissemination purpose.
The volume and complexity of statistical databases are typically large because they consist of several
subject-matter fields. They are in fact in the form of multiple databases, for example a database for
population statistics, a database for socio-economic statistics. Consequently, the users are faced with the
problem of finding the data they need in a reasonable period of time. In general, statistical information are
represented in the form of statistical tables or graphical presentations which are practically distributed by
means of paper reports. There are regular statistical reports distributed every year for various subjectmatter fields. Often the specific sets of statistical information are required for a particular purpose. This
situation is unforeseen and creates the problem of finding the desired data in the database.
The original plan of development is to establish a statistical data center service and create a link with the
other related statistical data sources. To accomplish this plan there are some considerations that have to be
taken into account. For instance, the statistical data to be contained in the database, methodologies for
designing a conceptual data model and logical data model and the feasibility of implementation. This
project is proposed as one alternative solution for the problem of the NSO application.

3.5 A database management system to be designed for the NSO application.
The statistical database management system development in this project can be considered to be started
from scratch in the database management point of view. Because the statistical database management
system development of the NSO is in an early phase. The system to be designed for the NSO is expected to
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support a data dissemination system. This means to organize the summarized data from various subjectmatter databases and integrate them together regardless the raw data. In order to develop a database
management system for statistical applications three general possibilities are considered:
(1) Writing a special software to suit the NSO ·
developing the statistical database management system. The big disadvantage of this approach is that it
needs a great effort to build the system. This approach is not practically appropriate for developing the
application in this effort.
(2) The second approach is to use database management capabilities whatever provided by
statistical packages. Although the statistical packages are currently available, they can not fully support
summarized statistical database management. Those packages are mainly used for data analysis and they
lack of capabilities to perform database management. This approach is also not appropriate.
(3) The last approach is applying the commercially available database management systems to
develop the statistical database management system. Rejection of those two former approaches led to
adopting this approach. Commercially available database management systems are not particularly built
for the statistical databases, but statistical databases need some facilities which are common characteristics
of database management systems, for instance, authorization, concurrency control, back up, and error
recovery. The focus of this approach is to analyze, tailor and extend the existing available database
management system to fit the statistical database for the NSO application. More details of database
technology adopted in this effort are given in section 5.

boundaries are applications dependent. However, they are practically defined by using administrative
boundaries and geo-statistical boundaries. The terms are as follows:
. Whole Kingdom refers to the total area of the country,
__ .....Regionrefers.to four geographicallydivided areas, named: central, north-eastern, northern and
southern,
. Province refers to administrative boundaries administered by appointed governor,
. Municipal Area refer to a boundary administered by local administration,
. District refers to divided areas in a province,
. Sub-district refers to a group of villages in the District,
. Sanitary Sub-district refers to District administered by local administration,
. Rural Sub-district refers to non-municipal and outside sanitary sub-district areas,
. Enumeration District (ED) refers to geo-statistical area in the Municipal area,
. Block refers to sub-area of Enumeration District,
. Village ·refers to the finest administrative boundaries.
The geographical boundaries above are hierarchically grouped as follows:

The system to be designed is expected to allow the different kinds of utilization, for example,
-in the simple case, the inquired information exists already in the database. It may be prepared in a
suitable form and representation (tabular form, graphics, machine readable form, standard format, etc.),
-if necessary, special calculations are performed in order to get the derived information from the
existing data in the system, such as projection,
- in the level of small geographical areas, all existing data represented to that area should be
represented and linked together,
-in the treatment of new arising problems, new data can be added to the database and linked to the
existing data in the database if necessary.

4. The Role of Geography in Statistical Databases
4.1 The NSO geographical system
Geography plays an important role in statistical systems [West88]. It provides the statisticians with an
additional tool to derive attributes for statistical entities, either through linking or as a method for defining
aggregations, which is clearly very useful. In one aspect geography is like time: it provides an attribute
which has uniform meaning across a variety of differing entities. A Geographical Information System (GIS)
is a system providing facilities to handle geographical data. It is a very useful tool for statistical system, for
example in [BoDe91] which describes the role of Geographical Information System (GIS) in survey analysis.
Sample surveys or censuses are the most important methods of obtaining various statistical data.
Geography throughout the processes of surveys is used as a significant tool for statisticians. The obvious
usage of geographical areas are using them as sampling frame, or as a hierarchical group for summarizing
data, or as a common attribute to link data from different entities.

a

Figure 1. Geographical Areas Hierarchy
Geographical area is one common dimension of statistical data apart from variable and time [Gold86]. It
defines the level of geography to which those data can be distributed. Several censuses and sample surveys
are geographically based da.ta [Shos82]. The complexity of statistical data can exist within the hierarchy of
geography.
Also in the NSO statistical system, geography plays a significant role. The NSO statistical database is a
government statistical database of which the utilization is mainly for administrative purposes. Statistical
data are typically required at the national and regional level. Geographical area is relevant in almost every
steps of producing statistical data. More details are given in this section. The definitions of the geographic
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There are about 59,594 villages and 14,015 blocks in total 74 provinces of 4 regions and Bangkok
Metropolis.
Information about each geographical area, for instance, the population and number of households, and the
location of areas are very important. There are three staff groups of who are responsible for handling
information about geographical areas. They are the sample design section, the mapping section and the
field operation branch.
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4.2 Applying the geographical information

5.1 Object-Oriented basic concepts

The role of the hierarchical grouped geographical areas showed in Figure 1. is described mainly in sample
survey methodology as follows.

Currently there is no standard object-oriented data model, but there are some concepts which are basic
and common concepts. Those concepts include core object-oriented concepts [Kim90b] which describe the
basicideasofanobject-oriented data model. They are

(a) Survey design:
Designing a sampling frame is a step toward defining a scope of population of interest subjects in a sample
survey or census method. The hierarchically grouped geographical areas are practically used as the basis
for the design of the sampling frame. The sample survey designs are different from survey to survey but
the use of geographical areas as the basis of selecting sample units is common.
For example, in Household Labour Force Survey: a stratified two stage sampling was adopted [NS089].
The primary and the secondary sampling units are blocks for municipal area or villages for non-municipal
area and private households, respectively. Groups of provinces in each region and Bangkok Metropolis are
primary strata and each province is treated as sub-stratum. Each province or sub-stratum is divided into
three parts namely, municipal area, sanitary districts and rural areas. The systematically sample selection of
blocks and villages is performed separately and independently.
Whereas in the Household Socio-Economic Survey, a stratified three stage sampling was adopted [NS089].
In the first stage, sample districts were selected as primary sampling units with probability proportional to
size. In the second stage, sample blocks and sample villages were selected by systematic sampling. In the
third stage, the fixed number of sample households were selected systematically from sample villages and
blocks.

(b) Data collection:
Data collection here refers to the field work operations of enumerators to gather the raw data from primary
sources. The use of geographical information is the use of topographic data in the form of maps. The
enumerators can get to the location of sample units by means of the map which shows geographical data of
the sample area, for instance, transport routes, the location of the houses, the distance. Moreover, the
enumerators can use geographical information for checking the consistency of the data during data
collection.

(c) Data analysis:
Raw elementary data from sample surveys are not meaningful. Data analysis is applied in order to
interpolate from the sample to an estimation of the whole population. The method of estimation for each
survey is sample survey design dependent and significantly using hierarchically grouped geographical
areas as a basis, for instance, the number of household, block or village, are the basic factor of the
estimation of the whole. The data are aggregated step by step following the hierarchical areas according to
the design formula. Moreover, geographical area are the common attributes to link data from a variety of
different entities because it has a uniform meaning.

(d) Data representation:
The simplest use of hierarchically grouped geographical areas is to use them as a basis of data presentation,
in particular mapping. From the role of geography in data analysis, it becomes one dimension of statistical
data which is clear and useful for data reporting. Moreover it is a formal form for defining aggregations. In
practice at the province level seen from the Figure 1. all statistical information concerned is linked together
and represented only for that province level.

5. An Object-Oriented
Management System

Approach for

The

NSO

Statistical

database

Conceptl: An object-oriented data model allows any real world entity to be uniformly modeled as
an object, and generate and maintain a unique identifier (UID) for each object.
Concept2: An object-oriented data model allows every objects to have a state and behavior, where
the state of an object is the set of values for the attributes of the object, and the behavior of an object is the
set of methods (programme code) which operate on the state of the object. The value of an attribute of an
object is also an object in its own right. Further, an attribute of an object may take on a single value or a set
of values.
Concept3: An object-oriented data model allows the grouping of all objects which share the same
set of attributes and methods as a class, such that an object belongs to only one class as an instance of that
class.
Concept4: An object-oriented data model allows the domain (type) of an attribute of a class to be
any class. The domain class may be a primitive class, such as integer, string, and boolean. It may be a
general class with its own set of attributes and methods. The domain of an attribute of a class C may be the
class C.
ConceptS: An object-oriented data model allows all the classes to be organized as a rooted
directed acyclic graph or a hierarchy (called a class hierarchy). A class inherits all the attributes and
methods from its direct and indirect ancestors on the class hierarchy. Semantically, a class is a
specialization (subclass) of the class(es) from which it inherits attributes and methods; conversely, a class is
a generalization (superclass) of the classes which inherits attributes and methods from it. The class
hierarchy must be dynamically extensible; that is, a new subclass can be derived from one or more existing
classes.
Concept6: An object-oriented data model allows the state and behavior encapsulated in an object
to be accessed or invoked \rom outside the object only through explicit message passing. Further, it must
support the run-time bindi~g of a message to its corresponding method, since the method may have been
inherited into the object from an ancestor class.

5.2 The reasons of adopting the Object-Oriented approach.
From the database technology available today, there are two major models: relational database model and
object-oriented model. In this effort the object-oriented database technology is adopted as a basis system to
develop the statistical database management system for the NSO application. The reasons for adopting of
the object-oriented database instead of the widely accepted relational database are now discussed.

(a) Inappropriate classical database management system.
There exists a general consensus on current relational database systems in that they do quite well on
"business data processing applications, e.g. ones with a large amount of relatively simple, fixed-format
data. However, they have had difficulty meeting the requirements of applications with more general kinds
of objects. It has been recognized that the elegance of such a simple conceptual data model is limited to its
use in modelling more complex applications [Ston90], [HaSp90], [Brow91], [StHe90]. For example,
hypertext applications, applications with spatial data, e.g. CAD, GIS., VLSI design, building scientific
applications, statistical applications. In statistical application, statistical tables are generally multidimensional tables whereas the tables in the relational model are preferred to be one-way tables (twodimensional). In statistical applications the structures of data are different from the business data
processing applications. They need the modelling of data for a broad spectrum of data intensive
applications, which is inadequate in relational database, for instance, aggregation, generalization [Kim90b].

(b) The conventional database language:SQL is considered inefficient for the statistical database
requirements.
SQL: standard relational database language provided by the database management system is considered
inadequate for database management systems to be designed to include complex statistic and quasi-
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statistical analysis capabilities, or to provide data management support for other software that provides
those capabilities [K1Ro88].

instance, the handling of geographical areas sampling frame. The database may be considered as a multidatabases which integrates individual-subject databases together.

(c) Object-oriented approach provides more useful concepts over the conventional database to model
summary and category attributes.

The majority of statistical data to be stored in the database are summarized statistical data from micro-data
which-a:r:e-.th~results-oLconducting censuses and sampling surveys. They are,. for-instancerDemography
data from Population census, Labour force survey, or Socio-Economic data from Socio-Economic survey.
The geographical areas information which plays an important role in statistical system should be stored as
a part of the database. It is certainly necessary because of a strong relationship between geographical area
category attribute and statistical data. This geographical area database should facilitate users to maintain
sampling frames, maps, and sampling processes. Moreover, the information about data or metadata should
be maintained in the same database. Due to the various subjects of statistical data from different censuses
and sample surveys the metadata are important for users to find the key to get to the statistical data they
need.

The emergence of object-oriented database technology [Kim90a], [kim9~l. shows t~e promisi~g ~ossibility to
build a database management system for a special area apart from traditiOnal busmess applications. ObJectoriented approach offers some interesting concepts including classes, inheritance, methods, m.ess~ges.
Among them the concept of abstract data types is especially imp~rtant for sta~stical databa~e apphca~on:'.
Under this concept, many data types having different sets of apphcable operations can effectively coexist 111
a single system. This means that a single object-oriented databas~ management syst~m can support ma~y
different data models [Sato88b]. Object-oriented concepts already mclude data modellmg concepts found 111
conventional database languages, such as grouping objects into a class (corresponding to grouping records
into a record type, or tuples into a relation), aggregation relationship betwee~ an object and objec~s it
consists of (nested objects), and generalization relationships between a class of ObJects and classes of obJects
specialized from it [Kim90b].

(d) The system development process gains the advantage of modern user friendly interface from
object-oriented programming language.
In one aspect, object-oriented database system gained advantages from the technology of object-ori:nted
programming language in system development. Because object-~riented progran:ming languages typically
provide user friendly environments. Since system development IS norm.ally cons1?ered a con:~l.ex process
with users and analysts together building an application giving the requtred function. The f~cthties or to~ls
to be designed for the statistical database, for instance, user-interface, query system, certamly can obtam
that advantages. For example in [Malm88] design the .user-interf~ce based on modern ~indow~Icon-Mouse
interface for a graphical meta-data browser, a graphtc table-destgn language and the mteraction between
these.

(e) Some useful concepts of Object-oriented approach provide a good model for the integration level.
At the integration level object-oriented technology provides useful concepts e.g. abstract data type,
inheritance, reusability and extendibility. Abstract data type concept provides an efficient model for system
integration as shown in [Ber+89] and [Ber+90). As mentioned in section 4.3 the role of geography to
statistical system is vital, at certain level the geographical information system should be integrated together
with statistical database system. Geographical Information System is successfully implemented by applying
the object-oriented technology [WiSt91 ]. Moreover, object-oriented technology is designed to support
extendibility and reusability, that is to add more methods, or objects without changing the existing code.

(f) Object-Oriented database and progrmnming language interface base on the same single
paradigm.
Most of the object-oriented database system use an extended object-oriented programming language with
database-related constructs as a database programming interface [Kim90a]. This approach provides the
possibility for the application programmers to learn only new constructs of the same language, rather than
an entirely new language.

5.3.2 Object-oriented Database Management System and Application Developing
Tools.
As an example we will build a prototype by using Ontos Object-Oriented Database from Ontologie
[And+91]. Ontos is an object-oriented database management system with C++ class library interface. C++
object-oriented programming language is currently widespread accepted as industrial standard. One of the
advantage of C++ is the machine independence.
Ontos is an object-oriented database management system with a C++ interface. It provides a reliable
persistent storage facility for C++ objects, standard capabilities and special support for objects and a set of
database and object-oriented classes enhancing the power of the C++ language. Object SQL is also provided
as a query language.
The object-oriented database application to be designed seems to be a very special purposed application. In
order to tailor the applicat,on to suit the user need, an interface between users and database is one of the
important composition of lthe system. A popular Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a benefit from objectoriented technology. An available tool for building graphical user interface is OSF/Motif [Berl91] which
was created to provide the functionality necessary to implement graphical user interfaces that would work
identically on a wide variety of platforms. OSF /Motif is based on the X-window System developed at MIT.
The design of Motif uses object-oriented approach. The characteristic of graphical user interface is based on
user-friendly concept, the main structures are windows, icons, buttons, scroll bars, pop-up menus and pulldown menus. The users directly manipulate the data devices: mouse and keyboard. Apart from those
capabilities, an ability to build the font for different languages is provided by Motif, for example kanji,
Hebrew. The native language of the application is possibly designed to serve the end-users of the database.
Since Motif was designed by members of the Open Software Foundation as a standard interface for the year
to come. There exists a framework for user interface construction based on OSF /Motif: GINA (Generic
Interactive Application) [SpBe91] which is developed by GMD (German National research Center for
computer Science). Therefore, all these tools are theoretically well incorporated to create a powerful user
graphical interface with Ontos object-oriented database under the C++ programming language.

5.3.3 The overview architecture of the NSO object-oriented database application.
The general architecture of the application can be depicted in the following figure.

5.3 Design of object-oriented statistical database
5.3.1 Objective
An object-oriented statistical database can be designed to handle a vast collection of statistical data and
information about data (metadata) and to provide the capability to identify and to find the data needed by
users. The basic statistical data elements are sets of aggregate data represented in terms of multidimensional tables. Moreover, the database is aimed to facilitate some tasks of statistical process, for
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Problem Definition
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• Statistical Data
• Geographical Area Data
• Metadata

Data members and pmperties
Datamembers_ar_e_theattrihutes that define the state of a class. In C++ a data member has a name anda _
type-spec which define the kinds of things assignable to the data member. All data members defined on a
class are available to any instances of the class in ONTOS, data members are represented by prototypes
objects. For each data member in a class, an instance of the type Prototype is created in the database that
corresponds to that C++ data member.

GINA++

NSO Object-Oriented Database

NSO Statistical Database

Application Program

Database Schema

Every instance in the database is an instance of some Types and at the same time a corresponding C++
class. The term Type usually refers to the C++ notion of a class or struct.

Graphical User
Interface Constructor
OSF/Motif

Object-Oriented Database

Member functions and procedm·es
Member functions of a class define operations that you can perform on an instance of the class. Member
function definitions are represented by a function prototype formed with in the scope of a class definition
which defines the function name, its argument (if any), and the type of return value. Free functions are
represented in the database by procedure objects. Procedure instances may optionally be created for
member and free functions.

Consider the following example statistical tables from the report of Labour force survey.
X Window System
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Tablel
Table2
Table3
Table4
TableS
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Figure 2 Overview of Application Architecture

Population by Age Group, Sex, Activities and Area.
Population 11 years and over by Sex, Level of education and Activities.
Population 15 years and over by Sex, Marital Status and Area.
Employed Persons by Work Status, Occupation and Sex.
Employed Persons by Work Status, Industry and sex.

5.3.4 Overview Methodology
Currently there is no standard object-oriented data model and no standard object-oriented database
language. However, the process of designing database management system application is similar to the
traditional database management system application development. Object-oriented database management
system consists of such concepts as classes, attributes, methods, aggregation, generalization and
inheritance. These concepts are very useful to describe data-intensive applications including statistical
applications. A methodology for object-oriented database development should be able to include those
useful concepts.
In order to define a database schema in an object-oriented database, based on the chosen object-oriented
database management system: Ontos, data modelling and terminology in this application will follow the
C++ and Ontos formalisms.
Database schema and data definition language.
In order to represent information in a database, data definition language is a mechanism to describe and
specify the entities of interest to the database. Data definition language describes the structure of and
relationships between entities stored in a database. This structure of information is called the database
schema. Specifically, the schema of the object-oriented database is the collection of object Types and
corresponds to a Type hierarchy. The supertype/subtype relationship between Types is maintained as part
of the schema.

Database schema can be depicted from statistical data by using the formality of C++ class definition.
Because it is deficient of formal object-oriented model of describing the statistical data and to be conformed
with object-oriented database system targeted for prototyping. The main characteristics of statistical data,
statistical objects, category attributes, and summary attributes could be modeled to the example data.
1:

.Statistical objects are Persons, Persons 11 years and over, Persons 15 years and over and Employed
Persons.
.Category attributes are Age Group, Sex, Activities, Area, Level of Education, Marital Status, Work
Status, Occupation and Industry.
.Summary attributes are population, population 11 years and over, population 15 years and over, the
number of employed persons which are identified by the category attributes.
To draw a database schema from the example based on C++ class definition, an important consideration
from object-oriented concept is a specialization and generalization of objects. The generalization concept is
represented in the database schema by an abstract class which is an intermediate class and never been
initiated as object, but exist as a common class from which other classes can be derived. In this example, the
abstract class is assigned to statistical object, category attributes and summary attributes as shown in
Figure3.
class StatObject

public Object // Object is a predefined Type in Ontos

{

In Ontos, database Types correspond to C++ structs and classes. In C++ the term class describes the state
and behavior of objects by defining data members and member functions used by each instance of the class.
A data member correspond to a property and a member function corresponds to a procedure. Ontos also
utilizes the C++ concept of inheritance to define supertype-subtype relationships among classes. A class
inherits all of its members (both data and functions) from its parent class. C++ and Ontos support multiple
inheritance. The following table shows the terminology used in C++ and Ontos.
Ontos
Type
property
procedure

private:
char *priv_narne;
Set *priv_category_set;
//Set of category attributes
Summary *priv_summary;
public:
//member functions operating on the data members go here
)

class Category : public Object

C++

{

Class
data member
member function

private:
char *priv_narne;
Reference priv_classification;
public:
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//member functions operating on the data members go here

Project: Labour Force Survey;

}

class Summary : public Object

Figure 5 An instance example.

{

private:
char *priv_name;
long priv_value;
char *unit_of_measure;
public:
//member functions operating on the data members go here
}

Figure 3 Abstract Class Definition.
These three abstract classes could be served as classes for meta data of statistical data. They can be applied
as a parent class of any statistical data objects from the different censuses and surveys. All the statistical
data generally shares the common characteristics.
More specific in the example statistical data from Labour force survey, those statistical objects: Persons,
Person 11 year and over, Person 15 years and over and Employed persons are modeled to be objects of
classes derived from the abstract class StatObject. The classes are shown in Figure 4.
class Persons : public StatObject

···

C~tegory~attributesare·assigned to be the derived subclasses of Category class as class Age, Sex,-Area,-and
Activity. Subclasses of the Category class which are common to different subjects can be shared. However,
the semantic and definition of category attributes must be defined and accepted by subject-matter experts.
Summary attributes are described by the class derived from the class Summary. Apart from the properties
which represent the state of a class depicted by data member in C++ class definition. An object has a
behavior which is a set of methods operating on the state of the object. The set of methods is denoted by a
set of member functions in C++ which describe operations performed on the object. The member functions
of superclass can be reused in a subclass derived from it.

A geographical area hierarchy is used as a sampling frame for sample surveys and censuses. Villages and
Blocks are selected as sample units according to the sample design method. The handling of geographical
areas is a part of database in order to maintain the relationship with statistical data. According to the
geographical hierarchy shown in Figure 1 every area has some common properties for example, name,
code, population or the number of households. Whereas these areas have some particular properties,
Village can be marked to be a sample unit of one project, or Province has number of districts as its
properties. The concept of generalization and specialization are applied to depict the database schema of
this application. Class Unit is drawn as an abstract class that group the common properties of every
geographical area in the hierarchy. Each geographical area will be assigned as a subclass of the class Unit.
The definition of the class Unit is shown in Figure 6.

{

private:
Reference priv_age; //reference to Age category attribute
Reference priv~sex;
//reference to Sex category attribute
Reference priv_activity; //reference to Activity category attribute
Reference priv_area;
//reference to Area category attribute
Summary *priv_summary; // population
Reference priv_project; // reference to the Project obtaining data
public:
//member functions operating on data members go here
}

class Persons11+

class Unit : public Object
{

private:
char *priv_code;
long num_population;
long num_househofd;
Reference priv_map; // reference to a map object
public:
//member functions operating on the data members go here
}

public StatObject

{

Figure 6 Abstract class Unit

private:
Reference priv_sex;
Reference priv_ education;
Reference priv_activity;
Summary *priv_summary;
Reference priv_project; // reference to the Project obtaining data
public:
//member functions operating on data members go here

Each village ,for instance, is assigned to be an object that belongs to class Village which is derived from the
superclass Unit. The Village class has its own properties, for instance, "is_sample_of" is one attribute which
is a reference to the object Project. The operations possible to be performed on the state of the objects are
described in procedure or member functions as in C++ class definition in Figure 7.

}

{

class Village : public Unit
private:
Reference is_sample_of; // reference to a Project
//include all the properties inherited from class Unit
public:
//member functions operating on the data member go here

Figure 4 Labour Force Survey Statistical Object
The properties of the StatObject class, called data member in C++ class definition consists of a set of
category attributes and summary attributes. The Persons class with AgeGroup, Sex, Activities, and Area
properties close to the structure of statistical tables (multi-dimensional tables). When an object which
belongs to this class is created it is called an instance of that class. Each instance is the stand-in of a cell in a
multi-dimensional table. An example instance of the class Persons is shown in Figure 5.
Persons by Age Group, Sex, Activities and area
Age Group: 10-19;
Sex: Male;
Activity: Unemployed;
Area: Municipal Area;
population: 12334 ;
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}

Figure 7 Class Village
All the classes that compose the schema will be stured in the database as objects themselves, available to
the programmer through a set of classes called "meta-class". Meta classes specify the kind of entities stored
~n the database. They can be accessed in the same manner as any other class establishing a uniform
mterface to all levels of the database: meta-schema, schema and instance data.
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The user interface.
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The application is aimed to handle statistical data and facilitate the users to identify statistical data they
need. Designing user interface is an important part of the application which provides users the facility to
use the database effectively and efficiently. A modern Graphical User Interface (GUI) is supposed to be a
powerful interface suit to the application. C++ object-oriented programming language will be a single
paradigm to develop the application. For example, geographical area sampling frame, there are three
groups of different purposed users: they are Sample Design Section, Field Work Operation Section, and
Mapping Section.
The sampling frame consists of the list of Villages and Blocks (Enumeration Districts) which are organized
as a hierarchy shown in the Figure 1. Field Work Operation Section use the database for updating the data
follow up the official administrative update transactions, for instance, creating the new village. Sample
Design Section performs sampling task based on various sample designs and maintain some data of the
sampling frame. Mapping Section is responsible for the information about geographical data and
maintenance of the map. The graphical user interfaces should be built to suit each user. The Field Work
Operation Section needs facilities for updating the data. Sample Design Section uses then complete list of
geographical area to prepare sampling frames associated with some statistical data, for instance, number of
villages, number of blocks, number of population and number of households. Mapping Section is more
concerned to geographicaf data and geographical map of the areas. Geographical information system (GIS)
might be applied for this task in the future.

Conclusion
The project proposed here is an alternative for the NSO statistical database management problem. The NSO
database application is a specific-purposed database which aimed to handle a vast amount of statistical
data of the country. This effort will study on the feasibility of applying the object-oriented technology in
developing statistical database application. Object-oriented database is rather young technology which
apparently succeed in a next-generation database applications, for instance, computer-aid design,
geographical information system and office information system. Its concepts and capabilities as well
promisingly show a good basis for statistical database application.
Object-oriented database management system, Ontos, Graphical User Interface programming, OSF/Motif,
Interface Builder, GINA, and C++ programming language are the tools from which a targeted prototype
will be built. The effectiveness and efficient of object-oriented technology in representing, accessing and
integrating the statistical data in the statistical system application may be evaluated from the result of the
prototype of the application.
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Abstract
The details of data management in S are discussed, as implemented
in the 1991 release of S. A number of extensions have been introduced
since the publication of the 1988 version of S, as described in the book
The NewS Language, by R. A. Becker, J. M. Chambers and A. R. Wilk.
These include:
• the ability to attach S objects as databases;
• a facility to compile S objects as static C databases;

Names and Objects

2

The ability to associate names with data is fundamental to any programming
language. We describe here the mechanisms for this association in S. For
casual use of the language, an understanding of this mechanism is usually
not necessary; just assume that when you want an object, it will be found
and when you assign an object, it will be put somewhere (permanently or
temporarily) in an appropriate way.
We begin with some basic notions of the role of names. In the expression

• user-defined classes of database objects;
• explicit control over frames during evaluation;

mean(population)

• cleaner and more efficient techniques for data search;
• a consistent and thorough approach to backout on error.
This discussion defines the semantics of database management and eval.uation frames. It outlines how to use the new features, likely to be
relevant for users with substantial applications of S (particularly applications involving large amounts of data).

the character string "population" is a name used to identify some object.
The S evaluator will search for an object associated with that name. If it
:finds one, the name evaluates to (a copy of) that object. The evaluator also
looks for a function object named "mean", and in the expression
populatioJ: - mean(population)

1

Introduction

This report outlines the semantics of data management in the 1991 version of
S. A number of new concepts and extended facilities have been added since
the 1988 version of S described in [1]. Specifically, there is a new model
for database management that treats databases as S objects; in addition
to the :file-system directories traditionally used, list-like objects can be attached, databases can be compiled into C code, and users can define classes
of database objects (e.g., to interface to database management software).
The majority of the discussion below concerns permanent data objects,
organized inS into databases. Objects are also created and used in temporary
frames as well. Section 2 gives the general background for both. Section 3
discusses frames as they are treated by the S evaluator. Section 4 shows
how frames can be created and manipulated explicitly by user functions.
The remaining sections discuss the treatment of permanent databases-the
search list concept, the semantics of database management, and the various
kinds of database objects. The discussion is meant to be self-contained, not
relying on reading [1], except where we specifically refer to it. Material that
is new since [1] will be noted in footnotes. If you don't care which features
are new, you can ignore the footnotes.
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the evaluator needs a function object of name "-" and proceeds to look for
one.
In all these examples, the syntactic use of the character strings identified
them as names for objects. In particular, the Sparser recognizes a name as a
string formed from letters, numbers and ". ", and not starting with a number.
Other strings are syntactically recognized as infix or unary operators, and
therefore also as names. The syntactic sense is not how we want to talk
about names here; rather, we will discuss the database mechanism in S by
which essentially any character string can be associated with an object as
its name. 1
The specific topic of this report is the association of objects with names,
individually and within a collection of objects that will be called a frame
or database depending on the context. S allows users to access and modify
such collections in the process of computation. The facilities for doing so are
automatic and casual users of the language rarely if ever need to think about
what happens. However, programming applications can sometimes benefit
from a more explicit knowledge of evaluation frames or databases.
1

In [1], this generality is not true of permanent names, as we will discuss below.
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3

Evaluation and Frames

During the evaluation of an expression, the S evaluator creates, uses, and
releases frames in which names and objects are associated temporarily while
evaluating function calls and other expressions. A frame is an internal construct of the evaluator, which can be be modeled as an S object, specifically
a list. The named components of the list correspond to objects of the same
name in the frame.
The evaluator initially creates a top-level frame corresponding to the user
expression. When it proceeds to evaluate a function call, it begins by finding
the definition of the function; that is, the function object corresponding to
the name in the call. For example, in the expression
mean(population)

the function object mean might have the definition
function(x, trim)

{
if(missing(trim))
sum(as.double(x))/length(x)
else .S(mean(x, trim), "mean")

}

To evaluate the function call, the evaluator will create a new frame, initially
containing the (unevaluated) argument expressions, in this case x and trim.
Ordinary assignments in the body of the function take place in this frame,
and, during evaluation of the body, the search for a named object begins in
this frame. More details are given in [1], page 343.
All the frames in existence at any point during evaluation together form
another internal structure, the list of frames. The top-level frame is the first
element of that list. New frames created by the evaluator are added at the
end of the list. Frames can be referred to by number, interpreted as their
position as elements in the frames list. In particular, this allows expressions
to step outside the ordinary .evaluation mechanism--for example, by getting or assigning data in a particular frame via get () or assign(), and by
evaluating an expression there via eval().
The frame in which a function call occurs is the parent of the frame in
which that function call is evaluated. Every frame thus has a unique parent
(including the top-level frame which for completeness is considered its own
parent). In particular, knowing the parent of a frame is essential to the S
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philosophy of lazy evaluation of arguments. Arguments to a function call
are not evaluated until the actual object is needed (typically when some
low-level computations have to be done). At that point the expression for
the actual argument, if there was one, is evaluated in the parent frame of
the current frame, and the resulting value is associated with the name of the
argument in the current frame. The lazy evaluation mechanism is the reason
that the argument trim could be omitted in our example, even though no
default value was provided. An evaluation frame remains in existence until
the corresponding function call (if any) is complete, until an explicit return()
expression is evaluated, or until the parent of the current frame ceases to
exist. It is then released by the evaluator.
The frames created during evaluation are accessible to user expressions
through a variety of functions. 2 The most relevant for the present discussion
are:
sys.frame(n)
sys.parent(i)
sys.frames()
sys. paren~:s ()

#
#
#
#

the n-th frame, as a list object
the parent frame i generations back
a list containing all the frames
all the parent frames.

Parent frames are identified by numeric position in the frames list. Notice
that sys. frames() and sys. parents() are both needed to give the complete
information about the frames list.
The function eval () operates like the S evaluator itself, but under explicit
control of the user. Its first argument is an S object that is an expression and
its second argument, if included, defines the frame in which the evaluation
of the expression should take place. For example,
eval(expression(mean(population)), state.data)

says to take the object state. data to define a new frame in which the expression mean(population) is to be evaluated. For this to make sense, state.data
should be a list-like object whose named components will define objects in
the new frame. The second argument to eval () can also be a number, in
which case it means to use the corresponding element in the frames list as
the frame for evaluation. In particular, a frame can be created explicitly
(section 4) for this purpose.
Evaluation frames can have attributes. If the function object being called
has attributes, the S evaluator sets the attribute list of the frame to contain
2
A few new functions have been added since [1], and some calling sequences extended.
See the on-line documentation for more details.
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those attributes. Similarly, attributes of an object used to create a frame,
via eval () or the function new. frame () in section 4 are transferred to the
evaluation frame created. Attributes of evaluation frames can be accessed
or set by the function frame. attr():
frame.attr("tol") # get the attribute "tol" of the current frame
frame.attr("tol") <- .001 # set it

The function frame. attributes () returns the list of all the attributes of the
current frame.

4

Explicitly Creating Frames

Frames are created, used, and released as a result of function calls; these
steps require no special user action. However, some applications want more
control over the process3 . In typical examples, various expressions are to be
evaluated in terms of a current frame that is explicitly constructed. This
can be done by repeated use of eval () with the frame (as a list) given
as the second argument, as illustrated on page 5. However, with multiple
expressions this mechanism is inefficient and clumsy. Instead, we can create
a new frame explicitly from an object. This frame then stays around and
can be supplied as a numeric argument to eval (). The entire frame can
be passed back to a calling function by number, providing a very efficient
mechanism for communicating intermediate results.
The two functions that accomplish this are:
new.frame(object)
move.frame(frame, to)

The first of these takes any (recursive) object and creates a new frame in the
frames list. The objects in the frame will be the components of object. The
value of new. frame () is the numeric index of the new frame in the frames
list. The new frame will be a child of the frame from which new.frame()
was called. Under normal circumstances, it will disappear when its parent
frame does. To transmit the contents of the frame back to a previous function we could use the sys. frame() function, but this would involve explicitly
copying the frame. If the intention is to use the frame for further computations, a simpler and more efficient way is to transfer parentage. The call
3

All this material is new.
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to move.frame() causes the frame in the first argument, identified bynumber, to become a child of the frame specified, also by number, in the second
argument. By default, to is taken to be the parent of the frame calling
move. frame(). Notice that frames disappear automatically only when they
explicitly return at the end of a function computation, or when their parent
frame disappears. Thus, transferring ownership to a parent guarantees that
frame will survive, even when the current function evaluation is complete.
This is precisely the purpose of the transfer.
Transmitting large amounts of data by re-assigning parentage of frames is
much more efficient than returning the data from a function, since no actual
transfer of data occurs, only some changes in the internal bookkeeping of the
evaluator. For this reason, it is recommended in applications where repeated
evaluations take place under the control of some function. The mechanism is
not intended to replace the usual way in which S functions return their values;
that is the natural and clean way most computations should be handled, and
the inefficiencies are irrelevant in simple applications. Use of explicit frames
inevitably violates the "functional language" aspects of S and will tend to
obscure what ~ going on. Also, of course, something eventually has to be
physically returned, since all the frames will disappear at the completion of
the top level expression.
As a simple use of the new mechanism, here is a function, xframe (),
which is given some names, and which constructs a frame containing all the
objects corresponding to those names. It makes the caller of xframe() the
parent of this new frame and returns the frame number as its value.
xframe <- function(names) {
assignment <- substitute(x <- x)
n <- new.frame()
for(var in names) {
assignrnent[[1]] <- assignrnent[[2]] <- as.name(var)
eval(assignrnent, n)

}
move.frame(n)
n

}

So, for example,
n <- xframe(c("Fuel", "Weight", "Displacement"))

would create a frame containing the three objects named, and would set n to
the numerical index of this frame. Then the function calling xframe () could
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evaluate expressions in frame n. The first line of the for loop in xfrarne()
constructs an S assignment expression that copies each variable into the local
frame; the first time through the loop the evaluated expression would be

This scope is in fact very general, and constitutes what we will call the
database mechanism in S4 • Specifically, a database element in the search list
may be:
• the name of a file-system directory;

Fuel <- Fuel

• a list-like S object;

and so on.

• one or more compiled C-language images of S databases;

5

Databases; the Search List

In the model of evaluation for S, a database is a collection of named objects,
internal to the evaluator. More precisely, for each currently active database
and any character string, five primitive operations are defined, corresponding
to the generic functions:

• an object inheriting from some class of user-defined databases.
Beginning in section 7 we will discuss each of these kinds of database.
Databases are attached by a call of the form
attach(object, pos)

The optional argument pos says where in the search list the new database
should appear, with the default being position 2. A third argument, name,
can be used to specify the name corresponding to the new database, in
the character jVector returned by the function search() (see the example on
page 21). The object argument to attach() is used to determine the kind
of database by applying, in order, the following rules:

exists(narne, ... )
get(narne, ... )
assign(narne, value, ... )
remove(narnes, ... )
objects( ... )

These functions can refer to either frames or databases. In the latter case,
their semantics are:
exists(): returns TRUE or FALSE according to whether an object of this

name exists in the database;
get(): returns (a copy of) the object, if it exists;
assign(): associates (a copy of) a specified object in the database with

the given name;
remove(): deletes the objects, if any, of the given names in the database;
objects(): returns the character vector of the names of all the objects in

the database (this is not strictly required-see section 10-but will be
provided for all standard types of databases).
The general scope of databases is the topic of the rest of this report; essentially, anything can be a database that associates some character strings
with S objects in such a way as to define the primitives.
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1. If the object inherits from a class for which there is a method for
the function dbobj ects (), then this inheritance determines the type of
database. One special case should be noted: there is a method for class
"compiled" for this function, whose existence just serves as a way to
force interpretation of an object as a compiled database. In this case
the object is interpreted as a character vector naming one or more
collections of objects, compiled from C code as described in section 9.
In all other cases, the object will be treated as a user-defined database
class.

2. If the object is recursive (e.g., a list) it is interpreted as an object-type
database, and its named components are copied to form the dictionary.
All the components of the object must be named.
3. If the value of the object is a character string corresponding to a filesystem directory, this directory is attached.
4

In (1], only :file system directories could be used as databases, and that only in a more
restricted way than described in section 7 below. The search list is much more general,
and the explicit . Search .list character vector no longer exists.
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4. If the object is a character vector whose elements specify one or more
compiled databases, these are concatenated and attached.
An error results if none of these interpretations succeeds.
All the currently attached databases make up the search list. References
to databases by number correspond to positions in the search list, in the same
way that references to evaluation frames by number correspond to positions
in the frames list. Thus,

In addition to the databases in the search list, there is one more database,
called the session database 5 • This database is initially empty; objects can
be assigned to it by the assign() function and in all respects it can be
used like any other database, except that it has no external counterpart
and disappears at the conclusion of the S session. The session database
is searched before any of the external databases and for this reason it is
convenient sometimes to think of it as "database 0". This is how it appears
as an argument to functions like assign() or get():
assign("Check",TRUE, where=O)

get("x", where=2)

will look for an object named "x" in the second database on the current
search list. The search list is part of the S evaluator, and not an ordinary
object itself. Databases are removed from the search list by the function
detach(). The functions attach() and detach() together define the search
list, and should be thought of a primitives interacting with the S evaluator.
Based on the way S has been installed for a particular machine, the
search list at the beginning of an S session will contain various databases
for S functions and datasets, probably including some libraries. The first
database on the search list is always the working database, in which ordinary
assignments in the top-level expression take place. Initially, this will usually
be a subdirectory named ".Data" of the current directory or of the user's
login directory. Subsequently, use of attach() or detach() may modify the
search list so that any database becomes the working database (but a nonwritable database can't function as the working data).
The initial contents of the search list can be controlled by defining one or
both of the shell variables s_WORK or S..PATH. Both of these are interpreted as
path variables in the usual sense of the shell; that is, their value as a character
string is interpreted as names, separated by the character ": ". If S_WORK is
defined, the names will be tried in order as candidates for the working data.
If S..P ATH is defined, the names it contains will be attached (if they exist)
as databases following the working data in the search list. The flexibility
supplied by this mechanism can be useful in setting up nonstandard use of
S, but the mechanism is somewhat limited since databases are identified by
character strings, rather than general S expressions. As experience with the
database mechanism grows, the approach to initializing the search list may
also evolve. On the whole, if applications can work with the default initial
search list, it's a good idea to do so.
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creates an object named Check in the session database. The session database
has the database semantics (section 6), even though it does not start off from
attaching an external object.
In the process of evaluating users' expressions, the S evaluator will attempt to match names with corresponding objects. We describe now the
rules by which this matching takes place. At any time in the evaluation of
an S expressio~, there is a current frame, typically associated with the function call currently being evaluated. On encountering a name, the evaluator
tries in turn to match the name first in the current frame, in the top-level
frame (frame 1), in the session database, and from the search list.
At this point, it is useful to represent the search process diagrammatically6 .
The figure suggests the search procedure involved in evaluating the expression sqrt(lottery.payoff), typed by the user. The user's expression is evaluated initially in Frame 1. As soon as a function call, to sqrt () in this case,
is to be evaluated, the name "sqrt" is searched for in Frame 1 and the various databases. Once found, a new frame (Frame 2) is opened, the arguments
to sqrt () are matched against the definition and the body of the function
is evaluated in Frame 2. That body itself contains a call to another function, the operator "1"'. Another search finds this object, and a new frame is
created (Frame 3).
Since this new function contains an interface to the internal C code for
operators, we are now at the point where the arguments to """, and thus
to sqrtO, have to be evaluated. Eventually this requires finding the object
5 ln [1], this role was partly played by frame 0. The more consistent and much more
general approach to databases now allows a cleaner handling of the frame 0 idea. For
compatibility, you can refer to the session database as either frame 0 or database 0.
6 Compare this with the picture in [1], page 118. The search semantics are essentially
identical; what can go into the boxes and the treatment of databases are new.
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that was originally attached may not be reflected. See the discussion
on page 14 below.

Frame 3:"

• Depending on the kind of database, the dictionary may contain the
names of the objects, the entire objects, or a mixture of names and
objects.

Frame 2: sqrt
Frame 1 : Expression

• When only a name is found, the database mechanism proceeds to
"read" the object. It may be directed in this case, by the S option
"keep" to retain the object in the dictionary either for the rest of the
session or just for the current top-level expression (see the detailed
documentation for options()).

Database 0: Session
Database 1: (Working data)

Database Semantics

6

S Datasets

Figure 1: The search for a named object proceeds through the shaded boxes top to
bottom: the local frame, frame 1, the session database and then each database on
the search list. The expression sqrt (lottery. payoff) is being evaluated.
lottery .payoff, in this case from the S datasets, assuming no object of this

name appeared in earlier databases.
At this stage, a few general comments are needed:
• Each of the databases has an associated in-memory dictionary; searching in a database means a hash-table lookup in the dictionary. The
time taken to look up a name remains small over a wide range of the
number of databases in the search list or the size of the individual
dictionaries.

This section describes how the database mechanism organizes and controls
the access and assignment of data7 . The information in this section gives
details that ar~ useful in understanding the relative efficiency of alternative
organizations of data and also defines more precisely the behavior of the five
database primitives. Understanding this material is important for the design
of new database classes (section 10).
Of the five primitives for database management on page 8, assign()
and remove () alter the contents of the database. This includes altering an
object by a replacement (e.g., of a subset or attribute). Any such changes
in any of the databases (including the session database) are kept pending
until successful completion ofthe top-level expression containing them. This
means that, while the changes take place immediately as viewed by the
computations in the expression, the changes are not permanently committed
until successful completion of the expression. Any error or interrupt causes
the databases to be restored to their state at the beginning of the expression.
The dictionaries are tables kept internally. Conceptually, when an object,
say database, is first attached to the search list, the dictionary is initialized
to the value of the function
dbobjects(database)
7

• The database in the search list is part of the internals of S. The database and its dictionary are kept consistent with changes initiated by the
S process. Changes made by other processes to the external database
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Explicit database semantics, based on the five primitives, is new. So is the use of
dictionaries for all databases, which substantially improves the efficiency of attaching large
databases. The commitment semantics have been extended to all databases and to include
removal as well as assignment.
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In practice, the initialization of the table is built-in for the standard kinds
of databases (directories, objects, and compiled), but the definition of the
dbobj ects () method is important for the user-defined database classes of
section 10. The value of this function can be a character vector, a list, or
NULL. In the first case, only the names ofthe objects are stored in the table.
When an object from the database is to be accessed, it will still need to be
read. If the value of dbobjectsO is a list, both the names and the objects
will be stored in the table and no further reading will be needed. If the
value is NULL, the database is to be used without a dictionary. This means
that each query must be answered by using the exists () primitive, with
obviously a serious performance penalty. Databases without dictionaries are
provided for possible use with user-defined database classes, but all of the
built-in forms of S database provide dictionaries.
The dictionary for a database and any objects stored there persist until
that particular database is detached, or until the end of the session with S.
This is important for two reasons. First, since all databases will normally
have dictionaries, the computations required to find a particular object do
not appreciably slow down when a number of possibly large databases are
on the search list. Second, attaching and detaching databases only requires
substantial computations related to the newly attached database, and not
recomputation of tables for the other databases in the search list.
There are a few exceptions to the general pattern of commitment as
described so far. Two special situations need to be considered:
• when the function synchronize() is called;
• when the database is detached from the search list.
The function synchronize() is an explicit request by the user to make the
database and its dictionary consistent. If synchronize() is called without
arguments, it will commit all changes to all databases. If synchronize() is
called with a vector of one or more numbers as an argument,
synchronize(i)
it will also re-attach the databases in position( s) i of the search list. This
will update the corresponding dictionaries with respect to changes made
by other processes, or changes to the underlying object or other external
entity. Clearly, reattaching involves considerably more computation than
just committing. It should (and must) be used when the contents of the
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dictionary may be out of date and the S process needs the current version
of the external database.
Detaching a database may require action when changes are held only
in the internal dictionary. When the database is detached, the internal
information disappears, and in certain cases S will take some action to save
that information. What happens depends on the kind of database. For
directory databases, no action is taken. Compiled databases are regarded as
read-only, so again no action is taken. For object databases, a new object
may be assigned in the working data, depending on the argument save to the
function detach() (see the online documentation). For user-defined database
classes, a method can be defined for the function dbdetach() to carry out
any desired action.
One detail should be noted. In the current implementation, the detach
action for object databases is a standard assignment to the working data,
which will itself not be committed until the expression completes. Data can
be lost if the expression dies after detaching a modified object database. To
avoid this, use synchronize():
save.detadh <- function(n) {
detach(n)
synchronize()
}

The function save. detach() guarantees to commit the saved version of some
detached object.
When an error or interrupt occurs in an S expression, all the changes
to databases initiated in that expression are backed out. Commitment and
back-out are managed by keeping an internal back-out structure for each
database that, essentially, records the pending actions for that database and
the previous contents of the dictionary for the same objects. On error, the
dictionary is restored to its contents before the expression began. The same
mechanism is used to restore dictionary contents for objects that are read
during an expression but are not to be kept permanently hashed in the
dictionary.
As mentioned, the search list and the databases in it are part of the internalS evaluator. As with evaluation frames, someS functions are provided
to inspect the databases:
database.object(n)
database. type (n)
database.status(n)
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Each of these takes as argument an index into the current search list. The
first returns the current object corresponding to the given database. The
second returns the type ("directory", "object", "compiled" or "user"). The
third returns the status, indicating whether the database has been modified
since being attached. See the online documentation for more details on any
of these functions.
Database objects can have attributes, copied in from the attached objects. To access an attribute named "abc" of the database in position n
database.attr("abc" ,n)

If the position is not specified, the first database in the list having the attribute will be used. Database attributes can also be set by using the same
function on the left of an assignment.
In any of the functions on page 8, the database may be specified numerically, as a position in the search list. It may also be given explicitly-for
example, as a character vector. The interpretation in this case is that the
corresponding database will be attached temporarily, if it is not already on
the search list. In the current implementation, a limited (but fairly large)
number of such databases will be attached and kept around until the end of
the current top-level expression. The intent is to make repeated reference
to an explicitly named database reasonably efficient. There are some limitations, however, and the mechanism is ambiguous in the case of objects
(what if the object changes between references to it?). A better strategy for
repeated access is to attach the object and then arrange to detach it on exit
from the appropriate function.

7

Directory Databases

If the rules on page 9 identify the database as a directory in the file system,
the files in that directory are interpreted as S objects. Internal code in
the S executive reads and writes S objects as files. This is as described in
[1], section 5.4, except for the mechanism needed to overcome limitations
in file-system naming abilities. As noted, it is a semantic requirement that
any character string can be unambiguously associated with an S object in a
frame or database. File systems prohibit the use of some character strings
as file names and may in addition set an upper limit on the length of file
names. To overcome these limitations, the S executive maintains an aliasing
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mechanism to rename objects if necessary and to keep a table of the names 8 .
From the user's viewpoint, this detail is only relevant in that one should
not manipulate the files in the directory casually outside of S unless absolutely conversant with the way the database mechanism works. S databases
should be examined, dumped, or restored using the utilities in S:
names <- objects(where)
data.dump(names, file)
data.restore(file)

#
#
#

the names of all the objects
dump specified objects
restore objects from a dump

In particular, using the ls command in the operating system will not give a
valid list of the objects in the database, and removing or moving files at the
operating system level is dangerous.
The aliasing mechanism is important, however, in that it may be needed
to implement non-standard database classes that use the file system (section
10 shows an example) and to port S to other operating systems or to nonstandard file systems. For those interested, here are some pointers to how
the mechanism works. For a given object name and a given directory, S constructs internr,lly a "true file name". A table of the current mapping from
object name to true file name (for all names not mapped into themselves) is
kept in the directory, and updated automatically.
The mapping can be accessed from S via a routine callable from .C():
.C("True_file_name",name, n, TRUE)

with name the object name, n the position of the database, and third argument a flag that says whether the true file name should be constructed and
added to the table if it is not there already. If the attached name of the
database is known, rather than the position in the search list, n can be given
as o, with name [2] set to the name of the database. See the example on page
24.
Internally, two other C subroutines control the definition of file names:
char *
true_file_name(name, database, db_name, action)
char *name; long database; char *db_name; int action;

{
}
8
In [1], only objects with legal file names could be assigned. Names that were too long
were truncated, with possible ambiguities introduced.
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int
bad_name (name)
char *name;

{
}

The second of these returns 0 or 1 according to whether the name is considered illegal as a file name for an S object. The first (which calls the second)
returns either its name argument or the name of a file to be used instead if
name is not legal. It may be used for a non-attached directory by supplying
the second argument as -1 and giving the directory name as the third argument. The action argument is an extension of the flag in the third argument
of the .CO-callable subroutine. As a side effect, calling this routine may
update and write out the table of transliterated names for this database.
The versions of true_iile..name and bad..name in the standard S source code
are designed for Unix file systems, where file names may not contain "/",
where there are a few additional proscribed names, and where there may be
a system-dependent limit on file name lengths. In addition, it will always be
necessary for bad..name to prohibit some other names, in order to protect the
transliteration mechanism us~d by true_iile..name.
This mechanism should allow any character string to be mapped to a
file name, so long as the mechanism doesn't run out of transliterated file
names or the file system impose some limit on the size of directories. (If the
file system allows file names of length M, there are about 10M- 2 possible
transliterations, so the first problem should be academic.)

8

Objects as Databases

Any recursive object inS can be used to define a frame, as we noted in section
4. Equally, any such object can be attached as a database to be persistently
available9 • The semantics of attaching an object are that the new database
is initialized with a dictionary containing all the named components of the
object. To be precise, the dictionary contains copies of the components. In
line with S's general dislike of indirect references, changes in the original
object and in the objects of the database are independent.
Notice that the dictionary formed from the object contains all the data,
not just the names. By comparison to a directory, subsequent access to the
9 All

the facilities in the next three sections are new.
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objects will be faster. On the other hand, attaching truly huge objects this
way will be fairly expensive in both memory and computing time. If only a
small fraction of the data is needed, a directory is likely to be more efficient.
If the data only changes rarely, on the other hand, a compiled database as
described in the next section will be an attractive possibility.
Another relevant comparison is between an object attached as a database
and one attached as a frame, as in section 4. There are again some efficiency
issues - the database is only attached once, so access in several expressions
should have somewhat lower overhead. More critical is the different position
in the search list. Using new.frame() produces a frame that will typically
be the current frame for calls to eval (). Names will be matched to the new
frame first. Attaching an object as a database means that the local and
top-level frame and the session database, plus any databases earlier in the
search list, will override names in the attached object. Which semantics is
preferred depends on the application. For the sort of computation described
in [3], for example, the usual assumption is that the names in the created
frame should take precedence.

i!

9

Compiled Databases

For collections of S objects that are used frequently but that change seldom,
and particularly for collections with many objects, there is an advantage in
reducing the time and memory required to attach the objects. In particular,
it may be desirable to build the objects into a compiled version of S. A
mechanism has been designed to accomplish this. From a list of S objects,
the function cdump() will produce a file of C language source code. This
source code (highly unreadable by humans) contains data initializations that
construct internal copies of the S objects, plus an entry point that when
invoked will enter those definitions into one of the internal dictionaries in
the database mechanism.
Let's look at a tiny example to illustrate, although the appeal of compiled
dictionaries is strongest for big examples. Nevertheless, suppose we decide
to make a compiled dictionary for the arithmetic operators. The first step
is to create a C program that contains the S objects. The function cdump()
does this. It takes two main arguments, a vector of the names of the objects
to be dumped and a name to identify the dump, both analogous to the
arguments to dump() or data.dump(). What it does is different. The sideeffect of cdump() is to write a file of C source code, containing a (large)
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number of data declarations and a single executable routine. The second
argument is required and is the name of the C language entry point that will
be used to attach the database. The value of the call to cdump() is the name
of the file on which the C code has been written. By default, this is the the
entry point name followed by ". c". In our example, "arithops" contains the
names of 7 S functions for arithmetic operations. We will create a C dump
with the name "arith_ops":
> arithops
[1] "%%" "*"
"+"
.. _.. .......
> cdump(arithops,"arith_ops")
[1] "arith_ops.c"

"/"

"%/% ..

The C source in the file ari th_ops. c contains data statements to define
objects with the same contents as the 7 functions, a table designed to help
hash all these definitions in a dictionary, and a single executable routine
nam~d arith_ops, which when called will give the information needed by the
database mechanism to attach the table.
This C program needs to be compiled and loaded with S. It can be loaded
either dynamically or statically; e.g., for static loading:
S LOAD arith_ops.c

To compile in preparation for dynamic loading, the local directory needs to
be made into an S chapter. The shell command
S CHAPTER

should be run once in the directory. Once the chapter has been set up,
make arith_ops.o

will create the appropriate object file. Attaching an object that identifies
the executable routine then causes the database mechanism to initialize a
dictionary to the contents of the compiled database:
> dyn.load("arith_ops.o")
> attach("arith_ops")
> objects(2)
[1] .. %%" "%/%" "*"
"+"
"-"
"/"
> get("*",where=2)
:function(e1, e2)
.Internal(e1 * e2, "do_op", T, 4)
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The attached database can be used like any other, except that assigning and
removing in it will have no permanent consequences. Changes will disappear
at the end of the session. To revise a compiled database, repeat the cdumpO
computations. (Tinkering with the C code is rarely a good idea. C is an
assembly language for this purpose, as any look at the code will quickly
establish.)
Compiled databases reduce the overhead of attaching to an essential minimum, just the few instructions needed per name to insert the entry into the
internal table. In addition, cdump() has an optional argument optimize, TRUE
by default, which triggers some extra work to find common subexpressions in
the S objects. Even without optimizing, atomic objects of length one (e.g.,
character strings or numeric values in expressions) will be detected as common subexpressions. Optimization adds a little to this, usually worthwhile
given that the time spent in cdump() is unlikely to matter much. Optimization seems to reduce the size of the C code by about 10% in some moderately
large examples.
Compiled databases are still somewhat experimental, and may well end
up being a st<t,ndard way to include many of the standard S functions. One
limitation and portability issue is that the generated C code for a sizable
number of objects can overflow various internal tables in the local C compiler. Partly for this reason there is another mechanism that allows multiple
compiled routines (each from a separate cdump() call) to be linked together
as a single database. A character vector naming all the routines, with class
"compiled", will cause all the data to be put in one compiled database when
attached. Suppose, for example, "db_stu:f:f" was another set of compiled
data, compiled on file db_stu:f:f. o. The following creates a compiled database object that links the two sets of objects together when attached.
mydb <- c("arith_ops", "dbstu:f:f")
class(mydb) <- "compiled"
dyn.load("arith_ops.o")
dyn.load("dbstuf:f.o")
> attach(mydb,name="Compiled")

>
>
>
>

The name= argument to attach() controls the character string associated
with an attached database in the character vector returned by the search()
function. For compiled databases, the default name will be the first element
of mydb, which we override in the call to attach().
Compiled databases, compared to directories, provide data compression
and faster initial access. On the negative side, compiled databases really are
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built in; the S process pays the full cost of additional memory whether or not
the database is attached. On balance, they are very attractive for heavily
used collections of objects, particularly S functions. As greater experience is
gained, it seems likely that they will be the medium of choice for at least the
most frequently used of the S functions. The precise tradeoff remains to be
determined and in any case is likely to depend on the particular computer
system, since it is in part trading additional memory for less :file-system
activity.

10

Database Classes

In addition to the built-in forms of database described so far, the database mechanism explicitly anticipates extension to include other kinds of
database. One interesting application will be to link S with various database management systems ( dbms ). In this scenario, objects are accessed by
queries into the dbms which return S objects, and S expressions to assign
or remove objects are interpreted as requests to update the contents of the
dbms.
Such interfaces to dbms will likely be important for a number of applications. First, they allow the data analysis to approach closer to application projects by providing a direct interface to the databases owned by
those projects. Second, they provide an open-ended interface to very large
databases (e.g., with thousands of objects) without having to translate large
or arbitrarily chosen subsets of the database.
To make the interface clean and relatively easy to implement, we use the
class/method mechanism [3]. Specifically, a set of generic functions exists
corresponding to the database primitives needed to define a new class of
database:
dbread(database, name)
dbwrite(database, name, object)
dbremove(database, names)
dbobjects(database)

#
#
#
#

read 'name' from the database
write 'object' as 'name'
remove the named objects
the names of all the objects

Defining a new class of databases amounts to implementing methods for
these four generic functions. The methods must perform the following functions:
dbread(): return the S object on database corresponding to the character
string in name;
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dbwrite(): store a permanent version of object in database so it can be
later retrieved as name;
dbremove(): remove the object stored as name in database or warn if the

object is not there;
dbobjects(): return a character vector giving the names of all the objects
currently in database, or a list giving both names and current contents,

or NULL. In either of the first two cases a dictionary will be formed
internally by the S evaluator, containing the names and optionally the
objects when the database is attached.
For some applications, it is undesirable or even impossible to return a vector
of the database objects or their names from dbobjects(). For example,
the actual database may contain so many objects that it would create an
excessively large in-memory dictionary. In this case, dbobjects() will return
NULL. No dictionary will be formed, and every attempt to access an object
from the database will be preceded by a call to a :fifth generic function,
dbexists ().

I:

dbexists(database, name, mode) # does 'name' exist on the database?

A method for this function must exist and must return a logical saying
whether the desired object exists. The definition should have the default
value "any" for mode. Since using dbexists() significantly complicates and
slows down each reference to data from the database, this approach should
only be used when keeping a dictionary for the database is clearly a bad
idea. Also, such databases should if possible be attached after the standard S databases; otherwise, every function reference results in a call to the
dbexists() method, with a very large overhead.
The object returned by dbobjects() can also control the system's strategy in hashing any objects assigned to this database while it is attached.
If the object has an attribute "hash", this is treated analogously to the the
"keep" option, but solely for this database. If the attribute has value "any"
then all objects are hashed, so that dbread() will not be called. If it has value
"function", functions will be hashed, other objects will not. By default, no
objects are permanently hashed for user-defined database classes.
The details of designing serious database classes are beyond our scope
here, but we can sketch a simple example that will cover the essentials. For
data arising from dynamic display of networks ([2]), applying file compression
techniques to the binary files containing S objects in directory databases was
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observed to save considerable file space. This suggests keeping the S binary
files in compressed form and only expanding them when reading them into
S. We can implement databases of such files transparently to the S user by
defining a class of objects, of class "compress", say. Methods for objects of
this class will read and write compressed files.
First, we need a class of database objects. As usual, a function of the
same name as the class will return a suitable object from the class. In this
case, the object just needs to contain the character string specifying the directory in which we will keep the objects. It will also have the corresponding
class attribute, to drive the choice of methods.
compress <- function(directory) {
unix(paste("if ! test -d", directory,"; mkdir", directory,
" ",directory,"/ __ aux ; fi" ,out = F)
class(directory) <- "compress"
directory

}

assign(temp, object, w = aux)
synchronize()
unix(paste("cd ", aux, "; compress -f ", temp, "; mv ",
temp, ".Z .. /", tname, sep = ""), output= F)

}

This method first assigns the object in the ordinary way, into that subdirectory we created. Calling synchronize() forces the physical output of the
object. Then the compress command in the operating system is used to compress the new file, and the compressed file is moved back to the database
directory. To avoid any constraints on file names, the method uses the C
language entry point, True..file...name, to get back a suitable actual file name,
as shown on page 17.
The corresponding method for dbread() is analogous:
"dbread.compress"<function(database, name)

{

The unix() command will create the directory, if it does not already exist,
and also a subdirectory, whose purpose will become clear shortly. The object
returned by compress() is the database object. It will be inserted into the
search list; the class attribute will then guide the database mechanism to
call the corresponding methods dbread. compress (), etc.
Now we can implement the methods. The first point to note is that these
are called when the database mechanism is ready to physically read, write,
or remove the relevant objects. The methods need not worry about the
semantics of commitment discussed in section 6. The methods do, however,
have to cope with the semantic requirement that any character string can
name an object. Since we're dealing with files here, we can piggyback on the
existing mechanism for directory databases, as described in section 7. Let's
begin with dbwri te. compress ().
"dbwrite.compress"<function(database, name, object)

{
temp <- unix("echo x$$")
dir <- as.character(database)
tname <- (.C("True_file_name",
n = as.character(c(name, dir)),
as.integer(O),
as.integer(1))$n)[1]
aux <- paste(dir, "/ __ aux", sep = "")
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temp <- unix("echo x$$")
temp.~<- paste(temp, ".Z", sep = "")
on.exit(unix(paste("cd", aux, "; rm", temp, temp.Z)))
dir <- as.character(database)
tname <- (.C("True_file_name",
n = as.character(c(name, dir)),
as.integer(O),
as.integer(O))$n)[1]
aux <- paste(dir, "/ __ aux", sep = "")
cmd <- paste("cd ", aux, ";ln .. /", tname,
temp.Z, "; zcat "
'
temp.Z, " >", temp, sep = "")
unix(cmd, output = F)
get(temp, w = aux)
II

II

}

This links the compressed file (so as not to have to copy it), uncompresses it
and then gets the uncompressed file (from an ordinary S directory database).
The dbremove() and dbobjects() methods are even simpler, since for
both these purposes the database can just be treated as an ordinary directory
database, attached without its class attribute.
"dbremove.compress"<function(database, name)
unix(paste("rm ", as.character(database), "/",
name, sep = ""), output= F)
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"dbobjects.compress"<function(database)
NextMethod("dbobjects")

ANALYSIS OF TRADEOFF BETWEEN DATA ACCURACY
AND PERFORMANCE OF DATABASES
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Abstract
Databases in large organizations are used for supporting the storage and manipulation of both operational and
aggregate data. The operatibnal data is characterized by frequent updates based on changes to values of items in the
real world. Aggregate data is used in statistical analysis for decision making, forecasting and formulation of business
strategies. The accuracy of the results of statistical processing depends on the processing resources allocated to the
update transactions relative to the query and statistical reporting requests. Different types of statistical processing
may require varying degrees of data accuracy. For example, long range planning decisions may require less accurate
data than those needed for tactical decisions. In this paper we propose a model for allocating the computing
resources efficiently based on database system performance parameters and accuracy requirements of various groups
ofusers.
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1. JNTRODUCTION
Many database systems in large organizations are used for storing and retrieving operational data and at the same
time also provide aggregate and statistical information. The operational data is used for the day-to-day running of
the organization whereas the statistical part is important for high-level decision making, detection of trends, and
formulation of strategies. Typically different classes of users will be involved in using the database in th~ dual
modes. As the total amount of processing power available to support all database operations is bounded, it is
important to allocate it equitably among the different classes of users.
The benefits that users derive from a database system is usually dependent on the degree of accuracy of the data
as well as the response time of the system. The user, who bases his decisions on results of queries, may want some
assurances as to how much can stored values in the database deviate from their current real values. Ideally we would
like to have each stored data item reflect its current real value at any given time. The question is how much one
is willing to pay for it in terms of computing resources and delays in response time.

and is also used for supporting decisions related to the operations of the facilities. In the database the patients might
be classified into different categories according to the severity of their conditions (such as critical, ambulatory, etc.)
The activity rate (hence, volume) and accuracy requirements for the queries about patients will vary accordingly.
For example, if a hospital administrator wants to query the database and ascertain the number (count) of critical
procedures (such as surgeries) that need to be scheduled for the next shift, the accuracy requirement is very high.
On the other hand, the query on how many meals to prepare for the resident patients might need only an estimated
answer. The same applies to other queries regarding scheduling of personnel and resources, and statistical
calculation of disease profiles and occurrences. Another example would be that of the queries on critical patients
(such as those scheduled for surgery or are already in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU)) should have priority over
queries about other less critical patients. Furthermore, the accuracy requirements for the answers to these queries
have to be very high (e.g., such as for pharmaceutical prescriptions in case a mismatched drug or dosage is
prescribed.)

1.1 Previous Work
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with data items which are derived from numeric domains where some
quantitative statements can be made about the deviation of the stored value in the database from their current real
values. Statistical computations on such attributes are valid only if it could be guaranteed (or stated with a high level
of confidence) that their stored values only deviate by a bounded amount from their current real values.
There are many factors which may cause stored values in a database to deviate from their current real values. The
most significant ones are:
(a) Frequency of updates - In general, shorter intervals between updates lead to smaller deviations. Ideally, we
would like to update the stored value immediately with every change in its current value (such as with each relevant
transaction). In some cases, this may not be possible due to a very fast rate of changes which cannot be sustained
by the computing resources available to the database system. In such cases, the deviation will be directly
proportional to the extent of the transaction backlog. That is, the more unprocessed transactions there are in the
backlog, the more likely that the deviation will be larger. Many research works are concerned with this aspect
[23,24].
(b) Integrity and error control mechanisms - In a database system with insufficient error detection mechanisms, it
is possible that the database could contain significant deviations due to its inability to detect wrong values before
they were inserted. In such cases, it is very difficult to measure or to predict the size of the deviations. For
example, a simple transposition of two digits on data entry which goes undetected could result in an arbitrarily large
deviation. For a plethora of research in the design and implementation of internal and external controls of various
levels of sophistication see [14].

(c) The degree of accuracy inherent in the input data -Recent research on probabilistic database systems have dealt
with the storage of estimates of real values or just storing the information about the probabilistic distribution of such
values [2, 6, 8]. For example, a data item which pertains to predictions about sales figures may be stored as a series
of parameters of a piece-wise linear function. It has been shown that many common database operators in use today
(e.g., Select, Project and Join) must be redefined in order to adequately deal with the data items which exhibit such
probabilistic behavior.
In this research, we are mainly concerned with case (a). We show that we can predict and control the degree of
deviation by instituting computing resource allocation strategies to manage the update processes. As an example of
the problem we are dealing with, consider the following: in a Health Maintenance Organization1 (HMO)
environment the patient record database usually has a high activity rate since it is used to support patient health-care

One area of research related to this paper has been concerned with snapshots which are read-only replicas of
selected portions of the database [15]. The values stored in a snapshot will deviate from the current real values of
the database until a refresh operation is performed. The work in [22] dealt with policies which would minimize the
costs of the refresh operations. Along the same line of research, work has been done on the materialization of
views of database tables [23]. They dealt with detection of relevant transactions which affect the materialized views
and refresh policies. In all the above work, the motivation of the research is based on improving system efficiency
rather than satisfying the users' data accuracy requirements.
An exception to the above i~ [24] where a model of data accuracy was introduced. One weakness of the model was
that only one single class bf data was considered, the same degree of accuracy and the same activity rate were
assumed for the whole database. In most databases, different degrees of accuracy requirements and activity rates
apply to different segments of data items. For example, in an airline reservation application, data pertaining to
flights that are scheduled for the near future must be more accurately reported and are accessed more frequently
than those that are scheduled farther into the future. In this paper, we improve on the model of [24] by permitting
multiple classes of data items in the database, each with its own accuracy requirements and activity rate.

1.2 Examples of Applications
In many applications, the stored values are useful if the degree of accuracy can be predicted with a high level of
confidence in order to meet users' accuracy requirements. The degree of accuracy required of a data item is
determined by the nature of the process which uses it. Some examples of database applications where the accuracy
of data items is determined by the frequency of updates are described below.
Distributed Databases
Many distributed database configurations operate based on the degree of autonomy granted to the sites and the
synchronization among them. For example, some sites maintain their own local files while also maintaining copies
of these files at other sites. The reasons of this duplication are usually for improved reliability and performance of
the system. In such a system, it is not realistic to require that the remote copies be updated with every single
transaction but rather some periodic update process will be performed in order to synchronize the copies among the
sites. The degree of accuracy of data copies that are stored in remote sites thus depend on the frequency of updates.
Credit Report Databases

1

A HMO is usually made up of a federation of hospitals and health-care providers for the purposes of cost
cutting, resource sharing and the bolstering of purchase power.

In this type of database applications, there are usually delays involved in the reporting of significant transactions
(such as the purchase of big ticket items or loan defaults) and also additional processing delays involved before they
are recorded in the database. The credit rating of a customer obtained through the usual channels such as for credit
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card purchase approvals are based on transactions reported up to some cut off point and might not be accurate. All
transactions which occurred beyond the cut off point will not be processed until the next processing cycle.

research will be discussed in section 4.

Bank Awlications of On-Line Transaction Processing

2. MODELS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

In some banks, transactions which are performed with Automatic Teller Machines (ATM's) are not immediately
reflected in the bank's central database. Instead, they are hatched and processed only periodically instead of
instantaneously (e.g., see [5]). Thus the answers to queries made to the database will only be accurate up to the last
time the database was updated. As a matter of fact, some banks actually maintain two databases, one for satisfying
on-line queries (such as with an automatic phone inquiry service) and one for actual processing of transactions. The
accuracy of the on-line database depends on how frequent the synchronization process between the two databases
is executed.

2.1 Characteristics of the Computing System Environment
The computing system environment under consideration is characterized by the following aspects:
1.

A multiuser computer system with foreground timesharing and background batch processing is considered.
The users of the system share the total resources available on the system. Each user is allocated certain
amount of resources which operate together as if they are "virtual machines" (e.g., see [16]). Usually the
timesharing part of the operations is allocated more resources because of the urgency and impatience of
online users (e.g., see [3]).

2.

The user population generates transactions for accessing a large database residing on the system. The
DBMS operates in a mUlti-thread mode. The transaction arrivals are independent; i.e., there is no direct
relationship among transactions as to which class of tuples they are going to access.

3.

Each transaction engenders up to two logical units of work. The first mandatory unit of work is a query
request. The second optional request is an update. In effect, a transaction will first query the database about
a tuple and then optionally update it.

4.

The processing and delay time required for an update is significantly greater than that for a query. For
example, an update operation will experience delay because it has to contend for the update of the system
catalog, which is ~ly the "hot spot" of the system.

5.

The probability the transactions access certain tuples in the database follows some sort of realistic
distribution such as the "80-20" rule or the "Zipfs Law" (see [13], p. 397).

Database System Catalogs
Many database systems maintain statistical information in their system catalogs for the purpose of optimizing query
processing and storage allocation. Since the system catalog is accessed by all users of the database, it may create
a bottleneck if every single change to the database by any transaction is immediately reflected in the system catalog.
A more realistic approach adopted by many DBMS's is to perform these updates at periodic intervals or at a time
when there is not much activity on the database. In between updates, the system will have to perform its functions
with less than accurate statistical data about the database.
Statistical and Econometric Databases

In such databases most of the user accesses require some statistical processing for the purpose of predictions or
estimations of population parameters. For example, a real estate database may be used to record sale transactions
for the purpose of computing the median price of a house in various regions in order to predict real estate pricing
trends. In this environment, it may be impossible (or unnecessary) to record every single transaction as it occurs
because of reporting delays. For this application, it is probably acceptable to be working with data which has a
lower level of accuracy.

2.2 Queueing Model of the Computing System Environment
1.3 Main Contributions of the Paper
In this paper we develop models which allow us to estimate the degree of accuracy of data residing in an existing
database system as well as to plan resource allocation strategies to meet user requirements. The models also allow
us to perform trade-offs between user accuracy requirements and system performance in formulating the resource
allocation strategies. The models are more realistic than those reported in the literature, they take into account the
following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

A multi-user computer system that operates with a priority system based on resource allocations.
A Database Management System operating with multiple processing threads.
The database contains different classes of data items. Each class could have its own accuracy requirements
and activity rate.
Each transaction generates a query demand and optionally an update demand.
The magnitudes of the transaction amounts are allowed to follow certain distributions rather than being
fixed as in [24].

A Queueing system model is used to depict the processes operating within the computer system (see Figure 1.) The
model is partitioned into Part A, the query process and Part B, the update process. Each process is modeled as one
or more M/M/S systems; i.e., Poisson arrival, exponential service time, multiple servers and a single queue with
FCFS discipline. The open/feed-forward queueing network formulation shown in Figure 1 has been employed widely
in the analysis of computer system behavior (see, for example see [4], [12], [17] and the June 1990 issue of ACM
Comput. Surv. ). The attractiveness of using a queueing network for analysis is the relative ease of integrating
simpler and familiar models (such as the M/M/S system) to sub-parts of the network. Each server in the model is
used to represent a single thread in the multi-thread DBMS environment. The servers operate with certain amount
of allocated resources and each operates as an independent machine. It is assumed that all the servers in each of the
MIM/S systems are identical. In a realistic system it is not practical to have the same accuracy criteria across all
database items. Typically items used by some applications may have much stricter accuracy requirements than
others. In our model, we partition the database into Z classes based on their accuracy requirement (see Figure 1.)
The formulation of the queueing model depicted in Figure 1 is given below. The general formulation of a M/M/S
queueing system is from [11]. Let

N

1.4 Paper Organization
The models of the computing system environment and data accuracy are discussed in section 2. A computational
procedure incorporating the computing system environment model has been developed and its applicability to a
realistic scenario with numerical results will be discussed in section 3. Conclusions and future extensions to the
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Estimated number of tuples in the database.
Probability that a transaction is a query only.
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--- PART A - - -

----- PART B -----

Z

Number of classes of tuples in the database. A tuple belongs to only one class. The classification criteria
could vary from accuracy requirements to resource requirements. Each class of tuples could be considered
as a view of the tuples of interest.

nq

Number of queries that could be processed per second on the computer system; i.e., it takes 1/nq second
to process each query.

UPDATE
PROCESS

UPDATE QUEUE
FOR CLASS 1

Number of updates that could be processed per second on the computer system; i.e., it takes 1/nu second
to process each update. It is assumed that nq • Du (cf. [21]).

A.l

I I I I I

a

Fraction of p. allocated to the processing of updates (Part A in Figure 1); i.e., (1- a) is allocated to the
processing of queries (Part B) •

Jl.q

= (1-a)p.n/Sq queries per second = Effective service rate of queries per server.

Jl.u

= ap.nu/Su updates per second = Effective service rate of updates per server if all the tuples of the
database belong to a single class and all the update processes are identical.

{3;

Fraction of Jl.u allocated to the processing of updates for the i-th class of tuples in the database,
and JL; = f3; Jl.u·

tP;

Percentage of update transactions accessing the i-th class of tuples in the database and ~ = c/J;

(/);

Percentage of tuples in the database belonging to the i-th class. For a "80/20" rule, c/J; would be 0.8 and
lfJ; would be 0.2. </?;and c/J; could also be used to model tuples that are distributed according to Ziprs law.
For example, cp1 b c/1, cp2 = c/2, ... , c/Jz = c/Z, where c=11Hz (see [7] and [13]).

Pq

Utilization of the query process = AI(S.p.J

P;

Utilization of each of the update processes =

Wq

Total system time (queue plus process) experienced by each query

•
•
•

...
A.

UPDATE
PROCESS

UPDATE QUEUE
FOR CLASS Z

Az

IIII

I

FIGURE 1. QUEUEING MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

Pu

Probability that a transaction requires an update also; and Pq

{3; = 1

Au (cf.

[20]).

< l.
~/(S;

= 1 I ( Jl.q- A)

p.J < 1.

for sq = 1

= (P0q (Aip..)Sqp.) I (Sq! (1-p,?A)

+ Pu = 1.

~

+ 1/p.q

for sq

> 1

where
A

Arrival rate, in transactions per second.

Aq

= P q A = Arrival rate of transactions that are queries only.

Au

= P u A = Arrival rate of transactions that are for queries and updates.

P0q

Probability that there are no customers in the query process; i.e., when the query process is idle
= 1- Pq

S;

for sq = 1

Capacity of the computer system devoted to the processing of transactions [in appropriate units, such as
MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second)].

Sq-1
= 1 I [ I; (Aip.c)n/n!
n=O

Number of identical query servers.

Average number of transactions in Part A of the system (query process)

Number of update servers. These could be further divided to serve different classes of tuples in the
database.

= A I (JLq- A)

+

(Aip.r)Sq I (Sq!(1-pc))]

= (P0q (Aip.c)Sq PJ I (Sq! (1-p.)2)

for sq

> 1

for Sq = 1

+ Alp.q

for Sq

> 1

Number of update servers allocated to serve the i-th class of tuples in the database and ~ S; = Su.
Total system time experienced by each update for the i-th class of tuples. Queries for different classes of
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tuples might experience different queueing delays and processing times in the system.
forS; = 1

=11(/L;-A;)

Parameters

Description
Transaction Arrival Rate
Capacity of the System
Fraction of Capacity devoted to updates
Number of query servers
Probability that transaction is query only
Fraction of Update Capacity devoted to the i-th class of tuples
Probability that an update is for the i-th class
Number of servers for the i-th class

X
= <Poi (A;Ip,i)s;pi) I (S;! (1-pi)'-A;)

+

forS;

11p,;

>

1

IL

a
Sq
Pq
/3;

where
Probability that there are no update transactions for the i-th class of tuples; i.e., when the update process
is idle

cf>;

S;
forS; = 1
S;-1
= 1 I [I: (A;Ip,i)nln!

+

(A;Ip,i)s; I (S;!(1-pi))]

for S;

Performance
Measures
Pq

Description
Utilization of the query process
Waiting time for query process
Number of transactions in the query process
Utilization of the update process for the i-th class of tuples
Waiting time for the update of the i-th class of tuples
Number of transactions in the update process of the i-th class of tuples

wq

> 1

Lq

n=O

P;
W;
Average number of transactions for the i-th class of tuples in Part B of the system (update process)

L.

forS;=1
forS;

>

1

Table 1 below summarizes the parameters of the queueing model described above. Given a set of parameter values,
the model can be used to predict the system's performance in terms of the following measures: utilization, waiting
time and number of transactions waiting in the queues. On the other hand, the model could also be used to ascertain
the values of the parameters given a set of values for the performance measures.

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF THE QUEUEING MODEL

p

Required degree of precision of C.

q

Degree of confidence. Reliability of achieving p (cf. [1]).
Prob {X~:= +1}, k = 1, ...
the probability that a transaction X~:; modeled as an independent, identically distributed random variable;
will change the value of C by + 1.

2.3 Data Accuracy Models of the System
p·
Three models of data accuracy are presented here. They are based on considering transaction amounts which are
discretely valued, normally distributed and uniformly distributed. In each case, the maximum number of waiting
and thus unprocessed transactions, M, allowable in order to achieve certain level of data accuracy is derived. Given
a particular upper bound M for a class of tuples, the queueing model described above could be used to establish
whether L for the process will satisfy M. If not, then how much more resources are needed to achieve the level of
accuracy could be calculated.

2.3.1 Modell- Discretely Valued Transaction Amounts
In the following, the derivations are for each class of tuples in the database. The class index, i, is dropped for
clarity.

Prob {X~:= -1} = 1 - p+
For steady state equilibrium conditions, p+ = p· = 0.5.

M1

Number of update transactions that are in the system (in the queue and being serviced) for Model 1.

The precision of C, denoted as (p, q), is defined as:

Prob { IV-Yol
Yo

~

(1 - p) }

~

q

(1)

It has been shown in [24] that (1) could be guaranteed if
Y0

Current real value of a tuple class. Strictly speaking, this is the average value of an attribute of interest,
C, of the tuples in the class. It is assumed that the attribute C behaves like a counter for some other
attribute or phenomenon and each transaction will either increase its value by 1 (e.g., insertion), or
decrease it by 1 (e.g., deletion).

Y

Stored value of C.
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(1-p)2

v;

Prob { (V-VJ ~ V0(1-p) } ::;;

(2)

2

<1

- q)

(8)

2

2 In (1-q)

2.3.3 Model 2 - Nonnally Distributed Transaction Amounts
The probability that there will be at most M 1 update transactions in the system for the class of tuples:

M,

g(M,) =

.E

(3)

pj

j=O

In this model, the number of update transactions that are in the system is denoted as M2 (in the queue and being
served.) Each update transaction amount, X1., is N(O,cfl). Thus the term (V- V0) in (8) is equal to EM,Xk since
it represents the sum total of all the effects of the transactions on the current real value of the attribute. The sum
of the normally distributed random variables is distributed as N(O,M2o2). Normalizing (8) so that the (V - V0) term
will be N(0,1), we have

where Pj is the probability that there are j update transactions in the system.
Prob {
Given the required precision p and that there are at most M 1 update transactions in the system, the reliability for
achieving that could be calculated from (2) as

(V-VJ

<Mzo2) ~

~

(1 - p)V0

}

(Mzcfl) 'h

(1 - q)
::;; ---;:;:__,;;;...

2

(9)

Taking the inverse of the relation in (9), we have

(4)

(10)

where F-1((1 +q)/2) is N(0,1) at point (1 +q)/2. From (10), we can then solve for M2 by:

Then, consider the following inequality:

(S)

In equation (5) we calculated the product of the two quantities: the guaranteed reliability for achieving M,; and the
probability of having ::;; M 1 update transactions. This product represents the operational relitJbility of the system
by taking the effects of the queueing system, in the form of g, into consideration. Note that both terms on the lefthand-side of (5) are probabilities (::;; 1) and that the product has to be as large as the reguired q. In practice, the
inequality in (5) can be achieved by devoting more resources to the processing of this class of transactions so that
g is as close to 1 as possible.

(11)

Although h(p,M2) cannot be calculated directly from (11), numerically the operational relitJbility defined in (5) can
be computed by setting h to the value of q and then find the appropriate amount of resources to devote to this class
of transactions such that g will be as close to 1 as possible.

2.3.2 Symmetric Distributions
2.3.4 Model 3 - Unifonnly Distributed Transaction Amounts
In Models 2 and 3, we will be considering two distributions which are symmetric around 0. The general behavior
of these distributions are discussed in this section.

In this model the number of update transactions that are in the system is denoted as M3 (in the queue and being
served.) Let

Considering the complement of the probability given in (1), the formulation could be written as
(6)

Prob { IV - V0 1 ~ V0(1-p) } ::;; (1 - q)

Xi = random variable representing the amount of the i-th transaction, each X; is U(-a,a).
S = X1 +••• +XM.

-

Expanding the absolute value term, (6) becomes

X

Prob { (V-VJ ~ V0 (1-p) } + Prob { -(V-VJ ~ V0(1-p) } ::;; (1 - q)

(7)

= Sum of transaction amounts from the update transactions in the system.

= S I M3 = average transaction amount.

For t

> 0, Hoeffding inequality ([10] as discussed in [9]) provides the following bounds:

In distributions that are symmetric around 0, the two terms on the left-hand-side of (7) are equal. (7) can then be
written as:
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-2Mft 2
Prob {

..!..

~

(U)

2

t } S: e

M 3(2a)

M3

900

Model 1

Xi

= (-1,+1}
A

Substituting S for (V-V0) and apply the terms from (12) into (8), we thus have:
800

Prob { S

(13)

~ M 3 t } s; ( 1 - q) = e

700

2

q

600

Equation (13) can then be used to solve fort, since p, q, a and (M3 t = V0 (1 - p)) are known. Once tis solved,
it can then be used to solve for M 3 = (V0(1 - p)/t), the number of waiting transactions in the queue. It is also shown
in [9) that bounds can be calculated for the case where each transaction, Xi, is independent and is U(~~:i,b;).
AB in the previous two models, given the required precision p and that there are at most M 3 transactions in the
system with g defined as in (3), the reliability for achieving that could be calculated from (13) as

= 0.925

500
,....
:::!:

p

400

= 0.925
8

300

200

(14)
100

h(p,MJ = 1 - 2 e

0

Furthermore, the same procedure can be used to compute the operational reliability as defined in (5).
Vo

2.3.5 Swnmary of the Data Accuracy Models
Table 2 below summarizes the parameters of the three data accuracy models that are used to calculate the M for
each model.

Parameters

p
q
Yo
(1

a

Description
Required degree of precision
Reliability of achieving p
Current real value of a tuple
Standard deviation of the Normal distribution (Model 2)
Half width of the Uniform distribution (Model 3)

TABLE 2. PARAMETERS OF THE DATA ACCURACY MODEL

3. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A computational procedure incorporating the model of the computing system environment has been developed. The
procedure is designed to support decisions based on the tradeoff between the accuracy requirements and the
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FIGURE 2. MODEL 1 -DISCRETELY VALUED TRANSACTION AMOUNTS

performance of the database system. In the following, examples with numerical results generated from the procedure
are presented to illustrate the application of the models.
Consider a database system that is operating within a HMO environment. There are two types of patients whose
records are stored in the database (i.e., Z = 2). The first type of patients (i = 1) are those that are in active care
such as those that are staying in one of the HMO's health-care facilities and require constant monitoring. The second
type of patients (i = 2) are those that are not in active care or are in recovery and/or convalescent mode. The
accuracy requirements of queries for the first type of patients are higher than those required for the second type of
patients.
When a query for the first type of patients arrives at the system, it has to wait W q seconds before it can be served
by the query process (refer to Part A of Figure 1.) After waiting for that amount of time the query will be served
by a query process. At that point in time, the accuracy of the result of the query will depend on the number of
update transactions that are not yet processed for that class of patients, Lt.
The parameters used in the scenario are displayed in Table 3.

Initially, the computational procedure is used to determine the amount of resources that are needed to satisfy the
query response time requirement of one second. In this case, given Sq and /Lq• Wq S: 1 is achieved if a is S: .783.
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FIGURE 3. MODEL 2 -NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION AMOUNTS

FIGURE 4. MODEL 3 -UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION AMOUNTS

Parameters
IL
/Lq
sq

X
Pq

Parameters
sl

Value
15
6.51
2
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0.3

Value
4

Sz

2

~1

0.7
0.3
0.7

~2

pu

Modell
Parameters
Value
0.95
p
q
0.98
300
Vo

Model2
Parameters
Value
p
0.95
q
0.98
10000
Vo

50

C1

Model3
Value
Parameters
0.95
p
q
0.98
10000
Vo
a
25

TABLE 3. QUEUEJNG MODEL PARAMETERS USED 1N EXAMPLE
TABLE 4. ACCURACY MODEL PARAMETERS USED 1N EXAMPLE
That is, no more than 78.3% of the computing resources of the system could be devoted to the update process so
that the required response time could be achieved. At the same time, this is achieved at Pq = .92 < 1.

In the second step, the computational procedure is used to determine how much of the resources available for the
update process should be devoted to the first class of tuples so that: a) the accuracy requirement of the queries are
achieved and; b) the utilization of various parts of the system remain less than 1. An example of a set of parameters
for the three accuracy models are presented in Table 4.

Given S1, ~I> Pu, the accuracy requirement of equation (5) with parameters from Table 3 and 4 is achieved at /31
= 0.694 for Model 1 while p 1 = 0. 72 and p2 = 0. 70. For this model, M 1 is calculated to be = 24. The value V0
in this example is used to represent the number of patients staying in the health-care facilities managed by the HMO
and are to be scheduled for certain non-obtrusive procedures (e.g., CAT or EMR scan). Some of the procedures
could be performed more effectively at a particular hospital. Thus an accurate count is needed for scheduling the
shared facility. The value of the patient count is updated by the amount of ± 1 from the transactions (see section
2.3.1) which represent doctors' prescription for the procedures. The results are interpreted as: with the resource
allocation, 98% of the time the patient count retrieved could be guaranteed to be 95% accurate if the number of
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unprocessed update transactions for the tuples of class 1 patients in the system is not more than 24. Results from
Modell using some representative parameters are displayed in Figure 2 (see plot C for above example).
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ABSTRACT

In the case of macro-data (data already aggregated) two parts
constitute the descriptive elements: category and summary
elements. This means that two types of "transformation" can be
indentified as far as the queries carried out on these types of
databases are concerned: category elements manipulation (table
management) and data analysis.
In the case of m£cro-data it is possible to derive a completeness
criterion for an algebra of category elements manipulation which
will allow equivalence between •. manipulations carried out on
micro-datum as well as on the category elements used to describe
macro-datum.
The properties of macro-data base are described, and an extension
of the relational model is introduced in order to model this type
of data with the relevant operators. Lastly, a yardstick is
introduced which can be used to measure the power level of a
statistical query language in the case of table management.
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data model
algebra completeness
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operators which can handle macro-data more effectively
RaSh90] .
0.

INTRODUCTION

[RaRi91,

methodologies for comparing the power of the
different proposed macro-data query languages (MQLs) .The purpose
of this paper is to define various levels of completeness that
can be attained by an MQL and therefore to define a unit of
measure of MQL completeness. This can provide a yardstick for
assessing the power of proposed and future MQLs.

~rrhere~-are~~no~

The macro-statistical databases (macro-SDBs) refer to databases
containing macro-data,
i.e.,
the result of statisticalmathematical processing of the information referring to single
events (micro-datum) by means of the use of aggregate functions
(such as count, sum, average or percentage) [Wong84] . One typical
example of a macro-SDB is summary information taken from the
registry database. In this case the information referring to the
people is lost, because the macro-SDB contains only summary data,
such as population counts, average income by region, etc. It
often happens that statisticians, or decision makers, cannot
access micro-data they need for their analyses. In fact, the data
owners (statistics institutes, banks, health organizations, etc.)
supply the data in summary form for reasons of both performance
and privacy [Orly90].
The characteristics of and problems inherent in statistical
databases are discussed in [Shoshani82, ShWo85]. Current efforts
are devoted to macro-SDBs in an attempt to solve the problems
that statisticians have to face when interacting with a macroSOB. As far as applications and prototyping are concerned
[Oz0z85], a classification of statistical database management
management systems (SDBMSs) is the following:
1) systems which are primarily .statistical packages that perform
data analysis functions and have been enhanced by some classic
DBMS facilities;
2) systems which are primarily DBMSs and have been enhanced to
perform some statistical problems.
If SDBMSs
are characterized in this way it is difficult to
compare such tools as they are designed to achieve different
aims. Indeed each solution proposed gives priority to the aspect
for which the system has been designed. The current situation is
that DBMSs based on the relational model have been extended to
handle simple aggregate functions such as sum, count, average,
but lack the capability of directly modeling and expressing the
more complex statistical structures and functions for handling
macro-data.
The classical models of conceptual representation (e.g. the E-R
model [Chen76]) are inadequate for macro-data because they are
defined for micro-data. There were attempts to overcome these
limits by modifying the initial models [DiBa88], but there were
only intended as a design methodology and not as a formal model
and query language. The relational model [Codd70] introduces
problems of consistency and redundancy when used to represent
macro-SDBs [MeRR90], and has led a number of researchers to
extend the classical models [Klug82, Su83, OzOM87] . Another
approach was to extend the Universal Relational Interface
[Malvestuto87], but only data of the summable type (i.e. data
which can be further aggregated applying the simple sum
aggreagate function) is permitted. However, other summary types
which are inevitably created in the course of manipulating and
processing macro-data are neglected (e.g. averages, percentages,
index values, etc.). Another alternative is to develop and
introduce new models, that is, new data structures and new
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The basic concepts inherent in macro-data modelling are
introduced in section 1. Section 2 deals with a macro-data model
based on table representation (statistical-relation) and the
associated table space (metadata
relation) . In addition the
operators required for macro-data manipulation are then
presented. A proposal is then made in section 3 for a yardstick
to measure manipulations which change the category elements of
the macro-data. In section 4 our proposal is discussed.
l .

BASIC

CONCEPTSG

The
most
common
representation
of
macro-data
by
statisticians/analysts is a structure called a Statistical Table
(ST) . In each ST we distinguish between the statistical data and
the data used to describe them, called metadata. We identify
within the metadata a summary attribute, a set of category
attributes ("variables" of statisticians), a set of category
domains and a 1summary type.
A single summary attribute
represents the ~'henomenon described by the ST and its instances
are the numeric values inside the table (summary values) . The
variables provide unique identification of the ST; each variable
is associated with a set of values (also called modalities)
constituting the category domain. Finally, the summary type
identifies the aggregate function generating the values contained
in the ST (e.g. "count", "average", ... ). Figure 1 reports an
example of ST.

n.~

of. ciee.ths: on:

·1000 citizens· ·

Fi ure 1
Now we introduce the following terminology.
Definitions:
by category elements of a ST we refer
attributes and their category domains;
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to

the

category

by summary elements of a ST we refer to the summary
attribute and its summary type;
by descriptive elements of a ST, we
category and summary elements. •
Below we define a model in such a way as to represent the parts
of a statistical table in terms of a relational model:
the category attributes of a phenomenon are described by means
of a relational schema known as M-schema;
the table space (the cross product of the category domains
[ChSh81]) is described by means of a relation defined on the
M-schema; this relation is known as M-relation;
the summary elements together with the category attributes of
the M-schema are represented by means of a relational schema
called s-schema.
The statistical table is therefore the S-relation defined on the
S-schema.
The following constraints effect the instantiations of the Mrelation and the S-relation:
The category attribute of the M-relation must consist of a
finite set of modalities which do not include a null value.
Notice that in the relational model attribute domains can have
infinite number of values including the null value.
the S-relation represents the association of an instance of
the table space with the corresponding summary value; that is:
the summary attribute is functionally dependent on the Mrelation attributes.
The descriptive elements of table in Fig. 1 can therefore be
represented with three parts (Fig. 2).
Descriptive elements level

M-schema (part 1)
city
sex

I

S-schema (Part 3)

M-relation (part 2)
sex
M
M
M
F
F
F

.

:·.·.

city

Rome
Milan
Venice
Rome
Milan
Venice

I

sex

city

I

.Data level

I

rate

<

·.'·

S-relation
····'·'

<

•••••••

.·'c

!

sex
M
M
M
F
F
F

city

rate

Rome
Milan
Venice
Rome
Milan
Venice

10.80
10.85
10.76
9.00
8.87
9.04

}
····:···

••••••

I .,.

I<

·.·····'
i<

Figure 2

Manipulating STs generally involves changing the category
attribute set (for instance, eliminating the category attribute
"sex") and/or changing the elements of the category domains jfor
instance, eliminating "Venice" from the category domain of
"city") [Bry84] . When the category elements of a ST are modified,
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the summary values must be modified in accordance with a welldefined calculation algorithm. This function is strictly
dependent on the summary type of the table in question. Therefore
-·--··········· when- -ma-nipula-ti-ng-· statistical tables, we must take into account
the links between the manipulation of the category elements of
the tables and the summary type. Consequently, reducing the table
space by eliminating a category attribute or by selecting some of
its instances cannot be achieved by means of simple operators of
projection and selection available in relational algebra
[MeRR90] .
Now it is necessary to analyze the type of operators needed by
the user of macro-SDBs. There are essentially two types (which
can however be requested together) .
In the first type the user specifies changes to the category
elements only and the summary elements do not change. In the
second type the category elements do not change and the user
provides computing functions over the summary attribute.
Note that in the first type, while the summary elements do not
change, the summary values are re-computed automatically
according to its summary type . and the operator applied. In
contrast, the second type always generate new summary elements
and new re-calculated summary values.
These two fundamental types of primitive operators requested by
the user on a macro-SDB correspond to two types of processing:
Table Management (TM) manages the category elements of a ST:
these are the manipulations that modify the point of view (by
means of classifications /aggregations) of the statistical
table. A typical example of this type of transformation is
that of aggtegating the summary values by eliminating a
category attribute, e.g. by transforming the table "death
rates by city and by sex" into the table "death rates by
city".
Data Analysis (DA) manipulations that do not modify the
category elements of a table but perform calculations on the
summary value; the purpose of these manipulations is the
generation of statistical tables with new semantics. For
example the statistical table: "birth counts by city and by
year" transformed into the table "incidence (rate) of births
by city and by year" or
"median and standard deviation of
births by city and by year".
These two types of processes may be considered orthogonal in the
sense that they are independent of each other; the generic query
can therefore be expressed by breaking it down into the two
components. This approach allows the separation of these two
aspects when considering completeness of the statistical
language.
In next section we will show that it is possible to define TM
operator that are commutative, distributive and associative. Thus
the order of a set of processes of the TM type which lead to a
specific result is irrelevant. On the other hand, changing the
order of DA type manipulations may generate different results.
Therefore, in this paper, the attention is focussed on table
management.
We mentioned above that any manipulation of the category elements
of a statistical table involves also a cglculation of the summary
values (table management). The algorithm used to calculate the
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summary values of the TM (calculation algorithm) depends on the
summary type of the ST. For example, the elimination of a
category attribute from a table containing average values
requires a calculation . algorithm which is---airferEHir-£-f'6nca·~
similar operator on a table containing maximum values or counts.
In general it is impossible to know a priori which summary types
should be considered in a macro-SDB since new summary types can
always be defined. Indeed, the activity of the statistician
involves the identification of new summary types (or indicators,
to use a statistics term) which are valid for the specific area
of investigation. It follows that the summary type set is not a
closed set and therefore a macro-SDB must permit the definition
of new summary types by users.
Very little attention has been devoted in the literature to the
problem of summary type management. Two approaches exist for
defining the calculation algorithms associated with TM type
processes and the summary type of the manipulated ST:
1) The calculation algorithm is provided by the user when the TM
operator is specified. This is the approach used in '[Klug82,
Ghosh86, OzOM87]. In order to apply an operator which
transforms the category elements of a statistical table, the
user must specify the calculation algorithm.
2) The calculation algorithm is transparent to the user and is
determined by the summary type of the statistical table.
Therefore the summary type of the output ST is the same as
that of the input ST. The latter condition must not be
considered a limitation as DA functions can be added to modify
the summary type of the statistical table. This approach is
found in the proposals made in [IkKo81, Johson81, ChSh81,
Su83, RaRi91] .
We use the term Automatic Summary Type Management when the
calculation algorithm (used to calculate the summary values
generated by a TM type transformations) is transparent to the
user. The problem of structuring the knowledge required for
automatic summary type management using object-oriented modelling
techniques is addressed in [Falc89]. The ·advantages of automatic
summary type management:
1) simplicity of use in table management transformations, insofar
as no calculation algorithm for summary table calculation need
be specified;
2) the possibility of defining an interface based on direct
manipulation techniques, insofar as the user, by manipulating
the category elements, obtains the desired table without
having to worry about calculating the summary data [RaRi90];
3) the possibility of verifying operator properties (e.g.
associative,
commutative,
etc.)
without
imposing any
constraints on the ST summary type.
2 .

THE

S- ALGEBRA

Here we deal with the underlying concepts of model proposed in
this paper. The formal definition of the relational model
selected for purpose of this paper and of S-algebra are given in
[MeRS91].
Let us represent a statistical table with a relation s
relation) defined on the scheme (S-scheme) S (Al, ... ,An,Av).
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(S-

The extensional part of the category elements (table space) is
represented by a relation m (M-relation) defined on the scheme
(M-scheme) M(Al, ... ,An), while the intentional part of the
·category elements (category attributes) consists simply of the
scheme M(A1, ... ,An). The M-relation represents the set of points in
the table space that have corresponding summary values.
The S-relation s and M-relation m have the following constraints:
the set {A1, ... ,An} is a key of the S-relation and M-relation;
within the S-relation the only non key attribute is Av;
the M-relation m is a projection on key attributes of the srelation s:
m

= 1tA1•"'' An

(s);

There are the following embedded join dependencies in:

let

R1, ... , Rn be subsets of the M-schema M such that Ui=1t ... , n Ri =
R*, where ~R*, and for 1~i<n Ri(]Ri+1*0; the embedded join
dependency * (R1, ... , Rn) is satisfied by a M-relation m for R*
onto M.
In general there exists a 1 to N correspondence between table
space and the ST, in the sense that several STs can refer to the
same table space, while the opposite is not true.
A summary type is associated with the S-relation. It is linked to
the aggregate function that generated it from the micro-datum.
Therefore the summary type is part of the semantics of the
summary attribute. The name of the summary attribute therefore
denotes the aggregate function and the characteristic of the
micro-datum tak~n as input of the aggregate function. In the
example of Fig. 1: 1 the name of the summary attribute "rate on
1000" denotes the aggregate function (based on "rate on 1000")
that generated the ST (and also the summary type) .
·
The transition from micro-data represented by means of relation r
to macro-data represented by S-relation s is obtained by the
aggregate formation by template:
s = r <fB> rt
where fB is the aggregate function and rt is the table space of srelation s [MeRS91].
For greater convenience we introduce the function S-generator g
that given an S-relation produces its M-relation.
Definition:
let s be an S-relation on S; the function sgenerator g(s) is
m = g(s) = 1tAli"·'An (s)
where m is the M-relation of the S-relation s +
In defining the S-algebra operators we shall describe the most
useful operators even if the set derived from them is not a
minimum set. The operators here described are these which
aggregate the summary values, when they are performed; the other
operators are presented in [MeRS91].
The important condition for the operators of the S-algebra is
that they are closed in the sense that they operate on srelations and produce S-relations.
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The S-projection (S-1tx): this operator allows a structure
defined in the schema to be simplified b¥ e~-~El~~~!:!~.2--~~_!:-~g~~:X__ ~
attributes.
Let us consider the case of a user investigating housing
·distribution using the table T1 in fig. 3 ("number of dwellings
by type of occupancy and by municipality"). If the user is
interested in finding out the distribution of the houses by
analyzing the phenomenon from the point of view of "municipality"
alone, he must request a s-projection which eliminates the
category attribute "occupancy". The result is shown in fig. 4.

T1:
number.dwellings

-

c..>>.

occupancy
unoccupied

occupied

922
2768
1454

130
296
195

Acquanegra
Asola
Bagnole

.....
c·~~

eo..

"C:S >.

.....
§~

Figure 4

j

where:
t~ is a summary value of T2;
i is a value of the category attribute "municipality";
j is a value of the category attribute "occupancy";
t .l,
~ J. is a summary value of T1.
However, if the original statistical table that the user wishes
to manipulate is the one shown in fig. 5 (T3), where the summary
type is "average", the S-projection gives the ST shown in fig. 6
(T4) as its result.

·-·- .....

c..>>.

c·-

~~

eo..

Acquanegra
A sola
Bagnole

Fi ure 6
It should be noted that in this case, the values of T4 cannot be
calculated using a similar algorithm as in the preceding case.
Indeed, in order to obtain table T4 from table T3 it is necessary
to make use of the data from table T1, using the following
calculation algorithm:

unoccupied

occupied

5.50
4.80
5.40

4.70
4.20
5.30

i is a value of the category attribute "municipality";
j is a value of the category attribute "occupancy";
3
t . .J is a summary value of T3.
~,

t ~ . is a sumrrfary value of T1.
~'

J

In both cases, the operation of S-projection is the same at the
category element
level:
to elimitate categoy attribute
("occupancy"). The calculatio~ algorithm is different, but it is
trasparent to the user; to perform this operation, the user
specifies only the category attribute ("municipality") and no
calculation algorithm (automatic summary type management) .
The S-union <Us): using this operator it is possible to generate
a table whose table space contains the table spaces of operand
tables; the tables operand must be defined on the same schema but
having different table spaces.
For example let the two S-relations of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 be
given. If the two S-relations are to be "merged", it is necessary
to apply the S-union operator whose output is the S-relation in
Fig. 9.
birth_l
year
1980
1980
1981
1981

occupancy
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where:
t1 is a summary value of T4;

~
t~ .
~ ~,J

T3: average
number.rooms for
dweling

5.40
4.70
5.40

Figure 3

In this case, where the summary type is "count", the summary
values of T2 must be calculated, applying the calculation
algorithm, which sums for each element of the domain associated
with "municipality" the corresponding values of T1:

t~~

Acquanegra

§ ~ Asola

j

1052
3064
1649

Acquanegra
A sola
Bagnole

:g 0

~t~~. J.t~.
..£...J
~' J

T2: number.dwellings

·-eo..

T4: average number.rooms for
dwelin

birth_2

city

count

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Francisco

80
50
85
55

year
1981
1981
1982
1982

Figure 7

city
Los Angeles
New York
Los Angeles
New York

Figure 8

Figure 5
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count
85
60
95
75

year

1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982

birth
city
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York

1-·---

counf··

...

85
55
60
95

...

75
Fioure 9

sex*city
city
sex
Los Angeles
male
San Francisco
male
Los Angeles
female
female San Francisco

Figure 11

Figure 10

birth
sex
male
male
female
female

count

city

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Francisco

80
50
85
55

_year.

Fioure 12

The S-aggregation (®x) : this operator increases the level
summary value aggregation.
For example, let the S-relation in Fig. 13 be given. In order
aggregate this table according to the relation in Fig. 14 the
aggregation operator is applied in order. The output is the
relation to obtain the S-relation in Fig. 15.

year

600
700
100
400
520
630
89
90
110

corolla
corolla
corolla
corona
corona
corona
ferrari
ferrari
ferrari

of
to
$S-

period
..

1981

81-82

1982

81-82

1982

82-83

1983

82-83

1983

83

Figure 14

Figure 13

The s-selection (O'r): this operator decreases the car.dinality
of the table space in order to focus attention on a part of a ST.
For example, let the S-relation in Fig. 10 be given. In order to
select the table space given by the relation in Fig. 11, it is
necessary to apply the S-selection whose output is the S-relation
in Fig. 12.

sex
male
male
male
female
female
female

~

1981
1982
1983
1981
1982
1983
1981
1982
1983

80
50

birth
count
citv
80
Los Angeles
50
San Francisco
100
New York
85
Los Angeles
55
San Francisco
124
New York

I·

. ..

car uroduction
. .model . . count

.

car production
period

model

count

81-82
82-83
83
81-82
82-83
83
81-82
82-83
1: 83

corolla
corolla
corolla
corona
corona
corona
ferrari
ferrari
ferrari

1300
1800
1100
920
1150
630
179
200
110

Fiqure 15

Our hypothesis is the automatic summary type management (as shown
in the example of Figures
3-6); the result of the S-union, Sselection, S-aggregation and S-projection depends on the
calculation function f. By this function we represent the
calculation algorithm of the summary values which depends on the
summary type of the ST. The calculation function therefore varies
from operator to operator. This means that these operators (Sunion, S-selection, S-aggregation and $-projection) are, in
reality, a family of operators, each of them making the same
operation at category elements level, but processing the summary
values with different calculation function. By these operators it
is possible for the user to specify manipulations to be executed
on a given ST independently from its summary type.
Whatever the summary type of the S-relation, a general condition
can be expressed on the calculation function fused in the case of
the S-union, S-selection, $-aggregation and S-projection. This
condition enforces the result of an operator to be an S-relation
obtainable from the micro-datum by aggregate formation by
template. The condition implies operand S-relations are produced
by the same micro-datum.
We shall proceed to examine algebraic laws of the operators of
S-union, S-selection, S-aggregation, S-projection. The relevant
demonstrations are given in [MeRS91].
By these laws, we note that:
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cascade of the $-aggregation means that the result of a
sequence of two S-aggregations which implement two independent
ways of aggregating data depends solely on the output table
space and not on the order in which"" tne two-operato"rs are~--·
applied.
cascade of the S-selection means that, given a ST and two
mutually independent ways of selecting the data (i.e. by using
the S-selection operator), it does not matter in which order
the two S-selection operators are applied.
commutative property of the S-union means that the result is
the same even if the order of the operands is reversed.
associative property of the S-union means that, given three
STs, it does not matter in which order the two S-union
operators are applied.
distributive property of the $-aggregation with respect to the
S-uni on means that it is possible to reverse the order of
execution of the S-aggregation and S-union operators.
distributive property of the S-selection with respec,t to the
S-union means that it is possible to conveniently reverse the
order of execution of the S-selection and S-union operators.
The S-projection operator can be expressed in term of saggregation operator [MeRS91]. In view of the link which exists
between the S-union, S-selection and S-aggregation operators the
algebraic laws can be ascertained also for S-projection. For
example, cascade of the $-projection, which means that, given a
ST and two mutually independent ways of restricting the data
(i.e. by using the S-projection operator), it does not matter in
which order the two S-projection operators are applied; it
follows that the order in which the category attributes are
eliminated has no effect on the result of the S-projection
sequence.
3 .

YARDSTICK

FOR

TABLE

MANAGEMENT

COMPLETENESS

A generic query expressed by a statistical user to a macro-SDB is
intended to illustrate the trend of some phenomenon in order to
validate certain assumptions. In formulating a query on a macroSDB two processes may be distinguished: table management and data
analysis, where each process needs particular statistical
expertise. It is possible to single out two kinds of basic
manipulation on statistical tables. This means that there are two
kinds of completeness criteria for table management and data
analysis.
For table management we introduce two levels of completeness:
R level: complete for relational algebra;
A level: complete for summary value aggregation;
Although the discussion of a yardstick for data analysis lies
outside the scope of the present paper it must be pointed out
that it is difficult to identify a formal model for suc"h a
yardstick, unlike what has been said for S-algebra in the case of
table management.
In fact, matrix algebra makes it possible to perform specifically
statistical operators [Graybill83], but obstacles are encountered
in the study of trends. The latter becomes easier if we allow
structuring of the domains associated with the category
attributes [Fort86].
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It is therefore obvious that what is needed for data analysis is
the power of a programming language. In fact, data analysis
problems are usually solved with the help of programming
languages such as -FoJrtran [AN7 8] and APL [ Iverson62] if statistal
packages are not enough powerfull.
At R level it is not possible to perform any aggregation nor
disag?regation manipulations on the summary values because the
relatlonal operators do not dispose calculation functions usefull
for the computation of the summary values. For that reason the
o~erands operated at this level are M-relations,
i.e. relations
wlthout summary attribute. While the operators are those of
relational algebra.
At R level the constructs manipulated are the S-model category
elements.
The A level works on the statistical table (S-relation) but only
the aggregation of summary values can be performed. At this level
disaggregation is not possible. The possible operators are those
of the previous level plus the S-selection, S-union and saggregation and also S-projection. We call the set of A level
operators algebra for statistical aggregation or AS-algebra.
Let us now examine how an algebra of A-level power can be used to
estab~ish correspondences between metadata
describing the macro
and mlcro-data themselves. These correspondences allow STs to be
?enerated without passing through the micro-data. This is an
lmportant result as, very often, the micro-datum from which the
macro~datum is generated is not available [Orly90].
Th~ alm of tabl~ management is to modify the point of view from
whlch the table &s described. This means that if we have a set of
STs g.enera.ted by the same micro-datum with the same aggregate
functlon (l.e. the summary type being the same for all the STs in
the set) , and if we apply the table management AS-algebra
operators to such tables, the same result can be obtained
starting from the micro-datum. This means that there is an
equiv~lence between the reduced relational algebra on the Mrelatlons and the AS-algebra (as is shown in Fig. 16), where the
reduced relational algebra is the reduced set of relational
operators of selection, projection, union, difference, join.
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S-relation

M-relation

aggregate formation
by template

reduced
relational
algebra

with same fB)
S-relations

M-relations

-- f::

1-

f-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

~I=

\

s =r< fB > g(s)

1-

S-relation

M-relation

I

I

AS-algebra

I

I

Fi ure 17
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The correspondences of Fig. 17 are the following:
g(sl) U g(s2)
(union)
s1 Us s2

(

AS-algebra

J

r

Reduced
Relational
Algebra

() g(sl)-g(sz) (si)

g(sl)- g(s2)

(difference)

S-1tx (sl)

1tx (g(sl))

(projection)

1tx (g(si) "r2)

(natural join +projection)

g(sl) ( l r2

(selection)

O'rzCsl)

0' gCs1) <s2)

Fi ure 16
Let a set of S-relations {sl, s2, ... , sn} be given, which are
generated by the same micro-datum by means of the same aggregate
function fB. This set corresponds to the set of M-relations
{g(sl),g(s2), ... ,g(sn)}. By manipulating the set {s1,s2, ... ,sn} with
the AS-algebra operators, an S-relation is generated which is
equal to that obtained ·using aggregate formation by template;
this aggregate formation by template has the template relation
that
is
the
result
of
the
manipulation
of
the
set
{g(sl),g(s2), ... ,g(sn)} performed using the operators of reduced
relational algebra. Therefore, the output S-relat ion can be
generated by the same relation representing the micro-datum by
means of the same aggregate function.
This means that a homomorphism exists between the AS-algebra
operators on the S-relations and the reduced relational algebra
operators on theM-relation, as shown in Fig. 17.
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g(si) ( l g(s2)
reduced relational

(intersection).
algebra depends

The choice of a
on two
factors:
1) no tuples of the relation result of the S-generator of the
output S-relation can exist· unless they are present in the
input S-generator;
2) modalities and variables of the output S-relation must be at a
high~r level of aggregation than the input
(for example, if
the lnput category domain is {[0,10]}, the output cannot be
{[0,5], [6,10]}).
This means that some relational operators in a statistical
context do not have sense; indeed:
1) the complement of an S-relation is meaningless since the
corresponding summary values are not available;
2) both the join and the cartesian product expand the table space
ar:d then they induce a summary attribute more disaggregated
(1.e. these operators are outside the A level - complete for
aggregation); only some particular sequences of join and
projection equivalent to an S-aggregation may have a sense in
a context of S-relation.

4.

DISCUSSION

We have proposed in this paper an algebra for macro-data· this
algebra is an extension of the relational algebra.
'
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There are several statistical database query languages [Oz0z85].
We are interested to their evaluation as tool for table
management. We look at some macro-data query lan<:Juages-+MQLsl-t:o~
test yardstick proposed in this paper, but, of course, we do not
analise all the proposal. We don't examine, for example:
TPL [WeWB81] because it produces macro-data and does not
manage them,
the proposal of [Ghosh89] because it allows mainly data
analysis,
statistical software packages presently available because they_
allow data analysis and/or create and output macro-data from a
single file [Oz0z85].
We show below a table (Fig. 18) that summarizes the capabilities
of three algebra relative to the AS-algebra operators.
Su83]

o erators

(OzOM87

In Figures 19 and 20 is easy to see that the operation is
different from the relational selection and the classic
aggregat-i-on--operati-on on macro-data. The operators proposed in
literature are equivalent to S-aggregation or S-projection both
in the case of algebras (Klug82, Su83, OzOM87] or in applications
of statistical data bases [ChNM89]. We remember that the sprojection is a particular case of S-aggregation. Indeed, no
clear-cut distinction is made in the literature between problems
involving the transition from micro to macro-data and problems
related to macro-data management.
We show below in Fig. 21 a summary of the capabilities of three
statistical query languages relative to the AS-algebra operators.

o erators

Johson81

S-union

NO

NO

NO'

S-union

NO

sometimes

NO'

S-selection

NO

NO

NO

S-selection

NO

sometimes

NO

S-aggregation

NO

NO

YES

S-aggregation

NO

YES

partial

S-projection

YES

YES

YES

S-projection

YES

YES

YES

Fig. 2.1

Fig. 18
The completeness criterion for the table management based on the
homomorphism establish that the macro-data can be generated also
by means of S-union and S-selection operators; we must r~member
that also the union of table space and the selection of table
space elements involve the summary values calculation [MeRS91].
Let us consider the selection of table space through the Sselection operator in the case in which the summary type is
"rate". For instance, let us consider the·same example of Figures
10-12 with summary type "rate" (Figures 19-20) .
sex*city

btnh

sex
male
male
male
female
female
female

city
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New York

rate
14.8
9.3
24.8
15.7
10.2
25.2

sex
male
male
female
female

Figure 19 b

Figure 19 a
birth
city
sex
male
male
female
female

city
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Francisco

rate

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Francisco
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29.6
18.6
31.4
20.4

Fiqure 20

We note some MQLp (for example (IkKo81]) or application [ChNM89]
propose a "reclc:fssification" operator that is a particular case
of S-aggregation; it substitutes a modality set of the c~tegory
attributes with another modality set more aggregated (for
example, from a classification of ages "under 10, 10-19, 20-2 9 ... ,
60-69, over 70" to one "under 19, 20-59, over 60").
Even if the equivalent algebra [OzOM87] doesn't allow the S-union
and S-selection, the user can perform them by the query language
Summary_Table_by_Example [OzM089] . In fact the l?nguage has, as
primitives, the arithmetical operators (plus, minus, division,
multiply) between scalars and the possibility to use subqueries,
but the queries are very complex for the user [MeRR90]. For
particular summary type as "fixed base index" and "moving base
index" [Falc89], it is very hard to define a query, expressed by
Summary_Table_by_Example, equivalent to the S-union or sselection. By AS-algebra it is possible to manage these summary
types because we defined the calculation functions [Falc89].
In the statistical data modeling, "objects" that appear in a
"wiew" as data may appear as metadata
in another "view". This
relativism implies that the data model should allow "objects" to
be multiply labeled as required by different applications
[Dintelman84].
It is necessary to organize and manage metadata , just as it is
the case with data. Data model should be able to retrieve and
search metadata , just as one does with data. It must be able to
"trasform" data from metadata and vice versa [Dintelman84].
Metadata shoul be used to facilitate the "automatic generation"
of data. In the S-algebra category element management is
equivalent to table management. We have proposed to organaze the
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Matrix-based interchange of aggregated
·statistical data
Erik Malmborg
Statistics Sweden
S-115 81 Stockholm
Sweden

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a framework, or "logical
model" for discussing interchange of statistical data. It is the
experience of the author from two different projects that there is
a need for such a framework.
Sections 1 and 2 give background information. Sections 3 and 4
present the logical model. Section 5 presents some alternative
notations and terminologies. Section 6 presents the "PC-AXISformat" from the flrst project. Section 7 presents the
UN/EDIFACT GESMES message from the second project.
Finally1;some conclusions are presented in section 8.

1. The needs for interchange formats

During the last decade strong forces have worked towards open systems. This can be
seen as a reaction to earlier closed, vendor-dependent hardware and software systems.
Some important efforts in the direction of open systems are:
The ISO-OSI Open System Interconnection reference model. This is the base for
international standardization.
The world-wide governmental free-trade pressure to buy open systems, often, but
not always, based on the UNIX operating system.
Standardization for data interchange, e.g. the EDIFACT-standards for trade
documents. The United Nations EDIFACT work will be discussed later in the
paper.
The de-facto standards of PCs and PC-media. The 3.5" 1.44 Mbyte floppy is
almost universally usable for interchange of small to medium size datasets.
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Database development follows a similar path and "distributed" or "federated" databases
are more open than yesterdays closed mainframe systems.

aiming at the establishment of a standard format for electronic dissemination of statistics
(Malmborg-90). The resources of the two projects were combined to create the PC-AXIS
--seftware--system~with-facilities-for:-

The general acceptance of relational databases and the creation of standards for
distributing them, especially ISOs work on Remote Database Access (RDA) are
developments in the direction of open systems. The development towards distributed
relational databases is still at an early stage, and some vendor-specific software systems
dominate the market (e g Oracle).
In many organizations there exist special-purpose software systems for statistical
databases. The Swedish AXIS system is one of them. AXIS was described in Nordback83 and in Malmborg-86. Databases for dissemination of statistical data are increasingly
based on relational DBMS.
In Malmborg-86 AXIS was compared with some other software systems for statistical
data. Many national and international statistical organizations have internal and/or public
statistical databases. There is a need for interchange between these databases.
International organizations, e.g. Eurostat (the statistical office of the EC) produce
statistics by collecting statistical data from national organizations and processing them.
This is one form of interchange of statistical data.
Another type of need for interchange of statistical data arises from the rapidly growing
use of PCs among end-users of statistics. Earlier the end-user was often satisfied running
a mainframe database from his terminal. Today he wants to download data, and
descriptions of the data (metadata), into his PC for further analysis.

2. The needs for a logical model of aggregated statistical data as a base for
interchange formats.
I have been involved in two different projects where I have found the need for a logical
model of statistical data.

2.1 The Swedish Population Census-90 project.
Earlier population censuses in Sweden have resulted in "traditional" output with
publications and detailed computer-printouts for local planners. In the planning for the
Population Census-90 a new dissemination approach was decided upon:

Downloading data and metadata from the mainframe databases handled by the
AXIS system.
Inspecting and manipulating the downloaded data and metadata on the PC. Due
to the amount of metadata downloaded, quite extensive manipulation is possible.
For example the user is free to chose which variables to have in the heading and
which to have in the stub.
Parts of the data can be selected for tabular or graphical presentations.
The data can be translated into formats suitable for different PC-software (DIF-,
WKl-, DBF- and different ASCII-formats).
The software is described in Nordback-92 and AXIS-91. In order to allow flexible
manipulation on the PC, and to supply "quality information" in the form of extensive
footnotes on different levels, an interchange format containing the data and metadata
was created. This "PC-AXIS-format" is described below in section 6.

2.2 The UN/EDIFACT work.
1:

EDIFACT stands for Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce and
Transport. This very influential work to create standard messages for electronic data
interchange was initiated by the United Nations Working Party on Facilitation of Trade
Procedures (UNIWP4). The work started with the creation of messages for typical trade
documents such as invoice, order, payment. In the last years several Message Design
groups have been created in new areas. MD6 on "EDI and Statistics" was created in
1989. The work is described in e.g. Lebaube-91. The work of MD6 is divided into
several subgroups. MD6.1 has worked on interchange of statistical data.
In the early work of MD6.1 it was interesting to see the differences in terminology used
for describing statistical data. There was a clear need for a common terminology. This
will be further discussed in section 5. The work of MD6.1 has resulted in the GESMES
message for interchange of statistical data. GESMES is discussed in section 7.

3. Types of statistical data.
Only overview results would be printed in publications.
All tabular information would (also) be stored in the AXIS database system.
A special PC-software was to be developed for use by the local planners.

Section 3 begins the presentation of the "SCB-matrix" model. Emphasis is on gradually
extending a simple matrix-perspective to include different types of statistical data. The
presentation is non-formal. The SCB-matrix is based on the work by Bo Sundgren
(Sundgren-73, -84,-89 and others). Sundgren's "box-algebra" (Sundgren-73) can be used
to formalize the SCB-matrix model.

When this was decided another project was already under way at Statistics Sweden
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3.1 Introduction
Statistical databases consist basically of crossclassified-data--and/t>r-iime-series-data;-,,,
Some Statistical Data Base Management Systems (SDBMS) are specialized for either
crossclassified data or for time series data. Some SDBMS handle both type of data.
Time series can be considered to be a special case of crossclassified data. This is the
approach of the AXIS system and the approach proposed here for logical modelling of
statistical data.
Fig 1 shows a very simple statistical table. There are two different ways to interpret this
table:

metadata. There may be further metadata items in a printed table, e.g footnotes.
Footnotes may refer to the whole table, to a variable, to a value of a variable or to a cell
-(numeric-value)-in the-table. -

3.3 The anatomy of a complex table.
Fig 2 shows a more complex table. This table can be seen a combination of several
simpler tables:
Column 1 is the table Population by county.

It can be considered a rectangular arrangement of rows and columns.

Column 2-3 is the Population by county and sex.

It can be considered as a two-dimensional physical representation of what logically
is a three-dimensional matrix.

Columns 4-15 is Population by county, marital status and sex. Sex has the values
male, female and total. This extends the variable concept to include hierarchical
variables as discussed below.

This paper will explore the second perspective and actually stretch the perspective to
include everything from simple statistical tables (as in Fig 1) to sets of time series,
complex tables and large statistical publications.
Population 1985 by county, marital status, and sex (1000s)

Note that the complex table is made up of subtables that are concatenated horizontally.
Sometimes tables are published that are made up of subtables that are concatenated
vertically. This situation is not explicitly handled in my logical model. Horizontal
concatenation is recommended as it corresponds to the way people read tabular data.

married
widw/widower divorced
female male female mate
female male female

un~arried

male

Population 1985 by county, marital status, and sex (1000s)

Stockholm
Uppsala

393
65

363
58

291
49

292

49

17
3

75

62

11

7

84
9

Fig 1

Total 1:
populatior.
Stoc~holm

Uppsala

1578
252

sex

marital status

male female

male female total

uNna~ded

763
124

814
128

393
65

363
58

757
123

married
male female total
291
49

292
49

582
99

.,;dow/widower
male female total
17
3

75
11

93
15

divorcee
male female total
62

7

84
9

146
16

3.2 The anatomy of a simple table
Fig 2
The title of the table is "Population 1985 by county, marital status and sex (1000s)".
This gives a clear indication that the table logically is spanned by 3 dimensions or
variables. The three variables are:
The frrst variable is "county". In the stub of the table we can find the values for
county i.e. "Stockholm" and "Uppsala" in the example.
The second variable is "marital status". In the top line of the head we find the
values of marital status i.e. "unmarried", "married", "widow/widower", and
"divorced".
The third variable is "sex". In the second line of the head we fmd the values of
sex i.e. "male" and "female". Observe that the values male and female are repeated
for each value of marital status.

The variable sex with values male, female and total was above called a hierarchical
variable. It is a degenerated example of an important concept. Statistical variables are
often hierarchical classifications or nomenclatures with carefully designed valuesets.
Some examples are geographical regions, occupational codes, and customs classification
of goods.
The SCB-matrix model allows a valueset to have values from different levels of a
hierarchy. If values are from one level only and all values from the domain (e.g. all
counties in the country) are present we have an especially clean dimension in the ndimensional matrix.
Work is under way to include a logical model of hierarchical codes (or nomenclatures)
into the SCB-matrix model. Sundgren-91 contains some proposals for this.

All these parts help to describe the numeric part of the table. They are often called
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3.4 The anatomy of a statistical publication

As different variables have different time delays between measurement time and

In many cases a statistical publication can be, considered as-one-or-a-few-mat:riee87-lf-a-, ··
publication contains tables for each state of the USA with information on the number
of enterprises by branch of industry and employment size class (c.f. fig 1 in Shoshani82) all of the 50 tables could be considered to be a matrix by state, branch of industri
and employment size class.

publication time the clean cut in fig 4 in some cases should be replaced by the jagged
surface-offig··5.
time -->

In the databases handled at Statistics Sweden by the AXIS SDBMS there are several
matrices with the order of 20.000.000 cells. It is important not to let our conceptions of
printed tables narrow the perspective.

3.5 The anatomy of time series.
Time can be considered to be one of the dimensions of a matrix, i.e. time is regarded
as a variable. Fig 3 illustrates how to handle time series in a matrix-oriented SDBMS.

time-->
Fig 4
Fig 3 is to illustrate time series
using a matrix perspective.

Fig 5

Observe that different sets of metadata are required in the different cases (fig.4 versus
fig.5). In the case, of fig.5 we need to state the start time for each series. In fig.4 the
start time need orliy be stated once for the whole transmission.

4. Physical representations of matrices
A logical n-dimensional matrix can be represented physically in several ways. The most
direct way is to store all values of the matrix as a long row of numbers and use "array
linearization" to find the values. The table in fig 1 can be stored as:
393,363,291,292,17,75,62,84,65,58,49,49,3,11,7 ,9 (M)
On the other hand there are several packages for handling time series that use a different
set of metadata. Time series are often characterized by a starting point in time, a
periodicity and a definition of the variable (or "indicator") measured by the series.
An interchange format, and thus a logical model for interchange formats, should cater
for both perspectives.
An analysis of typical interchange patterns between statistical agencies reveals a further
argument for a "dual" approach. Even if both the sending and the recieving databases
have a matrix perspective a typical update of the recieving data base from the sending
data base have its own structure. Typically the information transferred is the new values
published since the last transmission. Fig.4 illustrates a matrix (in a data base) where the
shadowed area represent the new values for a set of time series.
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The ordering of the dimensions, i e "county" (with cardinality 2) as dimension 1,
"marital status" (with cardinality 4) as dimension 2, and "sex" (with cardinality 2) as
dimension 3 now becomes an important item of metadata. If we want to find the number
of male widowers in Uppsala we must look into element number:
1*(4*2) + 2*(2) + 1 = 13
i.e the value is 3. To find the nth value(s) for a dimension we need to bypass
(n-1)*(product of cardinalities of all nested, i e higher numbered, dimensions).
If a matrix is very sparse data compression techniques eliminating the need for storing
zeroes may be favourable. One such arrangement is implemented in the AXIS
repesentation for sparse matrices.
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The matrix might also be stored in a relational data base. The technical evolution of
SQL as a standardized interface between frontend tools and backend relational databases
makes it attractive to find ways to do so.

As indicated above a rule-of-thumb is to choose sparse dimensions as explicit and dense
dimensions as implicit. This gives a low redundancy.

One extreme way to store the matrix as a relation is:
Stockholm,unmarried,male,393
Stockholm,unmarried,female,363
Stockholm,married,male,291

Fig 6 is to illustrate dense
subspaced within a larger space.
This is a common situation for
large statistical matrices.

(Rl)

An alternative approach is:

Stockholm,393,363,291 ,292,17,75,62,84
·
Uppsala,65,58,49,49,3,11,7,9

(R2)

Some observations:
Based on M and metadata it is possible to create a lot of different tables. Actually
in AXIS and PC-AXIS it is possible to choose freely which variables to have in
the head and which to have in the stub.
Rl is a very flexible arrangement, but with a high overhead in terms of
redundancy. We, or the software, can reduce the redundancy by "coding" the
valuesets into ordinal numbers.

5. Alternative notations and terminologies.
The logical model of section 3-4 is based on general notions of:

R2 is a possible though "unsymmetrical" approach. Ordinary relational DBMS
software lock the column/row arrangement. In the ECE/SCP-90 there are operators
defined (PACK and UNPACK) that can do the necessary transformations to move
variables from head to stub. These operators need metadata (e.g. valuesets of
variables in the head) to operate.

matrices
printed statistical tables
time series

In R2 we choose which variables to store explicitly in the "key" of the relation
and which to represent implicitly as columns. By storing sparse dimensions
explicitly as keys and dense dimensions implicitly we can minimize redundancy.
The observations above are also relevant for interchange formats. The R2 format was
implemented as a "bulk" output format from the AXIS system. The PC-AXIS format
described below can be seen as an elaboration of this format. The R2 format is an
example of a flat matrix, i e a 2-dimensional representation of an n-dimensional matrix.
When transforming a matrix into a flat matrix an ordered subset of the variables are
specified for representation as the key for each line. We call these variables explicit.
The other dimensions (variables) are called implicit. There are two extreme cases:
If all dimensions are implicit we get the M representation.
If all dimensions are explicit we get the Rl representation.
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This is a conscious choice as I have found the proliferation of terminology to be a
problem in the different working groups I have participated in.
The terminology closest to the proposal in this paper can be found in the early
GESMES-papers Farget-90a, -90b. Parget states that:
The conceptual data model is the space obtained by the Cartesian product of the
various attributes attached to the statistical units under observation. This space is
generally sparse i.e. its density is low.
The logical data model is obtained from the previous one by ordering the attributes
so that the space of the observed units can be decomposed in sub-spaces which are
dense i.e. these subspaces can be represented by matrix. The consequence is that
the data set is composed of a set of matrices, each matrix having the same
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structure and beeing "indexed" by the values of the attributes not retained in the
matrix structure (these attributes are called explicit data elements, the ones which
define the matrix structure are called implicit data elements);~ ·· ···················-···-··················
The first part describes the logical model of section 3 in other words. The second part
describes the "flat matrix" of section 4 in other words.
The first paper on interchange formats for statistical data I know of is Olenski-87. The
important idea of restricting the basic form to matrices is described as:
Statistical data are - as a rule - organized in the form of sets of semantically
linked indicators. The basic form of linkage of indicators and of generation of sets
is the form of so-called compound indicators.

TITLE="Population 1985 by county, marital status, and sex (1000s)";
STUB="county";
~HEADING=!!marital status'', ··"sex.!r.;
UNITS=" 1OOOs";
VALUES(2)="unmarried", "married", "widow/widower", "divorced";
VALUES(3)="male", "female";
DATA=
"Stockholm" ,393,363,291,292,17,7 5,62,84
"Uppsala",65,58,49,49,3,11,7 ,9
The variables are numbered with stub before heading. As an alternative the indexing can
be explicit e.g. VALUES("sex")="male", "female";
There are several other keywords not used in the example:

A compound indicator is a set of elementary indicators which have the same
subject or object-matter scopes, as well as some other attributes, however some
attributes have different values. Those different values are or should be taken from
strictly limited and pre-determined lists of possible values.
Statistical table is one or several compound indicators. Often statistical tables can
be represented by one generic model of one compound indicator. In modelling
data for interchange it is recommended to limit the content of one statistical table
as one message in data transfer, to one compound indicator represented by one and
only one generic model.
The programming language (or rather mathematical notation) APL influenced another
of the early papers on interchange formats. Janhunen-90 argues for an APL-oriented
matrix perspective.
In the academic literature several semantic models for statistical data have been
presented. Shoshani-82 gives an early overview. The proceedings from the SSDBMconferences contain later work. An early interchange-format for statistical metadata was
established for the SEEDIS project (McCarthy-82, Merril-83).
Malmborg-86 is a paper comparing different "semantical" or "logical" models for
statistical data. As indicated earlier this paper (and the AXIS-system) is based on the
work by Bo Sundgren (Sundgren-73, -84).

CODES, TEXTS allows for handling of both text-form and code-form for values.
NOTE, CELLNOTE, VALUENOTE are for different notes. These possibilities to
transfer "Quality information" are important

7. The EDIFACT GESMES message.
The EDIFACT de+elopment is based on the !SO-standard 9735 for EDIFACT message
syntax. This implies strong restrictions on the design of messages.
GESMES consists of 4 parts:
Administrative information concerning the interchanging partners
A description of the specific structure which is used to transmit the data, that is,
definition of dimensions, footnotes, etc.
Individual code sets and statistical nomenclatures. This includes valuesets for
implicit dimensions.
The statistical data itself, including values for explicit dimensions.

6. The PC-AXIS format.
The PC-AXIS format is a formalized text format adopted to established conventions for
PC-textfiles. The syntax is designed to be easily parsed by a simple recursive descent
parser. A fuller description of the PC-AXIS format can be found in Malmborg-90. The
table in fig 1 is represented as:

Each part consists of one or several segments. Each segment is composed of data
elements from the United Nations Trade Data Dictionary (UNTDED). As far as possible
existing EDIFACT-segments are reused in the design of new messages. GESMES stands
for GEneric Statistical MESssage. Generic implies self-describing, i.e the structure of
parts of message is defined in the message itself. This is a non-standard way to use
EDIFACT, but we (MD6.1) have found no other way to handle our needs.
The value sets of the implicit variables are transmitted. in CDS and CDV segments. The
values for explicit variables are transmitted in EDE segments. The values are transmitted
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in CES segments. The example from fig 1 may look like:
UNH+ 12345+GESMES:0:1:RT'
BGM+919::POPULATION TABLE:TRIAL'
NAD+MS+++MALMBORG ERIK:STATISTICS SWEDEN'
SEG+EDE'
CIS+3+1+1+9103+1+A'
CIS+3+1+1+9101+2+N'
CIS+3+1+1+9102+3+N'
SEG+CES'
CIS+3+ 1+ 1+91 04+ 1'
note: this example does not
ELM+9101 ++++++ 1233'
correspond
exactly to any specific
ELM+9102++++++ 1234'
version of GESMES.
CDS+1233'
CDV+UNMARRIED'
CDV+MARRIED'
CDV+WIDOW/WIDOWER'
CDV+DIVORCED'
CDS+1234'
CDV+MALE'
CDV+FEMALE'
EDE+STOCKHOLM'
CES+393+363+291+292+17+75+62+84'
EDE+UPPSALA'
CES+65+58+49+49+3+ 11 +7+9'
UNT++12345'
The + ' : .. are delimiters from the EDIFACT syntax. Each line corresponds to a
segment in the EDIFACT syntax. The segments are identified by 3-letter codes:
UNH is "Message header".
BGM is "Beginning of message"
NAD is "Name and address"
SEG is "Segment description"
CIS is "Component identification segment"
ELM is "Data element description"
CDS is "Code set description"
CDV is "Code value definition"
EDE is "Meta data element host segment"
CES is "Cell data element segment"
SEG-CIS-ELM are used to define segments. It is the use of these segments that makes
GESMES "generic". EDE-CES are "host" segments that are further defined by the
generic mechanism. As the words "explicit" and "implicit" already were used in
EDIFACT with another meaning, they have been substituded by "associated" and "nonassociated" in GESMES documentation. UN-91 is the "level-0" definition of GESMES.
The development of GESMES is still in progress. The example given illustrates the
basic structure, but does not correspond to any definite version of the message.
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8. Conclusions
--!fhe-paper-has-presented-a-Iogicalmodel forstatistical·data. The model is named SCBmatrix and includes both conceptual (section 3) and representational (section 4) issues.
The model is by purpose presented in a non-theoretical way because it is the experience
of the author that too theoretical (or mathematical) reference models do not work in
practice.
Two projects creating interchange formats for statistical data is presented. The logical
model presented is thought to be usable as a logical reference model for both
applications. There is no competition between the formats. The PC-AXIS format is an
internal format between AXIS and PC-AXIS, while GESMES is to be an international
standard. If GESMES had been available when the need for the PC-AXIS format arose,
we would have used it
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prediications, and perform planning. A general discussion of some requirements and. research issues
of temporal GISs can be found in 4, 6, 16.
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Abstract
Time is essential in modeling the constantly changing world. However, conventional database systems represent
the real world with only a tenseless snapshot that is inadequate for many applications where facts and data need
to be interpreted in the context of time. In this work we examine some of the issues applicable to temporal
modeling, including examples which illustrate the demands imposed by database management systems for global
change research. The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a framework for managing temporal
information in scientific databases. The characteristics of this model are: ( 1) Time is treated as a basic data type
and property. (2) Attribute stamping is adopted whereby the granularity of time can be defined by the user. (3)
Time is treated. explicitly in the query language. (4) A helical view of time is used for measuring the distance
between two time points, and (5) the implications of temporal analysis are addressed.

I.

We have outlined a system to provide support for both spatial and temporal analysis of global change in 14. An
important requirement imposed on the model of time was that it be compatible with an object-oriented system
design, although the precise model of time to be used was left unspecified. In the present work we examine some
of the other issues applicable to temporal modeling, including examples which illustrate the demands imposed by
database management systems for global change research.
In Section II we briefly review some problems related to temporal databases. Then, we overview several
proposed temporal database systems and evaluate them with respect to their applicability to GCIS. In Section
III we present our main contribution, a framework for managing temporal information in scientific databases. We
conclude this paper in Section IV with a discussion of some important issues and on-going research.

II.
A.

OVERVIEW OF TEMPORAL DATABASE ISSUES
Data Model

The understanding of time differs among people and different societies. This has a direct influence on the
ways temporal support is provided in a DBMS. Some of the questions are: (1) Is time a point or an interval?
(2) Is time discrete or dense (complete)? (3) Is time linear or branching? Discrete means that there are only a
finite number of points between two time points, i.e., a specific granularity must be assumed. Dense means that
between any two points there lies a third one. Complete means that if a series of points is bounded from above
by another point, then there is a point that is the least upper bound ofthat series. (Completeness is the property
that distinguishes real from rational numbers; both are dense, but the reals are complete while the rationals are
not.)
There are no correct and incorrect answers to the above questions. We can choose the appropriate assumption
depending on the applicatiop. In most temporal database systems the discrete and linear time assumptions are
adopted, and three answers exist to the first question: time as a point, time as an interval, and mixed. Branching
time is adopted in version control in CAD and engineering databases.
It is common to think of time as another dimension in the real world, in which we have objects and their
attributes as two dimensions and the third dimension is the history of the object. In 27 the real world time (or
valid time) and system time (or transaction time) are distinguished, resulting in a four-dimensional view. Four
types of databases are defined based on the type of support for time:
1. Snapshot databases where neither valid time nor transaction time are supported.

2. Historical databases where only valid time ~s supported.

INTRODUCTION

Time is essential in modeling the constantly changing world. However, conventional database systems represent
the real world with only a tenseless snapshot-the current status. This is inadequate for those applications where
time is an indispensable part of the information system, for example, medical information systems, sophisticated
MIS tools, and information systems for global change research 27. In these systems, facts and data need to be
interpreted in the context of time.
The need to provide temporal support in data base management systems (DBMS) has been recognized for
at least a decade. Four bibliographies appearing in journals give a comprehensive survey of the work that has
been done in this area 8, 17, 30, 31. However, research on temporal databases is far from mature. Up to now, no
temporal data models and query languages have gained wide acceptance and no commercial systems are available.
Much work remains to be done on both theoretical and implementation-related aspects of temporal databases.

3. Rollback databases where only transaction time is supported.
4. Temporal databases where both valid time and transaction time are supported.
Usually temporal support in a database system is provided by extending the existing data model. In the
relational paradigm, the three- or four- dimensional view is reduced to two dimensions by adding some invisible
time attributes on the relations, which is called time stamping. According to the concept of time adopted, a point
(instant) or an interval, there are four possible approaches: instance-stamping of tuples 5, interval-stamping of
tuples 15, 20, 28, instant-stamping of attributes 9, and interval-stamping of attributes 11. A similar method is
also adopted in extending the E-R model10

*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI-9116988 and the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute Research Development Council under grant 4-29283.
twe use the term Global Change Information Systems to refer to such databases.

In 22, 25 a temporal data model which is independent of the existing data models was presented. This model is
called TSC (Time Sequence Collection). In TSC, a temporal data value is defined for some object (e.g., a person)
at a certain time point (e.g., March 1986) for some attribute of that object (e.g., salary). Thus, a temporal data
value is a triplet< s, t, a>, where sis the surrogate, tis the time, and a is the attribute value. The representation
of TSC in the relational environment is discussed in 23, where the approach of instance-stamping of tuples is
adopted.
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One important application of temporal databases is in Geographic Information Systems for Global Change
Research (GCISt). Temporal support is necessary for a GCIS to answer historical queries, trace and analyze

B.

Query Languages

The support of temporal data in database systems requires extending the query language to manipulate temporal data. The most common way is to add temporal ingredients to the SQL or QUEL languages. There are
wide variations in the constructs and forms of temporal query languages. The capabilities of these query languages also differ a great deal, ranging from supporting only basic queries to full support of querying, update,
and aggregation. This situation arises from the fact that there is no accepted theoretical foundation for temporal
databases, although some temporal algebras and temporal calculi have been proposed 5, 7, 9, 11, 33, 35. Other
problems are: What are the primitives for temporal operations? Should temporal reasoning be supported in the
query language? If so, how much should be supported?

HSQL is also an extension of the relational model. Time in HSQL is assumed discrete and can be either an
interval or a point (instance). There are six time granularities: year, month, day, hour, minute and second. Ways
to deal with the different time granularities in queries are given. The idea is to convert one time granularity
to another when necessary. In HSQL, one can compare time with different granularities. If two time intervals
involved in an operation have different granularities, the coarser interval is converted into the finer one. HSQL
also includes functions for explicit conversion of granularities. The function UPTO converts a time value to a
coarser granularity by truncating, while the function INTERVAL is used to expand a time instant into a time
interval of finer granularity.

28 compares temporal query languages based on some of the selected properties, such as retrieval semantics,
historical queries, rollback, and implementability demonstrated. The issue of temporal query languages remains
one of the great challenges in temporal database research. In the Appendix, we provide a (non-exhaustive) list of
primitive temporal operators. This list includes previously proposed operators as well as new operators to extend
database query languages with temporal support.

Two invisible time attributes (FROM, TO) are added to the tables. Therefore, only valid time is supported. The
temporal operators in HSQL are much richer than TQuel, including comparisons of time instants and intervals,
and operations for conversion between time instants and intervals and between different time granularities. An
operation to relate concurrent data from two or more relations is also provided, which is called a concurrent
product.

C.

HSQL expands the SQL query language by adding two new ingredients: FROMTIME (TOTIME) clause, which
is used to extract a time slice, and EXPAND BY, which is used to convert the time-stamping of the tuples into
the required time granularity. The time predicates can also be in a WHERE clause, and time attributes can be
in SELECT and GROUP-BY clauses, which means there is no difference between time attributes and ordinary
attributes at the conceptual and language levels.

Query Optimization and Physical Design

The data in temporal databases are typically append-only. Because we want to capture the whole history of
an object, nothing is deleted and updates result in the creation of objects with new time stamps. This scheme
has a high overhead in terms of space. As a result, query processing speed will necessarily suffer. Furthermore,
one expects that many queries in a temporal database will need data ordered by time. Temporal analysis may
also be included, resulting in different temporal query patterns from that of conventional database queries.

Because HSQL has adopted the same approach as TQuel for time stamping, the drawbacks of TQuel in
representing temporal data also appear in HSQL.

The performance of temporal databases developed thus far is poor and new storage structures and access
methods are needed to obtain adequate performance in those systems. Some of these issues have been addressed
by 2, 13, 19.

HSQL is partially implemented. The run-time system of HSQL can interpret historical operations. The
implementation of a practical HSQL processor is underway.

D.

TEER-GORDAS

Temporal Databases-Present Work and Evaluation

t:

In the last decade, several temporal database management systems have been developed. Almost all these
systems are extensions of earlier relational database systems 18. These systems can be distinguished by the data
model, query language, and underlying system used for implementation. We briefly describe three such systems:
TQuel28, HSQL 20, and TEER-GORDAS 10.
.

TEER-GORDAS is an extension of the Enhanced Entity-Relationship data model. Time in TEER-GORDAS is
discrete and can be either an interval or a point. The basic construct adopted is the "temporal element"-a finite
set of intervals defined in 11. Only valid time is supported.

TQuel

In TEER-GORDAS, each entity has associated with it a temporal element, which is called the life span of that
entity. The temporal value of each attribute is a partial function from the life span of the entity to the value
domain of that attribute. The life span of the relationship is defined as the intersection of the life spans of all the
participating entities.

TQuel bases the temporal database on the snapshot relational model, with time appearing as additional attributes.
In this approach, the logic of the model does not incorporate time at all; instead the query language processor
must translate queries and updates involving time into retrieval and modifications on the underlying snapshot
relation.
TQuel has adopted the approach of interval-stamping of tuples in incorporating temporal information. Four
invisible time attributes are added to capture valid time (FROM, TO) and transaction time (START, STOP).
The time granularity is assumed to be constant in TQuel, e.g., one month granularity. Because every tuple has
only one time stamp, every change or update to a tuple will introduce a new tuple in the relation. It should be
noted that the information for the same object is scattered in several tuples (this may seem to be an unnatural
representation). Attributes such as date-of-birth in an employee tuple are identified as user-defined time, and
cannot be supported in TQuel.
TQuel extends the QUEL query language with three additional components: WHEN, VALID and AS-OF. The
WHEN clause is analogous to QUEL's WHERE clause; it is used to select tuples based on temporal predicates
using an implicit time attribute. The VALID clause is used to project time attributes, and the AS-OF clause is
used to express rollback.
TQuel has been implemented on an Ingres DBMS by reducing TQuel statements to QUEL statements. This
implementation is simple but inefficient. The performance degraded rapidly as information was added to the
database.
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GORDAS, a data manipulation language (DML) on the EE-R model, is extended to contain ingredients that
specify temporal selection and projection operations. Here, the temporal projection is actually an operation to
extract a time slice. Aggregation functions are also extended to the time domain.
Because the basic temporal construct is a temporal element, the temporal operators are those defined on a set.
However, the predicates used in the temporal selection can only be equality, containment and their negations. No
implementation is mentioned for TEER-GORDAS.
E.

Some Comments on the Above Systems

The above systems are representative of the endeavors to provide temporal support in a database management
system. All of these systems are endowed with the capability to record time in the database and make queries on
temporal information.
The time concept they adopted is discrete, with time being an interval or a finite set of intervals. They usually
have some fixed time units, but the granularity problems are only treated in HSQL. In a GIS there are often
situations where some data is are missing from a time series, and interpolation may be used to derive them from
neighboring times. In this case, a type of dense time is needed.
Each of the above systems extends the query language to the time domain by adding ingredients to include
temporal operators, more or less, but none have been analyzed to determine the expressiveness of the query
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!t A~t~mp~oraLobje~c.Us.defined .. as

a.sur:rogate_Swith.a..set~of attribute.values. These attributes.a:r~e ~dhrided
into three groups: temporal attributes, non-temporal attributes and time attributes. For every temporal
attribute, a time stamp is associated with it. The value of a temporal attribute is a set of <value, time>
pairs. Non-temporal attributes are conventional attributes and time attributes are attributes with time as
their data type.

language with respect to time. The primitives for a temporal predicate are chosen in an~adlloc~manner.The_r~js
no justification for the temporal operators set in the query language. None has provided the facility for temporal
analysis (described in Section III), which is especially important for change analysis in GIS.
There is a problem with the semantics of valid time (or lifespan) in the above systems. It is up to the user
to define the valid time for a particular object, and only one valid time can be defined. When different types
of time need to be recorded, it is difficult to choose among them. The worst condition is that time other than
valid time cannot be dealt with properly within the systems (e.g; the date-of-birth attribute in an employee
relation), because they can only be treated as user-defined time, and no system support is provided. Consider the
publishing domain: there are at least three meaningful time-stamps associated with each article published in a
journal (submission time, reviewing time and acceptance time). Which should we take as the valid time for that
article? Any choice will leave the other two untreated, unless we semantically tie them together.
Another common problem with these systems is poor performance 22. New access methods and optimization
techniques are needed to develop a practical temporal database system.

III.
A.

A

MODEL OF TIME FOR

GCIS

Data Model

In this section, we discuss a model of time which we propose and intend to implement for temporal support
in a Spatia-Temporal DBMS for Global Change Research 14 . This model, although discussed as a pseudoextension of SQL, is not meant to be a specific extension of a relational model. We follow a Non-first Normal
Form view of relations (NlNF) and believe that it could be mapped into the object-oriented paradigm as well.
Our research efforts focus on integrating the spatial and temporal dimensions within a formalism following the
object-oriented model. We advocate extensibility and target future implementations to be extensions of systems
such as POSTGRES 32.

• Every time stamp is associated with a time granularity, which can be system-defined or user-defined. We
assume there is no overlap in time for temporal attributes specified in the history of a given object.
• It should be noted that we do not identify time as valid time or any other kind of time. We think the
semantics should be interpreted by the user in accordance with the application.
This method of modeling is similar to attribute stamping. The resultant relations may be NlNF. The existence
of time attributes also bears resemblance to tuple stamping. This consideration is derived from our belief that
time can be a property of an entity, attribute, or relationship. We should provide support for it at the attribute
and entity level.
Tuple stamping and attribute stamping each have their own advantages. For tuple stamping, the history of a
single entity is represented with multiple tuples and every change in the value of a temporal attribute will result in
a new tuple. Time normalization is suggested in 20 to deal with the problem of varying rates of change in temporal
attributes. However, this decomposition process is not consistent with the general normalization principle. With
the information of an object scattered in multiple tuples, the process of querying about the history of an object
becomes more complex in tuple stamping. On the other hand, for queries with a concurrent condition of multiple
temporal attributes, the query process will be more complex in attribute sampling. However, it has been shown
in 2 that these two modeling methods are equivalent in terms of their information content.
B.

The Query Language and Processor
{:

1.

Discrete Time Assumption

The field of global change research is moving from a data-poor to a data-rich environment. Furthermore, it is
recognized that data in pure GIS are event-driven, whereby information is accumulated as it is made available. In
global change and, more generally, in scientific environments, data can be accumulated following a re~ular time
sampling mechanism. In both cases, some of the data may not be accurate and some may be missing .
Different types of time, such as valid time, transaction time, user-defined time, linear time, and branching time
are listed in the literature. However, the abstract concept of time can be viewed as a line such as the real number
ax1s.

An origin (point 0) can be defined on this line, so that we can specify other points with respect to it. In our
daily life, we usually choose 0 A.D. to be the origin along the time axis, though for geological processes this is
not a good choice. Although time is continuous, we usually perceive it as discrete, which means we adopt a unit
to measure distance from the origin. There may be different units according to specific applications. The basic
units can be year, month, day, hour, minute and second. Other units can be defined at will by specifying the
ratio to these basic units, for example, week, decade, or millisecond. With this facility, we can actually simulate
dense time, because there is no restriction on defining new units with a smaller or larger scale.
Time can be a point or an interval on the time axis. Concomitantly, every time object should have a corresponding point or interval on that line. Therefore, now, tomorrow, last month, and five years ago are time.
On the other hand, quantities such as seven days or fifteen minutes are not locations on the time axis, but are
magnitudes of time intervals. We refer to these as durations (in the Appendix, we propose operators to handle
durations in the query language).
2.

The query language has not taken its final shape yet. We present some of the ingredients of the language and
use two different applications to illustrate some of the ideas. The first application is from GIS and is drawn from
the cadastral example in 6. The second application is related to global change and is meant to illustrate some of
the inherent differences between the two fields.
Unlike some of the previously proposed systems, in which the time attributes are implicit to the user, we use
temporal attributes and time attributes which are explicit to the user. Whenever a temporal attribute or time
attribute is involved in a query, the user can specify temporal predicates to choose the specific time slice, or he/she
can omit it if the most recent snapshot is desired. Under this condition, temporal predicates are no different than
ordinary predicates.
We explicitly distinguish a temporal retrieval from temporal analysis. A temporal retrieval is a query whose
result can be directly retrieved from the database. A temporal analysis is a query in which some processing
needs to be done on the result of the retrieval to give the required result. For example, the query "What was the
population of Bonn when it became the capital of Germany?" is a temporal retrieval, while the query "Which
area had the greatest change in population during the period of 1949 to 1979?" is temporal analysis. Therefore,
the query can be divided into two parts: retrieval and analysis. The benefit of partitioning temporal queries into
temporal retrieval and temporal analysis is that on the one hand we have a relatively simple and stable retrieval
module, thus making the implementation and optimization easier, and on the other hand, we can have a more
flexible analysis layer with which the user can define new analysis methods when necessary.
The query processor is divided into two layers in accordance with the above partition, the first layer is the
(temporal) information retrieval or query, the second is (temporal) information analysis. Within this structure,
each query is decomposed into basic subqueries having three steps:
1. Retrieve (or input) temporal information from the database.

Time as a Property and Basic Data Type

To provide temporal support in scientific databases, we propose to treat time as a basic property, which can be
related to an entity, an attribute, a relationship or an operator. The system will take time as a basic data type
with special operations. It is up to the user to interpret the semantics of time in specific applications.
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2. Make temporal analysis and inferences based on the result of the retrieved data.
3. Output the result (which can be storing the result back, displaying it, or other means).
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For example, the first step of the above query is: retrieve ..the. population in_each_y~ar_QL~.a.!:h__~r~_a_dJ!dpgth~
period of 1949 to 1979. The second step is: calculate the difference of the population in the sequences and find
the area with maximum difference. Finally, display the results.
We believe that this approach is important as the analysis part may be computationally intensive. In some
(possibly most) cases, it needs to be shipped to a high performance engine for analysis. With this scheme, the
problem of query processing and optimization in scientific databases becomes one of optimizing the combined
query and analysis steps. This is a subject on which we are presently focusing.
1.

Temporal Retrieval

A retrieval step fetches a set of data that exists in the database. The process may have two steps: selection
and projection. Selection is used to choose the relevant data and projection is used to get the desired data. (In
relational databases, another important operation is join, which we will discuss later).
Corresponding to the above two steps, there are two major parts in a retrieval statement: a condition clause
and an output clause. The condition clause is a Boolean expression used to specify the object to be selected and
the output clause is an attribute list.
If a temporal attribute is in the output clause, we use the following convention:
1. Attribute name only

=> all history.

3. Attribute name followed by a time point or interval
4. Attribute name followed by RESTRICT

=> specific time period.

=> most recent snapshot.

2. Temporal predicate on the attribute is specified

3. ALL

=> specific time period.

=> all history.

The complete set of temporal operators has not yet been decided. We use some common ones in our query
examples. In the rest of this section, we use some examples from a cadastral system 6, which is a type of GIS
system, to illustrate how to construct a temporal retrieval statement. The relations are as follows:
OWNER(SSN, name, date-of-birth, profession)
PARCEL(parcel_no, area, class, price, owner)
Where

EXAMPLE 1. Retrieve the parcel_no and the price history of parcels
which are now worth more than 230k.

• Complex temporal query:

=> specific time period designated by the condition.

If a temporal attribute is in the condition clause, we use the following convention:

1. No temporal predicate

• Simple temporal query:

SELECT parcel_no, price ALL
FROM PARCEL
WHERE V(price)>230k

=> current time.

2. Attribute name followed by ALL

In the following examples, we use V(attribute) to denote the value of a temporal attribute and T(attribute) to
denote the time stamp of that attribute. A temporal predicate is in the form T (attribute) rel-op Time_constant.

SSI, name, and parcel_no are non-temporal data
date-of-birth is a time attribute
profession, area, class, price, and owner are temporal attributes

In practice, every parcel is also associated with some spatial information. (e.g., location, boundary) which we will
ignore for simplicityi.
An object( tuple) in the OWNER or PARCEL relations might look like:

iWe are studying the spatial dimension as well. Our objective is to integrate the spatial and temporal dimensions into a Spatio-Temporal DBMS for Global Change Research.
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t:

EXAMPLE 2. Retrieve the parcel_no and current price of the parcels
which used to be commercial and whose price was less than 20k at that time.
SELECT parcel_no, price
FROM PARCEL
WHERE V(class)='commercial' AND T(class) overlap T(price)
AND V(price)<20k
EXAMPLE 3. Retrieve the parcels which were the same class as parcel 831-5144,
whose area was smaller but whose price was higher.
SELECT PARCEL.parcel_no
FROM PARCEL X
WHERE X.parcel_no='831-5144' AND V(PARCEL.class)=V(X.class)
AND PARCEL.area<X.area AND V(PARCEL.price)<V(X.price)
AND (T(PARCEL.class) intersect T(X.class)) overlap
(T(PARCEL.price) intersect T(X.price))
• Temporal Join:
!he co~plexity ~fa temporal join is caused by the difference in the semantic constraint that the join result
~s reqmred to satisfy. There are different definitions of a temporal join. The most general form is a join that
mv~lves bot~ no~-temporal and t~~poral predicates. In most cases the temporal predicate is T1 overlap
T2, I.e, the time mterval between JOmed tuples must intersect; while others may have a temporal join based
on the union of time interval 13, 18. Both kinds of definition may be used in practice. Examples 4 and 5
are examples of such semantic differences.
EXAMPLE 4. Retrieve the classes of parcels which were owned by professors
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----~~~ EXAMPLE.-~.~·~·Retrieve ~the~ .locations

sometime in 1960.

where the annual average temperature increased

the most in the last decade.
SELECT class RESTRICT
FROM OWNER, PARCEL
WHERE OWNER.profession='professor' AND
OWNER.ssn=PARCEL.owner AND
(T(OWNER.profession) intersect T(PARCEL.class))
overlap (01/60, 12/60)

This query should be broken down in multiple query/analysis subqueries. A tentative scheme to complete this
complex query is:
1. For each location retrieve the temperature data, and compute the average yearly temperature for the last
10 years. Store the results in a temporary relation.

EXAMPLE 5. Retrieve the class history of parcels which were commercial
in 1980 and which were once owned by professors.

2. For each location retrieve and compute the yearly rate of change of the temperature.
3. Finally, compute the maximum and report the location(s).

SELECT class ALL
FROM
OWNER, PARCEL
WHERE OWNER.profession = 'professor' AND
V(PARCEL.class) = 'commercial' AND
T(PARCEL.class) overlap (01/80, 12/80) AND
OWNER.ssn = PARCEL.owner

Because there is no particular constraint on the join result, different joins can be simulated by specifying
appropriate join conditions and target lists.

2.

This process can be actually a series of pipelined processes each of them consisting of a subquery of the form:
input, analyze, output.
An even more complicated scientific query, which requires the extension of the language with new operators,
can be illustrated with the following example:
EXAMPLE 8. What is the relationship between the change in C02 and temperature
in Hawaii from 1970 to 1990.
In this case, a new correlation operator is needed. This operator will be applied to two groups of data in a time
series.

Temporal Analysis

The above examples, although drawn from GIS applications, are still in the domain of traditional query systems.
However, the query patterns are quite different for scientific databases. In scientific databases the queries usually
are not about one object, but about groups of objects with specific features, and the query conditions are not as
complex as above. However, analysis may be needed before the results of the queries can be useful.
Most traditional query languages provide aggregate functions such as AVG, SUM, COUNT, MAX and MIN.
We can define the corresponding functions in the time domain 10. Other useful functions might be FIRST and
LAST. Some other useful analysis methods based on time are suggested in 21. However, we feel that a system
which can support temporal analysis should be extensible, as one cannot anticipate all possible temporal analysis
constructs which might be needed in scientific databases. Furthermore, some of the queries that include temporal
analysis might be difficult to express in a single statement 35

Compared with conventiop.al applications, temporal analysis play a more important role in scientific database
systems. This is one of the fOci of our research.

3.

Dealing with Different Time Granularities

Different temporal attributes may have different time granularities. When the temporal predicate involves different
time granularities, we can always convert the coarser one into the finer one. This is a simplification of the actual
situation. More elaborate work which deals with time granularity is reported in 36.
Functions UPTO (fine to coarse) and DOWNTO (coarse to fine) can be provided for explicit conversion of
time granularity. Another useful conversion function is ELAPSE, which gives the time units in a time interval.
It can be used in expressing such a query as:

Assume we have collected data on carbon dioxide and temperature in some places in the following relation:
EXAMPLE 9. Find the parcels that have been for commercial use for more
than two years .

C02-TEMP(location, C02, temperature, date)
Where

location, C02, temperature are nontemporal attributes
date is a time attribute, with granularity being day.

Typical queries might be:

SELECT parcel_no
FROM PARCEL
WHERE V(class)='commercial' AND T(class) contains NOW
AND UPTO YEARS (ELAPSE T(class)) >2

EXAMPLE 6. Calculate the rate of increase of C02 concentration from 1986 to
1989 for every location.

4.

Interpolation in Time

Here the change-rate is an analysis operator, and the processing might include: average the C02 of every day
to obtain yearly data and calculate the change rate between consecutive years.

In scientific databases, the query data might not exist in the database. However, if we have some knowledge about
the properties of the data, interpolation methods may be used to obtain the needed data. For example, suppose
we did not record the rainfall for every day in a year. We can still deduce the rainfall for a specific day by taking
the average of the data recorded before and after that day. Or we could derive the curve for a sequence of days
spanning an interval including the missing measurements, and interpolate the missing values. An error term may
need to be attached to deduced data if appropriate.
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SELECT location, change-rate(C02 RESTRICT)
FROM C02-TEMP
WHERE date IN (1986, 1989)

Traditional Mod~l of .TiJ:n~

4.

Temp_or5!-La~nalY~i~i~ .J:9nsid~red_._DividingJemporalque:ries

into temporal retrieval and temporaLanalysis

can simplify the system structure.
past

now

future

Helical Model of Time

However, much work needs to be done before an actual implementation; many problems must be solved. Some
of them are:
1. The definition of a temporal query language: most of the current systems have extended SQL or QUEL
to include temporal ingredients. However, these extensions have been done in an ad hoc manner, and no
investigation has been done on the temporal primitives set and basic temporal constructs .

.......
'',,
Figure 1: a Helical model of time. Time points that are
far apart on the time line can be semantically closer.
It should be noted that interpolation is not always applicable. For example, if we have records of rainfall for
spring and autumn, it is meaningless to obtain the rainfall for summer by taking averages or other interpolation
methods, because we may get much rain in spring and autumn, but no rain in summer.

In 21, four types of time sequences are defined, i.e., step-wise constant, continuous, discrete, and user-defined
types. For the step-wise constant type, a single value spans a given time interval. Interpolation is not needed.
With the continuous type, the value is a continuous function of time, and a curve fitting function can be used for
interpolation. For the discrete type, the value at one time point is not related to others and the value cannot be
interpolated. For the user-defined type, the value can be computed based on a user-defined interpolation function.
For the above rainfall example, we may interpolate the rainfall in summer from the summer rainfall in neighboring
years because the rainfall exhibits a cyclic property.
This raises an interesting perspective on time. First, we note that it is only possible to perform temporal
interpolation if the time for which data are desired is "close" to times for which data are known. By "close"
we mean semantically close, and as the above examples illustrate, closeness may not be equivalent to Euclidian
distance along the time line. For the purpose of rainfall interpolation, time points a year apart are closer than
points three months apart. This leads to a helical view of time, in which the time line winds upward with a period
of one year (Figure 4.).
The helical model of time operates at other scales as well. At finer scales, some patterns of human activity
suggest a helix with a period of seven days, other activities follow a diurnal rhythm. At coarser scales, the 11-year
sunspot cycle may be useful for modeling time for certain climatological analyses. We believe that the helical
view of time merits further investigation and plan to do so.

IV.

5. A helical view of time is used for the determination of time distance.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we gave an overview of our present work and some issues in temporal database systems. A
framework for a data model and query language was also proposed to provide temporal support in a spatiotemporal DBMS for scientific databases. The main features of the proposal are:
1. Time is treated as a basic data type and property. We do not distinguish valid time, user-defined time, etc.;
the semantics of time is decided by the user. Time can be a property of an entity, relationship or attribute,
which will provide full support for temporal data (in previous systems, user-defined time was not supported.)

2. Attribute stamping is adopted. The time granularity can be defined by the user and incorporated into the
system. Time interpolation is also considered.
3. Time is treated explicitly in the query language. There is no difference between a temporal predicate and
an ordinary predicate, thus providing a uniform way to express queries on temporal and non-temporal data.
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2. Temporal analysis: it is clear that some degree of temporal analysis should be supported in the temporal
query language. But how much support should be provided? Although a temporal relational algebra and
calculus (both are expressed in temporal logic) have been proposed as the bases for temporal relational
completeness, they are not widely accepted.
The partition of a temporal query into retrieval and analysis can solve this problem to a certain degree,
because new (analysis) methods can be defined by the user and incorporated into the system. However,
for an arbitrary temporal query, it is not straightforward or even possible to give a distinction between
temporal analysis and temporal retrieval. Temporal analysis might be included in the selection condition of
temporal retrieval. For example, in a company database, consider the query "Find the department in which
the employee got the largest increase in salary in the last year." If we treat temporal analysis as operators
that can be extended, then the problem of interfacing them with temporal retrieval needs to be addressed.
3. Query optimization and access methods: one of the critical problems in implementing a temporal database
system is performance.cThis may partially account for the absence of commercial temporal database systems
at this time. Little wor'k has been done in this area.
In our research, we are studying query/ analysis processing techniques for query optimization of spatiotemporal DBMSs. We expect that our efforts may be used as a starting point for such systems.
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t:

The temporal operations depend on the concept of time, whether it be continuous or discrete. They are also
determined by the underlying data model adopted to incorporate temporal information. In the following, we
list temporal operators based on the discrete time concept. Three basic categories of time are assumed: POINT,
INTERVAL and DURATION. A POINT is of primitive type TIME and is an absolute location along the time line.
An INTERVAL consists of an ordered pair of points in time and is also of primitive type TIME. A DURATION is a
difference of times, and so, strictly speaking, is not of primitive type TIME, but represents a relative displacement
along the time line (i.e., the magnitude of an interval). For clarity we partition the operators into four groups:
comparison, arithmetic, conversion and aggregate. The convention will be to use variables starting with p for a
point, d for a duration, i for an interval, and I for a logical or boolean (true or false) value.
A.

Comparison
Comparison operators require two operands of the same time category and result in a logical value.
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Time as a point

1.

Table 1: Temporal Operators

By considering time as a point, the usual numeric comparison operators <, <=, =, >=, >, <> can be used
(HSQL 20). If the discrete assumption is adopted, it may be meaningful to specify such comparisons operators
as precede, succeed and is-adjacent-to. These operations are of the form
1

= pl

2.

Mappmg

P-+Y
PxP-+L
PxP-1
PxP-D
PxP-P
PxD-1-P
PxD-+1
Px1-L
Px1-1

op p2

Time as an interval

The relationships between time intervals derived from 3, 4, 20 are:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

= il
= i1
= il
= il
= il
= i1
= il

before i2
equal i2
meets i2
overlaps i2
during i2
starts i2
finishes i2

(il precedes i2)
(i1 = i2)
(il meets i2)
(il overlaps i2)
(i2 contain i1)
(begin at the same time point)
(end at the same time point)

and the reverse relationships as above. The first five relationships are from 20, while the last two are from
3. In addition, Sarda also lists an adjacent relationship i1 adjacent i2 iff i1 meets i2 or i2 meets i1.
By comparison, there are fewer temporal predicates in TQuel. They are precede, overlap and equal. These
operations are of the form
1

= il

3.

op i2

Durations

Durations, like points, can be compared with numeric operators <, <=, =, >=, >, <>. Operands of different
granularities can be converted to a common granularity explicitly or by default (to the finer of the two). These
operations are of the form
·
1

B.

=dl

p2
d

2.

D-~-ll

DxD-+L
C.

= pl + d
= pl - p2

Conversion

Conversion operations are used between time points and intervals. There are also some conversion operations
used to coerce times to different granularities.
1.

Point to interval

i

= make_interval(pl,

2.

Interval to point

p
p

3.
pl
pl

Time as a point
(to shift the time point on the time axis)
(to compute a duration)

p2) (combine two points to form an interval tl .. t2)

= begin_of(i)

= end_of(i)

Conversion between different time units

= coarse_to_fine(p2)
= fine_to_coarse(p2,

truncation/round)

Similar operations are available for INTERVALS and DURATIONS.
D.

Summary of Basic Operators

Table 1 summarizes the basic temporal operators in terms of mappings between POINTS P, DURATIONS D,
INTERVALS I, and LOGICALS L. Samples of each type are given.

Time as an interval

(intersection)
i3
il overlap i2
(union, +)
i3
il extend i2
(subtraction
results in one or two intervals)
i3, i4
i1 difference i2
(all
except
that
interval)
i2, i3
negate il
(move
start
and
end
of interval)
i2
il offset d

=

Ix I - I
Ixi-D
Ix I-+P

Variants of these are used in TQuel to obtain the start and end points of an interval.

Arithmetic

=
=

1-~-D
1-~-L
1x 1-~-L

op d2

Arithmetic operations can be defined as those whose result is also a POINT, INTERVAL, or DURATION.
1.

[-!-,¥

1-+1

.l!:xampie
change pomt granulanty
first point before second point
make an interval
compute a duration
compute the midpoint in time
offset a point
define an interval
point is within interval
extend interval to include point
get tirst pomt m mterval
change interval granularity
compute magnitude of interval
check if interval is empty
first interval contains second interval
intersection between intervals
duration of union
first common point
change duratiOn granulanty
durations are equal

=
=

The first two are defined in TQuel and in HSQL, while we propose the addition of the last three operators.
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E.

Aggregate Operations

There are some operations we classify as aggregate, either because they include further processing on the result
of the query, or they correlate multiple objects with some temporal relationships. Some of these are:
get first event later than point p
compute average time between events over interval i
correlate events separated by duration d over interval i
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Abstract
The term meta-data may be used to refer to information about data in a database. To come to a good
understanding of this concept an analysis of tasks executed during statistical data processing was
performed. This has resulted in the identification of four basic tasks: conceptualise, obtain data, analyse,
and interpret. Several types of information serve as input into and result of these tasks. Meta-data have
been defined in relation to two of these, namely, the conceptual model and the statistical data. By
means of a theoretical decomposition of the tasks 'conceptualise' and 'obtain data' an overview of
general types of meta-data has been established. These general types have been instantiated for the
domain of labour force surveys. During empirical knowledge acquisition in relation to this domain it
became clear, that national statistical offices usually do not make available complete databases but only
aggregated data in the form of tables. From this observation we conclude that the meta-data we have
identified, should be made available relatively independent from existing statistical databases, since
researchers should be able to consult the meta-data even if they are not allowed direct access to the
databases themselves. We conclude the paper with a description of the potential functions of
computerized support based on meta-data. These functions are centered around three main themes: (a)
meta-data as descriptive information about concepts, nomenclatures, etc., (b) meta-data as information
about the availability of data, and (c) meta-data as a prerequisite for reasoning about statistical analysis.

1. Introduction
The present Western society is often characterized as an information society: facts about
a multitude of subjects are collected, disseminated, and inspected by numerous persons
in a variety of functions. Finding your way in this bulk of data is not always easy.
Standardized, sound and solid descriptions of available databases may provide urgently
needed tools to find and access relevant information. The concept of meta-data has been
introduced to refer to such descriptions. ·
In this paper we present an overview of the first results of the research project
Modelling Meta-Data. This project is part of the DOSES-program (DOSES
Development Of Statistical Expert Systems) sponsored by Eurostat, the statistical office
of the European Communities. Partners in this project are Leiden University in the
Netherlands, the Katholieke Universiteit at Leuven in Belgium, the National Statistical
Institute of Portugal, the Economic and Social Research Institute at Dublin, and the
University of Vienna.

=
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The eventual aim of the project is to develop a general standard procedure to study
meta-data and to implement their application in automated support of statistical data
processing. This procedure consists of
* knowledge acquisition based on task analysis,
* specification of meta-data by means of conceptual models and a formal language,
* implementation in a prototype, and
* test and evaluation of the prototype in a real-life setting.
The results presented in this paper are related to the first part of this procedure, i.e; to
the acquisition of knowledge about statistical data processing. First, the tasks performed
during statistical data processing are analysed. This provides us not only with an
overview of relevant tasks, but also with information about common input and output
objects of each of the tasks and with information about different participants to the
process. Based on this analysis a specific definition of meta-data is given. Next, a more
detailed analysis is made of the two statistical data processing tasks to which meta-data
are most closely connected. This results in a general structure of meta-data types. These
general types of meta-data have been instantiated for data related to labour force
surveys. Finally, an outline is presented of the functional requirements of a
computerized support system based on meta-data as uncovered by this research.

2. Statistical data processing
Statistical data processing is the activity in which data are collected and analysed in
order to produce Jbeaningful statistical information. It is a process that occurs in less or
more elaborated and formalized form in a great number of different fields, ranging from
scientific studies to political decision making and journalistic publications.
The project Modelling Meta-Data focuses on statistical data processing such as it is
executed at national statistical offices and at research institutes that obtain a substantial
part of their data from these offices. In this section, however, a task analysis is
presented, that intends to be descriptive of other forms of statistical data processing too.
In subsequent sections attention will gradually be focused on official national and
international statistics.
To acquire a good understanding of meta-data, the project started with a thorough
analysis of the tasks performed during statistical data processing. Roth & Woods
(1989) strongly advocate this method, because the support eventually provided by
computers should match closely the tasks to be supported. If a computerized support
system imposes a structure that deviates from common practice, this constitutes a
handicap to the use of the system. Both the actual execution and the idealized execution
of tasks should be studied, so that it becomes clear at which points and in which form
support is needed. The result of a cognitive task analysis should be a representation in
which tasks are structured in terms of the goals to be accomplished, the relationships
between the goals, and the means to achieve goals. In our project we have asked several
statisticians which steps they take during statistical data processing, and in addition we
have used our own experience to construct a model of the tasks commonly performed.
This task analysis has resulted in not only an overview of tasks, but also an enumeration
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of input and output information objects relevant to each of these tasks, and potential
divisions of labour over different participants.

interpretation of results additional analyses may tum out to be necessary. To keep our
model understandable, we have excluded iterations and feedback loops from it.

2.1. Tasks

2.2. Information objects

By concentrating on information as the intended end result of statistical data processing,
it became clear that the first things that need to be known, are the objectives and context
underlying the process. Once these have been established, relevant data must be
gathered and subsequently analysed. The interpretation of the analysis results should
lead to the intended information.
These activities must always be executed during statistical data processing. As a
consequence, in our model of statistical data processing four central tasks are
distinguished:
1) conceptualise: the conceptualisation task is concerned with the specification of the
research question and its transformation into precise, operationable statistical
constructs;
2) obtain data: observations -in the broadest sense- about the concepts of interest have
to be acquired and stored as raw or aggregated data;
3) analyse: statistical data constitute the input to the analysis task during which
summary measures are computed and tests executed;
4) interpret: finally, the results of the analyses have to be related to the initial research
question, which should produce meaningful information.
The four central tasks are depicted in Figure 1. The tasks are represented as they appear
in time. In other words, tasks on the left side of arrows in Figure 1 start before tasks on
the right sides of arrows begin. However, this does not necessarily imply, that the
former tasks have to be completely finished before the latter tasks may start. The only
thing implied, is that the former tasks start at an earlier point in time. Several tasks may
be executed more than once; 'analyse' is a prime example of such an iterative task. As a
result of feedback a task may be executed more than once; for instance, during the

Each of the tasks in Figure 1 requires some input for its execution, and each of the tasks
produces output. The output from one task may serve as input to another task. We use
the concept information object to indicate input and output.
The following information objects are relevant during statistical data processing:
1) objectives: the objectives constitute the starting point of statistical data processing;
they contain a description of the problem to be studied that may be informally
worded or rather formalized;
2) conceptual model: the conceptual model contains the translation of the research
problem into formal and explicit terminology;
3) statistical data: the statistical data contain not only the data actually collected or
selected, but in addition all relevant information concerning the data collection;
4) analysis results: analysis models, descriptive and summary measures, test results,
graphical presentations, are included in the analysis results;
5) information: the final product of statistical data processing is information; this
refers to all the relevant knowledge of facts and ideas resulting from the process in
its entirety.
Figure 2 shows the relationships between the tasks and the information objects. With
the exception of ql:>jectives, the information objects included in this representation meet
the constraint, that they are produced during statistical data processing. And with the
exception of the information finally produced, they also serve as input to one or more
statistical data processing tasks. We will call them internal information objects to
distinguish them from external information objects, that are required for the execution of
tasks, but that do not result from statistical data processing itself.
The exclusion of external information objects from our model is a substantive
simplification. In reality, different external objects serve as input to each statistical data
processing task. During the execution of the 'conceptualise' task, knowledge concerning
the translation of objectives into a conceptual model, theoretical information about the
specific field of research, decisions made in related investigations, etc., must be taken
into account. The subsequent task 'obtain data' not only depends on the conceptual
model but also on respondents or databases possessing the information sought. During
the 'analyse' task statistical knowledge plays a major role. This is knowledge about such
subjects as sampling requirements, analysis methods, algorithms, and procedures.
Statistical knowledge is general in nature: the same knowledge is used in different
investigations, and although the consequences attached to it, may be different in
individual studies, the knowledge itself stays the same. Because of this characteristic it is
basically different from the internal information objects in the model. The same is true
for a second important external information object, namely, knowledge about the world.
This concept refers to the broader context surrounding statistical data processing, the

Legend:

0

=task

----1..,• =

precedence
of tasks

Fig. 1. Tasks generally performed during statistical data processing
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Fig. 2. Model of tasks and information objects

common sense knowledge required for each act in everyday reality. External
information objects are thus much broader in scope and harder to delimit than internal
information objects. Since we are looking for an adequate and useful characterisation of
the concept meta-data, we have decided to exclude external information objects from our
basic task model and to limit the information objects to the five internal objects
presented in Figure 2.

2.3. Participants
It is conceivable that a single individual executes all the statistical data processing tasks
distinguished in our model. However, especially in relation to official statistics it is more
common that different persons are involved in the process. And it is more interesting to
envision situations in which persons associated with different organisations, participate
in statistical data processing. Examples of participants are: official statistical
organisations such as national statistical institutes, research institutes, universities,
market research organisations. These participants may differ in their role and function in
statistical data processing.
A distinction is often made between two groups of participants, namely, producers
and users. Actually, it seems clearer to identify four types of participants:
1) suppliers: the respondent or agentproviding the information, i.e. a participant not
actively involved in statistical data processing;
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2) producer: the participant collecting, storing, and disseminating data;
3) consumer: the participant selecting data from available databases;
4) user: the party interested in the information produced during statistical data
·---"·processing;i:-e:-the-customer"orfunding agency of an investigation.
We focus on producers and consumers, because they are the participants most closely
involved in processing national and international statistical data.
Starting from the rough descriptions above, national statistical institutes seem to be
an outstanding example of producers. Their main task is to collect socially relevant
information, that can be used for policy developers and decision makers. In reality,
institutes involved in the compilation of official statistics not only produce data, but also
analyse and report them. During the processing of data their main emphasis is on
descriptive analyses, but they are also involved in inferential statistics, if only because
they usually have to compute nationwide statistics based on data obtained through
samples.
Research institutes qualify as prime consumers of data. Here too, reality necessitates
some reservation. They may have to collect data themselves, when no adequate data are
available. Usually, the type of analyses performed at research institutes differs from the
analyses at statistical institutes, since research institutes are more interested in inferential
statistics. They often must make predictions or forecast the development of trends. This
amounts to an essential dissimilarity in the goals aimed at by producers and consumers
of statistical data.
The distinction between producers and consumers helps us to focus attention to the
importance of meta-data for communication purposes. In the next section, we will use
our model contail}iing tasks, information objects, and participants, to come to a useful
definition of the concept meta-data

3. Meta-data
The concept meta-data has been around for quite some time (cf. McCarthy, 1982;
Cubbit, 1983; Denning, Nicholson, Sande & Shoshani, 1983). However, this has hardly
resulted in procedures for practical applications. A possible reason is, that the concept
has actually been defined too broadly and vaguely as "data about data". Therefore, in
this section we propose a more specific definition focused on actual use of the concept
in computerized support.

3.1. Definition
As a first step toward the definition of meta-data, we conclude that meta-data is best
viewed as an information object that is internal to statistical data processing. This
conclusion is based on the assumption that meta:..data are both produced and required
during statistical data processing. If they were just a product, they would be some kind
of surplus information. However, they are never referred to in that sense in the literature.
If they were just an input information object, they could essentially refer to any
information in the real world that might be relevant during statistical data processing.
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This would tum the concept meta-data into an unlimited notion, which would eventually
lead to a useless idea.
Three information objects are best qualified as building blocks for the definition of
meta-data, since they both result from a statistical data processirtglask"ancrserve-as~
input to a subsequent task. These are: the conceptual model, statistical data, and analysis
results. Meta-data as description of statistical data is most closely related to the common
usage of this term. From this perspective meta-data may be defined as the description of
the meaning of the numbers in a statistical database. In other words, meta-data contain
information about the content of the data. They explain how to read the numbers and
what the numbers stand for. Both the physical storage aspects and the description of
fields or variables are included in this utilization of the concept meta-data. In this sense
meta-data can be viewed as the data dictionary of a database. But meta-data is more. In
addition meta-data connected to statistical data should contain any relevant event that
occurred during the execution of the obtain data task. These events may be related to the
database as a whole, to specific records or to one or a few fields.
Meta-data as descriptions of the conceptual model refer to the specification of the
objectives of a study into a plan for data acquisition. From this point of view the
definition of meta-data would read as the translation of the objectives of a study into a
design for data collection. This means that the motivation for the construction of a
statistical database can be found in the meta-data describing the conceptual model. From
this information can be inferred which relations between variables are subject to
investigation and why observations on specific research units have taken place. Thus,
these meta-data not only contain the goals of a study, but also the concepts resulting
from these goals as well as the operationalisations of these concepts.
Meta-data may also be connected to analysis results. In our project we have decided
not to include this type of meta-data. The main reason for this decision is, that we are
most of all interested in the communication between producers and consumers. Metadata involved in that communication are related in particular to the conceptual model and
statistical data, and to a much smaller extent to analysis results. Thus, although this
information object could in theory also be included, we restrict meta-data to the
conceptual model and statistical data. This leads to the following definition of the
concept:

3.2. Function
Now that we have given a definition of meta-data, we can get a clearer picture of their
function;--T-his function is relevant; since it is not our intention just to give an
enumeration of meta-data, but also to examine how they can be put to optimum use.
If we assume for the moment that an individual person executes all the statistical data
processing tasks connected to a single job, meta-data are only important to spare this
person's memory. There may be some lapse of time between each of the tasks, for which
cases it is helpful to have meta-data available that document the results of each of the
tasks. In addition, one might get involved in secondary analyses. Since the original data
may have been collected for different purposes, an unambiguous description is required
for adequate and correct analyses and interpretations.
A more complicated situation arises, when several persons are involved in the same
statistical data processing job. Meta-data should be contained in a kind of collective
memory. As a consequence, their specification has to confirm to rules of standardization, and checks are needed to ensure that available meta-data are specified only once.
Coordination will be their main function.
Finally, statistical data processing by two different participants occurs, when a
producer collects and offers data in the context of a particular data processing job, and a
consumer selects and analyses these data in the context of a different statistical data
processing job. In these occasions, meta-data are necessary for an adequate communication between the two participants. A complicating factor in this communication is, that
consumers may be interested in meta-data that are not provided by the producers of the
data. As we have ~;een, consumers may be involved in a type of analysis that differs from
the type usually done by producers of statistical data. Since the producers provide the
meta-data, omissions may occur because they are just not relevant to producers.
To summarize, meta-data are useful to describe data to preserve their future use, they
are required to coordinate activities between different persons within a single
organisation, and they are essential for communication between different organisations.
Computerized support based on meta-data may focus on each of these functions.

4. General types of meta-data
meta-data contain
a) the translation of the objectives of a study into measurable attributes and
observable research units, and
b) the description of the meaning of the numbers in a statistical database.
In some respects the concept meta-data is a rather restricted concept. It is not used to
include all the information relevant during statistical data processing. Other information
objects also play a role. Not just anything that is pertinent, is part of meta-data. What is
part of meta-data is the information that is both produced and used during statistical
data processing.
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Defining meta-data as the translation of objectives into measurable items and the
description of the meaning of the numbers in a database, is not the end of the story but
just the beginning. The next step is to go into detail and to fill in the actual information
contained in meta-data. To uncover this information, we have done a second task
analysis, or actually, two task analyses. First the 'conceptualise' task has been
decomposed into separate subtasks. The information objects resulting from each of the
subtasks describe types of meta-data. The same procedure has been followed with the
'obtain data' task. The results of these two task analyses are presented in the next two
subsections.
The ideas in this section are based primarily on scientific literature. Since social
science research most closely corresponds to statistical data processing as described in
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this paper, handbooks and texts from this field have been our prime information
sources.

4.1. Meta-data related to the task 'conceptualise'
The main goal of the 'conceptualise' task is to establish a complete and concrete research
plan. The starting point of task execution is constituted by the objectives, which are
provided as guidelines and intended overall products of the process. Three groups of
subtasks can be distinguished: orientation, theoretical conceptualisation, and empirical
conceptualisation. During the orientation tasks the domain of research is determined and
specified. During the theoretical conceptualisation the research plans are described in
abstract and ideal terms, while during the empirical conceptualisation the translation into
observable reality takes place. Each task produces one or more output objects. These
output objects constitute general types of meta-data.
The meta-data produced during the execution of the 'conceptualise' task share the
characteristic of being plans. The actual realisation of these plans during data collection
is not part of the meta-data specified during this task, but belongs to the meta-data
related to the next task of statistical data processing. An overview of the subtasks and
meta-data related to the 'conceptualise' task can be found in Table 1.
The orientation part of the 'conceptualise' task consists of two subtasks. The first one
is 'determination of the research problem(s)'. This results in a global description of the
research problem and its goals, references to related previous research, the originator of
Table 1. General subtasks and meta-data related to the 'conceptualise' task
subtask

meta-data produced

orientation

the study, and the language of the study -if relevant-. The second subtask is the
determination of specific research questions. Included in the determination of these
questions is a description of the type of research aimed at, e.g., whether a descriptive or
inferential; ·an·exploratoryor explanatory study is intended, and an indication of the
number of concepts involved.
The theoretical conceptualisation contains two subtasks during which the theoretical
frame of the study and the research unit are determined. The theoretical frame contains
not only a description of relevant concepts, but also an overview of appropriate literature,
theoretical definitions of concepts, and a description of the hypothesized relations
between the central concepts.
During the empirical conceptualisation the theoretical concepts are translated into
empirical variables and observable research units. Operationalisation is the main activity
in this cluster of subtasks.
On completion of the 'conceptualise' task every piece of information required to be
able to start the actual acquisition of data, must have been specified. Together, these
information objects form a complete set of meta-data for this stage of statistical data
processing.

4.2. Meta-data related to the task 'obtain data'
Based on the specification of the conceptual model, data collection can be started. Three
groups of subtasks can be distinguished during this task: data collection, data
preparation, and pata storage. Together, the meta-data produced describe how the
research plans have been realised. Table 2 gives an overview of the subtasks and metadata distinguished for this task.
Table 2. General subtasks and meta-data related to the 'obtain data' task

determination of research
problem(s)

global description of research problem and goals, related previous
research, originator, language

subtask

determination of specific research
question(s)

description of specific question(s), type of research

data collection
collection of data

theoretical conceptualisation
determination of theoretical frame

theoretical frame, relevant literature, theoretical definitions of
concepts under investigation, relations between concepts

meta-data produced

measurement tool used, events during data collection, design
realised, description of actual sample

data preparation
data coding

codebook
[data matrix]

editing and validating

number & location of missing values, consistency and routing
checks performed, ranges of data

description of indicators, operational definitions of concepts,
overview of main characteristics of variables

data weighting

imputed missing values with respect to non-response, weighting in
accordance with actual sample

formulation of relations between
variables

definitions of (hypothesized) relations between variables

construction of composite
variables

computational and/or logical procedures

choice of method of data
collection

research method, measurement tool, data source, information about
the quality of the measurement tool

data storage

choice of design

type of design

choice of sample

operational definition of the research unit, description of the
sample, sampling method

determination of the unit of
research
empirical conceptualisation
operationalisation of concepts

description of research unit
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data storage

type of storage, status of the data, physical descriptive information
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The actual collection of the data forms the first subtask. Corresponding meta-data are
the actual measurement tool used, any relevant events taking place during data collection,
and the design and sample that have been realised.
The preparation of the data consists of four subtasks. First; the-aata-are-cooect;resulttngin a codebook and a data matrix. Actually, although the data matrix is an information
object, since it results from this subtask, it is not meta-data The data matrix contains the
data to which all the meta-data refer. It is included in this table of meta-data for clarity's
sake.
Editing and validating the data takes place during the next subtask. An overview of
missing values and of checks performed during this activity gives information about the
data that have been collected. In addition, ranges of values that have been observed, may ·
be recorded. Next, the data are weighted. Weighting may be performed with respect to
missing values and with respect to characteristics of the sample. Finally, the concepts of
interest are seldom measured directly during data collection, but are often the result of
additional computation or combination of logical rules. Thus, the creation of these
composite variables forms the last subtask of data preparation.
The data are now ready for storage and this activity constitutes the final subtask of
the 'obtain data' task. The result is a description of the actual storage, including
information about the status of the data, i.e., whether they are raw data, composite data,
or summary data, for instance in the form of a table. Descriptive information in the
restricted sense of a data dictionary also results from this subtask.
Several of the meta-data types described in this subsection correspond closely to
common descriptions of meta-data. They seem very suitable for incorporation into
computerized support.

5. Instantiation of meta-data in the labour force domain
To test the ideas about meta-data described up to now, they have been instantiated for a
specific domain in statistical data processing, namely, labour force surveys. By
instantiation we mean, that for each of the general types of meta-data described in the
previous two subsections we have studied the form in which they manifest themselves
during statistical data processing in relation to labour force surveys. This domain has
been chosen, because the data collected with these surveys are frequently used and are
generally considered of great importance to the society. In addition, the national
statistical offices in each of the countries of the European Communities conduct such a
survey, and most of them use standardized definitions for its main concepts.
The next two subsections correspond to the previous two subsections. Instead of the
general types of meta-data described above, specific meta-data for the labour force
domain will be enumerated. The information contained in these subsections, has been
obtained from different sources. Documentation from national statistical offices and
from the statistical office of the European Communities provided the initial material.
Experts working at the National Statistical Institute of Portugal and at the Economic and
Social Research Institute in Dublin have complemented this information.
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5.1. Labour force meta-data related to the task 'conceptualise'
The meta-data related to the 'conceptualise' task in the labour force domain are
summarized tn·Table 3. The meta-data are not fully instantiated in this table, since at
several points references are made to iflformation, that is too extensive to incorporate in
this paper. These references pertain in particular to the definitions of the concepts and
the related nomenclatures and to the actual questionnaire administered.
The overview contains general meta-data related to labour force surveys. Most of
these can be instantiated further for an individual survey in a specific country at a
particular moment in time. Although we did collect this information, we do not present it
here, because it is too specific and it would focus attention to a very narrow
manifestation of statistical data processing.
Several of the general types of meta-data described in section 4 turned out to be not
relevant in the labour force domain. The theoretical frame and the relations among the
variables are most prominent among these.
Table 3. Subtasks and meta-data related to the 'conceptualise' task in the labour force domain
subtask

information objects produced

research problem: ''What is the current situation of the labour market?"
previous research: ''The survey is conducted regularly; the periodicity depends
on the country."
originator: "National statistical institutes."
language: "National language; for the statistical office of the European
Communities the language is English."
determination of
specific question(s): ''What are the characteristics and the structure of the
specific research
i!active and the inactive population? Etc."
question(s)
type of research: 'Descriptive; exploratory; around 30 concepts involved."
determination of
theoretical frame: "Not relevant."
theoretical frame
relevant literature: "Publications about surveys among enterprises and about
data derived from administrative records."
theoretical definitions of concepts: "See Eurostat's User's guide to the
Community Labour Force Survey (1990) for the standardized definitions of
concepts and for the related nomenclatures."
relations between concepts: "No relations defmed."
determination of the research unit: "In some countries households, in other countries individuals."
unit of research
indicators: "Not relevant."
operationalisation
of concepts
operational definitions of concepts: "See questionnaire."
main characteristics of variables: "Strictly spoken not relevant."
formulation of
relations between variables: "Not relevant."
relations between
variables
choice of method of research method: "Sample survey."
data collection
measurement tool: "Oral questionnaire; the actual questionnaire is different in
every country."
data source: "Answers from respondent."
quality of the measurement tool: "Not relevant."
choice of design
type of design: "Not relevant."
operational definition of the research unit: "See Eurostat's User's guide to the
choice of sample
Community Labour Force Survey (1990)."
description of the sample: "Sample size; fraction; frequency."
sampling method: "Stratified multi-stage sample."
determination of
research problem(s)
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5.2. Labour force meta-data related to the task 'obtain data'
The measurement tool used to collect the data and the codebook or data dictionary
describing the resulting data matrix are the most irn:portanrmem-oata~felateotcnne····
'obtain data' task. These are also the "meta-data" that are usually offered, when one
inquires about the availability of specific data at a statistical office.
Meta-data related to the sampling process, non-response, and weighting of the data,
are next in line, as far as impact is concerned. We will say more about these meta-data in
the next section.
Several general types of meta-data are considered to be irrelevant to the labour force
domain. Most of these correspond to meta-data resulting from the 'conceptualise' task,
that were also considered to be irrelevant.
Table 4. Subtasks and meta-data related to the 'obtain data' task in the labour force domain
subtask

information objects produced

collection of data

measurement tool used: "See national questionnaire."
events during data collection: "Overview depending on country and period."
design realised: ''Not relevant."
actual sample: "Sample size; sampling frame; non-response rate; sample error."

data coding

codebook: "See Eurostat's User's guide to the Community Labour Force
Survey (1990)."
[data matrix: "Actual data set."]

editing and
validating

number & location of missing values: "Dependent on data set."
consistency and routing checks performed: "Overview of checks."
ranges of data: "Usually not relevant."

data weighting

imputed missing values: "Specific descriptions."
weighting: "Specific description including variables used for weighting."

construction of
composite variables

computational andlor logical procedures: "Not relevant: inferred from
definitions."

data storage

type of storage: "Name of storage medium and -if relevant- software."
status of the data: "Dependent on data set."
physical descriptive information: "Data dictionary, i.e. names, positions, and
labels of variables and values."

6. The use of meta-data in actual practice
The analysis of tasks performed during statistical data processing and the classification
of general types of meta-data have been motivated by the aim to design useful support.
This support has to be firmly grounded in a conceptual framework such as described
above. However, it also has to correspond to everyday practice. Therefore, in this section
we concentrate on the use that is presently made of meta-data. The emphasis in this
description will be on the consumer's side of the process. This is because meta-data are
most of all used when one obtains data and needs information about the content of these
data. Meta-data are used less intensively during the production of a data matrix. We will
come back to this issue later in this section.
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Data made available by national statistical offices are seldom in the form of raw data.
By raw data we mean the data matrix resulting from coding the answers to questionnaires. Usually, these are very large data matrices containing several thousands of cases
·and tens of variables. To the raw data composite variables may be added~ A composite
variable is the result of a combination of raw variables. Generally, the composite
variables are the concepts one is actually interested in. For instance, in the labour force
domain the concept 'employed' is defined as " ... those aged 14 years or over who
during the reference week: (a) carried out any work to the extent of one hour or more
for pay or profit ... [or] (b) were not working but who had jobs or businesses from
which they were temporarily absent because of illness, holidays, unsuitable weather,
labour disputes, etc." (Eurostat, 1990, p. 13). A number of questions in the
questionnaire together provide the information to compute a person's code on the
composite variable 'employment'. We will refer to data matrices containing both the raw
data and the composite variables as micro data. These are still rather voluminous data
matrices.
Apart from minor exceptions, data provided by national statistical offices are neither
raw data nor micro data. Tables are the usual format in which information is made
available. A lot of these tables are published, either in periodic publications or in more
specialized reports. On request, specific tables may be furnished. Tables are of course
much smaller in size than the data matrices on which they are based. Typical examples
are tables of active population by sector of activity or by demographic characteristics.
Up to now we have described meta-data in the context in which they are produced
during statistical data processing. Continuing in that manner support based on this
perspective woulq probably take the form of meta-data connected closely to a matrix
containing raw or micro data. However, since these kinds of data matrices are generally
not made available to potential consumers, it seems hardly sensible to continue this
approach. Instead it seems more efficient to disconnect meta-data from the actual data
matrices to which they logically belong. If researchers apply for data from a statistical
office, they must specify the table they are interested in. This implies, that they should in
fact already have the meta-data at their disposal even though they do not have the data.
In other words, although meta-data are connected to matrices of raw or micro data, they
precede the data in the form of tables that are eventually delivered.
Meta-data should thus be available independent from actual data matrices. At the
same time, however, the meta-data must still have a tight connection with the accessible
data, because the data that have been collected, determine whether a request for a specific
table can be honored. For instance, confidentiality constraints may hinder the
construction of (parts of) a desired table. Statistical criteria may also have this effect,
e.g., when means of a nominal or ordinal variable are asked for. Based on the meta-data
of a particular data matrix checks on the possibility of a table can be conducted. It is not
sufficient to know which data exist, but the intended table also has to be permitted.
Elaborating on the idea that meta-data precede data from a consumer's point of view,
meta-data to a certain extent also precede data from a producer's point of view. When a
national statistical office prepares a particular data collection, they would like to have
information about, among others, relevant concepts and nomenclatures. In other words,
meta-data connected to relevant previous data matrices should be at hand during the
preparation of a new or updated survey.
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An additional use of meta-data takes place during the analysis of data. For instance,
during the construction of time series meta-data should be checked to see whether any
changes have occurred in the concepts that are analysed. After all, dips and rises in
trends should reflect real changes and not just changes irr definilions:--.As a seconcr ·
example of the use of meta-data during the analysis task, information about the
sampling procedure may be required. On this information conclusions may be based
concerning the reliability and consistency of trends or relationships.
Our main conclusion about the use of meta-data is, that although they result from
statistical data processing, they should be made available relatively independent from the
data matrices to which they are connected. One should be able to consult the meta-data
that logically belong to a specific database, even when one is not in a position to consult
that database itself.

7. Functional requirements of a support system based on meta-data
Three main themes emerge from our discussion of the use of meta-data. The first theme
is related to information about concepts, nomenclatures, sampling schemes, etc., that
have been employed during related surveys. Meta-data of relevant data matrices may be
consulted during the preparation of a specific questionnaire or study.
The second theme pertains to information about the availability of data. In the present
situation, when researchers want to know whether the data they are looking for, are
available, they have to search in publications from statistical offices or they have to call
the statistical office to inquire about it. Both approaches have obvious drawbacks.
Relevant publications may be overlooked and potential tables may never have been
published. Informants may not understand the actual request or may be unaware of the
existence of useful data. A computerized system may contain an overview of all the data
that have been collected and can be obtained. Such a system should have facilities to
accept strings of text and to compare these to concepts in its catalogue. Direct matches
are of course relevant ("Are data available about unemployment?") but in addition
related concepts should also be shown ("There is no information about age, but there are
data about the date of birth."). Networks may connect concepts related by their
substantial meaning, but also concepts related by their statistical meaning ("Means are
available. Do you also want information about the standard errors?").
The third main theme in computerized support based on meta-data is the analysis of
data. Not every analysis that can be specified, is valid. For instance and as said before, in
the case of time-series concepts may have changed over time. If the borders of the
labour force population have shifted from 13 years of age to 14 years of age, the
corresponding drop in the size of the labour force does not reflect a real change but only
the change in definition. As ~consequence the interpretation of such a time-series needs
to be done with caution. A computerized support system could check on these
inconsistencies. In addition, constraints related to the confidentiality of information may
be used to prevent the construction of tables, that contain identifiable respondents.
Finally, constraints related to statistical criteria may be relevant during the analysis stage.
Means of non-metric variables are meaningless numbers and their computation should
be prevented.
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In our opinion, these three functions of meta-data provide a useful basis for the
development of adequate computerized support. They meet demands both from a
producer's and from a consumer's point of view. Support based on these assumptions
should stand a good change of being U.seful and used in actual statistical data
processing.

8. Concluding remarks
Based on an analysis of the tasks performed during statistical data processing we have
presented a classification of general types of meta-data. These types have been
instantiated for the labour force domain. This has led to the conclusion, that more types
of meta-data may have been identified than are used and needed in reality.
Concerning the actual use of meta-data we advocate the position that meta-data are
connected to matrices of raw or micro data, but that they should be made available
relatively independent from these data matrices. In that way they can be browsed to see
whether the requested data do indeed exist. The independence from data is only relative,
however, since the meta-data are still required to perform checks on the possibility to
construct tables.
Our next activity in the project Modelling Meta-Data will be the formalization of
meta-data. We will design a data model (Rumbaugh, Baha, Premerlani, Eddy &
Loensen, 1991) that describes the types and interrelations of meta-data concepts
consistently. In this formalization, definitions of meta-data concepts will be established,
interrelations be~een concepts will be made explicit and ambiguities resolved (see De
Feber & De Greef, 1992). The formalization enables us to implement the above
mentioned ideas into a prototype support system. This prototype will support the entry
of meta-data in a specific format. The prototype can also provide facilities for browsing
through available data, including related substantial or statistical concepts. In addition,
this module will contain facilities to check the possibility to create the table or to
perform the analysis requested.
Finally, a test with reality is intended. This test consists of the actual use of the
prototype both in a national statistical office and in a research institute. It is only by
such a test, that may become clear whether our ideas about meta-data are actually useful.
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Abstract
Uniform high quality radiation data are measured at
the stations in the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) and are collected at the World Radiation Monitoring Centre (WRMC) run by the Division
of Climate Sciences at the ETH in Zurich. The BSRN
is a World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
project under the auspices of the World Meteorological Organization and the International Council
of Scientific Unions (WMO/ICSU). Up to 20 BSRN
stations are expected to be1:established by the end of
1994 on all continents for measuring the radiatiative
fluxes at the earth's surface for the next 10 years.
Every year these stations will deliver approximately
2 GB of data to the WRMC. The WRMC controls
the integrity and quality of the radiation data and
stores and distributes the data to scientific institutions. The quality control of the radiation data is
based on models for the radiative transfer in the atmosphere, which are driven by data on the atmospheric conditions at the station. In the present article, these data and the data describing the measurement of the radiation data are called metadata. The
formalization and integration of the metadata in the
BSRN database is discussed and a report on the implementation of the BSRN database with a relational
database management system (RDBMS) is given.

1

Introduction

The Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN).
The important role played by radiation in the climate system has long been recognized. The World
Meteorological Organization and the International
Council of Scientific Unions (WMO/ICSU) Joint Sci-
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entific Committee for the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP) proposed the establishment of
a world-wide network to continuously measure important radiative fluxes at the earth's surface, which
is called the Baseline Surface Radiation Network
(BSRN). Sixteen present or future network countries
are preparing to establish 27 BSRN radiation stations. Three stations started BSRN measurements
in January 1992.
The objectives of the BSRN are (i) to monitor the
background (least influenced by immediate human
activities which are regionally concentrated) shortwave and long-wave radiative components and their
changes with the best methods currently available,
(ii) to provide data for the calibration of satellitebased estimates of the surface radiative fluxes, and
(iii) to produce high-quality observational data to be
used for validating the theoretical computation of radiative fluxes by models.
The observations are made at the BSRN stations.
The data are accumulated during a month and their
quality is checked by the station scientist. The
monthly data sets then are forwarded to the World
Radiation Monitoring Centre (WRMC) using the
BSRN station-to-archive file format in ASCII code.
Data transfer is made either by electronic means or
by magnetic storage media. The WRMC is run by
the Division of Climate Sciences at the ETH. The
WRMC added the first data to the BSRN database
in April 1992.
The consistency of the monthly data sets is checked
at the WRMC. Inconsistent data sets are returned
to the station and consistent ones are inserted in the
BSRN database. The BSRN database is managed
by the WRMC using a relational database management system (RDBMS). Thus the data in the BSRN
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Figure 1: A BSRN station and the WRMC
database do not violate the relational and the other
integrity constraints which are part of the BSRN
database definition. However, in the BSRN database
the radiation data may still be afflicted with error,
in which case the radiation data suspected to be
erroneous are flagged by automated quality control
procedures. These procedures are implemented with
models for the radiative transfer in the atmosphere
(e.g., [6]) driven by data describing the measurements
which are integrated in the BSRN database.
The radiation data flagged to be afflicted witherror and the reason for the flagging are reported to
the station concerned. If the station scientist judges
the flagged and/or other data to be questionable, he
reevaluates the monthly data set and forwards the
new version to the WRMC. The WRMC processes
updated versions of the monthly data sets in the same
way as the original data sets, except that the older
data are deleted from the database. Thus the BSRN
database always contains the radiation data judged
to be most reliable.
The relationships between the BSRN stations and
the WRMC are shown in Fig. 1.
External scientific institutions are given access to
those data in the BSRN database, which have been
approved by the BSRN scientific review panel. Thus
data are available to external institutions with a delay of approximately 18 months.

Reference [4] is a detailed report on the BSRN data
management.
The present article deals with the formalization
and standardization of the information which describes the measurement of the radiation data and
the atmospheric conditions at the stations and which
is used to drive the quality control procedures. This
information is called metadata. Metadata are distinguished from the data in the following part of
this introductory section. Section 2 lists categories
of BSRN data, Section 3 and the appendix define
the BSRN database, Section 4 reports on the design of some applications and Section 5 contains a
short description of the implementation of the BSRN
database and the application that inserts data into
the database. Some concluding remarks follow in Section 6.
Metadata is data about data. In this paper, metadata is the numeric, textual or pictorial information
that describes a time series of measured values of a
quantity observed. For example, if the data are solar
radiation values, the metadata may contain latitude,
longitude and altitude of the station, where the solar radiation was measured, the manufacturer, the
type, the serial no. and the calibration coefficient of
the radiation instrument, the name of the observer,
a photograph of the station, the atmospheric conditions relevant to the radiation measurements, etc. In
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other words, the metadata is primarily textual, a station history, whereas the data itself is numeric, a time
series. The metadata describe the measurement, the
data are the measured- values of some quantity.
This is a data analyst's distinction between metadata and data. It is different from a database administrator's distinction: metadata is the content
of the data dictionary which describes the data in
the DBMS. Date [1, page 44] writes "metadata" and
"data about the data" in quotation-marks. Obviously, the terms metadata and data have to be interpreted relative to a particular standpoint, but always
metadata describe the data.
McCarthy [8] emphasizes the need for the integration of metadata and data in a database, discriminates general types of metadata and derives requirements for an integrated metadata management.
Some of these requirements are met by to day's standard RDBMS. For example, the requirement that the
metadata and the data can be accessed with the same
data manipulation language (SQL) is met, since the
data dictionary itself consists of relations. However,
some of the requirements in [8] are not compatible
with the relational model (e.g., to allow for nonatomic attributes as far as the system is concerned),
some are not supported by SQL (e.g., the specification of user-defined data types with complex internal
structures is consistent with the domain concept of
the relational model of da~a but SQL supports only
primitive data types) and' some are not supported
by the available RDBMS products (e.g., the implementation of variable-length text attributes usually
is restricted to a large maximum size of the character
string and lacks the functionality of the usual character string attributes, as they may not be used in
functions, expressions, etc.).
However, the relational model of data as described
by [1, pages 249-397] allows for a highly systematic description of data; SQL is today's standard
data definition and manipulation language; the available RDBMS products efficiently manage gigabytes
of data; and the exchange of data between RDBMS
and statistical software systems is straightforward.
Therefore, it was decided to analyze all the BSRN
data with the relational model, to design a database
which contains data and metadata in tables of the
RDBMS and to integrate data and metadata with
the referencing mechanisms (foreign keys) of the
RDBMS. As is obvious for this work, the analyst's
distinction between data and metadata was adopted:
In the whole body of information to be organized, decide what is the data and then it follows that all the
other information describing the data is the metadata.

2

Data in the BSRN

In addition to the radiation, the standard meteorological (including upper-air) observations and special
cloud, water-vapour, aerosol and ozone observations
are carried out at the same or adjacent stations [4, 5].
The quantities observed in the BSRN are classified by
their priority as follows.
Types of measurements. At all BSRN stations, the
global, direct, diffuse radiation and the long-wave
downward radiation are measured and the standard
meteorological (including upper-air) observations are
carried out. These are called the basic measurements.
In addition to the above quantities, the BSRN stations may measure one or more of the following: direct spectral solar irradiance at the specified wavelengths and bandwidths, cloud amount by whole sky
video imaging, cloud base height, aerosol and water
vapour vertical distribution by lidar, water vapour by
microwave radiometers and ozone. These are known
as the expanded measurements.
Further, the BSRN stations are encouraged to undertake one or more of the following measurements:
upward short-wave (reflected) and upward long-wave
radiation from a high tower, low-resolution thermal spectral infrared radiance, low-resolution hemispheric solar spectral irradiance. These are referred
to as the other measurements.
The radiative fluxes (except the low-resolution
fluxes of the other measurements) are evaluated in
synchronous time intervals of 1, 2, 3 or 6 minutes. After 31 December 1995, the interval will be 1 minute.
The radiation quantities (except the ones measured
by spot reading) are represented by four statistics
evaluated in the respective time interval: the mean,
the standard deviation, the minimum and the max..:
imum. The non-radiative quantities and the lowresolution radiation quantities are evaluated in synchronous time intervals of 1, 3, 6, 12 or 24 hours.
The basic, the expanded and the other measurements make up the data, which are known as the
atmospheric data.
In the BSRN network, data other than the atmospheric data are also collected. These data describe
the status of the station and its instruments, i.e., they
record the history of a station in a formal way. Thus
these data replace the prose text in the log book of
the station and/or any other information deemed significant for the manipulation and/or analysis of the
atmospheric data. -They include characteristics of the
station, instrument models and serial numbers, calibration coefficients, calibration techniques and dates,
methods of operation, name and address of responsible scientists, etc. Changes in these data occur a
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few times a year (e.g., calibration of instruments) or
once every couple of years (e.g., changes of scientist
responsible for a station). These data are known as
station log data.
Formalizing the metadata. All data observed and
collected in the BSRN which are not radiation data
are metadata. Hence, the metadata include the station log data, the standard synoptic and the upperair observations and the special surface data (e.g.,
cloud observations with instruments) of the expanded
measurements programme. The metadata are easily
managed with an RDBMS, provided they have been
formalized. The formalization and standardization of
the synoptic and upper-air observations are defined
in the handbooks and code tables of the WMO and
the numeric data of the expanded measurements programme are defined by their format and unit. However, the formalization of the prose part of the station
log data is not possible without losing information,
as shown by the following example.
Dutton et al. [2) describe the radiation measurements at the future BSRN station South Pole as follows: "The U.S. South Pole station is located at the
pole (90.00° s.lat.)~ The area surrounding the station is a flat, featureless snow and ice plain stretching
for nearly 300 km in all directions . . . The site elevation is 2835 m ... Eppley pyranometers are used
to measure downward global and upward reflected
solar irradiances ... The upward-facing instruments
are on the roof of the Clean Air Facility building,
which is in the clean air sector. The instruments
are approximately 10m above the surface and have
a nearly unobstructed 21r-steradian view of the complete horizon ... The solar instruments are calibrated
by the NOAA Solar Radiation Facility in Boulder,
CO. The reference standards are traceable to several
absolute cavity radiometers and the World Radiation
Reference Scale maintained by the WMO in Davos,
Switzerland ... Table 1 shows the base calibration
values applied to all instruments before adjustment
for ambient temperature, any long-term drift, and
solar zenith angle, as appropriate ..."
Table 1 in [2) contains values for each radiation instrument operated at the South Pole in the
columns "instrument type", "serial no.", "quantity
measured", "calib. const." and "in-service dates".
Numeric station log data are easily formalized, e.g.,
Table 1 in [2) is in the third normal form after the
column "in-service dates" has been split into a "valid
since" column and a "valid until" column. Qualitative descriptions in prose are replaced by numeric
data in a pragmatic approach, e.g., " ... flat, featureless snow and ice plain ... nearly unobstructed
21r-steradian view of the complete horizon ..." are

replaced by surface type 3 (snow and ice) and topography type 1 (flat) to be looked up in code tables
and 36 pairs (0,0), (10,0},~~~ (?_~Q_tl:lL<?f~~Ll!l~t!'l_~~
elevation values describing the horizon.
Reports on radiation measurements are often less
accurate and less complete than [2). However, most
reports contain tables with the information about the
radiation instruments and all include a description of
the station and of the radiation instruments.
The results of the formalization of the BSRN station log data are given in the paragraph on the BSRN
relation and attribute list in Section 3 and in Appendix A.
If the description of the station and of the radiation instruments is formalized, and if the BSRN
database allows for retrieving the station and instrument records describing the measurement of any
given radiative flux at a given time together with the
synchronously measured non-radiative atmospheric
data, then
1. the uncertainty of the radiative flux under laboratory conditions may be assessed, if the statistics summarizing the calibration of the instrument include the standard error of the calibration coefficient, and
2. upper and lower bounds for the radiative value
may be calculated by models for the radiation
transfer in the atmosphere (e.g., [6]). Thus the
quality of the actual measurement is assessed,
since the measurement can be affected by unfavourable weather conditions, e.g., snow on the
instruments, blowing snow or sand, heavy tropical shower, etc.
The formalization of the descriptions of the stations and the instruments also involves a standardization of the observations and of the calibration procedures and thus enforces a uniform data quality
throughout the network. However, it does not replace the detailed BSRN observation manual, which
defines the BSRN radiation measurements and necessary quality standards [7).

3

The BSRN Database

Prerequisites and goals. The atmospheric data and
the station log data are organized in relations. The
set of these relations together with the set of relationships between them and the set of integrity constraints which cannot be formulated with the relational model constitute the BSRN database. The
BSRN database was defined by analyzing a collection
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of data reports describing radiation measurements, a particular atmospheric value in the database, besome examples of data provided by BSRN station cause the atmospheric relations are connected with
sciep.tists _and the d~<:!sions ang_r~coffi!P.el'!~t~tiol!_~_Qf____ ~Lstation relations by the edges of the database
the BSRN workshops such that the database allows schema in Fig. 2
for retrieving
The station log data are more difficult to analyze.
The
relations are found by defining sets of objects
1. the radiation data by specifying a station, a time
of
the
same kind, e.g., radiation instruments, ra(interval) and one or more quantity(ies) meadiosonde
equipment, etc. A tuple in a relation then
sured,
holds the values that describe an object in the set. In
2. any combination of synchronous atmospheric some of these relations, more than one tuple describdata given a time (interval), one ore more quan- ing the same object occur, thus keeping track of the
tity(ies) measured at the same or at different modifications of the object during its lifetime. The
stations in the basic, expanded or the other mea- presence or absence of this feature is used to assign a
station log relation to one of the the following groups:
surement programme,
3. any metadata which describe the conditions of
the measurement (e.g., the instrument used) of
a given radiation value, and
4. station history records which describe a station
and its equipment and instruments, e.g., the instruments and methods used to measure and observe the atmospheric quantities.

The atmospheric data are uniquely identified by
the time and the station, by when and where they
were measured. Most radiation data are evaluated
in intervals of 1, 2, 3 or 6 minutes, some radiation
data, the surface meteorological observations, the radiosonde and the ozone data ~e measured in intervals of 1, 3, 6 12 or 24 hours, depending on the type
of station. The different frequencies and priorities of
measurement induce the definition of eight relations:
radmbas and radmext contain the radiation quantities evaluated in intervals of minutes, radh stores the
radiation quantities evaluated in intervals of hours,
upperair and ozone are for the radiosonde and ozone
data, surfspec is for the non-radiative measurements
of the expanded measurement programme, synopbas
and synopext store data resulting from the standard
surface meteorological (synoptic) observations. For
each quantity measured, one to five attributes are introduced in the appropriate relation. The attribute
names were chosen to be not longer than five characters. The same names (with a character appended
to identify the statistic of the variable or the quality
attribute belonging to each radiation attribute, cf.
Appendices A and B) are used as variable names in
any program with embedded SQL statements dealing
with these data. The station history foreign key attribute shkey in all atmospheric relations establishes
a 1 :me (conditional-to-many) type relationship between each tuple of atmospheric data and a tuple in
the relation stathist. This foreign key allows for retrieving any station log data which are referenced by
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1. Station log relations which store the codes and
descriptions of the quantities measured and of
the surface and topography types occurring at
the stations, the codes and the names of the
stations, the compensation codes for the pyrgeometers, the codes for the weather observations: measvar, surfacetype, topographytype, station, pyrbodytcc, pyrdometcc, wmocodes.
2. Station log relations which store the description
of the station, the information about the ozone
and the radiosonde station nearest to the BSRN
station, the horizon of and the scientists responsible for the station and the month and year of
data forwarded to the WRMC: statdescr, ozonestat, radiosonde, horizon, scientist and lastfile.
In these relations, the history of the modifications is needed for the interpretation of the atmospheric data. Hence, modifying an attribute
value in a tuple is replaced by inserting a copy
of the tuple to be modified and then modifying
the copy.
3. Station log relations describing the radiation
measurements: stathist, radinstr, varsatstat.
These three relations are most important to the
operation of the BSRN database. The relation
radinstr is a list of all radiation instruments
where any modification (e.g., new calibration of
an instrument) is recorded. Hence, from this relation the history of every instrument in the network is easily retrieved as a tuple describes the
state of an instrument in a defined time period.
The relation stathist records the modifications
of the station log data about the measurements
and observations, which are not in ozonestat, radiosonde and statdesc. The history of the stations is combined with those of the instruments
by the relation varsatstat. As a consequence, for
any tuple in stathist describing the state of the

BSRN Schema
relations with
atmospheric data
relations with
station Jog data:
1st I 2nd 13rd
group

me

measurements at a station in a time period, the
quantities measured in this period at this stati()!l ~og~tll.~:r: \'VitJlJh~jnstrurnents used can 'be
retrieved from the BSRN database.

same station. This check is performed by
recording the year and the month of the
files sent by the stations to the WRMC in
the relation lastfile.

Primary and alternate keys. The second and the
third group of the station log relations in Fig. 2 were
provided with unique sequence numbers as primary
keys. In every relation, there is also an alternate key
uniquely identifying the tuples belonging to a station.
Since in these relations a tuple describes an object
in a time period and since the periods do not overlap, the alternate key usually consists of the foreign
key stkey for the station and the ... valsince attribute.
The first group of the station log relations and the atmospheric relations in Fig. 2 contain attributes that
uniquely identify each tuple: the identification numbers in the station log relations, the date, time and
station identification in the atmospheric relations.
Data consistency. The most important consistency
problems in the BSRN data are solved in the schema
in Fig. 2 by applying the referential integrity rule.
The foreign key attributes are allowed to take the
values, which are in the very moment of the insert/modify operation in the primary key attributes
of the relations from which they are imported. Other
values are not allowed.
However, there are also consistency rules which are
not inherent in the database ~~hema in Fig. 2. The
most important of these rules are formulated as state
rules in the following.

2. To each tuple in an atmospheric relation belong
at least two tuples in the second and third group
of stations log relations. To avoid contradictions,
the date of an atmospheric tuple is in the time
intervals of the associated station log tuples:
(a) The date (including the time) of a tuple in
an atmospheric relation is in the time interval defined by the shvalsince and shvaluntil
attributes of the associated tuple in relation
stathist.
(b) The date (including the time) of a tuple in
the relations radmbas, radmext and radh is
in the interval defined by the rivalsince and
rivaluntil attributes of the associated tuple
in the relation radinstr.
(c) The date (including the time) of a tuple
in the relations upperair and ozone is in
an interval given by the .. .valsince and
... valuntil attributes of a tuple in the relations radiosonde and ozonestat.
(d) The date (including the time) of a tuple
in the relations surfspec, synopbas and synopext is in an interval given by the sdvalsince and sdvaluntil attributes of a tuple
in the relation statdesc.

1. The history of the modifications in the second
and third group of the station log relations is

3. The sequence of the intervals defined by the
vsvalsince and vsvaluntil attributes in relation
varsatstat is the intersection of the sequences
of intervals defined by the ... valsince and
... valuntil attributes in relations radinstr and
stathist.

recorded by the ... valsince and ... valuntil attributes in these relations:
me

me

me

(a) If a .. .valuntil attribute has no value, the
information in the tuple is valid up to the
current date.
(b) The value of a .. .valuntil attribute is later
than the value of the ... valsince attribute
of the same tuple. Thus each tuple defines
an interval.

me

Figure 2: BSRN database schema
The 3NF relations are depicted as nodes, the relationships between them as edges in the graph. If a ·
relationship between relations A and B is established by a global attribute a being the primary key in A
and a foreign key in B and subject to the referential integrity rule, it follows that in B occur zero, one or
many tuples, which are associated to a given tuple in A. In this case, a 1 :me (conditional-to-many) type
relationship is said to exist between the two relations A and B and the edge is labelled accordingly.
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(c) If the tuples are ordered by the ... valsince
attribute, a sequence of intervals is obtained. The intervals do not overlap and
the sequence is free of gaps, as instrument
failures and/or accidents are treated as any
other change in the conditions of the measurement. Therefore, the year and the
month of the current file sent by a BSRN
station to the WRMC is compared with the
year and month of the previous file of the

Generally, the consistency rules not inherent in the
database schema are checked by writing the appropriate code in the application programs which insert
and/or modify the data concerned. Therefore, these
rules are formulated in the description of these application programs.
The BSRN relation and attribute list. For every
relation, the primary keys, the alternate keys, the
global attributes and the local attributes are given
in the BSRN relation and attribute lists in Appendix
A (station log data) and Appendix B (atmospheric
data). The BSRN relation and attribute lists together with the BSRN database schema in Fig. 2
define the BSRN database.
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Table 1: WMO code 4377 for cloud amount
Data in relation cloudamt
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 (completely clear sky)
1/10 or less, but not zero
2/10- 3/10
4/10
5/10
6/10
7/10- 8/10
9/10 or more, but not 10/10
10/10
sky completely obscured

1/8
2/8
3/8
4/8
5/8
6/8
7/8
8/8

In the BSRN database schema in Fig. 2, the relation wmocodes stands for the relations weather, weapast, cloudamt, cloudlowty, cloudmidty, cloudhity,
cloudsigty, groundstate, snowcover and blowphen in
the BSRN station log data relation and attribute list
in Appendix A. These relations store the code tables
for the surface synoptic observations, e.g., Table 1.
They are copies of the WMO code tables with the
exception of the relations snowcover and blowphen.
These are BSRN code tables. They are used to recode
the information about the snow cover and blowing
phenomena contained in the synoptic message (9 ... )
special groups, which depend on the WMO region.
In all relations in the BSRN database schema in
Fig. 2, the local attributes were defined with the aim
of establishing a one-to-one mapping between the features of the data and the attributes of the relations.
However, there are two exceptions. First, the radiation quantities evaluated in intervals of minutes are
represented by their statistics mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum, cf. Section 1. Thus
for each radiation variable, four attributes are contained in the relations radmbas and radmext. Second,
a data quality attribute was introduced for each radiation quantity. These quality attributes store theresults of the data quality control procedures, i.e., they
flag the values suspected to be afflicted with error.
For example, dsgllm, dsglls, dsglli, dsglla are the
names of the attributes for the mean, the standard
deviation, the minimum and the maximum of global
radiation 1 (the sum of direct and sky diffuse radiation) and the attribute dsgllq stores the quality flags
of this quantity, cf. Appendix B.
The identification numbers of the radiosonde and
the ozone equipment and of the radiation instruments are unique in the BSRN. The radiosonde'station is identified by its WMO identification (symbol

in the upper-air message: Iliii), the other instruments will be given a unique identification number
by the WRMC.
The horizon is described in the following form.
Pairs (azimuth, elevation) are given at the azimuths
0° (north), 10°, ... , 80°, 90° (east), 100°, ... , 350°.
In addition to these points in azimuth intervals of 10°,
the azimuths and elevations of prominent points are
given. All pairs are ordered by increasing azimuths.
For technical reasons, additional date and time attributes dtrmbst, dtrmest, dtrhst are introduced in
the radiation relations radmbas, radmext and radhr.
These attributes allow for the easy calculation of time
averages by the SQL group functions, cf. Program 3
in Section 4.
The relations in the first group of station
log relations in Fig. 2 and Appendix A, i.e.,
the relations measvar, surfacetype, topographytype, station, pyrbodytcc, pyrdometcc, weather, weapast, cloudamt, cloudlowty, cloudmidty, cloudhity,
cloudsigty, groundstate, snowcover and blowphen are
code tables. From these relations, primary key values
are imported as foreign key values by other relations.
For example, when a tuple is inserted into the relation synopbas, the cloud amount attributes sclta,
etc., are allowed to take the codes which are at the
very moment of the insert operation in the primary
key attribute in relation cloudamt. Thus the referential integrity rule asserts that only legal values, i.e.,
the WMO 4377 codes in Table 1 for the symbol N
in the synoptic message occur in the cloud amount
attributes.

4

Some Basic Applications

Merging data from different stations. For a regional
study, radiation data measured in a time period at
different stations are merged into a combined-station
file. The records of the combined-station file contain
the fields date (including time), first radiation variable at first station, first radiation variable at second station, ... , last radiation variable at last station. These records are filed according to the date.
A combined-station file is easily produced by ordering the tuples in a combined-station relation, if the
attributes in the relation correspond to the fields of
the combined-station file.
A combined-station relation is produced from the
relation radmbas in two steps.
In the first step, the data in radmbas in the period to be studied are separated by station using the
SQL query in Program 1. In Program 1, curstkey
is the identification of a station in the study region.
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where ((start-of-period<= dtrmbas) and
The first condition in the where clause restricts the
(dtrmbas <=end-of-period)) and
tuples in radmbas to those in the period wanted, the
(shkey in (select shkey
seoond-to-those-measured-at-the-station wanted. ·':rhefrom stathist
second condition is fulfilled by the tuples in radmbas,
where (stkey = 12)));
whose values in the shkey foreign key attribute belong
to the subset of primary key values of relation stathist insert into payeme (date,dsdir)
select dtrmbas, dsdirm
defined by the sub query. Thus for every station in
from radmbas
the region, a new single-station relation is defined by
where ((start-of-period<= dtrmbas) and
the appropriate query. In these relations, the date
(dtrmbas <=end-of-period)) and
attribute is the primary key.
( shkey in (select shkey
Program 1: Separating data by station
from stathist
select dtrmbas, ...
where (stkey = 21)));
from radmbas
select payeme.date, payeme.dsdir,
where (start-of-period $ dtrmbas) and
Lindenberg. dsdir
( dtrmbas $ end-of-period) and
from payeme, Lindenberg
( shkey in (select shkey
where (payeme.date = Lindenberg.date)
from stathist
order by payem e. date;
where ( stkey = curstkey)))
drop table lindenberg;
drop table payeme;
In the second step, the single-station log relations
produced in the first step are joined to the combinedstation relation by an equijoin on the date attributes:
... where (stationl.date = station2.date) and
(station2.date = ... ) and ...

1

The example SQL query in Program 2 retrieves
the short-wave downward direct solar radiation at the
stations Payerne and Lindenberg (identification number 21 and 12) and orders the retrieved tuples by the
date. It illustrates the power of the set-level language
SQL. If the access structures are duly defined and implemented, the execution time of this query mainly
depends on the amount of tuples retrieved, because
the effect of the amount of data in the database is
negligible.
Program 2: Merging data from stations
Lindenberg and Payerne
create table lindenberg(
date
date
not null,
dsdir
number(4)
create unique index Lindenbergkey
on lindenberg(date);
create table payeme(
date
date
not null,
dsdir
number(4)
create unique index payemekey
on payeme(date);
insert into Lindenberg (date,dsdir)
select dtrmbas, dsdirm
from radmbas

);

Synchronous measurements at the same frequency
are assumed when data from different stations are
combined by means of the SQL query in Program
2. If these assumptions are not fulfilled, this query is
empty or retrieves only a subset of the data measured
in the region in the period to study.
If the measurements are not synchronous at the
same frequency (allowed until December 31, 1995),
the step separating the data by station is still performed. Then for each time point occurring in
the first, the second or both single-station relations,
the values are retrieved and written directly in the
combined-station file by a program in a procedural
language with embedded SQL statements.
Averages of Periods. Times series of radiation data
are stationary in the mean, if periods short enough
are investigated. They are usually not stationary if
the periods considered are an hour or a day, and consequently, hourly or dayly means do not exist.
Nevertheless, routine hourly, daily and monthly
sums or averages are calculated from radiation data
measured in intervals of minutes in relation radmbas
using the SQL group functions as demonstrated in
Program 3.
Program 3: Calculating hourly,
daily and monthly averages
select to_char( dtrmbst, 'HH24') hour,
to_char( dtrmbst, 'D D ') day,
to_char( dtrmbst, 'MM') month,
avg( dsgllm)
from radmbas

);
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where (shkey in (select shkey
from stathist
where stkey = 22))
group by to_char( dtrmbst, 'MM'),
to_char( dtrmbst, 'DD'),
to_char( dtrmbst, 'HH24 ');
The argument of SQL group functions such as avg
and sum is an attribute, i.e., a column of values in a
relational table and the result is a scalar value. The
table specified by the select (and where clause) is
partitioned into the minimum number of groups by
the group by clause such that within each group,
all tuples have the same value in the group by column(s). The conversion function to_char is not standard SQL.
Inserting the data into the database. The radiation data are measured with radiation instruments
at the BSRN stations. After the calibration transformations, the radiation data are accumulated during a month, the other atmospheric and the station
log data are added and all the data are written to a
station-to-archive file. This file is forwarded to the
WRMC every month. At the WRMC the consistency
of the data is checked, since the file format prescribes
some redundancy. Then the data are inserted into
the BSRN database. The transfer of the data from
the sensors to the database is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The BSRN station-to-archive file format is defined
in [4). This definition is a reformulation of the BSRN
database definition in Appendices A and B for an
ASCII file, in principle: To each relation in the BSRN
database belongs a logical record in the station-toarchive file format, to each attribute in the relation
(with exceptions) belongs a field in the record.
When inserting the data into the BSRN database,
the consistency rules defined by the BSRN database
schema in Fig. 2 and the paragraph on data consistency in Section 2 are asserted.
From the paragraph on data consistency in Section 2 it is concluded that the insert operations must
be done in the sequence requested by the BSRN
database schema in Fig. 2, e.g., if station log data
have been subject to modifications, the modified tuple(s) must be inserted in the relation(s) concerned,
before any data referencing the modified data are inserted in an atmospheric relation. As the first consequence, to each logical record of atmospheric data
in a station-to-archive file belongs at least one logical record of station log data describing the circumstances of measurement in the same file. As the second consequence, the station log data are written or
read before the atmospheric data, which of course

is the intuitive order. Thus, the station log data
are perceived as the "header", the atmospheric data
as the "body" of the•. . l>~~a~!.~=-~~~~J~l!!~~_l?Y-.!!:12.~~~···-~····-··
BSRN station scientists. As the third consequence,
if a relation A is above a relation B in the BSRN
database schema, the updates on A have to be done
before the updates on B such that the foreign key
values can be imported.
The relations statdesc, lastfile, horizon, scientist,
radiosonde, ozonestat, stathist, radinstr and varsatstat, i.e., the second and third group of the station log
relations, feature restricted insert and modify operations. When inserting a tuple in these relations, the
foreign key attributes are allowed to take only the legal values, i.e., the codes and identification numbers
occurring at the very moment of the insert operation
in the primary key attributes of one of the first group
station log relations. Modifying an attribute value is
not allowed, because the history of the modifications
is important for the interpretation of the atmospheric
data. Hence, modifying an attribute value is replaced
by inserting a copy of the tuple to be modified and
then modifying the tuple: the .. . valuntil attribute of
the tupel to be modified is filled in and a copy of the
tupel to be modified is inserted in the relation. Then,
the newly inserted tuple is modified. By this procedure, the history of the modifications of an object is
recorded.
The insert and modify operations on the relations
radinstr and stathist cascade to relation varsatstat,
thus asserting (i) the 1 : m type relationships between
these relations and (ii) the special consistency rules
for relation varsatstat formulated in Section 3.
radmbas, radmext, radh, upperair, ozone, surfspec,
synopbas, synopext, i.e, the atmospheric relations,
feature restricted insert and modify operations: Only
values occurring in the primary key attributes of relation stathist and the wmo-code relations are allowed
in the foreign key attributes and the date attributes
are subject to the special constraints defined in Section 3.

5

Implementation

Communications. The BSRN stations transfer the
measured data with TCP /IP and FTP to the WRMC
and the users of the BSRN data retrieve the values
wanted directly from the BSRN database by means
of SQL queries and then transfer the resulting files.
From the stations and to the externs with no access
to the Internet, data is transferred by magnetic tapes.
The BSRN database was defined by SQL data
defintion statements directly derived from the Ap-
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step2

update-andinsert report
file

step3

In step1, the consistency of the station-toarchive file is checked on logical record level

consistency
report file

stationtoarchive
file

Figure 3: Inserting data from a BSRN station-to-archive file into the BSRN database
pendix A and Appendix B. ':fhe Oracle RDBMS is are checked for being coded in the formats prescribed.
hosted on a SUN 690 server.
In addition to the format check, the station log data
records
are tested for their consistency. These tests
The data are inserted into the database by FORTRAN or C programs with embedded SQL state- are performed by programs cststt, cstst2, cstst4, ...
ments. 11 programs check the consistency of the which write their results as logical records to the conlogical records in the site-to-archive file, 8 programs sistency report file. Thus, in the consistency report
insert the station log data and 6 programs the at- file there is a logical record for every logical record in
mospheric data into the BSRN database. The pro- the station-to-archive file. These logical records store
grams intercommunicate via ASCII report files. An data for the communication between programs and
additional text. This text .is quite comprehensive,
overview of the programs is given in Fig. 3.
if
format errors and/or inconsistencies are detected.
The station-to-archive file is an ASCII file with
Thus,
the consistency report file can be forwarded to
up to 80 characters per line. It is divided into logthe
BSRN
station that produced the erroneous file
ical records, which in turn may be subdivied into
without
any
further comment.
sub records. Logical records 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
and 9 contain the station log data, record 8 consists
In the third step, the data are inserted into the
of the station subrecords. Logical records 100, 200
BSRN
database by the programs statupd. . . and
and 300 store the radiation measurements, logical
atmupd.
. . which are started in the order given in
records 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400 and 1500 the
3.
The
updates on the station log relations issued
Fig.
non-radiative atmospheric data.
by statupdt, statupd2, statupd4, ... statupd9 are comIn the first step, the station-to-archive file is split mitted at the end of each program. The updates on
into its logical records. If all station logical records the atmospheric relations by atmupdt 00, atmupd200,
necessary to describe the atmospheric logical records . . . are committed after batches of 100 tuples were
are found in the file, the first step is sucessfully cominserted. Thus, the rollback segments do not bepleted.
come large. The statupd. .. and atmupd. .. programs
In the second step, the atmospheric data records read the pertinent logical records from the station-
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files, the third and the fourth line from logical record
Table 2: Example of the working table assigning vari- 7 of the update-and-insert report file and the last line
ables (identified by the primary key mvkey) to station was retrieved from relations varsatstat and radinstr.
history tuples (shkey) and instruments (instrument ·The 1~ iine is·r~tri~~ed. rr~~-th~-~f;;_t;;.b~~t~-d.~fin;· ·
indentification no. riidnum), cf. Appendix A. The up- the initial assignment of variables to instruments and
per part shows the tuples after filling in the table, the station history tuples before the start of the period to
lower part after processing. The symbol for missing be updated. The working table is then ordered and
values is-.
the missing values are inserted, resulting in the sequence of non-overlapping intervals in the lower part
until mvkey shkey riidnum
since
of Table 2. Missing values in the column "until" mean
up to the current date, according to the consistency
1
1
4
2-0ct-91 14-Nov-91
rules on the ... valuntil attributes in the second and
2
1
15-Nov-91
third group of the station log relations in the para4
2-0ct-91 11-Nov-91
graph on data consistency in Section 2.
5
12-Nov-91
Program statupd9 then intersects the intervals in
1
1-0ct-91
1
2
1-Aug-91
the ordered working table with the intervals of the tu2
1
1-Aug-91
1-0ct-91
1
ples describing the same instrument in relation radin4
1
1
2-0ct-91 11-Nov-91
str to produce the updates of relation varsatstat.
1
5
1
12-Nov-91 14-Nov-91
The cstst.. ., statupd... and atmupd... programs
2
1
5
15-Nov-91
all have simple data structures (scalars, arrays and
tables) and the algorithms are straightforward. The
report files are easily read by the programs, trace
briefly the transactions on the BSRN database and
to-archive and the consistency report files, write to contain comprehensive information in case an error
the update-and-insert report file and update and/or occurred.
insert data in the BSRN database.
The update-and-insert report file, the consistency
report file and the station-to-archive file are stored 6
Concluding Remarks
at the WRMC.
The cstst... programs are written in FORTRAN The design of the BSRN database and of the stationor C. A cstst. .. program contains about 200 lines of to-archive file format and the implementation of the
host language or embedded SQL statements.
programs inserting the data into the database demonThe statupd. . . programs processing the station strate that the BSRN radiation data and the metalog data consist of about 50 lines of FORTRAN, data can be integrated with a standard RDBMS. It
C or embedded SQL declarations and of about 400 also showed that the database design determines to
lines of executable host language and embedded a large extent the station-to-archive file format and
SQL statements. These programs are straightfor- the program system inserting the data into the BSRN
ward, with the exception of statupd9. Program database. Some special issues are discussed in the
statupd9 processes the assignment of radiation vari- following.
The relational model, SQL and the Oracle
ables to radiation instruments in logical record 9 of
the station-to-archive file and the updates on rela- RDBMS. Since SQL does not support the specifications stathist and/or radinstr cascading to relation tion of a domain as a list of names with associated
varsatstat. Thus statupd9 not only reads logical information (a category set, a very simple and quite
records 9 from the station-to-archive and the con- frequent user-defined datatype), the BSRN code tasistency report file, but also logical record 7, i.e., the bles, i.e., the relations measvar, surfacetype, topogresults of updating relation stathist, from the update- raphytype, station, pyrbodytcc, pyrdometcc, weather,
and-insert report file and it retrieves data from the weapast, cloudamt, cloudlowty, cloudmidty, cloud(eventually updated) relation radinstr and from re- hity, cloudsigty, groundstate, snowcover and blowlation varsatstat. statupd9 fills these data into the phen, were introduced into the database. Thus, static
working table given in Table 2 and then processes domains (in the fully supported relational model) are
replaced by dynamic domains (in the SQL supported
this table.
In the example in the upper part of Table 2, the relational model).
Since primary keys and foreign keys are not supfirst and the second line stem from logical records 9
in the station-to-archive and the consistency report ported by the current version of the Oracle RDBMS

-

-
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on data manipulation level, all programs that perform updates on the BSRN database also contain
~Q:Qstr~Jn1.~.. ~5Lt.h~t.t.h~..r~lati9n!~.l.integri:ty J'ules. are
not violated. However, the absence of support was
not found to be a drawback when the programs inserting the data into the BSRN database were designed and implemented: the procedural information
on how to transform the database from one consistent
state into the other is not contained in these rules.
The design and implementation of these procedures
took much more time than the implementation of the
relational constraints.
Programs 1 and 2 in Section 4 illustrate that BSRN
data are retrieved with straightforward SQL select
statements. The retrieved data are then exported for
further analysis, as SQL does not contain any statistical procedures. An exception are the SQL group
functions, which are demonstrated in Program 3 in
Section 4.
The relational model requires that relations are
in the first normal form, i.e., that attribute values
are atomic. This requirement is one of the reasons
why relational systems are often considered as inadequate for the management of science data. However,
the Oracle (and also other) RDBMS contain (nonstandard SQL) functions which encourage a subversion of the first normal form. For example, the character string functions allow to isolate and manipulate
each character of the BSRN ~ata quality attributes
which are defined as strings of five characters, cf. Appendix B.
Metadata. It was shown above that domain constraints (in the fully supported relational model) are
replaced by referential constraints (in the SQL supported relational model). Thus, what would be metadata in the data dictionary of a hypothetical RDBMS
which fully supports the domain concept of the relational model are data in the tables of the SQL implementation of the BSRN database.
On the one hand, the metadata defined by the SQL
DDL statements provide for a low-level description of
the data, comparable to that of the BSRN station-toarchive file format definition (cf. Section 5). On the
other hand, the data analyst's distinction between
metadata and data is on a higher level: with the relational model of data, define the radiation data and
then, paying even more attention to the detail, analyze, formalize, standardardize and define the metadata, which enable the quality assessment and the
scientific interpretation of the radiation data. Thus
the database administrator and the data analyst use
the term metadata differently. These are two important particular uses of the term [3, page 9].
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Appendix A:

The BSRN station log data relation and attribute list
Abbreviations are as follows: identification number (id.no.), sequence number (seq.no.), date of monthly file
that caused (d.m.f.c.), temperature compensation code (temp.comp.),estimation.method.(est.m.-),.distance
(dist.), human observation (h.o.), with instrument (w.i.), spectral aerosol optical depth (s.a.o.d.), wavelength
(wl.), upper-air or surface synoptic message symbol (syn.sym.). The names of the relations are as in Fig. 2.
The date and time attributes refer to UTC, the data types are given as Fortran Formats, except the data
type date. Quantities of type date include date and time.
relation

surface type
description
of surface
topographytype
description
of topography
measvar
quantities
measured in
network

station
stations
lastfile
month and
year of
files sent
to the WRMC
scientist
station scientist
and deputy

horizon
horizon
at stations

attribute

type

description of attributes

sftkey
sftdescr1
sftdescr2
tokey
todescr1
todescr2
mvkey
mvshdescr

I2
A20
A20
I2
A30
A20
I3
A6

mvdescr
mvfreq
mvunit
mvformat

A47
A3
A7
AS
I2
A3
A40
IS
I2

primary key, id.no.
1st surfacetype description
2nd
primary key, id.no.
1st topographytype descr.
2nd
primary key, id.no.
short description, attribute
names of atmospheric relations
long description
frequency of measurement
unit
ASCII format
primary key, id.no.
short name of the station
name of the station
primary key, unique seq.no.
station id.no.
date of entry in the database
month of last file
year of last file
"Y'' if last month, "N" if not
primary key, unique seq.no.
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
start of responsibility
end of responsibility
station id.no.
"Y'' if deputy, "N" if not
name of scientist
telephone no.
FAX no.
TCPIIP no.
electronic mail no.
address
primary key, unique seq.no.
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry

stl~ey

stshnam
stname
lsfkey
stkey
lsfendate
lsfmonth
lsfyear
lsfcur
sckey
scendate
scenmon
scupdate
scvalsince
scvaluntil
stkey
scdeputy
scname
scphone
scfax
sctcpip
scemail
scaddress
hokey
hoendate
hoenmon

date

I2
I4
A1
I3
date
date
date
date
date

I2
A1
A38
A20
A20
A15
A50
A80
I4
date
date
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The BSRN station log data relation and attribute list, continued
relation,.

SI unit I
foreign key
imp. from
radiosonde
radiosonde
equipment
at stations

station

ozonestat
nearest
ozone
station

station
statdesc
station
description

attribute

type

description of attributes

houpdate
hovalsince
hovaluntil
stkey
hoazimut
hoelev
rskey
rsidnum
rsendate
rsenmon
rsupdate
rsvalsince
rsvaluntil
rsoper
stkey
rsmake
rslocat
rsdist
rsmfreq
rstime1
rstime2
rstime3
rstirr$4
rsrks
ozkey
ozidnum
ozendate
ozenmon
ozupdate
ozvalsince
ozvaluntil
ozoper
stkey
ozmake
ozlocat
ozdist
ozrks
sdkey
sdendate
sdenmon
sdupdate
sdvalsince
sdvaluntil
stkey
sftkey
to key
sdfax

date
date
date

date of update
valid since
valid until
station id.no.
standard horizon azimuth
standard horizon elevation
primary key, unique seq.no.
identification (syn.sym. I I iii)
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date ofupdate
in operation since
in operation until
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
station id.no.
manufacturer
location of radiosonde
distance from radiation station
time interval of meas.
first radiosonde launch time
second
third
fourth
remarks about radiosonde
primary key, unique seq.no.
ozone instrument id.no.
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
in operation since
in operation until
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
station id.no.
manufacturer
location of ozone instrument
distance from radiation station
remarks about ozone station
primary key, unique seq.no.
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
valid since
valid until
station id.no.
surface type id.no.
topography type id.no.
FAX no. of station

I2
I3
I2
I3
AS
date
date
date
date
date

A1
I2
A30
A25
I4
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2
A80
I3
I3
date
date
date
date
date

A1
I2
A30
A25
I4
A80
IS
date
date
date
date
date

I2
I2
I2
A20
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SI unit I
foreign key
imp. from

station
0-360°
0-90°

station

km
s
h
h
h
h

station

km

station
surfacetype
topogr. type

The BSRN station log data relation and attribute list, continued
relation

attribute

type

description of attributes

The BSRN station log data relation and attribute list, continued
SI unit/
·· ······-····-·-·-·· forefgnkey···~-

r~elati<LlL~·-~ .

atJrib.ute

type

... -d.escription of attributes

foreign key
imp. from

imp. from

stathist
station
histories

pyrbodytcc
temp.comp.
pyrdometcc
temp.comp.
radinstr
instruments
in the
network

sdphone
sdtcpip
sdemail
sdaddress
sdlat
sdlon
sdalt
sdwmoid

A20
A1S
ASO
ASO
F7.3
F7.3
I4
AS

shkey
shendate
shenmon
shupdate
shvalsince
shvaluntil
stkey
shsynoper

IS

shclamtimeth
shclamtioper
shclbhimeth
shclbhioper
shcllqwmeth
shcllqwoper
shaesvdmeth
shaesvdoper
shwvpvdmeth
shwvpvdoper
pbkey
pbdescr
pdkey
pddescr
rikey
riidnum
riendate
rienmon
riupdate
rivalsince
rivaluntil
rioper
rimake
rimodel
risernum
ripurchase
rirks
pbkey
pdkey

date
date
date
date
date

I2
A1
ASO
A1
ASO
A1
A80
A1
ASO
A1
ASO
A1
I2
ASO
I2
ASO
IS
IS
date
date
date
date
date

A1
A30
A1S
A18
date

ASO
I2
I2

telephone no. of station
TCP /IP no. of station
electronic mail no. of station
address
latitude
longitude
altitude
identification of surface
synoptic station (syn.sym. IIiii)
primary key, unique seq.no.
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
valid since
valid until
station id.no.
"Y'' if surface SYNOPS
performed, "N" if not
cloud amount est.m. w.i.
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
cloud base height est.m. w.i.
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
cloud liquid water content est.m. w.i.
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
aerosol vertical distr. est.m. w.i.
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
water vapor vert. distr. est.m. w.i.
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
primary key, id.no.
pyrgeometer body temp.comp.
primary key, id.no.
pyrgeometer dome temp.comp.
primary key, unique seq.no.
id.no. of instrument
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
instrument parameters valid since
instrument parameters valid until
"Y'' if operating, "N" if not
manufacturer of instrument
model
serial number
date of purchase
remarks about instrument
temperature compensation
temperature compensation
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0
0

m

station

varsatstat
quantities meas.
at a station with
an instrument

weather
weapast
cloudamt
pyrbodytcc
pyrdometcc

SI u.nitl

cloudlowty

riwave1
ribdwth1
riwave2
ribdwth2
riwave3
ribdwth3
rifromhor

F7.3
F7.3
F7.3
F7.3
F7.3
F7.3
I2

ricalloc
ricalbeg1
ricalend1
ricalcnum1
ricalmean1
ricalstee1
ricalbeg2
ricalend2
ricalcnum2
ricalmean2
ricalstee2
ricalbeg3
ricalend3
ricalcnum3
ricof.mean3
ricalstee3
ricalwho
ricalrks
vskey
mvkey
shkey
rikey
vsendate
vsenmon
vsupdate
vsvalsince

A30
date
date

I2
F12.4
F12.4
date
date

I2
F12.4
F12.4
date
date

I2
F12.4
F12.4
A40
A160
IS
I3
IS
IS
date
date
date
date

vsvaluntil

date

weacode
weadescr
weapacode
weapadescr
clamtcode
clamtdescr
cllowtcode
cllowtdescr

A2
A76
A1
A76
A1
A76
A1
A76

1st band of spectral instrument
1st bandwidth
2nd band
2nd bandwidth
3rd band
3rd bandwidth
elevation from horizon
of spectral instrument
where calibrated
start of calibration period wl. 1
end
number of comparisons
mean of calibration coefficient
standard error
start of calibration period wl. 2
end
number of comparisons
mean of calibration coefficient
standard error
start of calibration period wl. 3
end
number of comparisons
mean of calibration coefficient
standard error
who calibrated
remarks regarding the calibration
primary key, unique seq. no.
id.no. of variable
id.no. of station history
id.no. of instrument
date of entry in the database
d.m.f.c. entry
date of update
assignment of instrument
variable valid since
assignment valid until
alternate key is
{mvkey, shkey, rikey, vsvalsince)
present weather (syn.sym. ww)
description (WMO code 4677)
past weather (syn.sym. W)
description (WMO code 4500)
cloud amount (syn.sym. N, Nh, N 8 )
description (WMO code 4377)
types of low clouds (syn.sym. CL)
description (WMO code 0513)
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measvars
stathist
radinstr

The BSRN station log data relation and attribute list, continued
relation

attribute

type

description of attributes

cloudmidty

clmidtcode
clmidtdescr
clhitcode
clhitdescr
clsigtcode
clsigtdescr

A1
A76
A1
A76
A1
A76

types of middle clouds (syn.sym. CM)
description (WMO code 0515)
types of high clouds (syn.sym. CH)
description (WMO code 0509)
types of clouds in (syn.sym. C)
significant layers, description
(WMO code 0500)
state of the ground (syn.sym. E)
description
snow cover on the ground, recoded
from special groups (syn.sym. 9 ... )
blowing phenomena, recoded
from special groups (syn.sym. 9 ... )

cloudhity
cloudsigty

groundstate
snowcover
blowphen

grstcode
grstdescr
snowcocode
snowcodescr
blowcode
blowdescr

A1
A76
A2
A76
A2
A76

The BSRN atmospheric data relation and attribute list, continued
.. ... SLunit_t_
foreign key
imp. from

Appendix B: The BSRN atmospheric data relation and attribute list
relation

radmbas
radiation
data
measured in
intervals of
minutes
(all attributes
ending ...
are replaced by
5 attributes,
e.g., dsgl2...
is replaced by
dsgl2m, dsgl2s,
dsgl2i, dsgl2a
dsgl2q)

radmext
radiation
data

attribute

type

dtrmbas
shkey

date

dtrmbst
dsgl1m
dsglts
dsglti
dsglta
dsgl1q

date

dsgl2...
dsdir...
dsdfs ...
dl ...
dlat

I4
I4
I4
I4
FS.1

dlrh
dtrmext
shkey

F4.1

IS
I4
FS.2
I4
I4
AS

date

IS

description of attributes

date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtrmbas, shkey)
for calcalating averages
mean,
standard deviation,
minimum,
maximum,
quality control flags of
global radiation 1
(direct + sky diffuse)
global radiation 2 (pyranometer)
direct radiation
diffuse sky
downward long-wave
air temperature at downward
long-wave instrument height
relative humidity at ...
date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtrmext, shkey)
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SI unit/
foreign key
imp. from

~·---~----

I·

relation~...........

attribute._

type .......description of attributes

measured in
intervals of
minutes
(expanded
and other
measurements)
radh
radiation
data
measured in
intervals of
hours

dtrmest
dsspl. ..
dssp2...
dssp3...
usr...
ul...
dtrh
shkey

date

upperair
stores data
measured by
radiosonde

stathist

wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2

wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2

oc
%

stathist

upperairwmo
stores original
upper-air synoptic
(TEMP) message

ozone
stores ozone
data
surfspec
surface
special
measurem.
in intervals
of hours

dtrhst
thr1
thr2
thr3
hssp1
hssp2
hssp3
dtua
uaobs
shkey
ualeve
uaheit
uJitemp
uadewp
uawdir
uawind
dtuawmo
shkey
uawmo1
uawmo2
uawmo3
uawmo4
uawmo5
uawmo6
dtoz
shkey

I4
I4
I4
I4
I4
date

IS
date

I4
I4
I4
I4
I4
I4
date

I3
IS
I4
IS
FS.1
FS.1
I3
I3
date

IS
A240
A240
A240
A240
A240
A240
date

I4
I4

ozon
dtsurf
shkey

date

ssclti
ssclbi
sscllw

I2
IS
FS.2

IS

for calcalating averages
downw. shortw. spectral at wl. 1
downw. shortw. spectral at wl. 2
downw. shortw. spectral at wl. 3
upward short-wave reflected
upward long-wave
date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtrh, shkey)
for calcalating averages
thermal radiance at wl. 1
thermal radiance at wl. 2
thermal radiance at wl 3
hemispheric solar spectr. r. at wl. 1
hemispheric solar spectr. r. at wl. 2
hemispheric solar spectr. r. at wl 3
date and time of observation
seq.no. of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtua, uaobs, shkey)
pressure level
height
temperature
dew point
wind direction, azimuth
wind speed
date and time upper-air message
foreign key
primary key is ( dtuawmo, shkey)
upper-air synoptic message original
data (continued)

date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtoz, shkey)
total ozone amount
date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtsurj, shkey)
total cloud amount w.i.
cloud base height w .i.
cloud liquid water content
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SI unit./ ..
foreign key
imp. from

wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
stathist

wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2
wm- 2

stathist
hPa
mor gpm

oc
oc

0-360°
ms- 1
stathist

stathist
dobsuni
stathist

%
m
mm

Concurrent Operations in Balanced and Nested Grid ~lies
The BSRN atmospheric data relation and attribute list, continued
relation

attribute

type

description Q[ll.ttributes

.. SL:unitJ~-~-- _

..... GottfriedLueL

..•

foreign key
imp. from

synopbas
stores SYNOP
meteorological
observations

synopext
stores SYNOP
meteorological
observations

ssaodt
ssaod2
ssaod3
sswvhl

F6.3
F6.3
F6.3
F5.t

s.a.o.d. at wl. 1
s.a.o.d. at wl. 2
s.a.o.d. at wl. 3
water vapour at height 1
in dew point

sswvhn
dtsynb
shkey

F5.t

stemp
spres
sdewp
swdir
swind
spwea
swea
sclta
sella
scllt
sclmt
sclht
sclbh
swmol
swmo2
swmo3
dtsyne
shkey

F5.t
!5
F5.t
!3
!3
At
A2
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
!4
A240
A240
A240

scltl
sclal
sclhl

At
A1
!4

water vapour at height n in d.p.
date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtsynb, shkey)
temperature
pressure
dew point
wind direction, azimuth
wind speed
past weather
present weather
total cloud amount h.o.
low/middle cloud amount h.o.
low cloud type h.o.
middle cloud type h.o.
high cloud type h.o.
cloud base height h.o.
synoptic message original data
continued
continued
date and time of observation
foreign key
primary key is ( dtsyne, shkey}
cloud type level 1 h.o.
cloud amount level 1 h.o.
cloud height level 1 h.o.

sclt4
scla4
sclh4
sgrst
snwco
snwde
sblow
shorv
sverv

A1
A1
!4
A1
A2
!3
A2
!5
!5

cloud type level 4h.o.
cloud amount level 4 h.o.
cloud height level 4 h.o.
state of the ground
snow cover
snow depth (total amount)
blowing phenomena
horizontal view distance
vertical view distance

date

!5

date

!5
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11le synchronization of concurrent operations executing on a grid file descendant, nannly on a
balanced and nested grid file (BANG file for short) is an challenging problenn. Attractive solutions,
i.e. solutions resulting in less waiting tinne for lock requests, depend on non-traditional serializability
concepts, nannely on concepts known fronn semantic serializability theory. However, proposing
concurrent versions of BANG file insert, imd and delete operations is not only of theoretical
interest in the context of serializability theory but affects the practical usability of this design
approach to a high degree. :

stathist
cloudsigty
cloudamt
m
cloudsigty
cloudamt
m
groundstate
snow cover

em
blowphen
m
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1

11le synchronization concept proposed in this paper assennbles three basic concurrency control
techniques, nannely traditional lock coupling for insert and delete and a combination of give-up and
tree locking for imd. 11le imd algorithnn uses the optinnistic give-up technique during directory
traversal in order to increase the possible concurrency of different imd executions. 11le pseudocode notation used for the specification of the BANG file operations is based on an abstract search
structure model. 11lis nnodel was intended to support the verification of concurrent operations in
various different search structures and is nnodified to reflect the BANG file semantics, in particular
the data space partitioning strategy of the BANG file design.
Keywords

internal data structures, nnultiattribute search structures, concurrent operations, balanced and
nested grid files, semantic serializability
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1. Introduction
The synchronization of concurrent operations in multiattribute search structures (.MASS) like grid
files or related structures is an interesting challenge. On the one hand, synchronization in MASS is
an application domain for recent results in serializability theory, namely for semanticseiia1izal5ility
concepts (see [HsYa86], [Elli87], [Elli88] and [ShGo88]). On the other hand, it is a key problem to
be solved prior to any non-prototype implementation of a MASS as core data structure for an allpurpose DBMS.
Comparing recently published MASS approaches, a detailed evaluation of a particular MASS
design approach, namly the balanced and nested grid file (BANG file, see [Free87] and [Free89] for
initial publications), yielded promising results in the context of a prototype implementation (see
[MtiSc91] and [Witz91]). BANG files are grid file derivates which use a hierarchical (i.e. a nested)
data space partitioning alternative. The directory information is stored in a balanced multi-way tree
similar to a B +-tree. Consequently, the name BANG file results from these two design features. The
design approach as well as the corresponding line of design evolution is outlined in the next section.
Doing some evaluation work on our prototype and considering synchronization in MASS an
important problem (see [Hint87] or [Salz86] for previous work), some research effort was spent on
the problem of concurrently executing BANG file operations. The results of this effort are
described in this paper, in other words, concurrent versions of the BANG file operations insert,
imd and delete are presented. The synchronization of higher level operations (in the sense of a
transaction concept) implemented on top of the insert, imd and delete operations represents work
in progress not to be discussed in this paper.
Furtheron, a modification of the abstract search structure model as proposed in [ShGo88] is used as
formal representation for the BANG file structure in order to avoid lengthy descriptions of BANG
file internals to be found elsewhere (see [Free87], [Free89] or [Witz91] for example). In [ShGo88],
this abstract search structure model was proposed as common model for the verification of
concurrent operations in various different search structures like B +-trees or hash tables. The model
is based on a graph representation of search structures together with a toolset of functions
describing the search semantics of a particular structure, i.e the data space partitioning strategy.
Consequently, the adaption of the original [ShGo88] search structure model for MASS
synchronisation purposes is a necessary prerequisite for the application of the formalism as well as
for all results presented in this paper.

The rest of the paper has the following structure. Section 2 contains a very brief description of the
BANG file approach with special respect to the evolution of the grid file concepts. We elaborate on
one line of research starting from the initial grid file design in [NiHS84], incorporating the DYOP
design presenteclin [Oz0k85J and (temporarily) resulting in the BANG file design. Section~3 gives
an outline of the abstract search structure model of [ShGo88] and the specialization of this model to
BANG files. Section 4 contains a description of the concurrent versions of the insert, imd and
delete operations in BANG files. The paper concludes with a short summary and a list of
references.

2. An Outline of the BANG File Design
Currently, the main application domain for grid files are spatial databases. However, there is no
reason not to use a particular grid file derivate with guaranteed worst-case behavior (see [LoSa90]
and [SaLo91] for a discussion of this topic) or a hybrid structure incorporating grid file and
multiattribute tree concepts as internal data structure for general purpose DBMS. This paper is
intended to be a step in this direction, in other words an attempt to demonstrate the practical
usability of grid file concepts not only for non-standard database applications as spatial databases,
but also for standard database management systems which are still relying on B+ -tree structures or
single key hash structures as central concepts for index maintenance.
The central idea common to all grid file design approaches is based on the interpretation of n-tuples
as elements of an n-dimen~ional space. With regard to the physical machine representations of all
relevant data types, all con~iderations can be focused at the largest possible hyperrectangle given by
those finite representations. It is denoted by DataSpace in the sequel. Under the premise that the
size of the relevant mass-storage transfer units is a hardware-determined constant, this enclosing
hyperrectangle has to be successively partitioned into smaller hyperrectangles as the number of
tuples increases. The set of smaller hyperrectangels totally partitioning the initial and largest
possible hyperrectangle has to be mapped to a totally ordered set, namely the disk block address
space. This is to ensure that each relevant subspace of the n-dimensional data space corresponds to
one physically transferable storage unit. Let HR denote this set of smaller hyperrectangles
corresponding to the disk blocks allocated to the stored set of n-tuples and let bspace(hr) denote the
geometric contents of a particular hr E HR. Clearly, axiom
(GFAl)

The proposed algorithms for the BANG file operations use three basic concurrency control
techniques, namely traditional lock coupling for insert and delete and a combination of give-up and
tree locking (some kind of hierachicallock coupling) for imd in order to enhance the possible overall
concurrency of competing imd executions. The insert and delete algorithms operate on a one-tupleat-a-time basis, whereas the imd algorithm implements a predicate search through the BANG file,
i.e. one execution of imd retrieves all stored tuples belonging to one hyperrectangle of the data
space. The synchronization strategy used in imd relies on semantic serializability concepts, since
concurrent find executions are not necessarily serializable in terms of the traditional (syntactic)
serialization criterion.
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Ubspace(hr) = DataSpace
hreHR

has to hold for any legal partitioning set HR, since any possible n-tuple has to be stored in one of
the allocated disk blocks if passed to the database management system for insertion.
At this point, one of the key problems in the context of grid file design approaches can be observed,
namely how to maintain the geometric information needed to specify the actual partitioning of the
enclosing hyperrectangle DataSpace. Maintaining the geometric information implies additional
mass-storage allocation. Consequently, it has to be distinguished between disk blocks allocated for
tuples (data buckets in the sequel) and disk blocks allocated for geometric information (directory
buckets in the sequel). The following outline describes one line of design evolution in the context of
this problem.
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The first and still best known approach described in [NiHS84] employs n linear scales (one for each
dimension) and a directory data structure, which relates directory entries defined by scale
subinterval combinations with data bucket identifiers. The scales are partitioned successively upon
tuple insertions and data bucket splits. Figure. 1. shows .a directory. oLa.2-:dimensionaLgricLiile
together with its scales under the assumption that each data bucket can hold up to three tuples.

information needed to compute the borders of the corresponding hyperrectangle hr e HR,
i.e. the value of bspace(hr). No additional data structures are required for scale
partitioning information.
.
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The directory contains one entry per bucket region identifier instead of one entry per grid
cell identifier. This can be accomplished, since two buddy grid cells
(GridCellNumberi, SplitLevel) and (GridCellNumbe'j, SplitLevel) can be identified by their
ancestor in the splitting schema (say (GridCellNumberi, SplitLevel-1)) if both grid cells are
mapped to the same data bucket. Furtheron, this naming schema can be applied
recursively bottom up from the finest split level granularity up to the top level split level
granularity if necessary.
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Figure 1: Initial grid file design
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Two terms have to be defined in order to differentiate between two geometric categories. A
hyperrectangle defined by the combination of n scale subintervals (scale subintervals are denoted
by numbers scale#.l ... scale#.n in Figure 1) is called grid cell. Grid cells are denoted by integer
numbers in Figure 1. A combination of grid cells forming a hyperrectangle which corresponds to a
storage unit (a data bucket), is called bucket region. Data buckets are denoted by upper case letters.
In spite of numerous positive aspects, the original design approach exhibits an undesirable behavior
in case of certain non-uniform data distributions or (even worse) in case of correlated data. In
several cases, the storage allocation pattern is characterized by an exponential growth rate of the
directory data structure, i.e. the ratio between the number of data buckets and the number of
directory buckets becomes unacceptable. Tackling this particular problem, the DYOP (for DYnamic
and Order Preserving) file design approach is presented in [Oz0u85]. The DYOP file uses a very
restricted scale partitioning approach, namely a buddy system with subsequent binary partitioning of
the initial data space. Using the terminology outlined above, grid cells emerge in the DYOP file
design as result of the alternating and cyclic binary splitting of the domains as depicted in Figure 2
below. Each grid cell is identified by a pair of values, namely (GridCellNumber, SplitLevel). The
value of GridCellNumber is relative to the value of SplitLevel as shown in Figure 2.

(2,2)

13,2)

(2,31
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(1,2)

(2)

121

(b)

Figure 3: Splitting in the DYOP.
Inserting tuple Pin the DYOP file given in Figure 3(a) results in a split chain depicted in Figure
3(b). Split (1) divides the overflowing cell (1,1) into cells (1,2) and (3,2). Cell (3,2) contains 4 tuples,
therefore split (2) occurs fielding cells (3,3) and (7,3). Cell (3,3) has to be split one more time, split
(3) produces the cells (3,4) and (11,4). At this point, the directory contains 5 bucket region entries
instead of 16 grid cell entries.
Two facts are illustrated by Figure 3 and the corresponding splitting schema. On the one hand, only
bucket region identifiers have to be stored in the directory, which is of course a very positive aspect,
on the other hand a single insertion may cause long split chains in case of non-uniform data
distributions. The second observation leads to the design approach used as underlying structure for
the research work presented in this paper, namly the BANG file design as specified in [Free87] and
[Free89]. The BANG approach uses the hyperrectangle partitioning schema as proposed in the
DYOP approach but modifies a basic axiom of both the original grid file and the DYOP. This
axiom, not explicitly stated so far, reads as follows:

(7,3)

(5,31

(d)

Figure 2: DYOP partitioning schema.
The DYOP partitionhtg schema has two interesting advantages with respect to the ratio between
the number of data buckets and the number of directory buckets:
The scale partitioning is given in an implicit manner by the numbering schema depicted in
Figure 2. Each region identifier (GridCellNumber, SplitLevel) contains the full partitioning
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10,1)

1(0~111 ~~2·1 13;·1

Resulting directory
(a)

(GFA2):
(0,0)

(1,1)

13,2)

(1)

bspace(hr1) n bspace(hr2)

= {}

Vhr1, hr2 eHR

The geometric contents of any two hyperrectangles (corresponding to bucket regions and therefore
to data buckets) has to be disjoint in the original grid file design as well as in the DYOP file design.
Considering the BANG file design, this basic condition is relaxed to:
(GFA2'):

bspace(hr1) n bspace(hr2) t {} =>
(bspace(hr1) c bspace(hr2)) v (bspace(hr2) c bspace(hr1)) Vhr1, hr2 e HR

In other words, if any two hyperrectangles intersect, one has to enclose the other. Figure 4
.... i. jllustrates the relaxed condition employing the naming schema of Figure 2:
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r-------------1
A

B

I
I
I
I

I

l

(3,2)

~---------------~I

directory

I

A

I
I
I
I

(0,0)
l
L------------------------------~

partitioning of a 2-dimensional BANG file is presented in Figure 6. The data are stemming from
our prototype implementation mentioned above and result from a raw data distribution
corresponding to the sum of two uniformly distributed random variables for the x-coordinate and a
uniformly distributed. random variable for the y-coordinate. In other words, each tuple is .inserted
with ((random+ random, random) values.

B

.• ::·:·:· ·-!" ... J:: ; .. ~L,. ·;;,;}. ;::1·
Kr'~:~b ·::b ... :· ',f:;j. ·;·: :: ...t :. :
·t'·l'·''ttJ'· .. •··•;j, ·.l'•
.. ~ ·. :::. ·:i: .·.·- ~ ..: :~~ ·. :; : :::f· ~ ..

data

. ·.

Figure 4: BANG file directorywith.nested bucket regions.
In Figure 4 two bucket regions with intersecting geometric contents are shown,
bspace(B) c bspace(A) holds, i.e. the relaxed axiom given as (GFA2') is fullfilled. Due to the fact
that still bucket region identifiers are stored in the BANG file directory, the tuple search strategy
has to be modified. Considering a search for tuple x1 in the BANG file of Figure 4, the directory is
traversed to find the bucket region identifier corresponding to the enclosing bucket region ( (0,0) for
x1). The data bucket reference attached to bucket region identifier (0,0) provides access to the data
bucket in which x1 is actually stored. However, considering'S reveals that the smallest enclosing
bucket region has to be found because 'S is stored in the data bucket corresponding to (3,2)
although (0,0) denotes also an enclosing region. Actually, the geometric contents covered by a data
bucket no longer corresponds to the geometric contents of its bucket region but represents the
geometric contents of its bucket region minus the geometric contents of all enclosed bucket regions.
This introduces a new term, namely logical region which denotes a particular bucket region after
subtracting all enclosed bucket regions. The logical region of bucket region (0,0) in Figure 4 is
surrounded by a dotted line. Consequently, one data bucket in a BANG file corresponds to one
logical region instead of one bucket region.
Bucket region identifiers are created by successive bit interleaving of the domain subinterval bit
signatures. The interleaving sequence is given by the cyclic domain split sequence, i.e. l.bit of
domain 1, l.bit of domain 2 •. l.bit of domainn, 2.bit of domain 1, 2.bit of domain 2 •. 2.bit of domainn
and so on. Figure 5 illustrates the bit interleaving concept.

:I ·II EJ

ooi o . . .___________,
01I

0
00

II

01

II

10

II

11

Figure 5: Bucket region naming schema.
The basic idea behind the relaxation of the original axiom (GFA2) is to take advantage of the
directory space savings achieved by the DYOP design on the one hand and to provide a flexible
splitting schema compared to the buddy splitting strategy used in the DYOP design on the other
hand.
Instead of a detailed discussion of the BANG file insert, fmd and delete algorithms (the reader may
refer to [Witz91] for a description of a prototype implementation), a particular directory
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Figure 6: Directory partitioning in a BANG file
Figure 6 illustrates the central idea of the BANG file design, namely adopting the hyperrectangle
naming schema as proposed in the DYOP file design on the one hand and modifying the basic
axiom regarding the disjointness of bucket regions on the other hand.

t:

3. An Abstract Search Structure Model for Concurrent Operations
This section summarizes an abstract search structure model designed to support the formal
verification of concurrent insert, fmd and delete templates for a variety of different search
structures like for example B +-trees. In the sequel, a slightly modified version of the work presented
in [ShGo88] is used. Since minor changes in the notation reflect the adaptions done for our
application, a brief outline of the general approach is given prior to the specialization to BANG
files.
In [ShGo88], a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used as data model, i.e. as underlying. structure for
data representation. All the data contained in a particular abstract search structure are stored in
DAG nodes. Additionally, some of the nodes contain navigational information. Each process
accessing the abstract search structure navigates through the DAG, in other words, it reads a
particular node from mass storage and uses the navigational information contained in the node to
decide which node to read next. Those two steps are repeated until the actual goal (inserting,
finding or deleting tuples) is achieved. In fact, the DAG edges are used to construct an access path
in the context of the abstract search structure.
Considering the process of searching in the DAG as basic prerequisite for insert, delete and fmd,
the representation of the navigational information is essential. Assuming a process searching for
tuple t has just read node n. Now n is either the node which has to contain t (if tis actually stored)
or one of the successors of n has to be choosen to proceed with the search. Consequently, each node
t'·\1

>,
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n has to contain for each immediate successor si(n) a predicate defining the set of values which can
be accessed via s/n). In the following, inspace(s?)) is used to denote this set.
For any node n, some tuples t.} e inspace(n) may exist which
are not contained....................
in Uinspace(s.Cn)).
.
- ...........1-. . .
Consequently, those tuples must be stored in n itself. Any process searching for a tuple
tj e inspace(n) A tj -.e Uinspace(s?)) finally arriving at n would decide to terminate the search at n.
This set of tuples t.} is called key space of n (denoted by keyspace(n)) in the sequel.
An abstract search structure state is described by a triple (G, inspace, contents), namely the DAG
G, the function inspace used for search navigation and the function contents used to map a DAG
node n to the set of tuples actually stored in n. The set of all tuples actually stored with respect to an
abstract search structure state s=(G, inspace, contents) is called the global contents of s, or C8 for
short. In other words,

Ucontents(n) = Cs

n e nodes(G)

At this point, the properties of a valid search structure states (i.e. a search structure state which
allows for a correct search traversal of the DAG) can be defined in terms of the data model
outlined above.
Definition 1: valid search structure state
A search structure state is called valid, iff
any ti of the data space is in the key space of exactly one DAG node n, i.e. the union of all
key spaces equals the data space and all key spaces are pairwise disjoint, and
any ti actually stored in the abstract search structure is stored in the correct DAG node, i.e.
if ti is stored inn, then tie keyspace(n) has to hold.
The former is called complete data representation, the latter valid data representation.

•
After the definition of a valid search structure state, an additional term has to be introduced, since
an application is not interested in the DAG representation of the abstract search structure. In other
words, an application using insert, delete and fmd for search structure manipulation is handling the
global contents of the search structure, not particular search structure states. Consequently, from an
application's point of view, all abstract data structure states with the same global contents have to
be considered as equivalent. The term tuple set state is used to reflect this scope of interest. It
denotes the set of all application-equivalent abstract search structure states, i.e. the maximal set of
abstract search structure states with identical global contents.
Applying this rather general model to BANG files is almost straightforward. Due to the directory
structure described in Section 2, the DAG of the abstract search structure model is always a tree.
The functions keyspace and contents yield only for BANG file data buckets non-empty sets.
However, the specification of inspace has to reflect the specific BANG file properties as outlined
above. In particular,
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inspace(n)

=

if n is the root node

bspace(n)
{

(inspace(pred(n)) n bspace(n)) \ Ubspace(n;) otherwise
ni e enclosed(n)

where pred(n) and enclosed(n) denote the predecessor of n and the set of all siblings of n which are
enclosed by n. The reader may notice that the function inspace used in the abstract search structure
model of this section is closely related to the term logical region used in Section 2.

4. Concurrent INSERT, DELETE and FIND operations in BANG Files
Search structure synchronization methods based on pure locking rely on the concept of syntactic
serializability. A computation is syntactically serializable if and only if there exists a serial
computation having exactly the same operations with the same return values and resulting in the
same final search structure state. The basic solutions within this concept ([BaSc77] or [Sama76])
rely on tree locking which was formally proved correct in [SiK.e80]. More sophisticated locking
protocols allowing a higher degree of parallelism were proposed in [BaSc77], [Elli80] or [KwWo82].
An alternative correctness criterion is called semantic serializability. Within this concept,
serializability in a syntactic sense is claimed only for the high-level operations, say insert, delete and
fmd and the global contents of a search structure. It is not claimed for low-level operations and
search structure states. This approach turns out to be less restrictive, since particular computation
sequences which are syntactically incorrect as far as low-level (i.e. search structure) operations and
seach structure states ar~ concerned can be executed as long as they remain serializable with
respect to the high-level operations. The key idea is that low-level serializability can be sacrificed
without loosing correctness on the application layer which is using the high-level insert, delete and
fmd operations. It is easy to demonstrate that the omission of lew-level serializability yields a
remarkable effect with respect to possible concurrency of update and query executions. In other
words, execution sequences which have to be totally ordered to fullfiU the traditional serializability
criterion might be partially ordered in time as far as semantic serializability is concerned. Protocols
based on the semantic approach have received much attention (see [Elli87], [Elli88], [HsYa86],
[KuLe80], [LeYa81], [Sagi85]). However, the cited solutions lack of formal correctness proofs. A
formal model aiming at the verification of semantic serialization approaches was presented for the
first time in [GoSh85]. It is discussed in more detail in [ShGo88].
In this section, three techniques are assembled into one BANG file synchronization protocol:
lock coupling ([Sama76]), i.e. locking the appropriate child of a node before releasing the
lock on the node itself, which means that each process holds at least one and at most two
locks at a time
tree locking ([SiK.e80]), i.e. locking all appropriate children of a node before releasing the
lock on the node itself, which corresponds to some sort of "hierarchical l:n lock coupling",
and
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giveup ([BaSc77]), i.e. executing a check operation to obtain information whether or not
the current node has been split (or released during a bucket merge operation) and if so,
"giving up" by returning to the parent node.

GLOBAL root: NODE-ID;
P~()QEl)l]RE

Pseudocode algorithms for tuple insertion, tuple delete and range seafch~afegiven-oelow~-Tiie
search structure operations executed on behalf of insert, delete and rmd are split, merge, tinsert,
tdelete and succ. The search structure operation split distributes the tuples of an overflowing
bucket, maintains the directory data redistribution and establishes correct links according to the
semantics of the BANG file approach. It has its logical counterpart in the search structure
operation merge used in case of bucket underflow. The search structure operations tinsert (and
tdelete) are inserting (deleting) one tuple into (from) a data bucket. The search structure operation
succ is carrying the BANG file semantics in case of directory navigation as depicted above, i.e. succ
is able to decide which bucket should be read next in order to achieve a particular directory
traversal. Standard bucket read() and write() primitives are assumed as well as atomic rlock() and
xlock() calls executed by some sort of lock server, i.e. rlock() and xlock() calls are not synchronized
themselves. Within this paper, the operations rlock() and xlock() are used with their common
semantics, i.e. an xlock on node n inhibits any other locking of n by any other process, whereas an
dock on node n allows for the aquisition of concurrent docks on n by other processes.
Any BANG file directory bucket (i.e. any search structure node) ni contains enough information to
determine bspace(n) as well as bspace(nc) for any nc which is immediate successor ofni" Due to this
and the recursive definition of inspace(n.),
the value of inspace(n.)
is deducable by inspecting all
I
I
nodes lying on the path (root,nJ Consequently, the high-level operations have to traverse the
directory top-down, starting at the root.
c-'

4.1 The INSERT procedure
In case of bucket overflow, insert has to split the data bucket. Additionally, the insert might be
forced to execute a sequence of directory bucket splits in bottom-up order. Locking the splitting
buckets in a bottom-up sequence could cause deadlocks since insert, delete and rmd lock buckets in
a top-down sequence during their directory traversal phase. For example, a process; say pl' which
has locked and split a node n and is waiting for the lock on the parent of n in order to do an update
on the directory entries will probably run in a deadlock situation with an other process, say p 2, which
is on its top-down traversal and therefore holding a lock on the parent of n while waiting for one
more lock on n. For this reason, insert must detect and xlock the split candidates in its top-down
phase. The resulting locking protocol for insert is the one introduced in [BaSc77]. A bucket which is
a candidate for a subsequent split is called unsafe. Basically, the algorithm stores the path to the
appropriate data bucket resulting from the directory traversal on a stack and gains an xlock on the
deepest unsafe bucket. After tuple insertion, all bucket splits have to be handled using the stack
contents. A special case appears if the root must be split. In that case, no parent bucket can be
retrieved from the stack.
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insert
( IN t: TUPLE)
LOCAL current, child: NODE-ID;
BEGIN
xlock(root);
read( root);
current := root;
WHIT.,E current not a datanode DO
BEGIN
IF current is safe
THEN release all locks held on ancestors of current
child:= succ(current,t);
xlock(child);
read( child);
push( current);
current := child;
END
tinsert( current,t );
WHIT.,E current is full DO
BEGIN
pop(parent);
IF pop() returns EMPTY-STACK in parent due to a root split
THEN split(current, NULL);
ELSE
BEGIN
split( current, parent);
current := parent;
END
END
release all locks;
END

1:

Figure 7: Algorithm for tuple insertion
In split(culTentparent), a new node nb is allocated. The structure of the BANG file directory is
changed in such a way that nb becomes an additional child of parent which is the immediate
predecessor of culTent. The function inspace is changed to inspace' such that a subspace of
inspace(culTent) becomes the new inspace of nb. If sp denotes the subspace to be excluded from the
original inspace(culTent), then
inspace'(nb) =spA inspace'(culTent)

= inspace(culTent) \ sp

holds. For all other buckets, inspace must remain unchanged. Consequently, all successors n c of
bucket culTent for which bspace(nc) flsp +{}holds, have to become successors of the new bucket nb.
Otherwise their inspace would become empty by definition and the BANG file would end up in an
incorrect state.
The only problem in this context would appear, if
bspace(n) flsp +{}A bspace(nc) fl inspace'(culTent) +{},
or in other words, if the bucket space of any n c would intersect with both the new subspace sp and
the reduced space of culTent. Fortunately, this is prohibited by GFA2', i.e. by the BANG file
enclosure constraint for bucket spaces.
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4.2 The FIND procedure
The procedure fmd has to retrieve all tuples belonging to a subspace which described by a predicate
passed as parameter p. Let space denote the tuple space defined by p. Let p-scope denote the
.. al
p
mmrm set of buckets covering space with their inspaces. The p-scope
the directory, namely the subtree root!d at the deepest directory bucket n for which

Corresponas-Toisubtree-of

At this point, the synchronisation protocol for the give-up phase of fmd in case of bucket splits has
to be discussed. After a fmd call gained an rlock on current and read current, it executes the
sequence
[t0: unlock(cun-ent), t1: rlock(child), t2: read(child)].

p

spaceP c inspace(nP)
holds. Any proper predecessor of np is called to be above the p-scope. The algorithm consists of two
phases. Within the first phase, the root of the p-scope is determined and docked. In this phase, the
synchronization method used by fmd is giveup which can be found in [BaSc77] and [ShGo88]. This is
an optimistic policy since fmd does not prevent itself from reading a nod~ which has been
invalidated by a concurrent split or merge operation (for example prevent itself from such a "path
loss" by locking two buckets simultaneously, like for example insert does). However, if a path loss is
caused by a split or merge, the error condition is detected and compensated by re-read operations.
A short discussion of the path loss detection can be found below. Within the second phase, a
recursive descent through the p-scope is executed. It is achieved by a procedure Iock-and-fmd which
employs tree locking. Particular details of lock-and-fmd can be found at the end of this subsection.
GLOBAL root: NODE-ID, dataspace: PREDICATE;
PROCEDURE find
( IN p:PREDICATE, OUT solution:TUPLESET)
LOCAL current, child: NODE-ID, curr-inspace: PREDICATE;
BEGIN
rlock( root);
read(root);
current := root;
curr-inspace := dataspace;
WHILE (current is above p-scope) OR (current was split) OR (current was deallocated) DO
BEGIN
unlock( current);
IF (current was split) OR (current was deallocated)
THEN
BEGIN
pop( current, curr-inspace);
IF pop() returns EMPTY-STACK in current due to a root split
THEN
BEGIN
current := root;
curr-inspace := dataspace;
END
END
ELSE
BEGIN
push(current, curr-inspace);
determine child of current such that
spacep ~ { curr-inspace n bspace(child) \enclosed( child)};
current := child;
curr-inspace := curr-inspace \ enclosed( current);
END
rlock(current);
read( current);
END
ASSERTION: current is root of p-scope and rlocked
lock-and-find(p,current,solution)
END

Figure 8: Algorithm for predicate search
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Since each fmd call may execute concurrently with an insert call, inspace(child) may be reduced by
a bucket split between t 0 and t 1• In other words, spaceP c inspace(child) may no longer hold at time
tl" However, if fmd detects such an intermediate split of child, it recovers by re-reading current and
a recovery sequence
[t3: unlock(child), t4: rlock(current), t5 : read(current)].
Having found another successor of current, say child' with spacep c inspace(child'), the sequence
[t6: unlock(current), t7: rlock(child'), t8: read(child')]
is executed. Again, a split of child' may occur betweent6 and t7' and spaceP c inspace(child') may no
longer hold at t8, which causes a second re-read of current. Theoretically, the number of such
repeated re-reads caused by intermediate splits may be infinite, i.e. starvation could occur if,
between any unlock(cun-ent) and rlock(child), child overflows and has to be split. However, the
probability of this case seems to be neglectible.
One additional detail has to be considered, namely a root split. Recall the recovery sequence
1:

[t3 : unlock(child), t4 : rlock(current), t5 : read(current)]
in case of inspace reduction. Actually, even spacep c inspace(current) may not hold due to an
intermediate split of current itself. Of course, in this case successive recovery sequences up to the
first stacked bucket with spacep c inspace(c) have to take place. However, if the root has been split
during the fmd execution, the recovery sequence may end up with an empty stack. Consequently,
fmd has to continue at the (new) root if the local stack becomes empty during the sequence
recovery, i.e. a new traversal has to be done.
Finally, the problem of intermediate split detection has to be discussed. One possible method is to
store in any non-leaf directory bucket a set of child split counters (one for each child). In addition,
each bucket contains one split counter for the bucket itself. Each time a bucket is split, the split
counter of the bucket as well as the approriate split counter in the predecessor of the splitting
bucket are incremented. A fmd call reading bucket current stores the child split counter for .the next
bucket to be read, say child. After subsequent rlock and read of child, a comparison of the stored
value with the local split counter value of child tells whether or not child was split during the lockless
period.
The tree locking phase during the recursive descent of the p-scope is less complex. At first, some
pseudo-code for lock-and-find as used in the fmd algorithm has to be supplied. Figure 9 shows the
simple tree traversal.
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PROCEDURE lock-and-find
( IN p: PREDICATE, IN current: NODE-ID, OUT solution: TUPLESET)
LOCAL child: NODE-ID;
BEGIN
ASSERTION: current is already rlocked
read( current);
IF current is a data node THEN
BEGIN
add all tuples stored in current matching p to solution;
unlock( current);
END
ELSE
BEGIN
FOREACH child E children of current DO
IF bspace(child) n spacep is nonempty
THEN rlock(child);
unlock( current);
FOREACH child E children of current DO
IF bspace(child) n spacep is nonempty
THEN lock-and-find(p,child,sol uti on);
END
END

tdelete( current,t );
WHILE underflow in current DO
BEGIN
p()p(pare~t);

pop( sibling);
IF pop() returns EMPTY-STACK in parent { current is the root }
THEN IF current has only one child left

THEN BEGIN
root := child;
de-allocate (current);
END-IF
ELSE merge( current,sibling,parent);
current := parent;
END
release all locks;

END

Figure 10: Algorithm for tuple deletion

Figure 9: Recursive descent for predicate search
The pseudo-code is rather self-explanatory. Any lock-and-rmd(p,current,S) call · is proper if
spacep c inspace(current) holds which is ensured in the first phase of the rmd algorithm. It should be
noted that any dock on a non-leaf node n is only held until locks have been acquired for all
appropriate children of n. Actually, the possible overall concurrency is enhanced because a
particular execution waiting for n will be unblocked after lock-and-rmd released the dock on n.
Furtheron, any child not in the p-scope of lock-and-rmd and therefore not locked by lock-and-rmd
may be accessed as soon as n becomes accessible again.

At least in case of an empty data bucket, the process executing the delete operation has to merge
the underflowing bucket into one of its siblings. Consequently, it has to deallocate the underflowing
bucket and to suspend subsequent accesses by concurrent operations. As usual, a data bucket merge
my result in a sequence of directory bucket merge. For the same reason as with the insert
operation, the merge candidates are detected during the top-down phase of delete, resulting in the
locking protocol proposed in [BaSc77]. If the working stack becomes empty during the bottom-up
merging phase, the process reaches the root node.
A possible extension to this fimple delete algorithm, namely the adaption for a "predicate delete"
similar to the "predicate search" described in Subsection 4.2, requires a complete redesign of the
rmd algorithm. This extension is part of additional work currently in progress.

4.3 The DELETE procedure
The synchronisation policy for delete operations is similar to the te<::h,niques used in the insert
algorithm. Again, some kind of lock coupling is used for the directory traversal phase. Figure 10
shows the pseudo-code.
GLOBAL root : NODE-ID;
PROCEDURE delete
(IN t : TUPLE)
LOCAL current,sibling,parent,child: NODE-ID;
BEGIN
xlock( root);
read( root);
current := root ;
WHILE current not a datanode DO
BEGIN
xlock( child);
read( child);
IF child is unsafe for merge
THEN BEGIN
sibling := find-merge-candidate( current);
xlock (sibling);
read( sibling);
push( sibling);
END
ELSE release all locks except that on child;
push( current);
current := child;
END
END
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5. Conclusions
The problem of concurrent operations in balanced and nested grid files is discussed. Algorithmic
templates for concurrent insert, rmd and delete operations are presented. The synchronization of
concurrent rmd operations is based on results from semantic serializability theory. In particular, the
synchronization protocol as proposed in this paper uses three concurrency control techniques,
namely lock coupling for insert and delete and a combination of give-up and tree locking for rmd.
The optimistic give-up technique during the rmd directory traversal yields positive effects for the
possible concurrency of rmd executions. An abstract search structure model is used as formal
notation in order to avoid a lengthy discussion of BANG file specific details to be found in prior
publications. This model created to support the verification of concurrent operations in different
single-attribute search structures and was modified to reflect the BANG file data space partitioning
strategy.
Work in progress in the context of BANG file concurrency control deals with the inclusion of highlevel concurrency control features in the context of transaction processing on the one hand and with
an adaption for a predicate delete similar to the predicate search described above on the other
hand.
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